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Waterspeak: Thoughts of global leaders
“What moves one very often is seeing a community that is almost decrepit because of lack of
water. And then you bring in simple principles of conserving water and agriculture. After two or
three years, you see that community suddenly becoming prosperous because they have fertile
land. The whole community changes and, fairly soon, the members of that community will
contribute to society. Nothing gives you greater pleasure than to see that transformation.”
Ratan Tata, Chairman, Tata Trusts

“We are now grappling with all sorts of social and economic challenges that have their roots in a
problem not acknowledged, which has contributed to so many of the conÅicts around the world
in recent times. And that is the way nature’s capital reserves have been depleted; things we take
utterly for granted like water and soils. If these deteriorate and are not managed on a sustainable
basis, this can cause direct impacts on food and energy security.”
Charles Philip Arthur George, His Royal Highness, Prince of Wales

“Clean water is the most precious of resources for survival; dirty water can be dangerous or
lethal. Yet we manage clean water and waste water so carelessly in many countries. Managing it
well, whether as a consumer or supplier, requires an understanding of its importance and, thus,
basic education. Access to clean water and toilet facilities can be seen as basic rights. At the
same time a scarce resource has a value. This tells us that good policy must have education,
basic access and pricing at its core. All too often policy contains very little of all three. And we
must recognise that the impacts of climate change through storms, Åoods, droughts and sealevel rise, will make our water problems still more difÄcult. It is time to place this most basic of
resources at the centre of public policy and tackle waste and pollution head on.”
Nick Stern, Professor of Economics and Government, London School of Economics

“Tremendous opportunities are available to improve the way we manage our water resources.
Greater collaboration between stakeholders and across value chains is required. Regulators,
utilities, industries and consumers, all play an important role. Innovation in technology and best
practices will continue to occur within the water industry globally. However, the Ärst step lies in
better education and awareness of issues at hand and solutions that are available to save one of
world’s most precious and depleting resources – Water!”
S. Ramadorai, Chairman, National Skill Development Agency

“Globally, one of the major implications of a changing climate is a change in the hydrological
cycle. The South Asian region is particularly vulnerable. Highlighting important facets of water,
this book comes at an opportune time when there are ongoing global efforts to address climate
change and arrive at a just and equitable sustainable development paradigm post MDG 2015.”
Sir David King, UK Foreign Secretary's Special Representative for Climate Change

“We live on a beautiful, blue, watery planet. But less than one percent of Earth’s water is fresh
and accessible to us. Water connects us all. Somehow we must satisfy humanity's growing
water needs while at the same time sustaining the web of life on the planet. It is time to work
together and apply the best of our science, technology and human ingenuity to this challenge.”
Gary E. Knell, President and CEO, National Geographic Society.

“This is a most timely and much needed book that will help raise awareness about the looming
threat we face as a nation and indeed the world from our indiscriminate and thoughtless
exploitation of the most precious of natural resources, Water. The book also reÅects a spirit of
optimism and conÄdence as it demonstrates how there are technologies and tried and tested
policies which can enable us to meet the looming threat and, in fact, lead to a more sustainable
and productive future.”
Shyam Saran, Former Foreign Secretary and Chairman, National Security Advisory Board

“As our population and economies grow, already-stressed water sources will face
unprecedented pressure. This excellent book is both a great wake-up call and a practical call to
action. The authors chart a clear path forward, offering hope for global water security through
innovation, sound science and technology, and smart collaboration.”
Mark R. Tercek, President and CEO, The Nature Conservancy and author of Nature's Fortune:
How Business and Society Thrive by Investing in Nature

“Lack of access to water has serious implications on the life and health of women. Addressing
this lack of access requires a mutli-pronged approach that will address issues of availability,
quality, access and wastewater disposal. Partnerships are key. It is absolutely essential to
make local communities part of the development process to co-create social value through
management and conservation of freshwater sources. Creating mass awareness on the
measures that can be taken to address the challenges affecting every living being can do this.”
Naina Lal Kidwai, Director, HSBC Asia PaciÄc and Chairman, India

“Business risks relating to rising water scarcity are rapidly escalating worldwide. In his
meticulously researched book, Ranjit Barthakur weaves a skillful narrative demonstrating just
how much we all depend on this vital resource — and underscoring the business case for
companies to make water issues a top priority.”
P.J. Simmons, Chair, Corporate Eco Forum

“You cannot go to the source of any river in India without coming across a rudimentary (oft times,
extravagant) temple. The ancients knew what we have forgotten... that water is life. As we enter
a phase in human history made perilous by self-inÅicted climate trauma – the destruction of
fresh water sources by causing global ice-melt, Älling up lakes and wetlands, poisoning aquifers,
damming rivers and trashing forests, will be recorded by history as the ultimate crime against
humanity.”
Bittu Sahgal, Editor, Sanctuary Asia

Vijay Kutty

Arranging for domestic water is a responsibility that continues to rest heavily on the shoulders of girls and women. Enabling
an equitable, affordable, easily accessible and acceptable supply will go a long way in reducing their drudgery and work
burden
6
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REFLECTIONS ON MANAGING WATER: EARTH'S GREATEST NATURAL RESOURCE

AN INTRODUCTION

I

t is an honour for me to present to you our
compilation ReÅections on Managing Water:
Earth’s Greatest Natural Resource. For Balipara
Foundation collecting various views on water
was a natural extension of the subjects covered
by Naturenomics 1 to 4, given the fundamental
position of water in everyday life. This series
explores alternate approaches to development
highlighting the relationship between ecology and
the economy. Naturenomics™ relates to capital
formation for a region or an organisation through
the creation of ecologically compliant assets in a
sustainable manner.
We have always believed that water is linked to
every aspect of our lives and that the life cycle and
water cycle are synonymous, and so it puzzles me
that we are, in a sense, throwing away our life as
it were. Or as Jacques Cousteau, a French naval
ofÄcer and conservationist, so eloquently put it,
“We forget that the water cycle and the life cycle
are one.”

Floating on water
The world Åoats on seawater, which drives the
hydrological cycle. Yet the world is heading
towards a water crisis. India should ideally be
Åushed with water, given its annual average rainfall
of 1,100 mm, the Himalayan water tower that
replenishes rivers and groundwater, its other rivers
and the 7,500 km-long coastline. However a mix of
natural features and human interventions have left
the country oscillating between frequent Åood and
drought, sometimes both occurring at the same
place, albeit at different times.
India’s water challenges
India faces multiple challenges in addressing
water needs for all sectors and people. Meeting
future demand appears a challenge, with reports

suggesting that by 2030, India will be able to meet
only 50 per cent of the demands of water. Per capita
availability has declined: From water secure status
we are moving towards a water scarce situation.
The main factors driving water scarcity in India
include meeting the survival and aspirational
needs of a growing population, economic growth,
politically driven decisions, poor water use,
efÄciency and non-compliance to laws of the land.
As we struggle to meet our water demands, we
also compromise on the water quality. As surface
waters were unÄt for consumption due to biological
contamination, there was a shift to tapping water
from below the ground. Technological interventions
led to rampant mining of groundwater, resulting in
excessive arsenic and Åuoride in the water, causing
debilitating disease, even death. With more than
80 per cent of rural drinking water dependent
on groundwater, there is now a shift to tapping
surface waters as a source. But where is the water
and what is the quality? We are forgetting that at
one end of a pipe should be a source of water, in
absence of which, water infrastructure is rendered
redundant. Somewhere we seem to have lost the
plot. Mismanagement of a vital natural resource
has led to deprivation – even death – and put a
brake on development!
Water and biodiversity
We are only beginning to understand the entrenched
linkage between water and biodiversity. A mere 17
of the world’s 190 plus countries contain 70 per
cent of its biodiversity, and India is one of these
mega-diverse countries. It is also one of the
world’s eight centres of crop origin, with at least
166 crop species and 320 wild relatives of crops
originating here. Perhaps we also have the world’s
largest livestock diversity in cattle, sheep and
poultry. Forests here are home to precious wildlife
AN INTRODUCTION
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and species with medicinal value.
Unfortunately, the growing demand for water
and land is diminishing the amount, quality and
regularity of water available for our ecosystems.
This is leading to degradation and loss of
biodiversity, diminishing the ability of ecosystems
to provide essential services that keep people fed,
healthy, and out of poverty. The role of natural
forests in maintaining water resources is hardly
recognised while planning. The blind Ganges River
dolphin lives in one of the world’s most densely
populated areas and is threatened by removal of
river water and siltation arising from deforestation,
alteration to the river, pollution and entanglement
in Äshing nets. This has implications on the river
ecosystem.
Water relationship
In India today, our relationship with water is complex
and contradictory. Water is personal. We revere
and celebrate water. Our faith ensures that we take
a dip during the Kumbh mela, the organisation and
execution of which has initiated multidisciplinary
team research in Harvard. Yet, with impunity dump
our waste – liquid and solid – into the same revered
waters.
Impractical options for water management
The Government of India to propose an estimated
US$ 120 billion National River Linking Programme
envisaging to grid 37 Himalayan and Peninsular
rivers. This gigantic south Asian water grid will
annually handle 178 billion m3/ annually of interbasin water transfer through an estimated 12,500
km of new canals, irrigate 35 million ha more and
generate inland navigation beneÄts.
But is this really feasible? We don’t think so.
This will involve going against nature with grave
Änancial, energy and environmental implications,
uprooting and displacing millions and destroying
the livelihoods of several water communities who
survive on the river in its current Åow. It will have
repercussions on regional peace as well, given the

8
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trans-boundary nature of rivers and the associated
aquifers.
Purpose of compilation
Thus, today we Änd ourselves in a position where
we are heading towards a crisis, simply because
of mismanagement of water and the inability to
think and manage water differently. But, is this
unavoidable? Are we on a path of no return? We
certainly don’t think so.
The purpose of this compilation is to set alarm
bells ringing. It is a wakeup call: If we continue in
our business as usual way, water will abandon us.
It is about realising that we are hurtling towards an
unnecessary crisis that can be averted. It is about
being involved, by reigniting our relationship with
water, being responsible in its use, searching for
solutions from our heritage, from science and from
technology and developing appropriate policies
and programmes. Above all, it is about respecting
and managing our resources in a sustainable
and equitable manner. Or else we will be like the
proverbial stone in the African saying, “The stone
in the water knows nothing of the hill which lies
parched in the sun.”
Reversing the trend: Towards better water
management
Suggesting some ideas to reverse the trend of
mismanagement of water, the publication is also
about solutions, suggesting to:
O
Celebrate water;
O
Uphold principles of equity, rights and
sustainability;
O
Inform and involve people;
O
Learn from case studies and bio-mimicry;
O
Achieve breakthroughs through technology;
O
Harvest rain and scale up artiÄcial recharge;
O
Bring efÄciency in water use for agricultural
production and urban supply and consumption;
O
Be a water conscious and responsible industry;
O
Stretch water use through multiple use of every
drop; and,
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Create an enabling environment that nurtures
innovation.

Tapping human resources
Brains across all sectors need to come together
and think long term and selÅessly and that is why
this compilation also includes perspectives from a
diverse group of people. Disruption thinking and
innovation that revolutionises thinking and action
in the water sector is what we are aiming for.
Already several ‘heroes’ shine as beacons of
light across the landscape with their pioneering
experiments and efforts to help water starved
regions and its people and inÅuence policy and
practise. Ramaswamy Iyer, Rajendra Singh, Biplab
Paul, Medha Patkar, Anna Hazare, Popat Pawar,
women sarpanches from states like Haryana and
Rajasthan, K W Koenig from Germany and Makoto
Murase from Japan. The engineers ways of water
saving and transportation in villages of tribal
families in North East India or more importantly in
the Eastern Himalayas are worth examining. These
are but a few from whom inspiration can be drawn
and lessons learnt.
This compilation would not have been possible
without the contribution of leaders and senior
statesmen, who inspired me and provided the
wisdom to care about our natural resources. I look
forward to their association towards Änding simple
solutions to water related problems. The Tata
Group has always been a great support and Tata
Consultancy Services has allowed me the time to
compile this collection and introduce to the world
yet another aspect of Naturenomics™.
The book would not have been possible
without the efforts of my co-editor Indira Khurana,
authors Indira Khurana, Romit Sen, Shilpi Jain and

my colleagues from Balipara Foundation. Their
efforts in undertaking research and writing and
coordinating efforts have made the publication a
reality.
I acknowledge all those who contributed their
precious photographs for the book. The moments
captured vividly through their lens has added a
different dimension to the story we are trying to tell.
Last but not the least I thank Mother Earth
for providing us all resources for our survival and
growth, especially water – without which life would
not have been possible. The September 2014
Åoods in Jammu and Kashmir have once again
highlighted that it is more than time we take a
pledge to work for conservation and management
of our resources and protection of Mother Earth.
While creating this book we strongly felt that
India is well positioned to demonstrate global
leadership by creating a Water University whose
central theme will be ‘Creating water abundance.’
And, what better way to do this than in the virtual
world?
We hope this compilation sets the tone for an
informed debate, leading to appropriate action. We
look forward to hearing your ideas, suggestions
and innovations.
To conclude, I am grateful to the communities of
the North East who taught me that the relationship
between human existence and nature is closely
intertwined. I would like to express my gratitude
especially to the people of Assam and Meghalaya
who have always lived in close harmony with
Mother Nature. Lastly I am humbled and indebted
to people of this country, communities across
different regions of India whose perspectives have
greatly built up our understanding on different
aspects of managing water.

Ranjit Barthakur
Founder, Balipara Foundation
December, 2014
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“People today have forgotten
they’re really just a part of nature.
Yet, they destroy the nature on
which our lives depend. They don’t
know it, but they’re losing nature.
They don’t see that they’re going to
perish. The most important things
for human beings are clean air and
clean water.”
Indira Khurana

– Akira Kurosawa
Japanese Älm director, screenwriter, producer, editor

Villages such as Khardung in Ladakh, are blessed with glacier fed rivers and streams. But for how long?
10
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

N

o single compilation on water can ever do
complete justice to the varied aspects of this
magical and critical, yet often misunderstood
and mistreated valuable resource. This compilation
is an attempt to pay homage to, and highlight
several key challenges involving water, and more
importantly addressing these.
What emerges is that the crisis is largely due to
mismanagement rather can actual shortage of
water, and that it is possible to reverse the trend. A
brief snapshot is given below:

O

O

O

India may soon move to a water stressed state
despite being home to the perennial Himalayan
and Peninsular rivers. India has become the
largest groundwater user in the world: Tapping
of fossil water has begun.
The country’s water future is uncertain.
Increasing demand across various sectors and
a rapidly changing climate has exacerbated
the problem.
The current business as usual approach will only
accelerate the pace at which we are hurtling
towards a parched future.

Chapter 1: WAR: The World’s Aqua Resources
O
From space, the Earth appears blue because
of the reÅection from the oceans. The total
volume of water on earth is about 1.4 billion
km3, of which freshwater is a mere 2.5 per cent
– around 35 million km3.
O
One of every Äve people on earth face water
scarcity: As of 2012, 450 million people in 29
countries suffer from water shortages. The
trans-boundary nature of water has increasingly
been the cause of conÅict across nations and
within national boundaries. The issue of water
quality is raising red Åags.
O
The urgency of reÅection on current perceptions,
policies and practices involving water and
collectively bringing about change that enables
the availability of water for nature, for people and
the living environment cannot be overstated.

Chapter 3: Revering and celebrating water
O
Water is intrinsic to every religion, culture and
belief across the globe. It symbolises purity,
strength, power, indomitability, yet at the
same time compassion, peace, tranquility
and grace.
O
Festivals offer a unique opportunity to
experience Indian culture and its proximity
with water, which also Änds its place of pride
in the Äne arts and entertainment.
O
Water brings with it the virtue of selÅessness,
concerns for the less fortunate and overall
human dignity.
O
Rekindling our relationship with water through
a conÅuence of religion, culture, belief and
respect for its aesthetic nature can lead to its
nurturing, and sustainable development. It is
this force that needs to be tapped.

Chapter 2: India’s water can
O
India has vast natural resources of water in its
myriad forms. Yet a database of these assets
does not exist.
O
Decades of neglect and misuse have resulted in
a squandering away of this asset.

Chapter 4: Water at work
O
Water is required for food production, domestic
use, industrial purposes, energy production,
navigation and to maintain ecological Åows.
O
Agricultural sector gets the lion’s share of
freshwater allocation - around 85 per cent.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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Groundwater is a major source of water across
all sectors, leading to its over-exploitation,
even mindless mining.
Pollution from the discharge of untreated
wastewater threaten freshwater safety.
Examples indicate that it is possible to manage
demand across all sectors and increase water
use efÄciency.

O

O

O

Chapter 5: Water desecration
Biological, organic and inorganic pollutants
contaminate almost 70 per cent of surface
water resources and a growing percentage
of groundwater reserves. Only 21 per cent of
the municipal sewage is treated in our country
while the remaining is disposed untreated into
waterbodies, resulting in pollution of rivers.
O
As many as 19 states face groundwater
contamination. Geogenic contaminants have
affected groundwater in over 200 districts.
O
Addressing pollution will require a mix of
technological, Änancial, institutional and
social measures. It is of upmost importance
to increase the number of pollution monitoring
sites to get real time data for informed decisionmaking. Preventing pollution however, would
be ideal.
O

Chapter 6: Wrath yatra – Fury of Åoods
O
Floods affect over three million Indians
annually: India is the second most Åood-prone
country in the world.
O
Floods cause huge loss of human lives,
livestock, agricultural land and crops.
Superimposed on the natural causes are human
factors that have increased the suffering,
duration and impact intensity associated with
Åoods. The devastation takes a huge toll on
the most impoverished, sabotaging poverty
alleviation efforts.
O
Increased frequency of urban Åooding,
primarily due to rapid and unplanned
urbanisation is an emerging problem, further
12
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putting pressure on drainage systems, even in
non-Åood prone areas.
There is an urgent need for appropriate
Åood-control measures and land and water
management practices to minimise loss. The
integration of disasters into development
programmes will strengthen capacity not only
to prevent and to cope, but also emerge out of
the disaster-poverty vicious cycle.

Chapter 7: Damocles’ sword – The spectre of
drought
O
Between 1801-2002, India experienced a
staggering 42 droughts. A large part of the
country – a whopping 68 per cent is prone
to drought. The situation is exacerbated due
to anthropogenic factors like deforestation,
rampant extraction of groundwater, disregard
of water harvesting systems and poor land
and water management.
O
Sometimes drought is so severe that it warrants
migration due to drinking water scarcity.
O
Droughts take a social, economical and
environmental toll, increasing poverty and
affecting GDP. Insidious as these are, the
impact lingers on for years, even if the
monsoon is normal in the subsequent year.
O
Drought prooÄng is possible through a mix
of water conservation, sound land and water
management practises and allocations of
water use in keeping with its availability.
Chapter 8: Rainwater harvesting – Harnessing
the obvious
O
India is twice blessed: With rain and a heritage
of eco-region speciÄc rainwater harvesting
systems.
O
Amnesia and a blatant disregard have led to
both, ignoring rain as a source of water and a
decline of its harvesting systems.
O
The world over, rain is being harvested for
its use and its management. Fortunately, a
sprinkling of examples continue to survive
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here as well.
There is a need to adopt and innovate on these
practises at scale, so that water is available at
low cost, rivers are rejuvenated and aquifers
replenished.

Chapter 9: Linking life – Water and nature
The life cycle and water cycle are one.
Conservation of biodiversity is essential for
sustaining life and water resources. Biodiversity
conservation in turn requires habitat and water
conservation.
O
A centre of mega diversity, biodiversity here
is under threat, resulting in water scarcity and
reduced human sustenance.
O
The destruction of forests threatens marine and
aquatic ecosystems comprising of mangroves
and wetlands, disturbing the hydrological
cycle.
O
Riverine tribes are skilled in the art of managing
living with river waters and its turbulences.
The landscape of the land, the network of
rivers, the extended monsoons, has all helped
deÄne their connection with the forces of
nature.
O
While sustaining water resources, a healthy
and diverse ecosystem provides direct and
indirect economic beneÄts. Clearly both need
to be conserved.
O

Chapter 10: Legal landscape of water
O
The Indian Constitution does not speciÄcally
recognise a fundamental right to water.
However, the Supreme Court of India has
included it within the ambit of Article 21 of the
Indian Constitution, which secures life and
liberty of all persons.
O
Right to access and use of water by private

O

persons was originally recognised by common
law through riparian rights. This secured
the right to use water Åowing past one’s
land and to access it undiminished in Åow,
quantity or quality. It however, left out the
landless.
The Supreme Court has been active in
recognising the rights of the citizens to access
water resources and to ensure pollution free.
However, there is a need to make access to
water a legal right.

Chapter 11: Towards abundance: Assuring
water security
O
India's water management record leaves a
lot to be desired. Over time water has been
abused qualitatively and quantitatively.
O
Urgent action is required as we head towards
the point of no return. A business as usual
approach will no longer provide solutions.
O
A renewed, re-energised approach that
addresses various aspects of water is
required, covering the entire spectrum that
includes involving the people, ensuring basic
minimum water for all, efÄciency in use,
recycling, large scale rainwater harvesting
and recharge, appropriate technology and
nurturing innovation.
O
Water security is possible, provided we get
serious.
Perspectives
This series of essays brieÅy captures thoughts
and actions of eminent people such as Lester R.
Brown, Naina Lal Kidwai, Ashok Khosla, William
McDonough, Shyam Saran and S. Ramadorai,
providing food for thought and ideas for the way
forward.
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Aman Sadana

Rivers and groundwater aquifers do not recognise national boundaries. Rivers in Bhutan for instance arise in the Himalayas
and move on to India
14
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C HAPTER 1

WAR: The World’s Aqua Resources
Earth, the blue planet, appears under siege: Water scarcity is
already affecting every continent. Around 1.2 billion people, or
almost one-Äfth of the world’s population, live in areas of physical
scarcity, and 500 million more people are approaching this
situation. A blatant disregard of the Äniteness of water and its true
value has led to it becoming a scarce resource. Already the cause
of strife, assuring water forever and for all calls for a rethink in the
way it is being managed, shared and nurtured

Life depends on water: The existence of the human
race and the growth of our civilisation are closely
linked with the availability of water. Historically,
civilisations came up on the banks of rivers and
water has been crucial for meeting the development
needs of humankind. Water is thus crucial for the
growth and development of humankind.
Earth is called the blue planet: Viewed from space
the earth appears blue because of the reÅection
from the oceans, which cover roughly 71 per cent
of the Earth’s area. But this is a mirage. While it
may appear that water is abundant, a mere 0.3 per
cent of the world’s water is readily available as a
freshwater resource, 60 per cent of which is found
in just nine of the world’s 196 countries. Nature’s
bounty has been inequitable.

Water wealth, its distribution and use
The distribution of fresh water over the Earth is highly
uneven. There are strong latitudinal differences
due to the atmospheric general circulation. There

is also large variability due to landforms and the
interaction of land with global weather systems.
The annual global freshwater budget is a balance
between evaporation, atmospheric transport,
precipitation, runoff and storage. Although
the available volume of freshwater on land is
small, the short residence time of water in these
freshwater reservoirs causes the Åux of freshwater
– through evaporation, atmospheric transport of
water vapour, precipitation and runoff to be large.
The total volume of water on Earth is about
1.4 billion km3. The volume of freshwater resources
is around 35 million km3, or about 2.5 per cent of
the total volume (see Figure 1). These resources are
unevenly distributed across the globe with much
of the water located far from human populations.
The distribution of the three forms of freshwater is
given in Table 1 below.
Only a tiny portion of the freshwater is available
for human consumption. Just where all this water
WAR: THE WORLD'S AQUA RESOURCES
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Figure 1: Global water resource

permanent snow cover in mountainous regions,
the Antarctic and Arctic regions.

2.5%

FRESHWATER

97.5%

SALTWATER

Glaciers and polar icecaps cover about 10 per cent
of the world’s landmass. These are concentrated
in Greenland and Antarctica and contain around
70 per cent of the world’s freshwater (see Figure 2).
Most of these resources are located far from
human habitation and are not readily accessible
for human use.
According to the United States Geological Survey
(USGS), 96 per cent of the world’s frozen freshwater
is at the South and North poles, with the remaining
4 per cent spread over 550,000 km2 of glaciers
and mountainous icecaps measuring about
180,000 km3.

Source: UNEP, 2008

Table 1: Distribution of freshwater across
different forms
Freshwater source

Share in %

Ice caps and glaciers

68.7

Groundwater

30.1

Surfacewater

0.3

Others

0.9

Figure 2: Glaciers and permanent ice caps (km3)

North Amercia
90,000

Greenand
2,600,000

South Amercia
900
Australia
180

is and visualising it is given in Box: The Global
Situation.

Antartica
30,109,800

Ice and permanent snow
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Asia
60,984

Africa
0.2

Source: UNEP, 2008

Of the total freshwater resources, about 24 million
km3 or around 68.7 per cent is in the form of ice and

Europe
18,216

Source: UNEP, 2008
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The Global Situation

•
•
•

Less than 3 per cent of the world’s water is fresh – the rest is seawater which is undrinkable.
Of this 3 per cent, over 2.5 per cent is frozen, locked up in Antarctica, the Arctic and glaciers,
and thus unavailable.
Thus humanity must rely on this 0.5 per cent for all of human and ecosystem’s freshwater needs.
How many Olympic-sized
swimming pools is this?*

Where is this 0.5 per cent of fresh water?
10,000,000 km3 stored in underground aquifers.
Since 1950 there has been a rapid expansion of groundwater
exploitation providing:
• 50 per cent of all drinking water
• 40 per cent of industrial water
• 20 per cent of irrigation water.

4,000,000,000,000

119,000 km3 net of rainfall falling on land after accounting for
evaporation.

47,600,000,000

91,000 km3 in natural lakes.

36,400,000,000

Over 5,000 km3 in human-made storage facilities reservoirs. There
has been a 7-fold increase in global storage capacity since 1950.

2,000,000,000

2,120 km3 in rivers – constantly replaced from rainfall and melting
snow and ice.

848,000,000

Source: Groundwater – the processes and global signiÄcance of aquifer degradation, Foster and Chilton, Royal Society
of London, 2003
*1 cubic kilometer (km3) = 1,000,000,000 cubic meters (m3) = 1,000,000,000,000 litres = 264,000,000,000 U.S gallons
1 m3 weighs 1 ton
1 Olympic-sized swimming pool = 50 m X 25 m X 2 m = 2,500 m3 (estimate).

Groundwater
Around 30 per cent of the worlds freshwater are
stored underground in the form of groundwater
(shallow and deep groundwater basins up to 2,000
meters, soil moisture, swamp water and permafrost).

1.5 billion people depend upon groundwater for their
drinking water supply. The amount of groundwater
withdrawn annually is roughly estimated at ~600700 km3, representing about 20 per cent of global
water withdrawals.
Surface water

Groundwater is by far the most abundant and
readily available source of freshwater, followed by
lakes, reservoirs, rivers and wetlands. Groundwater
represents over 90 per cent of the world’s readily
available freshwater resource (see Figure 3). About

Many of the world’s largest river basins run through
thinly populated regions. There are an estimated
263 major international river basins in the world,
covering ~231,059,898 km2 or 45.3 per cent of the
WAR: THE WORLD'S AQUA RESOURCES
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Earth’s land surface area (excluding Antarctica).
Freshwater lakes and rivers contain an estimated
105,000 km3 or around 0.3 per cent of the world’s
freshwater. The total usable freshwater supply for
ecosystems and humans is about 200,000 km3 of
water which less than 1 per cent of all freshwater
resources.
Reservoirs are artiÄcial lakes, produced by
constructing physical barriers across Åowing rivers,
which allow the water to pool and be used for
various purposes. The volume of water stored in
reservoirs worldwide is estimated at 4,286 km3.
Wetlands include swamps, bogs, marshes, mires,
lagoons and Åoodplains. The 10 largest wetlands
in the world by area are West Siberian Lowlands
(780,000-1,000,000 km2), Amazon River (800,000
km2), Hudson Bay Lowlands (200,000-320,000

km2), Pantanal (140,000-200,000 km2), Upper Nile
River (50,000-90,000 km2), Chari-Logone River
(90,000 km2), Hudson Bay Lowlands in the South
PaciÄc (69,000 km2), Congo River (40,000-80,000
km2), Upper Mackenzie River (60,000 km2), and
North America prairie potholes (40,000 km2).
The total global area of wetlands is estimated at
~2,900 000 km2. Most wetlands range in depth
from 0-2 metres. Estimating the average depth of
permanent wetlands at about one metre, the global
volume of wetlands could range between 2,300 km3
and 2,900 km3.
In terms of usage, agricultural water use accounts
for about 75 per cent of total global consumption,
mainly through crop irrigation, while industrial use
accounts for about 20 per cent, and the remaining
5 per cent is used for domestic purposes (see
Figure 4). There are wide variations in water use

Figure 3: Groundwater availability (km3)

North Amercia
4,300,000

South Amercia
3,000,000

Europe
1,600,000

Africa
5,500,000

Source: UNEP, 2008
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Asia
7,800,000

Australia
1,200,000

Figure 4: Share of freshwater use

Figure 5: Freshwater use across sectors in high,
low and middle income countries

5

World
Domestic use 8%

20

Industrial use 22%

75

Agricultural use 70%

Agriculture

High-income
countries

Industry
Domestic
Source: UNEP, 2008

across different sectors (agriculture, industry and
domestic) between the high and low-income
countries. Industrial use of water increases with
country income, going from 10 per cent for lowand middle-income countries to 59 per cent for
high-income countries (see Figure 5). In case of
water use for agriculture, 82 per cent of freshwater
is used in low and middle-income countries while
only 30 per cent is used in high-income countries.

Water movement: The hydrological cycle
Water is transported in different forms within the
hydrological cycle or water cycle. Annually the
hydrological cycle circulates nearly 577,000 km3
of water (see Figure 6). Shiklomonav and Gleick
estimated that each year about 502,800 km3 of
water evaporates over the oceans and seas, 90
per cent of which (458,000 km3) returns directly
to the oceans through precipitation, while the
remainder (44,800 km3) falls over land. Evapotranspiration (ET) is the sum of evaporation and
plant transpiration from the earth’s land surface

Domestic use 11%

Industrial use 59%

Agricultural use 30%

Low and middle
income countries
Domestic use 8%
Industrial use 10%

Agricultural use 82%

Source: Water for people, water for life, United Nations World
Water Development Report, UNESCO
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to atmosphere. Evaporation accounts for the
movement of water to the air from sources such
as the soil, canopy interception, and waterbodies
totaling about 74,200 km3. The total volume in the
terrestrial hydrological cycle is about 119,000 km3.
About 35 per cent of this, or 44,800 km3, is returned
to the oceans as run-off from rivers, groundwater
and glaciers.

access to adequate quantities of water for human
and environmental uses – is a serious and growing
concern in many countries. Water use has been
growing at more than twice the rate of population
increase in the last century.
Global water scarcity indicators
There are several ways in which water scarcity can
be measured, each with its own set of limitations.

A considerable portion of river Åow and
groundwater percolation never reaches the ocean,
having evaporated in internal runoff areas or inland
basins lacking an outlet to the ocean. However,
some groundwater that bypasses the river systems
reaches the oceans.

A. One of the commonly used measures of water
scarcity is the Falkenmark indicator or water stress
index. This method deÄnes water scarcity in terms
of the total water resources that are available to the
population of a region; measuring scarcity as the
amount of renewable freshwater that is available for
each person each year. If the amount of renewable
water in a country is below 1,700 m3 per person per

Global water scarcity
Water scarcity – broadly understood as the lack of
Figure 6: Global water cycle

Vapour transport

Precipitation
9000 km2

Precipitation

Precipitation

458 000 km2

110 000 km2

Evapotranspiration
65 200 km2

502 800 km2

Evaporation

River runoff

9000 km2

Lakes
Area of
internal
runoff
119 million km2

Evaporation

42 600 km2

InÄlitration
Groundwater Åow
2 200 km

Ocean

2

Area of external
runoff
119 million km2

Note: The width of the blue and grey arrows are proportional to the volumes of transported water
Source: UNEP, 2008
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Oceans
and seas
361 million km2

year, that country is said to be experiencing water
stress; below 1,000 m3 it is said to be experiencing
water scarcity; and below 500 m3, absolute water
scarcity. The water stress index method is commonly
used because it is straightforward, easy to use, and
the data needed is readily available.

Using this approach, a country is said to be water
scarce if annual withdrawals are between 20-40 per
cent of annual supply, and severely water scarce
if they exceed 40 per cent. While this approach
avoids the overly simplistic assumption that all
countries have the same demand for water, it also
has its limitations:

This approach has its limitations because it:
O
O

O

O

O

Ignores important regional differences in water
availability, only measuring water scarcity at a
country level;
Fails to account for whether or not those water
resources are accessible, for example, some
of the freshwater resources of a country may
be stored deep underground or may be heavily
polluted;
Does not include human-made sources of
freshwater such as desalination plants which
increase water availability beyond what is
naturally available; and,
Does not account for the fact that different
countries, and regions within countries,
use different amounts of water. In Australia
for example, most of the demand for water
is focused around the major urban and
agricultural centers in the Murray-Darling
Basin, with much less used in the sparsely
populated centre.

B. An alternative way of deÄning and measuring
water scarcity is to use a criticality ratio. This
approach relaxes the assumption that all countries
use the same amount of water, instead deÄning
water scarcity in terms of each country’s water
demand compared to the amount of water
available; measuring scarcity as the proportion
of total annual water withdrawals relative to total
available water resources.

O

O

It does not consider human-made increases in
water supply;
It ignores water withdrawals that are recycled
and reused;
It does not consider the capacity of countries
to adapt to lower water availability through
changing behavior or new technology.

C. A third measure of water scarcity was developed
by the International Water Management Institute
(IWMI).
This approach attempts to solve the problems
listed above by including: each country’s water
infrastructure, such as water in desalination plants,
into the measure of water availability; including
recycled water by limiting measurements of water
demand to consumptive use rather than total
withdrawals; and measuring the adaptive capacity of
a country by assessing its potential for infrastructure
development and efÄciency improvements.
Using this approach, the IWMI classiÄes countries
that are predicted to be unable to meet their
future water demand without investment in water
infrastructure and efÄciency as economically water
scarce; and countries predicted to be unable to meet
their future demand, even with such investment, as
physically water scarce.
While the IWMI measure of water scarcity is more
sophisticated, its complexity means that it requires
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signiÄcant amounts of time and resources for
estimation.
This approach also fails to consider the ability
of people within countries to adapt to reduced
water availability by importing food grown in other
countries, or by using water saving devices.
The ability to adapt also depends on the economic
resources available in countries as a whole, as well
as to individuals within a country. For instance,
wealthy residents in rich countries are more likely
to be able to adapt to reduced water availability
than poor people in developing countries.
D. A fourth approach to measuring water scarcity
is the water poverty index, taking into account the
role of income and wealth in determining water
scarcity by measuring:
The level of access to water;
Water quantity, quality, and variability;
Water used for domestic, food, and productive
purposes;
Capacity for water management; and,
Environmental aspects.

O
O
O

O
O

The complexity of this approach, however, means
that it is more suited for analysis at a local scale,
where data is more readily available, than on a
national level.
There is, therefore, no single deÄnition of water
scarcity; different measurements capture different
aspects of the pressures on water resources, and
as yet, there is no single measure captures all of
these.
As a result, relying on a single indicator may give a
misleading impression about water scarcity issues.
It is therefore important when discussing water
scarcity, to be clear how the term is deÄned and
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which aspects of water scarcity it measures, and to
recognise that one measure by itself is not enough
to give the whole picture.

Repercussions of water-irresponsible
behavior
Water covers a large portion of the globe, but
world’s water resources are limited relative to
human demand, causing what the United Nations
and others have deÄned as a global water crisis.
According to a UNESCO study, two million tonnes
of wastewater is dumped into the world’s rivers
and lakes every day. Severe overuse and clearance
of ecologically important forests, intensive
agriculture, expanding urban infrastructures and
increasing tourism are having an enormous impact
on the natural water balance and existing water
resources. More than half of the world’s major
rivers are polluted or are running dry.
The increasing pressure on water resources posed
by various anthropogenic activities is impacting
the availability of freshwater. Water is becoming a
scarce resource globally and various projections
indicate that scarcity of water is only going to
increase.
Running out
Water scarcity is already affecting every continent.
What is clear however is that the world is staring at
thirsty times ahead.
O

O

Around 1.2 billion people, or almost oneÄfth of the world’s population, live in areas of
physical scarcity, and 500 million people are
approaching this situation.
Another 1.6 billion people – almost one quarter
of the world’s population – face economic
water scarcity (where countries lack the
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necessary infrastructure to take water from
rivers and aquifers).
O

O

O

by a lack of investment in water or insufÄcient
human capacity to satisfy the demand of
water where the population does not have
the necessary monetary means to utilise
an adequate source of water. Symptoms of
economic water scarcity include a lack of
infrastructure, with people often having to
fetch water from rivers or lakes for domestic
and agricultural uses. These are the regions
with high density of population indicating the
high vulnerability of people to water stress and
scarcity.

As of 2012, 450 million people in 29 countries
suffer from water shortages. Water use has
been growing at more than twice the rate of
population increase in the last century, and an
increasing number of regions are becoming
chronically short of water. Water is unequally
distributed throughout the world.
Nine countries namely Brazil, Russia, China,
Canada, Indonesia, the U.S., India, Columbia
and the Democratic Republic of Congo
possess 60 per cent of the world’s available
freshwater supply.

O

Figure 7 indicates the global physical and
economic water scarcity scenario across
different countries of the world. Countries
across Central and South Africa and West
and South Asia are the regions which face
an increasing threat due to physical and
economic water scarcity. The latter is caused

O

A review of the freshwater availability in cubic
metres per person per year (see Figure 8) across
different regions clearly reveals that North
Africa, Middle East Asia are regions which face
extreme water scarcity while countries in South
Asia, South East Asia face water stress.
Projections indicate that by 2025, 1,800
million people will be living in countries or
regions with absolute water scarcity, and twothirds of the world population could be under

Figure 7: Global physical and economic water scarcity

Little or no water scarcity
Physical water scarcity
Approaching physical
water scarcity
Economic water scarcity
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Source: WWAP, 2012
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Figure 8: Freshwater availability (cu m per person per year)

Freshwater availibility,
cubic metres per person and per year, 2007
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Source: WRI, 2008

stress conditions. It is estimated that two
out of every three people will live in waterstressed areas by the year 2025. In Africa
alone, it is estimated that 25 countries will be
experiencing water stress (below 1,700 m3 per
capita per year) by 2025.
In addition, the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) in its reports indicates
that global warming will lead to changes in
all components of the freshwater system. It
concludes that water and its availability and
quality will be the main pressures on, and
issues for, societies and the environment.

O

Not just quantity, but quality
Declining water quality has become a global issue of
concern. Growth of human population, expansion
of industrial and agricultural activities and climate
24
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change has resulted in major alterations in the
hydrological cycle. Globally, the most prevalent
water quality problem is eutrophication, which
arises as a result of high-nutrient loads (mainly
phosphorus and nitrogen) and substantially impairs
beneÄcial uses of water. Major nutrient sources
include agricultural runoff, disposal of domestic
sewage and industrial efÅuents and atmospheric
inputs from fossil fuel burning and bush Äres.
Lakes and reservoirs are particularly susceptible to
the negative impacts of eutrophication.
Groundwater contamination is potentially even
more serious if aquifers are irreversibly damaged.
Pollution of groundwater sources arise from the
natural mineral composition of rocks which leach
into the water sources primarily due to the overextraction of groundwater much beyond the natural
recharge. Anthropogenic activities like leaching
from solid waste landÄlls, disposal of untreated
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industrial and domestic wastes on the ground and
its percolation into the aquifers impact the quality
of groundwater.
Every day, two million tonnes of sewage, industrial
and agricultural waste are discharged into the
world’s water. This is the equivalent of the weight
of the entire human population of 6.8 billion people.
The UN estimates that the amount of wastewater
produced annually is about 1,500 km3 which is six
times more water than exists in all the rivers of the
world.
Poor water quality has a direct impact on water
quantity in a number of ways. Polluted water that
cannot be used for drinking, bathing, industry
or agriculture effectively reduces the amount of
useable water within a given area.
Increasing water stress coupled with deteriorating
water quality will result in greater pressure on the
existing freshwater sources. Figure 9 indicates

global freshwater stress with an indication of how
much water will be withdrawn with respect to the
amount that is naturally available. It is clear that
countries of Middle East, North Africa and South
Asia will use more water than what is naturally
available.

Climate change and water resources
Growing evidence indicates that the global climate
is changing. IPCC in its latest report has indicated
that the last three decades have been successively
warmer at the Earth’s surface than any preceding
decade since 1850. In the Northern Hemisphere,
1983–2012 was likely the warmest 30-year period
of the last 1400 years.
A global temperature increase of 3-4°C could
cause changed run-off patterns and glacial
melting. This will force an additional 1.8 billion
people to live in a water scarce environment by
2080. Figure 10 indicates the changes in annual

Figure 9: Fresh water stress
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Source: Vital Water Graphics, UNEP, 2008
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Figure 10: Change in annual runoff by 2041-60 relative to 1900-70, in percentage under the SRES
A1B emissions scenario and based on an ensemble of 12 climate models
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Source: FAR, IPCC, 2007

runoff patters by 2041-60. Climate change is
predicted to have a whole range of impacts on
water resources. Variation in temperature and
rainfall may affect water availability, increase the
frequency and severity of Åoods and droughts, and
disrupt ecosystems that maintain water quality. The
rate of sea level rise since the mid-19th century has
been larger than the mean rate during the previous
two millennia. Over the period 1901–2010, global
mean sea level rose by 0.19 m.
By 2050, rising population in Åood-prone lands,
climate change, deforestation, loss of wetlands
and rising sea levels are expected to increase the
number of people vulnerable to Åood disaster to
two billion. The cost of adapting to the impacts of a
2°C rise in global average temperature could range
from US$70 to $100 billion per year between 2020
and 2050, according to the World Bank.
Water is the primary medium through which climate
change inÅuences the Earth’s ecosystem and thus
the livelihood and well-being of societies. It is
through water and its quality that people will feel the
impact of change most strongly. Collecting water
is expected to become increasingly burdensome
26
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with global warming. More regions will experience
water shortages, as rainfall becomes erratic,
glaciers melt and sea rises. People living within 60
miles of a shoreline — a full third of the world’s
population — will be hit especially hard, as they are
most susceptible to increased salinity of coastal
potable water sources.
Climate variability, water resource management
and economic development are intricately linked.
Vulnerability to natural disasters affecting the
water supply hampers economic performance
and undermines poverty reduction goals and
achievement of the MDGs. Higher temperatures
and changes in extreme weather conditions are
projected to affect availability and distribution of
rainfall, snowmelt, river Åows and groundwater,
and further deteriorate water quality.
The poor, who are the most vulnerable, are likely to
be adversely affected. Water stress is already high,
particularly in many developing countries; improved
management is critical to ensure sustainable
development. Water resources management affects
almost all aspects of the economy, in particular
health, food production and security; domestic
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water supply and sanitation; energy and industry;
and, environmental sustainability. If addressed
inadequately, management of water resources will
jeopardise progress on poverty reduction targets
and sustainable development in all economic,
social and environmental dimensions.
Adaptation to climate change is closely linked to water
and its role in sustainable development. To recognise
this reality and to respond accordingly presents
development opportunities. Various necessary
adaptation measures that deal with climate variability
and build upon existing land and water management
practices have the potential to create resilience to
climate change and to enhance water security and
thus directly contribute to development. Innovative
technological practices and implementation of
strategies are also needed at the appropriate levels
for adaptation as well as for mitigation.

Implications
Implications of a thirsty world are many and a cause
for concern. Water is needed for socioeconomic
growth and development since it is an essential
resource for sectors such as agriculture, power
generation, industry and tourism. For instance,

Kw Koenig

Adaptation to climate change is urgent. Water
plays a pivotal role in it, but the political world
has yet to recognise this. As a consequence,
adaptation measures in water management are

often underrepresented in national plans or in
international investment portfolios. Therefore,
signiÄcant investments and policy shifts are
needed. Interventions in climate change should
be backed by strong research and data. It should
work towards developing long-term resilience
through stronger institutions, and investments in
infrastructure and in well- functioning ecosystems.
Responding to the challenges of climate change
impacts on water resources requires adaptation
strategies at the local, regional, national and global
levels. Countries are being urged to improve and
consolidate their water resources management
systems and to identify and implement no regrets
strategies, which have positive development
outcomes that are resilient to climate change.

Rivers used as drinking water sources in Germany are protected to minimise contamination
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the search for food from water-starved regions
may lead to import of food, leaving large water
footprints in the exporting country.
Ecological
Over extraction of water sources have resulted in
depletion of freshwater sources across the world.

The drying up of Aral Sea is an example of over
extraction of water to meet the demands for
agriculture and industry (see Box: The Aral Sea:
Going, Going…). Once a large source of freshwater,
the Aral Sea has now been reduced to a nonexistent waterbody impacting the local ecosystem
and the communities that depended on the sea for
their survival.

The Aral Sea: Going, Going…
The shrinkage of Aral Sea is considered as one of the worst ecological disasters on this planet.
What was once the world’s 4th largest inland sea, the Aral Sea has lost over 60 per cent of its
surface area, 2/3rd of its volume, declined 40 m in depth, and has fallen to the eighth largest inland
body of water in the world.
The Aral Sea is located in Central Asia and lies between Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan in a vast
geological depression called the Turan lowlands. In the 1950’s, the sea covered 66,000 km2 and
contained about 1,090 km3 of water, and had a maximum depth of about 70 m.
The Aral Sea supported vast Äsheries and shipping industries. At that time the sea was fed by
two rivers, the Amu Darya and the Syr Darya, which originate in the mountain ranges of central
Asia and Åow through the Äve countries of Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, and
Turkmenistan. The two rivers provide most of the fresh water used in Central Asia.
In the last 50 years, about 20 dams and reservoirs and 60 major irrigation schemes have been
constructed. Approximately 82 per cent of river diversions are for agricultural use and 14 per cent
are for municipal and industrial use.
By 1987, 27,000 km2 of the Aral Sea bottom had become dry land; about 60 per cent volume had
been lost, its depth had declined by 14 m, and its salt concentration had doubled. Due to the
constant shrinkage Aral Sea was split into two separate bodies of water, the North Aral Sea (the
Lesser Sea, or Small Aral Sea) and the South Aral Sea (the Greater Sea, or Large Aral Sea).
Shrinking of Aral Sea
Between November 2000 and
June 2001, Vozrojdeniya Island
joined the mainland to the south

1957

from a map

1977

1982

from satellite image from satellite image

1984

from satellite image

1993

from a map

Source: UNEP Vital Water Graphics, 2008; The Aral Sea Disaster, Guy Fipps
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November 2000
from satellite image

November 2007
from satellite image

By summer of 2003, the South Aral Sea was vanishing faster than predicted and got further divided
into eastern and western basins. In 2004, the Aral Sea’s surface area was only 17,160 km2, 25
per cent of its original size, and a nearly Äve-fold increase in salinity had killed most of its natural
Åora and fauna. By 2007, the sea’s area had further shrunk to 10 per cent of its original size, and
the salinity of the remains of the South Aral had increased to levels in excess of 100 grams/litre.
About 200,000 tonnes of salt and sand is carried by the wind from the Aral Sea region every day,
and dumped within a 300 km radius. The salt pollution is decreasing the available agricultural
area, destroying pastures, and creating a shortage of forage for domestic animals. The number of
domestic animals in the region has become so low that the government has issued a decree to
reduce the slaughter of animals for food.
Fishing in the Aral Sea has ceased completely, while shipping and other water-related activities
have declined; the associated economic changes have taken a heavy toll on agricultural production.
Rising unemployment has led to a major exodus from the region. In Aralsk Rayon, for example, the
population has dropped from 82,900 to 72,500 people in the past 10 years. The quality of drinking
water has continued to decline due to increasing salinity, bacteriological contamination and the
presence of pesticides and heavy metals.

Trans-boundary water relationships
Water does not recognise physical boundaries that
the world has divided itself into and when water
crosses physical and territorial boundaries, it has

the potential of creating cooperation or conÅict.
It also has the power to shape governance, and
cutting across country borders, to be one of the
causes for uprisings (see Box: The Arab Spring’s
Water Connect).

The Arab Spring’s Water Connect
Arab Spring is the term used for the revolutionary wave of demonstrations, non-violent and violent
protests, riots and civil wars in the Arab world that began in December 2010. The protests began in
Tunisia and spread to Egypt, Libya and Yemen. Ruling governments were forced to resign in these
countries. In addition there were uprisings across Bahrain, Syria, Algeria, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait,
Morocco and Sudan.
The Arab Spring is widely believed to have its origins in the dissatisfaction with the rule of local
governments, though some speculate that wide gaps in income levels may have had a hand
as well. Numerous factors led to the protests including issues such as dictatorship or absolute
monarchy, human rights violations, political corruption, economic decline, unemployment, extreme
poverty, and a number of demographic structural factors such as a large percentage of educated
but dissatisÄed youth within the population.
Although human dignity has been widely acknowledged as the main reason for initiating the Arab
Spring, there is broad consensus that access to basic commodities, particularly food and water for
drinking and sanitation purposes fuelled an organised and systematic uprising against the present
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system of governance. Water shortages in the Arab countries are at the root of the region’s
instability both locally and regionally (see table below for conÅicts).
S No. Country

Water ConÅict

1

Jordan

Riots and social unrest in the cities of Jarash (Sakib) and Mafraq (Manshiat
Bani Hassan) in 2007 due to water scarcity and disruptions in water supply.

2

Yemen

Yemen is considered to be one of the world’s most water-stressed countries.
The price of water has risen Äve to ten fold since 2011. With fuel supplies used
to pump water from underground aquifers becoming scarce, Sanaa could be
the world’s Ärst capital to run out of water.

3

Syria

The Syrian uprising started in Daraa City. The Ärst protest was triggered by the
detention of farmers who drilled illegal wells to grow their basic needs. When
the government tried to shut the wells by force, the people protested and
rebelled against the authorities.

4

Iraq

Reduced Åow and deteriorating quality of water in Rivers Euphrates and the
Tigris. Iraq blame Turkey and Syria for the pollution and over-extraction in the
rivers resulting in water scarcity in Iraq.

5

Egypt

There are reports of conÅict between Egypt and Ethiopia over the construction
of a dam and diversion of Nile waters. Egypt's agriculture depends heavily
on Nile and any diversion is bound to impact a large section of the country’s
population.

6

Israel
– West
Bank

Israel and the Palestinian territories in the West Bank face severe water crisis.
The mountain aquifers are the main source of water for the West Bank which is
not sufÄcient to meet the needs of the population. The conÅict over water has
been over the usage of water from the Sea of Galilee by Israel.

In the coming years, the region may witness further manifestation of unrest all over the region
due to water impact on food supply and water and sanitation services especially because
13 of the 22 countries, members of the Arab League rank among the world’s most
water-scarce nations.
The Arab World in the Middle East and countries of North Africa comprise around 10 per cent
of the world’s total area and Äve per cent of its total population, but it contains less than one
per cent of its renewable freshwater resources. The population growth in the area is one of the
highest in the world, which means a rapid increase in the domestic water demands. Many Arab
countries are predominantly agrarian which means more water requirment for irrigation. These
factors will worsen the water problem in the future and are bound to create conÅicts in the region.
Cooperation – not confrontation and conÅict between countries – can ensure proper sharing of
water resources in the region.
Sources: Water conÅicts in the middle-east between the present and the future, Dr. Ghassan Abu Ju’ub; Arab Spring
and Water Governance, Dr Hazim El-Naser, Key Note Address, Arab Water Week, 2013
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There are 263 trans-boundary lake and river basins
worldwide that cover nearly half of the Earth’s land
surface, 145 nations, and account for an estimated
60 per cent of global freshwater Åow (see Table 2).
Though the majority of trans-boundary freshwater
river basins cross just two nations, there are
21 river basins that are shared by Äve or more
countries. The majority (about 70 per cent of transboundary basins are located between developing
and emerging economies, often with extremely
variable intra - and inter-year hydrology, which
is compounded by constraints on water-related
institutional capacity and infrastructure resources
at a national level. The potential for friction and
conÅict is real.

international rivers. Second, existing institutions
are unable to absorb and effectively manage
that change, due to the lack of a treaty spelling
out each nation’s rights and responsibilities with
regard to the shared river or implicit agreements or
cooperative arrangements.

Trans-boundary water disputes arise when demand
for water is shared by any set of interests. These
may be political, economic, environmental, or
legal. ConÅicts over shared water resources occur
at multiple scales, from sets of individual irrigators,
to urban versus rural uses, to users located in
different political jurisdictions. Trans-boundary
waters share certain characteristics that make their
management especially complicated, most notable
of which is that these basins require a morecomplete appreciation of the political, cultural, and
social aspects of water, and that the tendency is for
regional politics to regularly exacerbate the already
difÄcult task of understanding and managing
complex natural systems.

For over 4,000 years, nations have observed
fundamental ground rules governing water use.
The history of international water treaties dates as
far back as 2500 BC when the two Sumerian citystates of Lagash and Umma drafted an agreement
ending a water dispute along the Tigris River -often
said to be the Ärst treaty of any kind.

Most trans-boundary water conÅicts share a
common trajectory. A three-year study of conÅict
and cooperation within international river basins
by researchers at Oregon State University found
that the likelihood of conÅict increases signiÄcantly
whenever two factors come into play. First, some
large or rapid change occurs in the basin’s physical
setting (typically the construction of a dam or other
development project) or in its political setting,
especially the breakup of a nation that results in new

However, cooperation between nations has been
the most effective instrument in dealing with transboundary water disputes. Countries that have
signed water-sharing agreements or are striving to
realise them have had conÅicts and have gone to
court to seek redressal of their claims but it has
been the spirit of cooperation that has enabled the
success of any water sharing agreement.

In 1790 BC, the Code of Hammurabi, which
is considered the Ärst document on basic
rules governing the use of water in agriculture,
was written for the country of Sumer. Many of
the Code of Hammurabi’s tenets have been
integrated into current legal institutions around
the world. According to the Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO), more than 3,600 treaties
related to international water resources have been
drawn up since 805 AD. While the majority deals
with navigation and boundary demarcation, the
focus has shifted in the last century towards the
use, development, protection and conservation
of water resources. The UN Water programme
report on Trans-boundary Water: Sharing BeneÄts,
Sharing Responsibilities (2008) outlines seven key
components to ensure effective trans-boundary
cooperation:
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Table 2: Trans-boundary river basins crossing more than Äve nations
Continent

Number of
transboundary
river basins

Area in
>5 nations trans-boundary
International freshwater Rivers & Aquifers
basins (%)
(no. of nations)

Africa

59

62

Congo/Zaire (13)
Niger (11)
Nile (11)
Zambezi (9)
Lake Chad (8)
Volta (6)

3,691,000
2,113,200
3,031,700
1,385,300
1,385,300
412,800

Asia

57

40

Aral Sea (8)
Jordan (7)
Ganges-Brahmaputra-Meghna (6)
Kura-Araks (6)
Mekong (6)
Tigris-Euphrates/ Shatt al Arab (6)
Tarim (5/6)
Indus (5)

1,231,400
42,800
1,634,900
193,200
787,800
789,000
1,051,600
1,138,800

Europe

69

55

Danube (18)
Rhine (9)
Neman (5)
Struma (5)
Vistula/Wista (5)

North and
Central
America

40

37

–

South
America

38

59

Amazon (9)
La Plata (5)

Global Total

263

48

Legal framework
Institutional structures and capacity development
Integrated approach
Exchange of information and joint monitoring
and assessment
Participatory approach
BeneÄts and cost-sharing
Financing.

O
O
O
O

O
O
O
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Area of >5 nations
trans-boundary
freshwater
rivers and aquifers
(in square km)

790,100
172,900
90,300
15,000
194,000
–

5,883,400
2,954,500

Health
Inadequate access to safe drinking water impacts
around 884 million people, and inadequate access
to water for sanitation and waste disposal affects
approximately 2.5 billion people. For children under
age Äve, waterborne diseases are the leading cause
of death. At any given time, patients suffering from
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Ranjan Panda

Achieving global food security and addressing hunger at affordable prices are serious challenges. Any change in water
availability is bound to affect agriculture, and thereby global hunger

waterborne diseases occupy half of the world’s
hospital beds. It is also a key factor responsible
for anemia in adolescent girls and women and
stunting in children.
According to the World Bank, 88 per cent of all
diseases are caused by unsafe drinking water,
inadequate sanitation and poor hygiene. The
World Health Organization (WHO) has estimated
that contaminated water accounts for 80 per cent
of all diseases contracted during travel. The most
common health risk on trips is the infection by
pathogens such as bacteria, viruses and protozoa
contained in drinking water. The primary source
of contamination is human or animal waste that
has entered the water along different paths. Such
contaminated water may rapidly lead to infections.
Food security
Agriculture is the largest consumer of freshwater,
accounting for 75 per cent of freshwater
withdrawals from rivers, lakes and aquifers – up
to more than 90 per cent in some developing
countries. Water scarcity may limit food production
and supply, putting pressure on food prices and
increasing countries’ dependence on food imports.

The earth is not running out of water
The phrase ‘Water is life’ no cliché. Water is essential
for socio-economic development, sustaining the
ecology and for economic development. Equity is
an issue when related to access to water, often use
as a tool for exercising power and control. The UN
has recognised access to safe drinking water and
sanitation as human rights: Lack of access to water
and sanitation impinge on the rights of children and
women as well.
Only a very small portion of the total water available
on earth is available for human use. This water is
also unevenly distributed across different regions
in the world.
Unfortunately, anthropogenic activities across
several centuries have impacted the nature of
freshwater sources available. Over extraction,
shrinking of open areas for recharge, discharge of
untreated municipal and industrial wastes, decline
of traditional water collection and recharge systems
are some of the major reasons for depleting water
quantity and deteriorating water quality. Lack of
investments in developing adequate infrastructure to
provide water for people is leading to a vast majority
WAR: THE WORLD'S AQUA RESOURCES
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of human population getting deprived to access to
water.
Water has a strong public health outcome with
inadequate/ non-potable water being a major reason
for water born epidemics and loss of human life

across the world. With increasing population there is
a growing need to provide people with food, energy
and improved quality of living. Water is a necessary
input for agriculture and industrial development.
However, the rapid pace of growth and development
has impacted the nature of water. While we grapple

Global Development Goals

Indira Khurana

Under the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs), countries have committed to halving the people
without access to water and sanitation by half by 2015. The Sustainable Development Goals
developed as part of the Rio+20 process have recognised the importance of water and called for
concerted action. The Rio+20 Conference clearly recognised the linkages between the water and
green economy, and provisioning of safe drinking water supplies and adequate sanitation services
for poverty eradication. In addition, the need to address inequities in access to water, which is closely
linked to food and energy security, was stressed.

Lack of sanitation is a serious challenge the world is grappling with. The resultant water contamination leads to
poor health, affecting generations

In March 2013 the water thematic consultations reached a peak and set a new course for concerted
action and global direction, capturing water’s importance to the post-2015 development framework
recognising: (a) Water as a key determinant of social, economic and environmental development,
requiring a central focus of any post 2015 framework for poverty eradication and global sustainable
development; (b) Water, sanitation and hygiene, water resources management and wastewater
management and water quality as indispensible elements for building a water secure world; (c) Global
importance of water security; (d) Key roles of governments and cooperation at different levels and
with different stakeholders (e) Capacity development requirements; and (f) Need for implementation
of innovative, inclusive and sustainable Änancing mechanisms.
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Indira Khurana

Diversion of stream water in the high altitude cold desert of Serthi village in Changthang valley of Ladakh turns the barren
and brown valley green

with solving problems of water availability and
pollution, the world is seeing increasing incidences
of water related conÅicts. These conÅicts are
occurring at all levels – between user groups,
communities, cities and nations. Technological
solutions are sometimes possible, but come with a
high economic, environment and social cost.
The water-related impacts of climate change have
thrown in an additional challenge. Water-related
climate change adaptation has a pivotal role in
achieving sustainable development, but the political
world has yet to wake up to acknowledgement,
concern and concerted action. The discussions
around the Millennium Development Goals post

2015 and the Rio+20 Sustainable Development
Goals are a step in this direction (see Box: Global
Development Goals).
Earth, the blue planet is sending out signals that are
red, calling for greater attention and action. These
signals can no longer be ignored. There is an urgent
need to reÅect on current perceptions, policies and
practices involving water and collectively bringing
about change that enables the availability of water
for nature, for people and the living environment.
The earth is not running out of water, it is the
inadequacies in water resource management that
are causing the crisis.
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Rivers criss cross across the national landscape.
But do these continue to carry water?

Basin
Code

Basin Name
(India-WRIS )

1
2a
2b
2c
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Indus (Up to border)
Ganga
Brahmaputra
Barak and others
Godavari
Krishna
Cauvery
Subernarekha
Brahmani and Baitarni
Mahanadi
Pennar
Mahi
Sabarmati
Narmada
Tapi
West Åowing rivers South of Tapi
West Åowing rivers from
Tadri to Kanyakumari
East Åowing rivers
between Godavari and Krishna

16
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Basin Basin Name (India-WRIS )
Code
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

REFLECTIONS ON MANAGING WATER: EARTH'S GREATEST NATURAL RESOURCE

East Åowing rivers between Krishna and Pennar
East Åowing rivers between
Pennar and Cauvery
East Åowing rivers South of Cauvery
West Åowing rivers of Kutch and
Saurashtra including Luni
Minor rivers draining into Bangladesh
Minor rivers draining into
Myanmar
Area of North Ladakh not draining into
Indus Basin
Drainage area of Andaman & Nicobar Islands
Drainage area of Lakshadweep Islands

C HAPTER 2

India’s water can
Water resources constitute a country’s vital assets. Yet consensus is lacking on
how much utilisable water India really has. Database on how many rivers, lakes
and other surface water bodies is not available. Rivers are unhealthy, reduced
to meandering sand and polluted stretches. Groundwater is fast depleting,
given that the country is the largest groundwater extractor in the world. Quality
is suspect. Future projections indicate that India is moving towards water
scarcity. With life revolving around water, this natural resource is heading
towards the intensive care unit, with the residents in tow

Water is a critical natural resource. It is necessary for
survival and maintaining of ecosystems, and critical
for GDP growth, agricultural production, energy
generation, waste treatment, industrialisation,
and moving up the socioeconomic ladder. It is
also a recognised human right. However, over
the years, water resources have been rampantly
mismanaged and abused, leading to water scarcity
and deterioration in quality.
India, with 18 per cent of the world’s population has
4 per cent of the global renewable water resources.
With 4,000 billion cubic metres (BCM) of water
available annually, the utilisable water is estimated
at 1,123 BCM as per to one estimate and 654 BCM
by another (see Tables 1 and 2).
The country can be divided into 16 ecological
regions, each with their precipitation patterns of
rainfall and snow, leading to spatial differences in
water availability.

Water demography
India occupies 329 million hectares (Mha) of
geographical area comprising 2.4 per cent of the
world’s land area and supports nearly 18 per cent
of the world’s population (see Table 1).

Did you know about water in the
Indian Constitution?
The Constitution of India lays
down the legislative and functional
jurisdiction of the Union, State and
local Governments regarding ‘Water’.
Under the scheme of the Constitution,
‘Water’ is basically a State subject and
the Union comes in only in the case of
inter-state river waters.

INDIA'S WATER CAN
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Table 1: India’s water related information
General information

Water resources

Geographical area

329 Mha

Average annual precipitation

4,000 BCM

Area as per cent of world area

2.40%

Average precipitation during
monsoon (Jun-Sept)

3,000 BCM

Forest cover

20.97%

Natural runoff

1,986.5 BCM

Population as on 1.3.2006

1,114.2 million

Estimated utilisable surface
water resources

690 BCM

Population as per cent of world
population

17.20%

Total utilisable groundwater
resources

433 BCM

Annual rainfall (2005)

1,208 mm

Total annual utilisable water
resources

1,123 BCM

Major river basins

12

Per capita water availability

1,720.29 Cum

(Catchment area > 20,000 sq. km)

253 Mha

Medium river basins

46

(Catchment area < 20,000 sq. km)

24.6 Mha

Note: BCM – Billion cubic metres; Mha: Million hectares; Cum: Cubic metres
Source: India – Land and Water Resources at a glance, Central Water Commission, Government of India, Data last updated on
25th September, 2012

Difference of opinion
There are two opinions on how much water
is actually available. OfÄcial estimates of the
Ministry of Water Resources (MoWR) have put
total utilisable water at 1,123 BCM as against
the current use of 634 BCM, reÅecting a surplus
scenario (see Table 1). But, Narsimhan (2008)
calculated the water budget using the globally
accepted evapo-transpiration rate of 65 per
cent as against the 40 per cent used in ofÄcial
estimates. This results in a Ägure of 654 BCM
as the utilisable water, which is very close to the
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current actual water use estimate of 634 BCM,
reÅecting an alarming situation (see Table 2).
Declining availability
The Census 2011 data reported that the current
per capita availability of water in the country is
1,545 cubic meters (CuM), reÅecting a steady
decline. The average annual per capita availability
of water, taking into consideration the population
as per the 2001 census, was 1,816 CuM. It is no
wonder that in the future the country is expected
to move to a water stressed state (see Figure 1).
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Table 2: Utilisable water available in India
Analysis Based on MoWR Estimates
based on worldwide comparison

Analysis Based on MoWR*

Values in BCM
Annual Rainfall

3,840

3,840

3,840-(1,869+432)=1,539 (40%)

3,8402,500 (65%) world-wide
comparison

1,869 (48.7%)

Not used in estimate

Groundwater recharge

432 (11.3%)

Not used in estimate

Available water

2,301 (60%)

1,340 (35%)

Utilisable water

1,123 (48% of 2301)

654 (48.8% of 1340)

634

634

Current use 634, well below 1,123

Current use 634, dangerously close to
resources available

Evapotranspiration
Surface runoff

Current water use
Remarks

* This is based on the Central Water Commission’s (CWC’s) estimation of India’s water resource potential as 1,869
BCM
* This rate is in agreement with world-wide Ägures of 60 to 90%
* MoWR - Ministry of Water Resources
Source: Narsimham 2008, cited in Planning Commssion (2010:427)

Figure 1: Decline in per capita availability of water
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Natural water sources

receives an average rainfall of about 1,170 mm
which corresponds to an annual precipitation of
about 4,000 BCM, including snowfall.

The various natural water sources that can be tapped
for water include rain, glaciers, rivers, streams,
lakes, ponds, tanks, springs and groundwater.

Rainfall shows a high spatial and temporal variability
in precipitation in the country causing Åoods and
droughts (see Map 1). More than 80 per cent of
the annual surface runoff of the rivers occurs in the
monsoon months of June to September.

Rain
Rain is the most important source of water. India
Map 1: Annual rainfall map of India
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Did you know India’s National
Song ‘Vande Mataram’ mentions
India
as
Sujalam,
Suphalam,
Malayaja Shitalam or a country
‘Richly watered, Richly fruited’!

River richness

However, the utilisable water in river basins is highly
uneven: 71 per cent of India’s water resources
are available to only 36 per cent of the area while
the remaining 64 per cent has 29 per cent. The
Brahmaputra basin, which contributes 629 BCM
of surface water of the country’s total Åow, has a
mere 24 BCM of utilisable water.
Rivers begin in the upper reaches of a watershed
(land drained by a river and its tributaries), either

Vijay Kutty

India has 14 major, 55 minor and several hundred
small rivers. However, governments, both central
and state, have made little effort to compile a list
of waterbodies in the country. This was stated in
a Comptroller and Auditor General report tabled
in Parliament in 2011. The report slammed the
Ministry of Environment and Forests for not having
prepared a nationwide inventory.

The total catchment area of the 14 major basins
is 252.8 Mha. The Ganga-Brahmaputra-Meghna
system is the biggest amongst these, with a
catchment area of about 110 Mha. Other major
rivers with catchment areas of over 10 Mha
are the Indus (32.1 Mha), Godavari (31.3 Mha),
Krishna (25.9 Mha) and Mahanadi (14.2 Mha). The
catchment area of medium rivers is around 25 Mha.

Dams such as the Narmada are constructed to store water and provide water for irrigation, industry and domestic use.
These structures come with high social, environmental and Änancial costs
INDIA'S WATER CAN
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due to melting snow from mountain peaks or as
little streams from forest Åoors.
Rivers play an important role in the lives of Indian
people. The river systems provide irrigation,
potable water, cheap transportation, electricity
and livelihoods for a large number of people in
the country. They also have a special place in
mythology and are considered sacred in various
religions. Most of the major cities are located on
the banks of a river.

Did you know that the mystic River
Saraswati, one of the main ancient
rivers, is believed to have disappeared
under the sands of the Thar Desert,
Rajasthan due to the emergence of the
Aravali range of mountains!

All major rivers of India originate from one of the
three main watersheds: The Himalaya and the
Karakoram ranges; Vindhya and Satpura ranges
and Chotanagpur plateau in central India Sahyadri
or Western Ghats in western India. Most of the
rivers pour their waters into the Bay of Bengal
while there are others which Åow from the west
to east towards the state of Gujarat where they
Änally empty into the Arabian Sea. Parts of Ladakh,
northern parts of the Aravalli range and the arid
parts of the Thar Desert have inland drainage.
Himalayan rivers
The Himalayan rivers form large basins. The
Himalayas are home to three main rivers systems:
The Indus, Ganges and Brahmaputra. These rivers
carry huge load of sand and silt and are perennial
as they get water from the rainfall and the melting
of ice.
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The Indus river system
The Indus originates in the northern slopes of the
Kailash range in Tibet near Lake Manasarovar. It
follows a north-westerly course through Tibet and
enters India in Jammu and Kashmir. The main
tributaries of the Indus in India are Jhelum, Chenab,
Ravi, Beas and Sutlej. Several human settlements
lie along the Indus river in Ladakh, namely Leh,
Marol, Skardu and Bunji.
The Jhelum Åows from Verinag spring, 80 km south
of Srinagar. This wide, swift Åowing, muddy but
picturesque river sweeps through Srinagar and is
famed for the nine old bridges over it. Arising from
the snow at the base of the main Himalayan range
in Lahaul and Spiti district of Himachal Pradesh, the
Chandra and Bhaga rivers merge to form the Chenab
in Lahaul. Chamba town rests on a mountain shelf
on the right bank of the Ravi river.
With its source looking like an insigniÄcant igloo
structure near Rohtang Pass in Pir Panjal range to
the north of Kullu, Himachal Pradesh, the Beas river
forms the valleys of Kullu and Kangra. The main
thrust of this river is southward to Larji and then to
the west where it enters Mandi district and further
still into Kangra.
The Sutlej river takes birth on the southern
slopes of the holiest of mountains - Kailash, near
lake Mansarovar. After a long run, parallel to the
Himalayas, it Änally penetrates at Shipki pass,
subsequently cutting through the Zanskar range
and blasting a deep gorge at the base of the
Kinner Kailash massif. Within Kinnaur district, the
Sutlej runs parallel to the Hindustan-Tibet Road. At
Karcham, in Kinnaur, it is joined by the crystal clear,
blue river Baspa that drains the Sangla valley.
The valley of Spiti derives its name from the Spiti
river, which rises just below the 16,000 ft high
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Kunzum Pass. After Åowing for about 60 miles, the
Spiti joins the Sutlej river near village Namgiya in
Kinnaur district, Himalayan Pradesh.

and Vrindavan. Inland, within the Ganga basin, the
Hindu center of Vindyachal and the Buddhist sites
of Gaya, Rajgir and Nalanda are also located.

The Brahmaputra river system

Over 45 million people reside in the Ganga basin.
The Ganga passes alongside (a) 29 cities with
a population above 100,000, (b) 23 cities with
population between 50,000 and 100,000 and,
(c) 48 towns with population less than 50,000.

The Brahmaputra originates in Mansarovar lake.
One of the great rivers of Asia, the Brahmaputra
commences its 3,000 km journey to the Bay of
Bengal from the slopes of Kailash in western Tibet.
As Tibet’s great river, the Tsangpo transverses east
across the high-altitude Tibetan plateau north of the
Great Himalayan Range and makes many channels
and sandbanks on its way. As it tumbles from the
Himalayan heights it Änally emerges in Arunachal
Pradesh as the Dihong. Just beyond Pasighat, it
meets the Dibang and Lohit where it Änally becomes
the Brahmaputra.

The Yamuna river originates from the Bundar
Poonch glaciers in Uttarkashi, Uttarakhand. It rises
from Yamunotri, in the Himalayas. River Tons, which
Åows along the boundary of Himachal Pradesh,
west of district Tehri Garhwal joins the Yamuna at
Kalsi and thereafter joins the plains.
However, these perennial Himalayan rivers are
adversly being affected due to the effects of climate
change (see Box: Accelerated Melting).

The Ganga river system
Peninsular rivers
The Ganga basin covers over 12,500 sq. km in
northern India and ranks among the largest in the
world in drainage basin area and length. The river
has two main headwaters in the Himalayas: The
Bhagirathi and Alaknanda. The Bhagirathi Åows
from the Gangotri glacier at Gomukh and the latter
from a glacier near Alkapuri. Further downstream,
the river is joined by a number of other Himalayan
rivers, the Yamuna, Ghaghara, Gomti, Gandak and
Kosi. However, the Ganga and its major tributaries,
the Yamuna, Ram Ganga, and Ghaghara are the only
rivers that have signiÄcant base and Åood Åows.
Sacred shrines at Tapovan, Gomukh, Bhojbasa,
Gangotri, Kedarnath and Badrinath indicate the
deep reverence for Ganga. Many towns on the banks
of river Ganga like Haridwar, Allahabad (Prayag),
Banaras, Vindhyachal, Nadia and Kalighat are also
visited by millions of devotees every year. Even
along the Yamuna are the sacred towns of Mathura

The main peninsular river systems include the
Narmada, Tapi, Godavari, Krishna, Kaveri and
Mahanadi river systems. Of the major rivers of
peninsular India, only the Narmada, the Tapti and
the Mahanadi run from east to west. Flowing through
shallow valleys the erosion intensity of these rivers
is relatively low as compared to the Himalayan rivers
because of the gentler slope.
The Narmada river system
The 1,289 km long Narmada river in central
India, forms a traditional boundary between north
India and south India. It rises on the summit of
Amarkantak hill in Madhya Pradesh, passing
through the Marble Rocks, enters the Narmada
Valley between the Vindhya and Satpura ranges,
pursuing a westerly course to the Gulf of Cambay,
in the Arabian Sea.
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Glaciers have been retreating worldwide since the end
of the Little Ice Age (1550-1850), but in recent decades,
the melting has accelerated. According to the World
Resource Institute, the total size of the world’s glaciers
has declined by about 12 per cent in the 20th century.
It is believed that the projected climate change over
the next century will further affect the rate at which
glaciers melt.

Indira Khurana

Accelerated Melting

Ladakh in the Himalayas is facing the brunt of
accelerted glacier melting

Himalaya: The Water Tower of Asia
The greater Himalayan region has nearly 37,000 sq. km of glacier coverage, with over 15,000 glaciers in
the Himalayas. These provide a lot of water annually. The glaciers occupy about 17 per cent of the total
mountainous area of the Himalayas with a 30-40 per cent additional area under seasonal snow cover.
This 'Water Tower of Asia' makes crucial contribution to the water supply for millions of people during
dry season, feeding seven of Asia’s great rivers: the Ganga, Indus, Brahmaputra, Salween, Mekong,
Yangtze and Huang Ho. In these river basins more than 1.3 billion people Änd their livelihoods.
The Himalayan region is prone to considerable hydro-metrological, tectonic and climate-induced
disasters. With warming here being higher than the global average, climate-induced natural hazards
are likely to be more, including severe glacial melting and the formation of glacial lakes. According to
United Nation’s Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change the Himalayan glaciers are retreating at
rates ranging from 10 to 60 m per year and many small glaciers (<0.2 sq.km) have already disappeared.
The Indian Himalaya
The glacier that feeds the Ganga - the Gangotri - is melting three times as fast as it was last century.
Gangotri Glacier is 29 km long, and 2 to 6 km wide. It is the longest glacier in the Central Himalayas.
The rapid melting of Himalayan glaciers will eventually reduce the water in rivers, meaning massive
economic and environmental problems for people in Western China, Nepal, Pakistan and Northern India.
In the Ganga, the loss of glacier melt-water would reduce July-September Åows (monsoon Åow) by twothirds, causing water shortages for nearly 500 million people and 37 per cent of India’s irrigated land.
These melting glaciers will also result in a higher frequency of Glacial Lake Outburst Floods or GLOFs,
causing Åash Åoods.
According to the IPCC, mountain snow pack, glaciers and small icecaps play a crucial role in freshwater
availability. Widespread mass losses from glaciers and reductions in snow cover over recent decades are
projected to accelerate throughout the 21st century, reducing water availability, hydropower potential,
and changing seasonality of Åows in regions supplied by melting water from major mountain ranges
(e.g. Hindu-Kush, Himalaya, Andes),where more than one-sixth of the world population currently lives.”
Source:
O Dyurgerov B . Mark, Maier F. Mark. 1997. Glaciers and Changing Earth System. http://www.managingclimaterisk.org/
p
g g
g
document/IV.%20Impact%20of%20CC.pdf
p
p
O Chander P. Vohra. 1978. A Brief Overview of the State of Glaciers in the Indian Himalaya in the 1970s. http://pubs.usgs.
p p
g
g pp p
gov/pp/p1386f/pdf/F5_India.pdf
p
_
p
O WWF Nepal Program, 2005. An Overview of Glaciers, Glacier Retreat and Subsequent Impacts in Nepal, India and China.
O The Melting Himalayas. The International Center for Integrated Mountain Development (ICIMOD), 2007. Upreti N. Bishal.
Impact of Climate Change on Himalayan Glaciers.

The Tapi River System
The Tapi rises in the eastern Satpura Range of
southern Madhya Pradesh, and Åows westward,
draining Madhya Pradesh’s Nimar region,
Maharashtra’s Khandesh and east Vidarbha
regions in the northwest corner of the Deccan
Plateau and South Gujarat before emptying into
the Gulf of Cambay, Arabian Sea.
The Godavari River System
With the second longest course within India –
about 1,450 km – Godavari is often referred to
as the Vriddh (Old) Ganga or the Dakshin (South)
Ganga. It rises at Trimbakeshwar, near Nasik and
Åows southeast across south-central India through
the states of Madhya Pradesh, Karnataka, Odisha
and Andhra Pradesh, Änally emptying into the Bay
of Bengal. At Rajahmundry, 80 km from the coast,
the river splits into two streams thus forming a
fertile delta. The banks of this river also have
many pilgrimage sites such as Nasik, Triyambak
and Bhadrachalam. It is a seasonal river, widened
during the monsoons and dry during the summers.
Godavari river water is brownish. Some important
urban centers on its banks include Nasik,
Bhadrachalam, Rajahmundry and Narsapur. Asia’s
largest rail-cum-road bridge on the river Godavari
linking Kovvur with Rajahmundry is considered to
be an engineering feat.
The Krishna River System
The Krishna is one of the longest rivers of India
(about 1,300 km in length). It originates at
Mahabaleswar in Maharashtra, passes through
Sangli and meets the sea in the Bay of Bengal at
Hamasaladeevi in Andhra Pradesh. The Krishna
River Åows through the states of Maharashtra,
Karnataka and Andhra Pradesh. The source of

the river is a spout from the mouth of a statue
of a cow in the ancient temple of Mahadev in
Mahabaleshwar, Maharashtra.
The Kaveri River System
The Kaveri is one of the great rivers of India and is
considered sacred by the Hindus. This river is also
called Dakshin Ganga.
The source of the river is Talakaveri located in the
Western Ghats about 5,000 feet above sea level,
amidst Bramahagiri hills near Madikeri in Kodagu
district of Karnataka. From here, it passes through
Tamil Nadu and empties into the Bay of Bengal.
Its waters have supported irrigated agriculture
for centuries and the Kaveri has been the lifeblood
of the ancient kingdoms and modern cities of
south India.
The Mahanadi River System
A river of eastern India, the Mahanadi rises in the
Satpura Range of central India, and Åows east to
the Bay of Bengal. The Mahanadi drains most of
the state of Chhattisgarh and much of Odisha and
also Jharkhand and Maharashtra.
Poisoning rivers and life
According to the Ärst global initiative that assessed
water security for people and river biodiversity,
the world’s rivers are threatened due to
mismanagement and pollution, which endangers
eight of every 10 people as well as 10,000-20,000
species. Some of the factors behind this are
river pollution, intensive agriculture, catchment
disturbance and dam building.
As indicated in the map below, 30 of the 47 largest
river systems, which together discharge half
of the global runoff to the oceans, are at a risk.
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While rich countries in Europe and North America
have minimized the risks of losing drinking
water supply by 95 per cent through huge
technology investments like aqueducts, deep
borewells and water treatment plants, the
developing nations like Brazil, Russia, India,
China and OECD (Organization for Economic
Co-operation and Development), need US
$800 billion annually to improve their water
infrastructure to meet the Millennium Development
Goals (see Map 2).

Cradles of civilisation?
India’s 14 major, 55 minor and several hundred rivers
receive millions of litres of sewage, industrial and
agricultural wastes. The most polluting source for
rivers is city sewage and industrial waste discharge.
According to Ministry of Urban Development’s 2009
estimates, high discharge of untreated domestic/
municipal wastewater has contaminated nearly 75
per cent of all surface water across India.

Map 2: Global water security threat

Water security threat to
biodiversity

Water security threat to
humans after
technological investment

• Western Europe, Australia secured water for humans
through high investment
• Biodiversity in sub-saharan Africa is water secure but not
people because of poor investment

• Both humans and biodiversity are water secure in the
Artic and parts of Amazonia despite low investments
• Humans and biodiversity face high water security threats
in India due to climatic condition and poor investment

Source: http://www.riverthreat.net
p
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Water quality data of various river stretches has
revealed that organic pollution particularly, Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD), has exceeded the
desired water quality criteria in 150 river stretches
covering 121 rivers in India. The major cause of
rising organic pollution, particularly BOD in these
rivers, is due to discharge of untreated and partially
treated domestic efÅuents by various municipalities
across the country.
This pollution is undermining the signiÄcance of
rivers as a healthy water source and posing a severe
threat to culture and community. Table 3 below gives
a health check of some of the important rivers.

Did you know India generates a massive
38,000 million litres of sewage per day! For the
record, the government has the capacity to
treat only about 12,000 million litres per day,
that’s less than one-third of the muck. The
35 metropolitan cities of India alone produce
15,644 million litres of sewage per day.
(Dying rivers: Washed away by our sins, May 15, 2010,
Nitin Sethi, Times Of India) http://timesoÄndia.indiatimes.
com/india/Dying-rivers-Washed-away-by-our-sins/
articleshow/5934774.cms

Table 3: Assessment of rivers and associated impact
Rivers

Assessment Impact

Indus

In a seminar organised by the Environment Protection Agency (EPA) in March 2008,
mention was made about the Indus being highly polluted. The fecal coliform level present
in the river was a high 800 per 100ml (against the acceptable level of <200/ml), primarily
due to indiscriminate discharges of untreated municipal and industrial wastewater.

Ganga

An estimated 2.9 billion litres or more of human sewage is discharged into the most
sacred Hindu river Ganga daily (200 million litres daily in the city Varanasi alone). The
existing treatment plants have capacity to treat only 1.1 billion litres per day, leaving a
huge deÄcit.
Ganga ranks among the top Äve most polluted rivers of the world. Indiscriminate
extraction of water through tubewells from the river as well as its basin and
exploitation of its tributaries for irrigation have seriously reduced its Åow. Aquatic life is
in danger. The river is home to more than 140 Äsh species, 90 amphibian species and
the endangered Ganga river dolphin.

Yamuna

New Delhi alone produces 3.6 billion litres of sewage daily, less that half of which is
effectively treated. The remaining untreated waste is dumped into the Yamuna river.
According to the Central Pollution Control Board, around 70 per cent of the
pollution in the Yamuna is due to human excreta. This leads to waterborne diseases
such as diarrhoea one of the biggest killers of children in India and affects thousands of
poor people living near the river that drink the water and bathe in it.

Brahmaputra

The Brahmaputra is prone to severe Åoods in spring when the Himalayan snow melts.
However, the good news is that it is the least polluted of all the major rivers of India. Most
of the pollution is due to oil industries of Assam and wastes of cities like Guwahati.
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Godavari

Domestic pollution is the biggest polluter, accounting for 82 per cent of total pollution,
whereas industrial pollution accounts for about 18 per cent.
The story of pollution in the Godavari river begins around the tiny Nakavaggu
rivulet, which joins the Manjira, a tributary of the Godavari. The rivulet is dead and
supports no life. Highly productive agricultural land surrounds the rivulet. More than
150 small and medium industries and several large industries near the twin cities of
Secunderabad and Hyderabad release their efÅuents into the Nakavaggu rivulet.
The river water is extensively used for agriculture, as it is the only available water source.
However, the river’s water has turned the fertile soil toxic with heavy metals. The soil
contains heavy metals like iron, nickel, zinc, copper, cobalt and cadmium.°Crop yields
have declined. Before industrialisation, the land’s crop yield was 40 bags of paddy per
acre, which has declined to a mere 10 bags.
Toxic metals in the soil have contaminated the crops, penetrated animal milk and
affected human health.° Incidences of cancer such as leukemia in young boys, lung
cancer in non-smokers and liver cancer have risen sharply. Medical experts attribute
these increased rates to high water pollution. The polluted water has also seeped
underground, contaminating groundwater and the surrounding soil.

Tapi

Tapi, known as the ‘daughter of the sun god’ is severely polluted with millions of litres
of untreated sewage and waste pumped in every day. Surat is the only major city in the
state to have been blessed by this perennial river.
There are more than 7,000 illegal drains emptying their contents into the Tapi, making it
more polluted than the Sabarmati when it comes to faecal bacteria content. A February
2013 analysis of Tapi waters in the upstream of the causeway — Sarthana, Varachha,
Katargam and Rander — from where the city draws its drinking water, records a high
pH factor of 9.06, suggesting that the water has turned highly alkaline.
Excessive sand mining has also contributed to the changing contours of the river.
Encroachments on both sides has resulted in a decline of the carrying capacity from
8.5 lakh cusecs to a mere 3.5 lakh cusecs.

Narmada

The use of nitrogen fertilisers is common in the basin area: 140,000 tonnes annually.
The total BOD load generation is more than 100 gm per capita per day, about 50 per
cent of which comes from agricultural activities, cattle raising and human wastes. The
industries contribute 14 per cent, mainly through efÅuents from paper and pulp mills
and distilleries.
With an aim to keep Narmada pollution-free, the Narmada Valley Development Authority
(NVDA) in Madhya Pradesh has decided to undertake the novel Bio-Health Monitoring
programme to identify pollutants in the river and keep it healthy, by introducing the
‘Benthic Invertebrates’ concept. Benthic Invertebrates are those species which eats and
converts pollutants present in the rivers into a healthy food for Äshes and other aquatic
animals, thus helping to keep the river healthy in a natural manner.
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Kaveri

Sharing of the Kaveri waters has been a bone of contention between Karnataka and
Tamil Nadu. With three major reservoirs, a number of weirs and anicuts built across the
river and its tributaries, Kaveri is the most exploited river of the country (95 per cent
abstraction of water).
The main polluters of the river are agricultural, industrial and urban sectors. Huge
quantities of fertilisers and pesticides are discharged into the river as agricultural runoff.
Coffee plantation in the districts of Kodagu, Hassan and Chikmagalur contributes
heavily to BOD levels in the water. Industries include water intensive textile and sugar
units, paper mills, chemical units, engineering units and tanneries.

Mahanadi

The largest river of Odisha that irrigates the heartland of the state and provides water
both for drinking as well as irrigation purposes to most is under threat largely due to high
levels of pollution.
With Äve main tributaries and four major distributaries it is the largest river system
among the 11 rivers in the state with a basin area of 65,628 sq km covering about
34 cities, towns and urban conglomerates. Till recently, the river used to be the chief
source of drinking for most of these cities and towns, but the water is increasingly
becoming unsafe for drinking, primarily due to pollution caused by sewage released into
the Mahanadi.
With 86 per cent of the catchments and major tributaries of the river upstream located
in industrial towns in the neighboring States of Madhya Pradesh and Chattisgarh, the
water of the Mahanadi is loaded with industrial wastes.
The BOD has reached alarming levels and the water has become totally unÄt for human
use. The Odisha State Pollution Control Board itself states that direct consumption of
water from the basin, up to a stretch of six kilometers from Sambalpur town, may lead
to skin and stomach disorder of varying degrees.

Krishna

Krishna’s 1,440 km long journey through the states of Maharashtra, Karnataka and
Andhra Pradesh before Åowing into the Bay of Bengal makes it vulnerable to pollution.
The river receives efÅuents and wastewater from a number of large cities, including
Pune, Satara, Kolhapur, Hyderabad, Kurnool and Vijaywada. More than 500 important
industrial units operate from the Krishna basin, 200 of which are large-scale industrial
units.
Sewage from Pune is choking the city’s river Mula-Mutha. Musi, Krishna’s tributary on the
west of Hyderabad, Andhra Pradesh, is in a bad shape with nearly 350 mld of polluted
water and sewage originating from the twin cities of Hyderabad and Secunderabad
Åowing into it. Decades of industrial pollution have also damaged the Tungabhadra river
so much so that the river water down the factory has become dark brown in colour with
a pungent odour. The pollution of Tungabhadra affect 1,00,000 people in the sub-basin.
But the worst affected are the Äsher folk. Regular Äsh kills in the region have exhausted
Tungabhadra’s Äsheries.
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Lakes in India
A lake is a low-lying part of the Earth’s surface in
which rainwater, surface water run-off, outÅow from
a river, and water from other sources accumulates.
India has over 140 major lakes spread across the
country. Among the better-known fresh water lakes
are the Dal lake in Srinagar and the Nainital lake.
Almost half of the world’s lakes are degraded,
depleted and contaminated mainly by human
activities. The main causes are inÅow of domestic
sewage, agricultural run-off, discharge of industrial
efÅuents, over-Äshing and expansion of cities.
As more water is withdrawn for human use and
more of this is returned to lakes and rivers badly
polluted, there is less available to maintain vital
freshwater ecosystems.
Lackadaisical attitude
Human settlements have historically developed
around
waterbodies.
Communities
have

constructed and maintained waterbodies across
centuries. Historical evidence indicates that these
waterbodies provided recreational spaces in
addition to meeting the needs of the people and
recharging groundwater. Sudarshan Lake in Gujarat
is recorded as the oldest human-made lake in India
(see Box: Oldest Human-made Lake).
The largest artiÄcial lake of India was created by
Raja Bhoj at Bhojpur, near Bhopal by constructing
a vast embankment across two hills. The lake
which covered an area of 650 sq.km received
water from as many as 365 streams. Today, the
lake is the major source of drinking water for the
city of Bhopal.
There are numerous waterbodies – both natural
and human-made, dotting the city landscapes
across the country (see Table 4).
Rapid urbanisation have had an impact on the
condition of these waterbodies with many facing
a threat of being lost due to reclamation for
construction and pollution due to disposal of
untreated waste.

Sudarshan Lake in Girnar region (present day
Junagadh district in Gujarat) is perhaps the
oldest human-made lake in India. The origin of
this lake dates back to 300 BC. The rock edict of
Rudradaman at Junagadh, inscribed in 150 AD,
speaks about the Sudarshan lake of Junagadh,
built originally by the Mauryan emperors.
The edict of Skand Gupta also speaks about the
repairs conducted by the Gupta king in 455-456
AD. This lake supplied water to the nearby areas
for over a thousand years until it Änally collapsed
in the 9th century AD.
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Oldest Human-made Lake

Sudarshan talav in Junagadh, Gujarat is the oldest
human-made lake in India
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Table 4: Waterbodies across major cities
City

State

Waterbodies

Ahmedabad Gujarat

There are 645 documented waterbodies within the Ahmedabad Urban
Development Area.

Bangalore

Karnataka

Once known as ‘The City of Lakes’ with over 262 waterbodies, the city now
has only about 81, of which a mere 34 are active lakes. This has directly
affected the water spread, reducing it to less than 35 per cent, a sharp fall
of over 8 per cent.

Chennai

Tamil Nadu

IIT Madras enumerated about 650 waterbodies in the Chennai region about
two decades ago. More than half of them were located south of River Adyar.
At present, most of the waterbodies within the city have vanished and only
a few remain in the immediate periphery. According to records of the Water
Resources Department, the area of 19 major lakes has shrunk from a total of
1,130 hectares to nearly 645 hectares, reducing their storage capacity.

Delhi

Delhi

According to the Ministry of Environment and Forests’s inventory, the total
wetland area in Delhi is about 2,556 ha; that is nearly 0.86 per cent of the
geographic area. The major wetland types are river/stream (1,116 ha), tanks/
ponds (518 ha), waterlogged areas (natural/human-made) accounting for 23.2
per cent of the wetlands (577 ha) and reservoirs (230 ha). The inventory also
states 11 natural lakes and 352 man-made ponds/tanks of a total of 573 lakes/
wetlands in Delhi. However, according to the revenue records, the total number
of waterbodies in Delhi is 800; whereas, as per the Delhi Government it is 629.
Indian National Trust for Art and Cultural Heritage's (INTACH) blueprint for
water augmentation in 1998 identiÄed 44 lakes and 355 village ponds as major
sites for water storage and recharge locations.

Guwahati

Assam

The city has eight major lakes namely Deepor Beel, Silpukhuri, Dighalipukhuri,
Jorpukhuri, Borsola Beel, Bondajan Beel, Sorusala Beel and Silsako
Beel. These waterbodies have been identiÄed as tourist spots by tourism
department and their restoration is in progress.

Hyderabad

Andhra
Pradesh

Among 3,000 waterbodies identiÄed by the government, several have
disappeared entirely because of rapid change in land-use pattern due
to developmental activities. Most of the 934 tanks (lakes) in and around
Hyderabad (as per 1973 records) have disappeared and the geographical
area covered by waterbodies (in 1964) has reduced to less than 1.5 per cent.
By 1996, the area under waterbodies diminished by 8 sq.km and about 18
waterbodies of over 10 hectare size and 80 tanks of below 10 hectare size
were lost between 1973-1996 in the Hyderabad Urban Development Authority
Area.

Kolkata

West
Bengal

3,874 waterbodies as reported by Kolkata Municipal Corporation in 2006;
8,731 waterbodies reported by National Atlas and Thematic Mapping
Organisation in 2006.

Mumbai

Maharashtra 129 waterbodies identiÄed by Google Earth; 70 physically reported.
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Udaipur

Rajasthan

Udaipur has faced water scarcity from its inception, due to its geographical
location. The Hindu monarchs who ruled the city built an array of artiÄcial
lakes to ensure regular water supply for their subjects.
Udaipur is known as the 'City of Lakes,' and the four large waterbodies,
Pichhola, Swaroop Sagar, Fateh Sagar and Badi, remain its lifelines. But the
condition of these lakes has deteriorated over the years. Currently, there are
only eight lakes in the city.

Source: Safeguarding Urban Freshwater Bodies, Earthwatch Institute India, 2012

Lakes function as freshwater ecosystems and
perform vital ecological functions, in addition to
providing essential environmental services. They
are a source of drinking water, control urban
Åooding and recharge groundwater aquifers.
More importantly, lakes provide socio-cultural and
recreational beneÄts some of which translate into
direct economic beneÄts through tourism.

The degradation of waterbodies can have
multiple impacts on the local ecosystem, the
most pronounced being increased incidences of
urban Åooding. In addition, deterioration of water
quality, decline in the number of aquatic species
(in some cases extinction) and loss of aesthetic
and recreational spaces are some of the other
effects. Growth of algal blooms and eutrophication

Ranjan Panda

The state of urban waterbodies across towns and
cities is a cause for concern. The major reasons
for the degradation of these waterbodies are
anthropogenic, which range from growth of aquatic
weeds due to disposal of untreated sewage; landÄlling for construction; disposal of industrial wastes

and immersion of idols. Degradation of catchments
through clearing of vegetation, obstruction of
water channels and diversion of water impact the
availability of freshwater, thereby impacting its
health. Depleting groundwater levels also lowers
the water level of these waterbodies.

Lunar-shaped lakes such as Naini are a natural freshwater source that boost tourism and help in groundwater recharge
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presents the biggest challenge to the health of the
urban waterbodies.
Groundwater
Groundwater is water that exists in the pore spaces
and fractures in rock and sediment beneath the
Earth’s surface. It originates as rainfall or snow,
and gradually moves through the soil into the
groundwater system, where it eventually makes its
way back to surface streams, lakes, or oceans. It is
naturally replenished from above, as surface water
from precipitation, streams and rivers inÄltrates
into the ground.
Groundwater is a long-term reservoir of the natural
water cycle, as opposed to short-term water
reservoirs like the atmosphere and fresh surface
water. It is obtained from wells or springs. It is
naturally Ältered though the ground and ideally
should be free from microbial contamination. Total
utilisable groundwater resources are pegged at
433 BCM, of which 231 is the annual groundwater
draft (see Figure 2).
Figure 2: Groundwater resources and
development potential (in BCM)
34
168
433

231

Total annual groundwater recharge
Annual groundwater draft
Balance dynamic groundwater resource available
Natural discharge
Source: Central Groundwater Board Annual Report 2011-2012

India is the largest groundwater user in the world:
More than 90 per cent of rural and more than 50 per
cent of urban water supply depend on groundwater.
The number of groundwater extraction structures
has reached around 21 million and the estimated
annual withdrawal is 221 BCM. The river basin
wise groundwater potential is given in Table 5.
Groundwater is a dynamic system. There are many
areas in the country facing scarcity of water primarily
due to the unplanned groundwater development
resulting in fall of water levels, failure of wells, and
salinity ingress in coastal areas also groundwater.
Table 5: Basin-wise groundwater potential
Name of Basin

Groundwater
Potential (BCM)

Brahmai with Baitarni

4.05

Brahmaputra

26.55

Cambai Composite

7.19

Cauvery

12.30

Ganga

170.99

Godavari

40.65

Indus

26.49

Krishna

26.41

Kutch and Saurashtra
Composite

11.23

Tamil Nadu

18.22

Mahanadi

16.46

Meghna

8.52

Narmada

10.83

Northeast Composite

18.84

Pennar

4.93

Subarnarekha

1.82

Tapi

8.27

Western Ghat

17.69

Total

431.44

Source: Indian Water Resources Society, 2005
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Groundwater guzzler
Over the past few decades groundwater extraction
has grown dramatically. According to the Fourth
United Nations World Water Report (2012), the
global groundwater abstraction rate at least tripled
over the past 50 years, and continues to increase
at an annual rate of between one and two per cent.
The top 10 groundwater-abstracting countries as
of 2010 are given below. India tops the list. About
72 per cent of the groundwater abstracted is from
these ten countries (see Table 6).

The rapid increase in wells across the country
between 1994 and 2007 is shown in Map 3A and B.
According to the Central Ground Water Board’s
assessment, at the all India level, the stage of
groundwater development is now 61 per cent.
In Punjab, Haryana, Rajasthan and Delhi, this
level has crossed 100 per cent (which implies
that in the states the annual groundwater
consumption is more than annual groundwater
recharge), followed by Tamil Nadu (80 per cent)
and UP (71 per cent).

Table 6: The top ten groundwater guzzlers
Rank

Country

Groundwater abstraction (Cubic km/year)

1

India

251

2

China

112

3

United States of America

112

4

Pakistan

64

5

Iran

60

6

Bangladesh

35

7

Mexico

29

8

Saudi Arabia

23

9

Indonesia

14

10

Italy

14

Source: Managing Water Under Risk And Uncertainty, The United Nations World Water Development Report 4, Volume 1 (2012)

Map 3: A and B - Number of groundwater structures in India

Source: 4th MI Census, 2006
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Source: 2nd MI Census, 1993
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One of the primary reasons for the fast depletion
of groundwater resources is the relative ease and
convenience of its decentralised access for drinking
water, irrigation, industrial and other purposes.
Groundwater is the backbone of India’s agriculture
and drinking water security and a common-pool
resource (CPR), used by millions of farmers. Of
the total annual 231 BCM groundwater extracted,
nearly 200 BCM is used for irrigation and 31 BCM
for agriculture and industry (see Figure 3).
Figure 3: Break up of annual groundwater usage
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An assessment by NASA showed that during 2002
to 2008, India lost about 109 cubic km. of water
leading to a decline in groundwater table to the
extent of 0.33 meters per annum i.e. one meter
every three years. According to a study team from
University of Texas at Austin, people are pumping
northern India’s underground water, mostly to
irrigate cropland, faster than natural processes can
replenish it. Thus, if measures to ensure sustainable
groundwater usage are not taken consequences for
the 114 million residents of the region may include
a collapse of agricultural output, severe shortages
of potable water, conÅict and suffering.

Irrigation

Domestic &
Industrial

One of the biggest challenges today is that
the groundwater is being exploited beyond
sustainable levels and with an estimated 19 million

Ranjan Panda

Source: Central Groundwater Board Annual Report
2011-2012

In addition to depletion, many parts of India
report severe water quality problems, causing
drinking water vulnerability. Nearly 60 per cent of
the districts have problems related to either the
quantitative availability or quality of groundwater
or both which is a serious situation calling for
immediate attention.

Traditionally India has stored domestic water in earth pots. The advent of plastic pots has taken over livelihoods of potters
INDIA'S WATER CAN
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groundwater structures as per the minor irrigation
census 2006-07. Thus, India may be soon
hurtling towards a serious crisis of groundwater
over-extraction and quality deterioration. More
than 33 per cent of the groundwater resources
are unÄt for consumption. The deteriorating water
quality has also adversely affected health.
Over the past several decades, a large number
of both anthropogenic (pollution due to sewage
disposal, agriculture, and industry) and geogenic
contaminants have caused serious threats to
human health through intensive groundwater use.
As we drill deeper for water, the groundwater
gets contaminated with Åuoride and arsenic. In
India alone, more than 66 million people are said
to be suffering from Åuorosis, including 6 million
children below 14 years of age. According to
estimates by the Ministry of Water Resources,
Government of India as many as Äve Indian
states have occurrence of high arsenic in India
and nearly 10 have high salinity levels (both
inland and coastal salinity). In fact, in some areas
of Rajasthan and Gujarat, groundwater salinity
is so high that it is utilised for salt production.
However, removal of arsenic becomes difÄcult
for the government especially in places where the
source of water is through ground aquifers.
Estimates indicate that Indian cities generate
nearly 38,000 million litres of sewage per day, of
which the government has the capacity to treat
less than 1/3rd of the muck i.e. 12,000 million litres
per day before it reaches the groundwater or
surface water resources. Along the length of the
Ganga river for example, there are about 50 large
cities and 66 small towns with minimal waste
treatment, resulting insigniÄcant river pollution:
80 per cent is estimated to be from sewage and
the remainder is from industry.
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Waterfalls
As rivers drop from great heights during their
course, waterfalls are created.
Nohkalikai Falls in Meghalaya take the highest
plunge fall in India with a height of about 1,100
meters. These falls are in full Åow all the time as
Meghalaya receives plenty of rainfall. Karnataka
could well be called the 'State of Waterfalls' in
India. A snapshot of some waterfalls include:
O

O

O

O

O

O

O

Shivasamudram Falls are on the Kaveri river.
The island town of Shivanasamudra divides
the falls into two.
Cauvery Falls stand out for their sheer volume,
discharging as much as 19 million litres of
water every second during the monsoon. They
are one of the few waterfalls worthy of a visit
even during dry months.
Jog Falls in Shimoga take the second highest
plunge in India: Water falls down the cliff from
a height of 253 meters. When in full Åow during
the monsoons, 3.4 million tonnes of water fall
down the cliff every second. They are also
called Gersoppa Falls and Jogada Gundi.
The Iruppu Falls in Coorg are located near
the Nagarhole National Park, where people
Åock during Shivaratri festival to absolve
themselves of their sins before they head to
the nearby temple dedicated to Lord Shiva.
Abbey Falls in Coorg, are some 8 km from
Madikeri town, appear suddenly, hidden as
these are between coffee bushes and spice
plantations.
Chitrakoot Falls, Chattisgarh are horse-shoe
shaped and fall from a height of 100 feet,
surrounded by the Vindhya ranges.
Panch Gagh Falls, Jharkhand comprise of Äve
branched waterfalls. Panch (means Äve) Gagh
(falls) are 55 km away from Ranchi.
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O

O

Hundru Falls, Jharkhand are on the
Subarnarekha river, falling from a height of 98
metres.
Dudhsagar Falls in Goa literally translate to
‘ocean of milk.’ When the water falls down
a height of 310 meters at Mollem, Goa, the
water appears as milk.

The Geological Survey of India (GSI) identiÄed 350
hot springs in India. These hot springs possess
medicinal properties due to their high temperature
and mineral content. The top Äve therapeutic
springs are given below:
O

O

O

O

O

Manikaran springs lie in the Parvati valley,
45 km from Kulu, Himachal Pradesh, near
the bank of Parvati river. The water of these
springs is so hot that pulses, rice, vegetables,
even chapattis can be cooked in it! Pilgrims
come here to cure high blood pressure, kidney
stones, skin diseases, muscular pains and
rheumatism disorders.
Yumtham is located 135 km from Gangtok in
north Sikkim. Nestled at an altitude of 12,000
feet, the water of this hot spring contains
sulphur and dipping in it is believed to give
relief to any skin ailment. This spring lies
hidden under a small hut near Lachung river.
Vashishth is close to Manali in Kullu district,
well above the River Beas. The temperature
of the water here varies from 110°F to 123°F.
Almost 3,000 people daily take a dip here.
Tattapani is located close to Shimla on the
right bank of River Satluj, at an altitude of 650
meters. The spring contains sulphur, which
contributes to healing properties.
Rajgir hot water springs are located in
Rajgir city, Bihar. This spring has curative
properties and is considered sacred. The
water that emerge from the Saptadhara, the

www.Åickr.com/photos/chandamama/8127491554

Springs: Healing waters

Waterfalls such as the Dudhsagar in Goa, cascade from a
height of 310 m on River Mandovi

seven streams, are believed to have their
source behind the Saptaparni Caves, up in the
Vaibhava hills.

Impact of climate change on water
There is a serious concern around the threat to
the world because of rapid changes in the earth’s
climate. As a result, there is a greater danger to
biodiversity, human health, food and fresh water
supplies, especially in developing countries.
India’s large population of 1.2 billion (Census
2011), its dependence on agriculture and its fast
growing megacities make it one of the world’s
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most severely affected countries by loss and
damage1, given its sheer size, climatic geography
and the impacts associated with Himalayan glacier
melt, droughts, coastal shifts due to sea level rise,
reductions in agricultural production, livelihood
loss for the poor, increased severity of cyclones,
and potential threats to the entire monsoon system.
The Mission document developed for the National
Water Mission (part of India’s National Action
Plan for Climate Change) indicates that climate
change may alter the distribution and quality of
India’s natural resources and adversely affect the
livelihood of its people. India’s economy is closely
tied to its natural resource base and therefore
climate-sensitive sectors such as agriculture,
water and forestry, will face a major threat because
of the projected changes in climate. Some of the
water-related impacts include:

caps and are the source of water for the
innumerable rivers that Åow across the IndoGangetic plains. Himalayan glacial snowÄelds
store about 12,000 km3 of freshwater and are
melting at an accelerated rate. About 15,000
Himalayan glaciers form a unique reservoir
which supports perennial rivers such as the
Indus, Ganga and Brahmaputra which, in
turn, are the lifeline of millions of people
in South Asian countries (Pakistan, Nepal,
Bhutan, India and Bangladesh). The Gangetic
basin alone is home to about 500 million
people, about 10 per cent of the total human
population in the region.
O

Changes in rainfall pattern: Regional monsoon
variations have been recorded: A trend of
increasing monsoon seasonal rainfall has
been found along the west coast, northern
Andhra Pradesh, and north-western India (+10
to +12 per cent above normal) while a trend
of decreasing monsoon seasonal rainfall has
been observed over eastern Madhya Pradesh,
north-eastern India, and parts of Gujarat and
Kerala (-6 to -8 per cent below normal).

O

O

Rise in sea level: A mean sea level rise of nearly
15-38 cm is projected along India’s coast by
the mid 21st century and of 46-59 cm by 2100.
It could lead to salt water mixing with the
groundwater, turning freshwater sources saline.

O

Impact on Himalayan glaciers: Covering about
three million hectares, the Himalayan glaciers
form the largest body of ice outside the polar

O

The issue of accelerated glacier melting is
mired in controversy. Glaciology is a difÄcult
science. While the IPCC Vth report (summary)
released in 2013 informs that glaciers will melt
at an accelerated rate, causing sea level rise
and increased river Åows, there are scientists
refuting this. A recent study suggests that in
at least two major Himalayan watersheds, river
Åows and runoff would rise until 2100. Due
to these melting glaciers the increased water
availability from the mountains may help to
sustain the growing demand of food for the
increasing population.
Vulnerability to extreme events: Increased
frequency of cyclones, Åoods and drought
combined with reduced sown areas in arid
and semi-arid zones will be experienced due
to climate change. Large areas in Rajasthan,
Andhra Pradesh, Gujarat, and Maharashtra
and comparatively smaller areas in Karnataka,
Odisha, Madhya Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, Bihar,
West Bengal and Uttar Pradesh, which already
face droughts frequently, will suffer more.

1
The term “loss and damage” was introduced into international climate negotiations by small island nations and least developed
countries in Cancun in 2010, and is now formally a part of the language of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change. As a legal concept, it conveys the historical liability for climate change that is largely borne by the rich countries of the world
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O

O

O

Impact on food: Small changes in temperature
and rainfall have signiÄcant effects on the
quality of fruits, vegetables, tea, coffee,
aromatic and medicinal plants, and basmati
rice. Other impacts include lower yields from
dairy cattle and decline in Äsh breeding,
migration, and harvests. Global reports
indicate a loss of 10-40 per cent in crop
production by 2100.
Impact on rural urban migration: Climate
changes will affect nearly 70 per cent of
the Indian population, which relies on
agriculture. During the 2012 summer, drought
in some areas led to lower crop yields, while
excessive rain destroyed produce elsewhere.
Unpredictable weather, crop failure, and debt
led at least 240,000 farmers to take their lives
between 1995 and 2009 while many were left
looking for jobs. Census 2011 revealed that
for the Ärst time since 1921, urban population
grew more rapidly than rural.
Economic impact: India is among the 'extreme
risk countries' where economic impacts of
climate change will be most keenly felt by
2025. Kolkata and Mumbai are among the
cities where the economic exposure to the
impacts of extreme climate related events will
be highest over the next 30 years.

A large portion of the impact is thus going
to be related to water: Shortage and excess,
quality, timely availability, its quality, water
related disasters with their connected impact on
socioeconomic development and health along
with its impact on food production. Coupled with
increasing demand fed by population growth
and developmental aspirations, industrialisation,
human rights to digniÄed survival and human
development, climate change may throw in a
spanner into developmental plans.

Dismal water future
Future projections (in BCM) present an alarming
picture as indicated in Ägure 4.
Figure 4: Projected gap between water demand
and supply for the year 2050
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A report by the Water Resources Group (WRG) has
predicted that by 2030, the gap between demand
and availability in India will be 50 per cent, with
the demand touching 1,498 BCM and availability
744 BCM. It states a 58 per cent rise in demand
from 2005 baseline in 2030, with demand almost
doubling for the three sectors of agriculture,
domestic and industry.
The report cautions that the impact of water crisis
will be severe in the water-rich basins and measures
for water security will have to factor impacts of
climate change. Groundwater depletion is affecting
most river basins that support agriculture in these
states. Projections for 2050 include (a) Depletion in
the groundwater level in the Ganges basin (which
provides water to Uttar Pradesh) by 50 - 75 per cent
and (b) Depletion in the groundwater levels in the
Krishna, Kaveri and Godavari basins (which provide
water to Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu, Karnataka and
Andhra Pradesh) by~50 per cent.
It has been projected that industrial demand is
expected to quadruple to 196 BCM (13 per cent),
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Map 4: Gap between existing water supply and projected1 demand in 2030
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pushing overall demand growth close to 3 per
cent per annum. This demand would create severe
projected deÄcits for most of India’s river basins
(see Map 4).

The Indian economy and society face stiff challenges
in the water sector.

Census 2011 to 1.66 billion by 2050. This rapid
increase in population will mean increased
demand for food-grains and allied agricultural
produce which will cause an expansion in the
area of land under the crops especially high
yielding crop varieties. It is estimated that
the production of water-intensive crops is
expected to grow by 80 per cent between 2000
and 2050.

Population stress: India’s population is
expected to increase from 1.21 billion as per

For example rice, wheat and sugarcane together
constitute about 90 per cent of India’s crop

Cause for alarm

O
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production and are the most water-consuming
crops. In addition, states with the highest
production of rice and/or wheat are expected to
face groundwater depletion of up to 75 per cent
by 2050.
O

O

Water-intensive industries: India’s economic
growth has been huge in the last decade.
Between year 2000-11, India attracted
cumulative Foreign Direct Investment (FDI)
inÅow of USD 237 billion. With growing needs,
the annual per capita consumption of power
is also expected to reach its maximum level
as compared to the present installed power
generation capacity. As per the Ministry of
Power, thermal power plants which are the
most water-intensive industrial units, constitute
around 65 per cent of the installed power
capacity in India. And, this would mean an
increased water consumption.
Climate changes: Variation in climates
affect the hydrologic cycle. Extreme rates of
precipitation and evapo-transpiration aggravate
the adverse effects of droughts/Åoods. Besides,
as the amount of water available is nearly more
or less constant, the rising water demand will
further strain the demand-supply balance. The
2030 Water Resources Group (2009) estimates
that if the current demand trend continues,
about half of the water demand will be unmet

by 2030. Climate change will act as a serious
stress multiplier.
O

O

O

Poor water-use efÄciency: India’s water
use efÄciency in agriculture, which consumes
around 80 per cent of water resources, is only
around 38 per cent, which compares poorly
with 45 per cent in Malaysia and Morocco
and 50–60 per cent in Israel, Japan, China
and Taiwan.
Rising water pollution: As one drills deeper for
water, groundwater will be more contaminated
with Åuoride and arsenic. Both rivers and
groundwater are also being polluted by
untreated efÅuents with sewage continuing to
be dumped into them.
Rapid urbanisation: An estimated 68.5 million
cubic meters of untreated industrial efÅuents is
being dumped everyday into waterbodies despite
the existence of many pollution control boards.
There needs to be an immediate increase in the
investments for waste treatment and a revision
or an upscale of penalties for polluters.

The current business as usual scenario will just
not work. While we revere water and celebrate it
on every occasion, our actions during its use and
abuse tell a different story altogether. The storyline
and the story need to change.
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Vijay Kutty

Considered the largest peaceful gathering in the world is a mass pilgrimage of faith wherein people gathered to bathe in a
sacred river during the Maha Kumbh Mela in 2013 at Prayag, Allahabad
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C HAPTER 3

Revering and celebrating water
Name the religion and water is an essential part of it. Water is also an integral
part of culture, belief and festivals, with its place of pride in the Äne arts and
cinema. This spiritual, religious and cultural association with water forms the
basis of rekindling relationships between humans and this resource

“Be praised, My Lord, through Sister Water; she is
very useful, and humble, and precious, and pure.”
-Francis of Assisi (1181-1226) Canticle of the Sun
circa 1225
According to Ayurveda everything in life is composed
of the Panchamahabhutas – Akash (Space), Vayu
(Air), Jal (Water), Agni (Fire) and Prithvi (Earth). All
objects and substances are a mixture of the Äve
elements, with one dominant element that allows
them to be identiÄed and classiÄed. Water as the
2nd element represents the mind and likes to think
without limits. It is a primary building block of life.
Without water there is no life; water has the power to
destroy as well as to create. It is a natural cleanser
and healer and in many cultures and symbolises
strength, power, indomitability, yet at the same time
compassion, peace, calmness and grace.
Culture and religion are often associated, and as
a result, cultural views on water are also generally
based on the majority religious views of the area.

Water is used as a symbol. For instance water is
considered as a:
O

O

O

O

Source of puriÄcation, not just of an individual
but also for the whole of mankind: Water
symbolises ‘purity.’
Source of life, which represents cycle of birth
in Hinduism. It becomes a symbol of fertility
that can be found in different forms in myths
and religions.
Living and spiritual matter, working as a mediator
between humans and Gods.
A resource that possesses medicinal virtues with
some waters having miraculous powers capable
of healing the body.

Among Australia’s Aborigines, a giant
frog is said to have swallowed the Earth’s
water to release it only when the other
animals, dying with thirst, made it burst
out laughing!
REVERING AND CELEBRATING WATER
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Water in religion
Water has a central place in the practices and
beliefs of religions across the world although
its signiÄcance may manifest itself differently in
various cultures and faiths.
Broadly, most of the religions believe that:
O
Water cleanses.
O
Water is God, Goddess or a divine agency in
religion. Rivers, rain, ponds, lakes, glaciers,
hailstorms or snow are some of the forms water
may take in various cultures and religions.
O
Religious water is never neutral and passive. It
is considered to have powers to transform this
world, destroy sins and create holiness.
O
Water is a living and spiritual matter, working
as a mediator between humans and Gods.
O
Water often becomes the border between this
world and the ‘other world.’

O

O

name for the Indus River in the north-western
part of the Indian subcontinent (Modern day
Pakistan). The word Sindhu is Ärst mentioned
in the Rigveda.
The story of the 'Great Flood of Manu' appears
in Hindu scriptures. The story is that all creation
is submerged in a great deluge, but Manu is
saved by a Äsh that he once saved from being
eaten by a larger Äsh. The Äsh told him to
build a large boat and carry into it seeds and
animals. The Äsh then towed the boat to safety
by anchoring it on the highest peaks of the
Himalayas. He stayed on the mountain (known
as Manu’s Descent) while the Åood swept away
all living creatures. Manu alone survived.
Images of Ganga on a crocodile and Yamuna
on a tortoise Åanked the doorways of early
temples. In the Varaha cave at Udayagiri, of
the 4th century A.D., the two Goddesses meet
in a wall of water, recreating Prayaga (ancient
name for Allahabad).

Hinduism
Rituals
In
Hinduism
water
symbolises the semivoluntary
force,
represented by Vishnu
who is also known as
Narayana or water dweller.
Hindus believe that it is
this semi-voluntary force
that makes life as Åexible
as water.

Water is deeply integrated into Hindu beliefs and
rituals. They believe that water:
O

A mantra and mystical
Sanskrit sound of Hindu
origin

Hindus consider water to be one of the basic Äve
elements (panchtatvas) along with Äre, earth, space
and air.
Historical references to water
The word Hindu is derived (through Persian)
from the Sanskrit word Sindhu, the historic local

O
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Helps in attaining physical and spiritual
cleanliness.
Is a puriÄer, life-giver, and destroyer of evils.
Hindus believe in the cycle of life (birth, death
and rebirth). Every spring, the Ganges river
has abundance of water as snow melts in the
Himalayas and this water brings life to plants
and trees around and helps to grow crops. It is
sprinkled on all the objects or offerings to the
deities. Before starting a meal Hindus sprinkle
water around the leaf or plate in which the meal
is traditionally eaten. In fact, in earlier days a
king was sprinkled with water in order to purify
him during his coronation. This was believed to
ensure an auspicious beginning to his reign.
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Vijay Kutty

Immersion of ashes in water symbolises the strength of water as an all-assimilating element of nature

O

O

O

O

Is essential as a cleaning agent. It is used for
cleaning the vessels used for poojas (rituals),
and for abhishekas or bathing of deities. Water
offered to the deity and the water collected
after bathing the deities are considered very
sacred. This water is offered as theertha or
blessed offering to the devotees. Often, a
Poorna Kumba (a pitcher full of water with
fresh leaves preferably of mango tree and a
coconut) symbolising God is placed on top
during different religious rites and the water in
this jar is said to be divine essence.
Combined with milk, is the symbol of fertility,
absence of which can cause barrenness,
sterility and death.
Gives strength of character. Immediately after
childbirth, a close relative of the child with a
good character pours a few drops of water
on the body of the child using his right hand,
which is called Nir Talikkuka. It is said that the
child gets the character of this person.
Can wash off all sins and impurities. This
is especially true of most of the Hindu holy
places which are usually located on the banks

O

O

O

of rivers, coasts, seashores and mountains.
Hindus consider all such places where land
meets the conÅuence of many rivers as sacred.
Triveni Sangam (conÅuence of Ganga, Yamuna
and the mythical Saraswati) in Allahabad
witnesses hordes of pilgrims every year.
Hindus also believe that it is customary to
take a holy dip in temple tanks before offering
prayers. These tanks are an essential part
of every large Hindu temple and water of a
temple tank is considered holy with cleansing
properties.
Is a medium through which the Gods after the
pooja go back to their heavenly abode through
visarjan (immersion of deities in water). Statues
of Durga and Ganesh are immersed in rivers
at the Änal stages of festivals such as Durga
Pooja and Ganesh Chaturthi.
Is signiÄcant at the time of death as well. Many
funeral grounds are located near the rivers in
India. After cremation, the mourners bathe in
the river before returning home. After the third
day, the ashes are collected, and on the tenth
day these are cast into a holy river.
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Water and health beliefs
O

O

Water offered to the sun in the evening converts
drops of water into stones that cause death of
the demons according to the Vedic declaration.
For humans, demons are diseases like typhoid,
tuberculosis and pneumonia.

For Buddhists symbolism and ritual is meaningless
because they believe in spiritual enlightenment.

Sprinkling holy water on the sick person and
chanting mantras (Udakashanti) can alleviate
fever. However, while the water is being sprinkled
muttering a curse can cause changes and that is
how the Hindu saints were able to curse or bless.

“This mind is the Buddha. I don’t talk about
precepts, devotions or ascetic practices such as
immersing yourself in water and Äre, treading a
wheel of knives, eating one meal a day, or never lying
down. These are fanatical, provisional teachings.
Once you recognise your moving, miraculously
aware nature, yours is the mind of all buddhas.”
(5th Century CE)

According to the ancient system Usha Kaala
Chikitsa (Sanskrit coinage for water therapy) 1.5
litres of water should be consumed each morning
on an empty stomach, as well as throughout
the day. It is considered to be a material way of
taking an ‘internal bath’ and can heal the sick.

O

Rivers like Ganga are also considered sacred
with curative powers (see Box: The Holy Ganga).

Bodhidharma, considered as the Ärst teacher of
Zen Buddhism stated:

However, water does feature in Buddhist funerals
where it is poured into a bowl placed before the
monks and the dead body. As it Älls and pours over
the edge, the monks recite, “As the rains Äll the
rivers and overÅow into the ocean, so likewise may
what is given here reach the departed.”

Indira Khurana

O

Buddhism

The Golden Temple, a Buddhist monastery in Coorg, Karnataka. While Buddhism does not believe in symbolism and rituals,
water plays a key role in funerals
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Hindus hold rivers in great reverence: The rivers
are generally considered female divinities, food
and life bestowing mothers. There are seven
sacred rivers which are worshipped– Ganga,
Yamuna, Godavari, Saraswati, Narmada,
Sindhu, and Kaveri.

Indira Khurana

The Holy Ganga

The river Ganga is referred to as a Goddess
and is said to Åow from the toe of Lord Vishnu The TalakaverI in the Brahmagiri hills in Coorg district,
(hence also known as Vishnupadi) to be spread Karnataka where river Kaveri originates is a pilgrimage
in the world through the matted hair of Lord spot
Siva. Daughter of Himavan – King of the Mountains – Ganga had the power to purify anything that
touched her. Shiva is one of the three main forms of Brahman, the Supreme Spirit or Power of the
universe. He is given a range of titles which include Mahadeva (great God), Mahayogi (great ascetic),
Nataraja (Lord of Dance) and ‘Blue-throated’ or Neelkanth.
During the time when the water was entangled in Shiva’s matted hair, Shiva became very fond of the
water. He gave it so much of his attention that his consort, Parvati, became terribly jealous!
Ganga water is used in pooja or worship: If possible a sip is given to the dying. It is believed that
those who bathed in the Ganga and those who leave some part of themselves (hair, piece of bone,
for example) on the bank will attain swarga or paradise.

Seepij Gupta

Many Hindus believe that the water from the Ganga can cleanse a person’s soul of all past sins, and
that it can also cure the ill.

Religious belief has it that the mighty Ganga emerged from the locks of Lord Shiva

Zoroastrianism
Zoroastrianism is one of the most ancient religions
still practiced. Founded by a religious leader named
Zoroaster, it preceded Judaism and Christianity,
has links with Hinduism and may date back to
before 6000 B.C.

such as saliva, urine, and menstrual blood are
regarded as impure. In fact, earlier menstruating
women were segregated due to this, but slowly
this custom is fading in urban areas.
O

Zoroastrianism is regarded as the Ärst religion
to teach monotheism, the belief in one supreme
God, a cornerstone belief in Judaism, Christianity
and Islam.

Pure water is sacred. Zoroastrianism believes in
the opposing forces of good and evil. When the
world was created, the evil spirit Angra Mainyu
attacked the earth and among other things
made pure water salty. Thus, they believe that
pollution is evil and pure water is sacred.
In Zoroastrianism the dead are not cremated,
buried or immersed in water because Äre,
earth and water must be kept pure. Thus,
corpses are left to birds of prey.

O

Faravahar, one of the major symbols of Zoroastrianism, is
believed to be a depiction of Fravash (Guardian spirit)

Parsi jashan (a celebratory gathering) and
Zoroastrian Äre temples (Atashkadeh) are central to
the Zoroastrian faith.
Zoroastrianism attaches great signiÄcance to water
and considers it as a basic life element. Some
linkages with water are given below:
Water has the power to purify and must be kept
away from being polluted. They Ärmly believe
in the sanctity of water and bar people from
urinating, spitting or washing hands in a river.

O

They believe that people deemed impure should
be segregated from others. Bodily substances

The most famous Zoroastrians are
perhaps the ‘Three Wise Men’ who visited
the infant Jesus!
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The pure place for Zoroastrians is where
rituals are performed. It consists of a
small rectangular-shaped piece of ground
surrounded by prayers intended to ward off
evil. It is puriÄed with water and prayers. Those
that attend are expected to be spiritually and
physically clean.

Purity, pollution and environmental concerns
are thus central to Zoroastrianism thought and
practice. This can be seen from the fact that
Zoroastrianism speciÄc holidays fall on the
equinoxes and solstices as a mark of celebration
for the natural cycles of the earth.
Judaism
The Ärst mention of water for Judaism, and later
Christianity, is found in the Ärst verse of Genesis:
“In the beginning, God created the heavens and
the earth. The earth was without form and void,
and darkness was upon the face of the deep; and
the Spirit of God was moving over the face of the
waters” (Gen. 1:1-2).”
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Even before the world addressed environmental
issues, Judaism deftly handled local environmental
concerns. The Talmud Perspective (study/
document) on the environment states that, “while
we may use the world for our own needs, we
may never irresponsibly damage or destroy the
environment.”
Water plays an important role in ritual cleansing
practices/ablution in Judaism. It takes two main
forms. A tevilah is a full body immersion in a
mikveh, and a netilat yadayim is the washing of the
hands with a cup.
In Judaism, priests are expected to wash their
hands and feet before taking part in any temple
services. Hand washing before and after meals
and on many other occasions is also important in
this religion.
Christianity
In Christianity, water is a primary building block of
life. The Bible opens with the image of the divine
spirit hovering over the waters at the creation of the
universe. It was created on the Ärst day (Genesis
1:2, 6-8). The Spirit of God was hovering over the
face of the waters (Genesis 1:2).

A silver washing cup used for Netilat Yadayim or hand
washing in Judaism

In the Ärst two chapters of the Bible, it is from the
midst of the waters that dry land is made to appear
while living reptiles and rich life are made to swarm
the waters (Genesis 1:6-7, 9-10 & Genesis 1:2021). In a way water is close to God (cf. Psalms 17;
28:3; 76:17, 20; 103:3; 148:4).
Water as a symbol of life as well as a means of
cleansing or puriÄcation is of particular importance
in the Old Testament (Reymond, L’eau, sa Vie, et sa
SigniÄcation dans l’Ancien Testament).

Did you know the Red Sea is signiÄcant in Jewish history because its parting by Moses
was a miraculous event at the beginning of the 'Exodus' which enabled the Israelites to
escape from the Egyptian army chasing them.
God allowed Moses to part the sea so that the Israelites could walk safely to the other side
on dry land, while the Egyptians drowned as the sea came together again. This miracle was
a reward for the faith of Moses and the Israelites, God’s Chosen People.
The parting and crossing of the Red Sea shows that God has power over nature, even the
mighty oceans. Water here is powerful, but an instrument of God for punishment (for the
Egyptians) and blessing (for the Israelites).
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Some of the references to water in Christianity are
given below.

stories of the Flood and the Åight of Israel from
Egypt (Genesis 3:1-15; Exodus 14:1-15:21).

Baptism: It is a rite of washing with water as a sign of
religious puriÄcation and consecration. It signiÄes
purity or cleansing from sin and devotion to God.
Baptism is extremely important in Christianity as
it represents the forgiveness and cleansing from
sin that comes through faith in Lord Jesus Christ.
Infants are baptised as a mark of their afÄrmation in
Faith within the Ärst two years of their birth.

Scarcity of water: Symbolises the wrath of God.
Jeremiah and Eliah predict drought as a form of
punishment (The Holy Bible: King James Version.
2000 (Jas. 5.17)).

Baptism has its origins in the symbolism of the
Israelites being led by Moses out of slavery in
Egypt through the Red Sea and from the baptism
of Jesus by John the Baptist in Jordan. After
Jesus’ resurrection he commanded his disciples to
baptise in the name of the Father, Son, and Holy
Spirit (Matthew 28:19-20).

New Testament: Water is connected to eternal
life or also called ‘Living Water’ referring to Jesus
Himself (John 4: 1-42 mentions the story of Jesus
and a Samaritan woman to whom he offers living
water so that she will never thirst again, in other
words eternal life through him.
Water is also associated with healing powers. Every
year, thousands of people make a pilgrimage to
Lourdes, France, in search of a cure for their ailment.
Lourdes, well known for its spring water, is said to
heal the sick.

Romit Sen

Romit Sen

Rainfall: Sign of God’s goodness and favour. In the
Old Testament, God is compared with rain (Hosea
6:3). Water brings life (cf. Exodus 15:23-35; 17:2-7;
Psalms 1:3; 22:2; 41:2; 64:10; 77:20; Isaiah 35:6-7;
58:11) and joy (Psalm 45:5). It is a powerful purifying
element and can destroy evil and enemies as in the

Water heals: Can be seen from the stories of
Naaman - the Syrian - cured from his leprosy
in the waters of Jordan (2 Kings 5:1-14) and
the annual miracles at Bethesda in Jerusalem
(John 5:1-4).

On the banks of the River Jordan in Israel, a Christian pilgrimage spot. This is where John the Baptist baptised Jesus; Elijah
ascended into heaven and Mary and Martha lived
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Did you know that when, at a
wedding in Cana the wine Änished,
Jesus Christ miraculously changed
water to wine in so much quantity
and with superb quality, that even the
banquet master was astonished!

(Salat). Some mosques have a courtyard with a pool
of clear water in the centre, but in most mosques
the ablutions are found outside the walls. Some
mosques even have fountains, symbolising purity.
Muslims are expected to follow three kinds of
ablutions:
O

The story of Lourdes holy water dates back to
the mid-1850s when 14-year-old Bernadette
Soubiroux claims to have seen an apparition of
the Virgin Mary 18 times. Eventually a church was
constructed at the site. Since then, people have
claimed to be miraculously healed by the spring
waters—apparent cures not proven scientiÄcally,
but no less convincing to believers.

O

Sindhis
Sindhis worship Jhulelal, God of Water (Jaldev),
because ancient Sindhis mostly traded using water
routes.
Islam
Cleanliness is half of faith: It is He who sends down
water upon you from the sky with which to purify
you - Quran 8:11
Prophet Mohammed forbade urination near water.
He advised against three practices: Defecation near
water sources, by the roadside and in the shade.
Fecal matter was referred as najassa (impure) and
contact was to be limited.

O

Firstly, ghusl, the major ablution, is washing
of the whole body in pure water. Muslims are
obliged and advised to perform ghusl before
the Friday prayer, the two main feasts, and
before touching their holy book Quran. Ghusl
must be done for the dead before burying.
The second ablution is wudu, the minor ablution,
performed to remove minor ritual impurity from
everyday life. This must be done before each of
the Äve daily prayers and involves using pure
water to wash the face, rub the head, wash
hands and arms up to the elbows and the feet
up to the ankles. Every mosque has running
water for wudu. “Believers, when you prepare
for prayer wash your face and your hands upto
the elbows, and wipe your heads and wash
your feet upto the ankles” (Quran 5:6)
The third type of ablution is done when no
water is available. In this case, clean sand may
be used.

- Sacred: Especially the water of Zamzam.

Muslims believe that, ‘Every living thing is made
from water.’ Water in Islam is:

Muslims believe that Zamzam well was found by
Hagar, wife of Abraham and mother of Ishmael
while she was desperately looking for water for her
son but could not Änd any as Mecca is located in a
hot dry valley with few water sources.

- For cleansing and purifying: Muslims must be
ritually pure (Tahara) before carrying out any
religious duties especially offering prayers to God

According to belief, she ran seven times back and
forth in the blazing sun between the two hills of
Safa and Marwah looking for water.
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Ikhlasul Amal

Drinking Zamzam water from a well located in Masjid –Al-Haram in Mecca, the holiest place of pilgrimage is Islam. It is
believed that this water puriÄes one of all sins

God then sent an angel Gabriel, who scraped the
ground, causing the spring to appear. Hagar, on
Änding the pool, conÄned it with sand and stones.
Holy Stone of Kaaba, Mecca
• Zamzam is 30 meters deep
• There are springs contributing to it at
nearly 13 meters below surface
• Muslim pilgrims circle the Kaaba as part of
the Tawaf ritual of the Hajj.
• Kaaba is washed with Zamzam water
mixed with rose water or Åower perfume.
• Special clothes are soaked with the
perfumed mixture to be used for washing.

The pollution of air, water and earth – the three
elements – is against the principles laid down
by the Gurus. On page 723, the Guru says:

Pauж paжȟ dѿarўȟ akash gѿar mandar hari banȟ
Air, water, earth and sky - the lord has made
these his home and temple

O

Sikhism
The importance of air, water and earth to life are
emphasised over and over again in the Sri Guru
Granth Sahib (the holy book of the Sikhs). Sikhs
consider water as:
O
Sacred to God: Sikhs believe that great care
must be taken to ensure that no damage occurs
to the earth while a Sikh does his daily chores.
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Amrit: In Sikhism, water is used to make Amrit,
which is used in Amrit Sanskar, a baptism-like
initiation into the Khalsa. They use it as holy
water for drinking some part of it and the other
part is sprinkled on the eyes, face and head.
Shared resource: Most gurudwaras in India
are either designed to have a water tank,
or are located near running water (rivers or
pools) resource. For instance, Amritsar grew
up around the Harimandir (referred to as the
Golden Temple) and the Amrit Sarovar (the
pool of nectar, that is, the water).
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Romit Sen

Surrounded by a tank of water is the Golden temple in Amritsar. Water is considered sacred and a shared resource in Sikhism

Shinto

PuriÄcation: Waterfalls are held sacred and
standing under them is believed to purify in
Shintoism. Waterfalls are also used in suigyo
(water austerities).

O

Shinto is Japan’s own religion. It is a set of practices,
to be carried out diligently, to establish a connection
between present-day Japan and its ancient past.

O

O

Worship of deities: Shinto is based on the worship
of the kami - the number of deities believed
to live in mountains, trees, rocks, springs and
other natural phenomenon. Worship of kamis,
whether public or private, always begins with
the all important act of puriÄcation with water.
Cleansing: Every Shinto shrine provides water
for washing hands and rinsing the mouth before
approaching the shrine and many troughs for
ritual washing are placed inside the shrines for
this purpose.

Eiji Tsubayama

Shintoism holds great reverence for water:

Shinto, the way of the gods is an indigenous religion of
Japan. Water is used for puriÄcation and cleansing and
worshipping the deities
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Explaining water’s destruction
Several beliefs surround the angry face of water.

insinuation and myth. People claim that in this area
the laws of physics are violated, and it was even
suggested there is extraterrestrial activity there.

The Kedarnath tragedy for instance has been
ascribed to Dhari Devi’s wrath. On June 15th,
2013, the ancient deity of Dhari Devi was removed
from her temple to be shifted to another location
to facilitate the construction of a dam, which
locals were opposing ever since the project was
conceived with the belief that moving of Dhari Devi
would somehow agitate Goddess Kali.

Although there have been deliberations since long
on the actual reasons for such events with skeptics
not buying the idea of myths, there is no denying
the fact that, so far, nearly 170 ships and planes
have gone missing without a trace in the Bermuda
Triangle area!

The very next day a huge cloudburst and Åash
Åoods began in Uttarakhand, which devastated
Kedarnath, washing the city completely away.

O

The Irony: Water wasted across religions

O

In the Atlantic Ocean a triangle-shaped area between
Bermuda, Puerto Rico and Fort Lauderdale, Florida
is known as the Bermuda Triangle.
The area is nearly a million square miles wide, and
extends from the Gulf of Mexico to the Caribbean
Sea. A series of mysterious disappearances of
ships and planes has surrounded this location with

O

O

The Bermuda triangle where mystery surrounds the
disappearance of ships and planes
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Millions of gallons of water offered by devotees
in Hindu temples literally go down the drain.
Holy water at religious shrines and churches
in Austria is often contaminated with faecal
matter and bacteria. Researchers are advising
the faithful not to drink it, especially in hospital
chapels. Scientists at Vienna University
medical school’s Institute of Hygiene and
Applied Immunology came to the conclusion
after studying the water quality at 21 “holy”
springs and in 18 fonts at churches and
chapels at various times of year.
Only 14 per cent of the water samples from holy
sources showed no fecal contamination, and
none of the springs could be recommended as
a source of drinking water, the study found.
An estimated 2.9 billion litres or more of human
sewage is discharged into the most sacred
Hindu river Ganga daily (200 million litres daily in
the city of Varanasi alone), although the existing
treatment plants have capacity to treat only 1.1
billion litres per day, leaving a huge deÄcit.

However, there are a few people who believe in the
powers of water and are attempting to turn wastage
to conservation (see Box: True Water Devotion).
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True Water Devotion
An astrologer and social activist has turned the religious practice of offering water and milk in
temples into a unique way of water conservation.
Pandit Purushotam Gaur, known as Guruji, has developed water harvesting infrastructure in more
than 300 temples in Rajasthan over the past 13 years. He started channeling water from temples
(especially Shiva temples) through several Älter chambers before it drained into the ground and
recharged the groundwater level.
Before 2002, the Bagmati river in front of the Pashupati Nath Mandir in Kathmandu was so highly
polluted that it could not be used for religious purposes. This became a problem for the devotees.
Later a cleaning station was built just above the temple which treated the sewage before it was
channeled back to the river.
After much deliberation among priests, later, this water was accepted as holy water.

The Kumbh Mela: A management lesson
The 2013 Maha Kumbh held at Prayag, Allahabad,
which ended on March 10 housed roughly three
million people and drew as many as 20 million
visitors on peak river-bathing days. More than 11
million people who followed godmen to take the
ritual bath had to struggle for space at 34 ghats,
extended over a little more than one kilometre. A
holy bath was no less than an achievement given
that each one got about 13.5 seconds to take a
bath, offer prayers and move out.
Maha Kumbh 2013 was even bigger as this time
as it came after 144 years (after 12 cycles of 12
years each!) It is believed that this culmination
of 12 times 12 in 2013 Maha Kumbh, coinciding
with a step into the new millennium, is expected to
increase spiritual vibrations globally.
Billed as the largest gathering of humanity in
recorded history, this 55 day festival of Maha
Kumbh (once every 12 years) and Kumbh Mela
(once every three years) is celebrated in one of
four sacred cities of India: Allahabad (banks of

the Ganga), Ujjain (banks of Ksipra river), Nasik
(banks of Godavari river) and Haridwar (banks of
Ganga river). The festival clearly symbolises the
power of faith.
Kumbh Mela comes at the time when Sun,
Jupiter and Moon are at an auspicious planetary
alignment in the Hindu sidereal zodiac. It begins
in Makar Sankranti, the day when the Sun and
Moon enter Capricorn and Jupiter enters Aries.
The astrological conÄguration of Makar Sankranti
is called Kumbha Snana Yoga and is considered
especially auspicious, as it is said that the passage
from earth to higher planets is open at that time,
thus allowing the soul to easily attain the celestial
world. As Jupiter takes about 11 years, 10 months
and 14 days to complete its revolution around
the sun, it comes back to a speciÄc position on
its orbit on completion of nearly 12 years. Thus
all these planetary conÄgurations repeat every 12th
year and, thus, Kumbh Mela also comes after the
same interval.
In Hindu mythology, it is said that a drop of immortal
nectar was dropped at each of these locations
REVERING AND CELEBRATING WATER
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as Gods and demons fought over the pot or
kumbh that held the nectar. Millions of Hindus
travel to the Mela to bathe in the holy rivers,
believing their sins will be washed away and they
will achieve salvation.
Learning from the Kumbh
Fascinated by the fact that a city could be
constructed and deconstructed within a matter of
weeks, Maha Kumbh 2013 became a subject of
interdisciplinary public health research for Harvard
University students.
Between January and February 2013, nearly
50 Harvard professors, students, doctors, and
researchers from Harvard’s Faculty of Arts and
Sciences, School of Design, Harvard Business
School, School of Public Health, Harvard Medical
School, Harvard Divinity School and Harvard
Global Health Institute travelled to Allahabad for
the project Mapping India’s Kumbh Mela.

lines and sanitation system provision, food and
water distribution plans, hospitals and vaccination
centres, police and Äre stations, public gathering
spaces, and stages for entertainments and plays.
Also, as the 2013 Maha Kumbh was the Ärst
Kumbh to be criss-crossed with cell phone towers
and had millions of cellphone users, researchers
felt that this provided a unique opportunity to
study and analyse big data in times to come.
Sometime in 1895 after visiting Kumbh Mela,
Mark Twain wrote: “It is wonderful, the power
of faith like that, that can make multitudes upon
multitudes of the old and weak and the young and
the frail enter without hesitation or complaint upon
such incredible journeys and endure the resultant
miseries without repining. It is done in love, or it is
done in fear, I do not know which it is. No matter
what the impulse is, the act borne of it is beyond
imagination, marvelous to our kind of people, the
cold white.”

Annual expressions of faith
While the Kumbh comes once every three years,
the journey on foot by kawadias (Shiva devotees) to

Vijay Kutty

The project covered the study of Allahabad’s city
planning, management methods, engineering and
spatial zoning, electricity grid formations, water

Devotees offer prayers at Triveni Sangam (conÅuence of Ganga, Yamuna and the mythical Saraswati) during Maha Kumbh
2013 at Allahabad
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Vijay Kutty

Management of lakhs of devotees during Kumbh provides serious scope for research, drawing academicians and students
from across the globe

take water from the Ganga back to where they live
or to offer to Lord Shiva is an annual affair during
the month of Shravan (July-August). In Jharkhand,
Kawads travel from Sultanganj to Deoghar on
foot carrying Ganga Jal (Holy water from the
Ganga river) to offer at the Lord Shiva Temple at
Deogharh in Jharkhand, popularly known as Baba
Baidyanath Dham. The temple witnesses between
100,000-200,000 devotees every year (see Box:
Testing Strength). Besides Jharkhand, devotees
throng the upper reaches of the Ganga to bring
water as offering to their local Shiva temple.

Sacred landscapes in Sikkim
With beautiful mountains, rich and clear
environment, Sikkim is a tiny jewel state with an
approximate area of 7,000 square kilometers.
Cultural diversity can be seen from the existence
of several Buddhist monasteries to Hindu mandirs
dotting the state.
Sikkim was blessed by Guru Padmasambhava,
the great Buddhist saint who came here in the 8th
century and puriÄed the land, meditating at its four
corners to rid it of all negativity. He is believed to
have hidden many secret teachings here which he
prophesised would be discovered in the future by
the truly blessed ones having spiritual powers.

This 'Hidden Land' is held sacred by all ethnic
groups in Sikkim, from the indigenous Lepcha and
Limboo, to the more recent Bhutia, Napali, Tibetan,
and Bhutanese populations.
In Sikkim, there are sacred landscapes that include
holy mountains, rivers and lakes.
It was believed that Lepchas worship all things in
nature, including animals and rivers, and each clan
has a sacred mountain and lake. According to the
sacred text Nay Sol, Demazong is one of the most
sacred and mythological landscape in West Sikkim,
belonging to Kanchenjonga – the world’s third
highest peak.
Dzonga, the local guardian deity of Mount
Kanchenjonga, holds a special place among the
locals in Sikkim.
People coming from the past generations believe
that the land of Sikkim belongs to local spirits and

Did You Know …Guru Dongmar
Lake, one of Sikkim’s highest and
sacred lake at 17,100 feet, is believed
to possess the miraculous power of
granting children to barren couples!
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Testing Strength:
Bum bum bhole and Har Har Mahadev chants reverberate the Delhi-Haridwar National Highway
during the sacred month of Shravan between July and August.
Clad in bright orange robes, singing bhajans (religious songs), the devotees of Shiva, called kawadias,
undertake the annual pilgrimage to places like Haridwar, Gaumukh and Gangotri to fetch the holy
waters of Ganga, which they believe can purify one and all.
The main aim of the kawad yatra is to bring the holy water from Ganga and offer it at their local Shiva
temples. Many kawadias also use the yatra as thanksgiving for a wish fulÄlled by Shiva. Usually
kawadias carry two kawads (pots) on a single sling suspended at either end. The kawad is balanced
by carrying it across both shoulders. It is important that these pots Älled with holy water should not
touch the ground, and they travel in groups or alone. Earlier a male bastion, now, women are also
actively taking part in the kawad yatra.
Kawadias travel the entire distance of about 100-250 km on foot, testing their physical capacity. Due
to their huge numbers, local governments make arrangements to manage trafÄc and facilitate them.
People and social organisations set up camps to provide food, shelter and medical aid.
The importance of Ganga jal is well known in Hindu culture. With the kawad gaining popularity,
lakhs of devotees arrive in various holy places in Uttarakhand from Delhi, Uttar Pradesh, Haryana,
Rajasthan, Punjab, Bihar, Jharkhand, Chhattisgarh and Madhya Pradesh. Last year, about 1.95 crore
kawadias visited Uttarakhand.
The famous Shravani Mela is a major festival at Deogarh
in Jharkhand where pilgrims bring the holy Ganga water
from Sultanganj, covering a distance of 105 km on foot.

The local administration has to take special measures to
provide a free passage to them, since some turn violent at
the slightest provocation. For instance, On August 4, 2013,
a group of Kanwadias created a ruckus, pelted stones, set
aÄre a motorcycle and vandalised the shop in Pratapgarh
district in Uttar Pradesh. Reason: The group wanted to
play music organised by a deejay at Sitaramdham Temple
in Jogapur village under Kotwali police station area, which
the police refused.
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Unfortunately, in the past incidents of hooliganism by
Kanwadiyas have gained momentum.

The kawad yatra tests endurance as the
devotees walk long distances to carry sacred
water from sources back to their homes
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deities, who are responsible for the well-being of
local villages and people and take care of them.
Sikkimese Buddhists believe that any humaninduced disturbance (they have even put selfimposed restrictions to any major alterations in the
region’s landscape) can spell disaster for Sikkim
as it may cause disturbance to the ruling deities
and the treasures (ters) placed in the landscape.
Interestingly, it is believed that there is no way of
knowing where the ters are hidden.

Celebrating with water
The colorful Holi, the celebratory Baisakhi, the
revered immersion of idols in water during Durga
Pooja and Ganesh Chaturthi coupled with the
unique heritage of Indian monsoon ragaas, believed
to bring rains to the parched plains in India, is a
trailer of how water is part of Indian festivities and
culture. With water such an interesting element, can
its role in Indian Hindi cinema be ignored?
Festivals and water

The tussle within
The region is truly one of the world’s great
biodiversity hotspots. Ranging from subtropical to
alpine eco-zones, Sikkim’s Åora and fauna include a
number of beautiful and rare species such as the red
panda, the snow leopard and the Himalayan black
bear to name a few. This has fascinated the west
to a great extent. What intrigues them even more is
the reliance of people on foods and medicine which
they get from the forest and ultimately cultivate on
the land. It is no wonder that big plans for hydro
power development by national and international
corporations along the state’s rivers have been met
with stiff resistance by the locals.
In Sikkim, a dam project that threatened the sacred
landscape of Dzongu was Äercely resisted by the
local Lepcha, who believe ‘their souls go to Dzongu
when they die.’

India is a land of festivals and water plays an
intrinsic role. These festivals offer a unique way
of seeing Indian culture at its best, especially
with respect to water. Some of these festivals are
mentioned below:
Holi: Aptly called the ‘Festival of colors’ this is when
people splash coloured water or put dry colour on
one another in a spirit of comradeship. The festival
celebrates the victory of good over evil, as well as
the abundance of the spring harvest season. One
doesn’t mind getting wet and dirty during this festival!
Onam: A festival that celebrates the homecoming
of Asura King Mahabali to Kerala. It is a 10-day
festival of feasting, songs and dances along with

Gichu Tom

According to legend only certain incarnate persons
– tertens, or treasure-Änders – can Änd the treasures
and open the gateway to Shangri-La (An imaginary
remote paradise where peace, beauty and nature
reigns). Two tertens have already tried and failed,
the last swept away in an avalanche for failing to
respect the sanctity of the mountain. The third and
last terten with the power to open the gateway to
Shangri-La is yet to be born.

The snake boat race of Kerala combines religion with
sporting competitiveness
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Baisakhi: Much celebrated festival of Punjab that
signiÄes the end of the harvest of the main crop,
where farmers thank God for their produce and
pray for better crops next year.
On this day, Guru Granth Sahib, the holy book of
Sikhs is bathed with milk and water, placed on a
throne, and read.
Pongal: In southern India, Pongal is a four-day
harvest festival, each with their own signiÄcance
as separate deities are worshipped each day.
The Ärst day begins with the worship of Bhogi or
the Rain God. The second day is that of the Surya
Pongal i.e. where pongal pooja is to be done.
The third day is of cattle worship or Mattu Pongal
and the last day is Kanya Pongal, when birds are
worshipped.
Teej: The Haritalika Teej is one of the popular fasting
festivals for Hindu married women, celebrated
to welcome the monsoons. Teej is dedicated to
Goddess Parvati, commemorating her reunion with
Lord Shiva. It is celebrated in many parts of India
with traditional songs and dances.
Ganesha Chaturthi: It is a grand festival celebrated
in Maharashtra. On this day, a beautiful idol of Lord
Ganesha, the Elephant God, is placed on a high
pedestal. After ten days of celebrating Ganesha,
the festivities end with the immersion of the idol in
water, amongst great fanfare and with the request
that He visit again next year.
Durga Pooja: This is when Goddess Durga is
worshipped to celebrate her victory over the
mythological demon Mahishasura. Hindu scriptures
depict Goddess Durga as a warrior goddess
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ever popular snake boat races. People also visit the
temple during Onam to thank God for their harvest.

The idol of Lord Ganesha is immersed in water at the end of
the Ganesh Chaturthi festivities

astride a lion and carrying different weapons in her
ten arms. Her appearance is also interpreted as an
embodiment of feminine power in Indian culture
and society. The festivities end with the immersion
of the idol in water.
Janamashtami: The eight avatar or incarnation of
Vishnu, Shri Krishna, was born on the eighth day
of the black half of August-September while it was
pouring cats and dogs outside. This auspicious day
of the birth of Krishna is known as Janmashtami or
Krishna Janmashtami and is celebrated with great
enthusiasm all over the country.
Adiperukku: One of the unique Tamil monsoon
festivals, Adiperukku is celebrated between mid
July-August by women. It falls on the 18th day of
Tamil month of Aadi. The festival pays tribute to
water’s life-sustaining properties, celebrated near
river basins, water tanks, lakes and wells.
Minjar: The seven-day long Minjar monsoon
festival of Himachal Pradesh is celebrated in JulyAugust at Chamba. It is one of the major festivals
in the state alongside Minjar Mela, and is a kind of
a thanksgiving ceremony to the God of Rain along
with a prayer for good harvest.
Behdienkhlam: One of the prime festivals of
Meghalaya, Behdienkhlam is celebrated every year
during the monsoon months of July at Jaintia Hills.
This is the festival of Pnar tribe where young men
make a symbolic gesture of driving away of the evil
spirit. Dancing in the muddy pool of water is the
main attraction.
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Some other monsoon festivals celebrated in NorthEast India are Nongkrem Dance, Reh Festival,
Cheiraoba Festival, Moatsu and Ambubasi Mela.
Bihu: Known as the harvest spring festival of Assam,
Bihu is largely based on agriculture. There are three
categories: Bohag Bihu, Kaati Bihu and Maagh
Bihu. Bohag Bihu marks the wish for a good harvest
because this is the time when farmers start sowing.
Cows are worshipped on the Ärst day. Kaati Bihu is
observed to mark the cutting and binding of grains
and Magh Bihu marks the season of harvesting of
grains. In older times, the men folk prayed to the
sun, Äre, earth and water so that their harvest would
be good during the Bihu spring festival.

Hajj is a pilgrimage to Mecca and is undertaken
by Muslim men and women at least once during
their lifetime. Several rites are performed during this
pilgrimage. Some of them being that each pilgrim
circles the Kaaba seven times; visits the Plain of
Arafat (six miles from Mecca); walks seven times
between the hills of Safa and Marwa in memory of
Hagar and her search for her son Ishmael.
Epiphany: Orthodox Christians celebrate the
religious holiday of Epiphany on January 19 (based
on Gregorian calendar) by immersing themselves in
freezing cold waters as they believe that the water
of rivers and lakes on that day is blessed and has
special healing powers.

Ramadan: It is the month in which Muslims fast
from dawn to sunset, to feel how the poor people
live without food or water. As the sun sets, they
break their fast during Iftaar with a sip of water, a
few dates and some fruits.

Akin to the Indian festival of Holi are the popular
water festivals of Southeast Asian countries like
Burma, Cambodia, Laos, Thailand as well as
Yunnan, China (see Box: Myanmar and Thailand
Water Festival).

Muharram is a Muslim main festival, which fall
on the Ärst Muslim month. Known as the festival
of mourning, Muharram commemorates the
martyrdom of the Prophet Mohammed’s grandsonHazrat Imam Hussein where his enemies denied
him both food and water during captivity.

Music to the soul

UB Photos

There is an inextricable link between music and our
moods. A lullaby induces sleep, pop music sets feet
tapping and devotional songs evoke spirituality.
Saints and musicians understood this relationship

During Bihu, farmers in Assam pray for water and other agricultural inputs so that their efforts yield a bumper harvest
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Myanmar and Thailand Water Festival
High power nozzle jets, a bowlful or a bucket full or of water that drenches one completely symbolises
the spirit of Thingyan, the Burmese new year water festival and Songkran, Thailand’s new year water
festival which calls for spontaneous cheer and happiness.
Thingyan and Songkran (originating from the Sanskrit word sankranti) literally mean ‘astrological
passage’ and translate the transit of the Sun from Pisces to Aries. These New Year water festivals
usually fall around mid-April (13-15th April).
The festival lasts for three to Äve days and water is splashed on everyone and everywhere. The water
symbolises the washing away of the previous year’s bad luck and sins. The people believe that pouring
water also cleans the spirit, mind and body. All the water-throwing ends on New Year’s Day which is
celebrated by releasing captive Äsh and birds as acts of merit and special feasts are held for monks.
Although Songkran is celebrated all over Thailand with great gusto and enthusiasm, it is in Chiang Mai
that the Thais hold the very important ritual of bathing the Buddha which is witnessed by people from
all over the world.
well, and thus evolved ragaas that linked the
changes in the mood with changes in nature. Thus,
there is a special ragaa for each period of the day,
representing each mood.

encourage the skies to darken and bring a downpour
of rains. In fact, this practice of calling the rain gods
continues even in modern India when there is fear of
a delayed monsoon.

India’s economy primarily depends on the timely
arrival of the monsoons and, as a result, the country
has a unique heritage of monsoon ragaas.

The Parjanya Sukta and the Aap Sukta of the Rig Veda
and the Varuna Sukta of the Yajur Veda were sung
with great precision, to initiate the onset of rains each
year before the season of showers set in (see Box:
Translation of Monsoon Ragaas from the Vedas).

Many lines have also been written in monsoon ragaa
in devotion to Krishna whose name Ghanashyam
indicates that he is dark like the monsoon clouds
and who was born on a stormy night in the holy
monsoon month of Shravan. For example, Surdas
wrote “Nisdin Barsat Nain Hamare, Sada rahat
pavas ritu hamper, jabse Shyam sidhare...”(My eyes
have not stopped raining, For me, it’s monsoon
forever since Krishna has left me). Tulsidas, the
great author of the Ram Charit Manas, sang, “Ghana
Ghamand Nabha Barsat Ghora, Piyabin Tarsat
Man Mora” comparing that just as all rainwater
falling from the skies Åows to merge with the
ocean, all living beings Åow Änally into the shining
pool of divinity.

Musical geniuses in ancient India believed that
speciÄc notes, sung in certain phrases, could

The beauty and appeal of monsoon ragaas even
today is popular in Bollywood movies and many

In ancient times most of the ragaas were composed
and sung by legendary masters like Mia Tansen to
welcome showers to India’s dried forests and Äelds.
Some of these ragaas were Megh, Megh Malhar or
Tansen’s own compositions Mian Ki Malhar.
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memorable songs like Bol Re Papihara in Miyan
ki Malhar (from the Älm Guddi) and Ghanan Ghanan
(from the Älm Lagaan) continue to haunt music lovers.
In addition, there are traditional folk songs that
welcome the Ärst thunder showers and streaks of
lightening which are sung in every village even today.
A state that is well known for its rich traditional
culture is the state of Rajasthan, with its highly
cultivated classical music and dance in its own
distinct style.
The music and songs here depict day-to-day
relationships and chores, more often focused
around fetching water from wells or ponds.
There are songs sung by women, such as Panihari,
that describes the daily chores of fetching water
from the well and a chance encounter with the
beloved who comes riding on a camel; Dal

Translation of Monsoon Ragaas
from the Vedas
The Parjanya Sukta, Rig Veda,
“Then the winds blows
Then the lightning falls
Then, the Åora sprouts and grows
Then the space overÅows
Then the land prepares for the welfare
When Parjanya the Rain God protects the
earth by waters!”
The Aap Sukta from the Rig Veda
“The waters that rain in the skies
The waters that spring themselves from
below the earth
And Åow in the canals
And go towards the ocean
The waters that are clean and sacred
These goddesses of water may protect
me here
mood with changes in the nature.”

Did you know Guru Arjan Dev, the
Äfth Guru of the Sikhs, included the
Raga Megh Malhar for his songs in the
Guru Granth Sahib!
badliropani, which expresses the preoccupation
of a village belle with water which, in the desert, is
such a rare commodity.
Of musicians and miracles
It is believed that when once Tansen sang a
night ragaa at midday the day became night and
darkness spread all around Akbar’s palace!
Once King Akbar, disguised as a brahmin, went
to meet Swami Haridasji, Tansen’s guru. Later,
when Akbar asked Tansen why his music was not
as effective as his guru’s, Tansen answered, “It is
because I sing to please you, he sings to please
the lord above.”
Famous singer Amir Khusroo presuaded Allaudin
Khilji to order Gopal Nayak to sing the Äery ragaa
Deepak. As Nayak could not disobey the king,
he took the precaution of standing in the River
Yamuna before he began to sing. However, his
perfection of the ragaa of Äre set the river aÅame
and the water began boiling. But, upon the king’s
further insistence, he continued singing and was
Änally consumed by the Åames of Äre!
Muthuswami Dikshetar, a Carnatic vocalist of great
repute, caused a downpour of rain in Ettiyapuram
when he sang Ragaa Megharanjini.
In another incident, a dancing girl of Bengal is
believed to have saved the crops in the time of
drought by singing Megh Malhar.
When composer Thyagaraja sang Shri Rama
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Padama, a dead man came back to life as though
he had just woken up from his sleep. His singing is
said to have moved Lord Rama to bless him with
a personal darshan!

With water such an integral part of life and
nature, Indian cinema has also captured some its
relevance and used it to further the story (see Box:
Bollywood and Water).

Bollywood and Water
In several Hindi Älms (known as Bollywood), water has been a key theme or has dded to the story.
Who can forget iconic moves such as Guide, Mother India or Lagaan, depicting the suffering of the
people over drought?
- Mother India (1957) is a Älm starring Nargis and Sunil Dutt. The Älm used water as a recurring theme
in the backdrop and began with a canal being completed in a village. Radha, played by Nargis was
asked to inaugurate the canal as the “mother” of the village. Halfway through the Älm, a ferocious
storm hit the area which destroyed the harvest and killed the heroine’s youngest child. The Älm showed
how the vagaries of weather can affect rural life so drastically, with water playing a destructive role.
- Acclaimed Älm Guide (1965) showed Raju played by Dev Anand meeting a celebrity death surrounded
by his near and dear ones and the media with rain ending the drought in a village after his 12-day fast.
- Lagaan (2001) is an Indian epic sports drama Älm written and directed by Ashutosh Gowariker. The
Älm was set during the 1890s period when the British Empire ruled India. Despite the fact that there
was no rain for years in their drought-stricken village, the villagers were bound to pay tax to the rulers.
With crops failing and deserted lands, all the villagers look upto Bhuvan (Aamir Khan) for help. Bhuvan
agreed to a cricket match as a wager with the British, and led the villagers team to pull off a win and
tax exemption for the entire village! And, Änally, their joy knew no bounds when even the Rain Gods
smiled and the rain poured over the village!
- Jal (2013) is a Älm set in the Rann of Kutch, Gujarat about an overconÄdent water diviner who tries
to solve the drought problems in his village.
- Director Shekhar Kapur is also set to direct the Älm Paani, a futuristic Älm wherein international
corporations control water and use thirst as a weapon for control.
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The list is endless. While water has played a key role in many Älms, the Åip side is that a considerable
amount is often wasted while shooting Älm sequences. A sample:
• Chennai Express (2013): The super-hit Älm used water from the Dhom dam in Satara that angered
the local villagers. Currently, the matter is under investigation.
• Dabaang (2010): A mere 20-second rain song sequence picturised on Sonakshi Sinha in Älm used
15 water tankers or 180,000 litres of water!
• My Name is Khan (2010): Nearly 24,00,000 litres of water used to shoot a Åood scene with Shah
Rukh Khan in the Älm!
• Tum Mile (2009): Based on 26/7 Mumbai Åoods the Älm used 36,00,000 litres for one Åood scene
even less than what James Cameroon used in Titanic (about 4,54,800 litres - IMDB).
•| REFLECTIONS
De DanaON
Dan
(2009): 84,00,000 litres used for a 15-minute climax scene of Priyadarshan’s Älm.
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Ankit Khurana

Legend has it that speciÄc ragaas in classical music could invoke the monsoon and link changes in the mood with changes
in nature

To the rescue?
Across religions there are many principles that are
common for this element: Water. This includes:
O
O

O

O
O

O

O

The virtue of selÅessness;
The importance of serving the common good
and the community;
An awareness of the impact of actions on the
welfare of others;
Concern for those less fortunate;
The stewardship and careful use of the
natural environment;
Care for future generations and sustainable
development; and,
An afÄrmation of water as a human right,
founded on the dignity of the person.

Water is beyond its utility value as an element
for survival, agricultural, industrial and energy
production and socioeconomic growth. It is an

intrinsic and integral part of religion, belief, faith,
folklore, culture, Äne arts and recreation. To realise
its true worth is the Ärst step towards cherishing
and valuing it.
Project management and coordination are
challenging tasks in India: Many projects are
delayed due to indifference or interference by a
stakeholder. The success of the Kumbh Mela is a
live example – because of the sanctity attached to
the job – where everyone works towards making
this single objective, the success of the mela in
totality, contributing knowledge and resources in
whatever way possible.
Where there is conÅuence of religion/faith/culture/
belief and water, success is possible. Where
water is alienated from the people and their
sentiments, problems arise: Water is denigrated
and treated as a commodity, to be selÄshly used
for personal gain.
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Romit Sen

Agriculture in India uses the lion’s share of freshwater. Any reduction in water requirement through increased efÄciency of
use could reduce pressure on water, making it available for other sectors
86
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C HAPTER 4

Water at Work
Water fulÄls the essential requirement for meeting all our basic needs. It
sustains life and is used across all sectors – agriculture, industry and domestic.
Agriculture receives the maximum share of freshwater allocation, followed
by the industrial and domestic sector. Increase in population coupled with
mismanagement of water resources has created a situation of competing water
demands across various sectors which at times escalate into conÅicts. Given
the inter-connectedness amongst uses and users, policy formulation needs to
be integrated taking into account the needs of others

India, with 18 per cent of the world’s population has
4 per cent of the global water resources. In addition
to survival, water is required across various sectors
such as for domestic usage, agriculture, industrial
purpose and energy generation. The agriculture
sector receives the maximum share of freshwater
allocation, followed by the industrial and domestic
sector. With a growing population and developing
economy, the water demand across all sectors is set
to rise in the coming years (see Figure 1).
Figure 1: Percentage freshwater use across
sectors
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In addition to the above uses, another major use
of water is for transport. With a long coastline
and numerous rivers India has a history of inland
transportation and some of the region’s biggest
ports (see Box: Water and Transport).

The Panama Canal links the PaciÄc
Ocean with the Atlantic Ocean. Ships
going from Europe to Australia now go
through the canal while earlier they had
to go around South America.

The Suez Canal links the Mediterranean Sea with the Red Sea.
Ships from India traveling to Europe now go through this canal.
They no longer have to go around Africa to reach Europe.
Water and Transport
Historically, civilisations came up near water sources as water not only met their development
needs and but also enabled a more efÄcient mode of travel.

Water Timeline
B.C.
6000
4500
3500
A.D.
1200
1620
1787
1807
1891
1911
1912
1955
1973
1994
2006
2009

Reed boats are made in Egypt.
Sailing ships are made in Mesopotamia.
Oar-powered ships sail Eastern Mediterranean seas.
The rudder is invented in China.
The submarine is invented in the Netherlands.
The steamboat is invented in America.
The passenger steamboat is invented in the United States.
The modern submarine is invented in the United States.
The hydroplane is invented in the United States.
The Titanic is built in England.
The hovercraft is built in England.
Clayton Jacobsen introduces the Jet-ski and Kawasaki begins production of the
vehicle for public sale.
The 'Chunnel' opens, linking France and England with rail service and a tunnel for
passenger cars.
To meet increased demand for cruise ships, Freedom of the Seas is introduced and
becomes the largest cruise liner ever. It has 18 decks and can carry 4,000 passengers.
Royal Caribbean’s Project Genesis, 43 per cent larger than any other cruise ship,
weighing 220,000 tons and carrying 5,400 passengers introduced.

India is surrounded by seas on three sides. Its long coastline has a number of ports such as
Mumbai, Chennai, Kolkata, Vishakhapatnam, and Kochi. A major portion of goods exported from
and imported into India are transported by ships. Within the country, there is an extensive network
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of inland waterways in the form of rivers, canals, backwaters and creeks. Rivers such as the
Brahmaputra and the Ganga are used as waterways. The total navigable length is 14,500 km, of
which about 5,200 km of river and 4,000 km of canals can be used by mechanised crafts. Freight
transportation by waterways is highly under-utilised in India compared to other large countries
such as the United States, China and the European Union. Cargo transportation in an organised
manner is conÄned to a few waterways in Goa, West Bengal, Assam and Kerala. Inland Waterways
Authority of India (IWAI) is the statutory authority in charge of the waterways in India. There are Äve
major inland waterways in India as given below.
I. National Waterway 1 - Allahabad–Haldia stretch of the Ganges–Hooghly River system.
• Established in October 1986; Length – 1,620 km
• Fixed terminals - Haldia, BISN (Kolkata), Pakur, Farrakka and Patna.
• Floating terminals - Haldia, Kolkata, Diamond Harbour, Katwa, Tribeni, Baharampur, Jangipur,
Bhagalpur, Semaria, Doriganj, Ballia, Ghazipur, Varanasi, Chunar and Allahabad.
II. National Waterway 2 – Sadiya - Dhubri stretch of Brahmaputra River.
• Established in September 1988; Length - 891 km
• Fixed terminals – Pandu (Guwahati)
• Floating terminals - Dhubri, Jogighopa, Tezpur, Silghat, Dibrugarh, Jamgurhi, Bogibil, Saikhowa
and Sadiya.
III. National Waterway 3 – Kottapuram-Kollam stretch of the West Coast Canal, Champakara Canal
and Udyogmandal Canal.
• Established in February 1993; Length - 205 km.
• Fixed terminals - Aluva, Vaikom, Kayamkulam, Kottappuram, Maradu, Cherthala,
Thrikkunnapuzha, Kollam and Alappuzha.
IV. National Waterway 4 - Kakinada–Pondicherry stretch of canals and the Kaluvelly Tank,
Bhadrachalam – Rajahmundry stretch of River Godavari and Wazirabad – Vijayawada stretch of
River Krishna.
Established in November 2008; Length - 1095 km.
V. National Waterway 5 - Talcher–Dhamra stretch of the Brahmani River, the Geonkhali - Charbatia
stretch of the East Coast Canal, the Charbatia–Dhamra stretch of Matai river and the Mangalgadi
- Paradip stretch of the Mahanadi River Delta.
Established in November 2008; Length - 623 km.
VI. National Waterway 6 - Lakhipur to Bhanga of River Barak with a length of 121 km was proposed
in 2013.

Source: http://iwai.nic.in/
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Water use in agriculture
India is an agrarian country and agriculture
continues to be the mainstay of the economy. The
agriculture sector contributes 14 per cent of the
country’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and with
its allied sectors like forestry and Äsheries employs
60 per cent of the country’s workforce.

Projections of the irrigation water demand by
the standing sub-committee of Ministry of Water
Resources (MoWR), Govt. of India and the National
Commission on Integrated Water Resources
Development (NCIWRD) indicate a rise in water
demand for agriculture (see Figure 2). However,
the projections differ signiÄcantly.
Irrigation development

Irrigation is one of the major drivers for agriculture.
Both global and national trends depict a
phenomenal rise in irrigated area. Globally, irrigated
crop yields are about 2.7 times higher than that
of rain-fed farming. Water and its availability will
therefore continue to remain a critical input for
agricultural growth in the coming decades.
In India, around 85 per of the freshwater allocation
is for agriculture. Estimates indicate that India’s
demand for food grains will be at 240 million
tonnes by the end of the XII Five Year Plan (2017).

In ancient times water for irrigation was provided
through collection of rainwater in ponds. This
gradually changed to diversion of excess water
through channels adopted during the 18th century,
to canal based irrigation system developed
during the British Rule, and to medium and large
storage based irrigation systems developed post
independence.
Table 1 gives an outline of the development of
irrigation systems in the country.

Figure 2: Water demand for irrigation
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Source: Report of the Working Group for Water Resources for XI Five Year Plan, GoI
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NCIWRD

Table 1: Development of irrigation system
Time period

Highlights of the irrigation system

Ancient times

•
•

Irrigation was mainly in form of small ponds used by individual farmers.
In peninsular India, irrigation system developed around numerous irrigation tanks
while in northern India there were small canals in the upper valleys of rivers.

Medieval times

•

This period saw the development of the canal system of irrigation, Ärst initiated
by the Tughlak rulers.
In south India irrigation through canals and tanks were developed by the
Vijayanagar Empire.

•
British rule

•
•
•

Post Independence
(1950-1974)

•
•

Post Independence
(1974-1995)

•
•
•

Post Independence
(1996-2004)

•
•
•
•
•

Post Independence
(2004 onwards)

•
•
•

The British rulers further developed the canal and well irrigation system.
Following the famines of 1897-98 and 1899-1900, the government set the Ärst
Irrigation Commission in 1901, especially to report on irrigation as a means of
protection against famines.
Setting up of river basin commissions to oversee water resources development.
The First Five Year Plan saw the launch of major multipurpose irrigation
programmes like the Bhakra-Nangal, Hirakud and Nagarjunasagar.
Simultaneous launch of minor irrigation schemes based on groundwater.
Command Area Development Programme (CADP) was launched as a Centrally
Sponsored Scheme with the objective of reducing the lag between potential
created and optimum utilisation of available land and water.
The Ärst minor irrigation census initiated with 1986-87 as reference year.
Second minor irrigation census initiated with reference year 1993-94.
Accelerated Irrigation BeneÄt Programme (AIBP) was launched in 1996 for
speedy completion of irrigation projects.
User’s participation in major and medium irrigation schemes received greater
attention.
Greater focus on repairs and improvement to the minor irrigation projects, as
a part of integrated microɫdevelopment.
Move towards including sprinkler and drip irrigation programmes and the
conjunctive use of surface and groundwater gained momentum.
Third minor irrigation census initiated with reference year 2000-2001.
Irrigation development becomes part of the Bharat Nirman programme. Target
of creating an irrigation potential of 42 lakh hectare.
Plan for restoring and utilising irrigation potential of 10 lakh hectares through
implementation of extension, renovation and modernisation of schemes along
with command area development and water management practices.
Focus on modernisation of irrigation schemes through greater community
participation.

Source: Sustainable Agriculture Water Management, FICCI-HSBC Knowledge Initiative, February 2012
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Between 1900-2009, the net irrigated area
increased from a meagre 13.4 million hectares
(mha) to 56.9 mha (see Figure 3). The corresponding
investment in the irrigation sector increased from
Rs. 441.80 crore in the Ärst plan (1951-56) to Rs.
211,700 crore (projected) in the XI Five-Year Plan.

However, while the area under irrigation is
increasing, so is the gap between irrigation
potential created and utilised (see Figure 4).
According to South Asia Network on Dams Rivers
and People (SANDRP), the increasing gap between
irrigation potential created and utilised is because
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Figure 3: Increase in net irrigated area
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Since the launch of Five-Year Plans (FYP), the
irrigation potential increased from 26.26 mha in the
end of Ärst FYP to 102.09 mha at the end of Tenth
FYP. Between 2007-2010, there was an additional
increase of 4.47 mha.

of a combination of factors such as greater focus
on large dams and less attention in improving
leakages and enhancing people’s participation.
This has made the irrigation systems ineffective.
Involving farmers in water conservation measures

Figure 4: Gap in irrigation potential created and utilised
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Groundwater use in irrigation

can lead to a wide range of beneÄts including
improvements in the physical infrastructure,
water supply delivery, control over water and farm
productivity.

Irrigation in India was mainly through surface water
sources. However, the trend of increasingly using
groundwater for developing irrigation schemes
began from the third FYP. Groundwater now
accounts for 45 per cent of the total irrigation
potential developed so far in the country with
the overall the share of groundwater in irrigation
amounting to 70 per cent. Figure 5 (a) and 5 (b)
enumerates the changing share of different sources
in Irrigation potential created and utilised in India.

Several reasons are attributed for not realising
the complete irrigation potential created. Some
of these include changes in rainfall patterns,
absence of adequate storage structures, depletion
of groundwater sources, changes in cropping
patterns and political decisions governing
irrigation policies.

Figure 5 (a): Changing shares of surface/ groundwater sources in irrigation potential created
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Figure 5 (b) - Changing share of surface/ groundwater sources in irrigation potential utilised
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Romit Sen

India has the dubious distinction of being the largest extractor of groundwater in the world. Agriculture and domestic water
are largely groundwater dependent

The overuse of groundwater has led to rapid
depletion of groundwater aquifers all across the
country. Since electricity is required for pumping
groundwater and is heavily subsidised, the subsidy
burden on major agricultural states is alarming and
on the rise.

schemes. This is low when compared to countries
like Israel. Improving water use efÄciency by 40
per cent on rainfed and irrigated lands will be
required to counter-balance the need for additional
withdrawals for irrigation over the next 25 years to
meet the additional demand for food.

Water use efÄciency in agriculture

Water use efÄciency in crops can be improved by:

The agriculture sector will continue to remain
the major consumer of freshwater in the country,
though projections indicate a decline of 10-15 per
cent in the next two decades. This higher water
use is a challenge since on the one hand, food
requirement is going to increase, and on the other
water availability is going to decrease. This calls for
an increase in agricultural water use efÄciency and
water productivity.

Selection of crops and cropping systems based
on available water supplies and increasing
seasonal evapo-transpiration (ET), a measure
of consumptive water use by the crops. An
increase in the transpiration component of evapotranspiration results in higher utilisation of water
by the crops to increase the productivity. Seasonal
evapo-transpiration can be increased by selection
of irrigation method, irrigation scheduling, tillage,
mulching and fertilisation.

Water use efÄciency is presently estimated at
a mere 38 to 40 per cent for canal irrigation and
about 60 percent for groundwater irrigation
94
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land
and
water
like (i) soil-water

conservation measures through adequate land
preparation for crop establishment, rainwater
harvesting, efÄcient recycling of agricultural
wastewater, conservation tillage to increase
water inÄltration, reduce runoff and improve soil
moisture storage, and (ii) adequate soil fertility
to remove nutrient constraints for maximising
crop production for every drop of water available
through either rainfall or irrigation.

loss of water which does not allow full utilisation of
the volume of water available.

Despite having the largest irrigated area in the
world, the coverage of irrigation in India is about 40
per cent of the gross cropped area. One of the main
reasons for this low coverage is the predominant
use of Åood irrigation where water use efÄciency is
very low. A low water use efÄciency results in greater

In drip irrigation water is directly supplied to the root
zone of the crop through a network of pipes with
the help of emitters. In sprinkler irrigation, water
sprinkles similar to rainfall is released into the air
through nozzles which subsequently break into
small water drops and fall on the Äeld surface.

Ashish Bhardwaj

Micro irrigation

Micro irrigation (MI), the most efÄcient method of
irrigation was introduced in India in 1987. MI, can
be in form of drip and sprinkler irrigation, is the
most successful demand management strategy to
reduce water consumption in agriculture. Unlike
Åood irrigation, water in MI is supplied at a required
quantity and interval required interval and quantity
using pipe network, emitters and nozzles.

Drip irrigation has great potential to bring in efÄciency in water use, producing more crop per drop
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While the primary objective of MI is a reduction in
the amount of water used in agricultural production,
research indicates that MI also results in productivity
gains (in the range of 20-90 per cent); reduces the
growth of weeds, controls soil erosion and is less
labour intensive. There is an impact on energy
savings as well which is reduced due to less power
utilised in lifting water from wells. Evidence shows
that up to 40 - 80 per cent of water can be saved
and water use efÄciency can be enhanced up to

100 per cent in a properly designed and managed
MI system compared to 30-40 per cent under
conventional practice.
The area under MI has grown dramatically during the
last 15 years. In 2011, the area under MI estimated
at around 3.9 mha. The potential for the expansion
of MI in the country is immense with a projection
of 42.23 mha as the potential area which can be
brought under MI. Table 2 depicts the actual area

Table 2: Area under micro irrigation
Area under drip
irrigation in ‘000 ha

Area under sprinkler
irrigation in ‘000 ha

Total area under MI IN
‘000 ha

363.07

200.95

564.02

Bihar

0.16

0.21

0.37

Chhattisgarh

3.65

59.27

62.92

Goa

0.76

0.33

1.09

Gujarat

169.69

136.28

305.97

Haryana

7.14

518.37

525.50

Himachal Pradesh

0.12

0.58

0.70

Jharkhand

0.13

0.37

0.50

Karnataka

177.33

228.62

405.95

Kerala

14.12

2.52

16.64

Madhya Pradesh

20.43

117.69

138.12

Maharashtra

482.34

214.67

697.02

Nagaland

0.00

3.96

3.96

Odisha

3.63

23.47

27.10

Punjab

11.73

10.51

22.24

Rajasthan

17.00

706.81

723.81

Tamil Nadu

131.34

27.19

158.52

Uttar Pradesh

10.68

10.59

21.26

West Bengal

0.15

150.03

150.18

Other States

15.00

30.00

45.00

1428.46

2442.41

3870.86

State
Andhra Pradesh

Total

Source: Spread and Economics of Micro-irrigation in India: Evidence from Nine States: K Palanisami, Kadiri Mohan, K R Kakumanu,
S Raman, Economic and Political Weekly, June 25, 2011 VOL XLVI NOS 26 and 27
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under drip and sprinkler irrigation across different
states in India.

access to credit facilities, fragmented landholdings
and localised crop pattern.

Addressing challenges

High costs involved in the adoption of MI pose the
biggest challenge in its spread. This led to state
governments like Andhra Pradesh and Karnataka
develop schemes for promotion of MI with support
of the manufacturers. Table 3 illustrates the subsidy
scheme for drip and sprinkler irrigation across
different states in India.

The rate of adoption of MI is slow as compared
to its potential. This poor adoption can be
attributed to factors like high cost, complexity of
the technology, institutional support systems and
other socio-economic issues such as a lack of
Table 3: Subsidy scheme across states
Subsidy % for
drip irrigation

Subsidy % for
sprinkler irrigation

Andhra Pradesh

70

70

Chillies, mango, orange, groundnut

Bihar

90

90

Sugarcane, banana, coconut, maize

Chhattisgarh

70

70

Orange, vegetables

Goa

50

50

Vegetables

Gujarat

50

50

Cotton, vegetables, groundnut

Haryana

90

50

Orchard crops

Himachal Pradesh

80

80

Orchard crops

Jharkhand

50

50

Vegetables

Karnataka

75

75

Grapes, vegetables, groundnut

Kerala

50

50

Coconut, areca nut, pepper

Madhya Pradesh

70

70

Orange, banana, vegetables

Maharashtra

50

50

Grapes, banana, sugarcane, cotton

Odisha

70

70

Vegetables, cashew, mango, banana

Punjab

75

75

Vegetables, orchard crops

Rajasthan

70

60

Groundnut, maize

Tamil Nadu

65

50

Sugarcane, banana, coconut, maize,
groundnut

Uttar Pradesh

50

100

Vegetables, mango, sugarcane

Uttarakhand

50

50

Potato, groundnut, orchard crops

West Bengal

50

50

Banana, maize, mango

State

Major crops under MI

Source: Spread and Economics of Micro-irrigation in India: Evidence from Nine States: K Palanisami, Kadiri Mohan, K R Kakumanu,
S Raman, Economic and Political Weekly, June 25, 2011 VOL XLVI NOS 26 and 27
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National Mission on Micro Irrigation (NMMI)
NMMI has three components, namely, area coverage under micro irrigation; transfer of technology
through demonstrations and human resource development through training awareness programmes,
exhibitions; publications and, quality control. The mission was set up with the following objectives –

•
•
•
•
•
•

Increase the area under MI through improved technologies,
Enhance the water use efÄciency in the country,
Increase the productivity of crops and farmers income,
Establish convergence and synergy among on-going government programmes,
Promote, develop and disseminate micro irrigation technology for agriculture/ horticulture
development with modern scientiÄc knowledge, and
Create employment opportunities for skilled and unskilled persons, especially unemployed youth.

Under the provisions of the NMMI, the centre provides a subsidy of 40 per cent; the state provides
10 per cent (this does not prevent the state from providing additional subsidy) and the remaining
amount is borne by the beneÄciary either from his/ her own resources or loan from Änancial
institutions. In case of small and marginal farmers, the centre provides an additional subsidy of 10
per cent. The assistance to farmers is limited to a maximum of 5 ha per beneÄciary and Panchayati
Raj Institutions (PRIs) are involved in identiÄcation of priority areas and promoting the scheme.
Source: Operational guidelines, NMMI, Department of Agriculture and Cooperation, GoI, 2010

The Government of India also launched a Centrally
Sponsored Scheme on MI in 2005, which was upscaled to the National Mission on Micro Irrigation
(NMMI) in 2010, to boost convergence of MI
activities under major government programmes
such as National Food Security Mission (NFSM),
Integrated Scheme of Oilseeds, Pulses, Oil palm
and Maize (ISOPOM), Rashtriya Krishi Vikas
Yojna (RKVY) and Technology Mission on Cotton
(TMC) for increasing water use efÄciency, crop
productivity and farmers income (see Box: National
Mission on Micro Irrigation).
Emerging challenges
Some of the major challenges related to water
management in the agriculture sector include:
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Increasing gap between irrigation potential
created and utilised: The widening gap
between irrigation potential created and utilized
presents the greatest challenge for ensuring
efÄciency in agriculture water management.
The causes for these range from changes in the
climatic patterns (including less rainfall leading
to inadequate physical access to water) and
to a mix of infrastructural, institutional and
environmental causes.
Over dependence on groundwater: The
dependence on groundwater for irrigation has
increased tremendously. Around 70 per cent of
the net irrigated area is covered by groundwater
sources mainly in form of tube-wells (40 per
cent). It is estimated that there are around 19

REFLECTIONS ON MANAGING WATER: EARTH'S GREATEST NATURAL RESOURCE

million wells in the country, of which 16 million
are in use and draw 231 BCM of water. This
has been at the expense of decline in irrigation
by canals and tanks. What is signiÄcant is that
since 1996-97 (when AIBP was initiated) the
net irrigated area through canals has actually
declined, rather than achieving an accelerated
growth despite the fact that funding has
increased 1,520 times from Rs. 500 crore to
Rs. 7,598 crore.
The impact of the over-withdrawal has been
felt on the overall availability of groundwater
with the number of over exploited blocks in the
country having risen from 231 in 1994 to 839
in 2005. Measures to augment irrigation would
have to include mechanisms for recharge (in
case of groundwater-based systems) and
greater emphasis on surface water based
methods for irrigation.
Ineffective institutions at local level: The
capacities (technical and managerial) of
departments responsible for implementation

The involvement of WUAs and Panchayati Raj
Institutions (PRIs) in planning, construction
and maintenance of irrigation projects will
have to be strengthened through trainings.
G Mohan Kumar, Former Special Secretary,
Ministry of Water Resources in his address
during India Water Week 2013 emphasised
the need for an overhaul of the irrigation
department and the approach to water
management. He urged the state irrigation
departments to reorient their thinking, so as
to develop policies which are attuned to the

Ashish Bhardwaj

O

and maintenance of irrigation projects are
of importance in the overall performance of
irrigation schemes. It also has a bearing on
the time and costs overrun for projects. The
absence or ineffectiveness of institutions at
the village level (Water User Associations)
poses a hindrance in realising the full irrigation
potential. Problems of the WUAs arise due
to the inadequate powers assigned to them
and the inability to mainstream them into the
village governance system.

Another form of micro irrigation, sprinkler irrigation cuts down on water use by providing sufÄcient water for the crop,
without wastage
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new realities. He called for joint participation
of irrigation department ofÄcials and PRIs in
ensuring proper delivery and elimination of
malpractices.
O

Financial inefÄciencies: Often, irrigation
charges do not cover operating and
maintenance costs, leading to progressive
neglect and reduced efÄciency of systems
created. Estimates till 1994-95 indicate that
revenues earned from pricing water covered
barely 15 per cent of working expenses and
only 5 per cent of total costs thus increasing
the losses to Rs. 7,000 crore. Pricing water
for irrigation is a tricky issue with political
repercussions and hence avoided. Irrigation
should be urgently valued as an essential input
into agriculture and mechanisms for pricing
and cost recovery should be developed.

The increasing population will have a direct bearing
on the agriculture sector with the need to feed the
increasing number of people. Irrigation requires a
mix of reforms to help it keep pace with the future
challenges. The recently passed National Food

Security Bill proposes to provide subsided food
grains to 75 per cent of India’s rural population and
50 per cent of the urban population – a whopping
800 million people. This will require the production
of food grains like wheat, cereals and maize and
procurement by the government. An increasing
demand for cereal crops will naturally increase
water demand.
Reducing the dependence on groundwater for
irrigation should be the top most priority for
attaining sustainable water use in agriculture. The
decline in surface and canal irrigation over the past
few decades have been due to the over-extraction
of groundwater sources. Measures for augmenting
water supply through agricultural rainwater
harvesting should be accorded high importance.
Funds from the Mahatma Gandhi National Rural
Employment Guarantee Scheme (MGNREGS) and
the watershed programmes for construction of
water courses, channels and drainage structures in
Äelds, revival of water harvesting structures, repair
and maintenance of minor tanks and canals and
de-silting should be taken up (see Box: Bhagirath
Krishak).

Bhagirath Krishak
Dewas district in the Malwa region of Madhya Pradesh suffers from acute water scarcity. Two of the
six blocks of the district fall under the grey area in terms of groundwater availability, implying that
any further exploitation of groundwater is not possible in these areas. With depleting water level,
groundwater here is normally available at 300 – 1000 ft. The average rainfall of the district is 847
mm with minor deviations recorded in the past few years. Irrigation is predominantly by tube wells
but due to the falling groundwater levels, irrigated areas have undergone a decline in the past few
decades.
Given this background, the Bhagirath Krishak programme was launched in the district in 2006
by the then District Collector, Umakant Umarao. The aim was to encourage farmers to invest in
construction of irrigation tanks in their farms which would help capture rainwater and thus enable
them to move away from the dependency of groundwater based irrigation system. To begin with it
was a daunting task to encourage the farmers to invest their own earnings into the construction of
tanks. The idea did not look viable enough to a large section of the farmers who feared losing their
investment if the model did not work. The district administration undertook an awareness drive to
100
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increase the sensitivity of the farmers towards the need for water conservation. “The need of the hour
was to make this idea a proÄtable business model which would get the farmers to contribute,” recalls
Umarao. With some persuasion, the district administration was able to identify some farmers who
were willing to construct an irrigation tank. For farmers who could not afford putting in money from
themselves, loans from local banks were provided. The collector persuaded the banks to provide
loans to the farmers. The irrigation tanks were called Rewa Sagar while the farmers were called
Bhagirath Krishak.
The economic model of water was explained to the people mentioning that they will get higher yield
and thus greater incomes because of the investment they make. Jal Bachao – Labh Kamao (save
water, earn proÄts) became the slogan to engage farmers into the programme. They were made
aware of the additional beneÄts of constructing the tanks in form of reducing the dependency on the
erratic power supply and the cost of diesel.
Gradually farmers came forward in constructing the tanks and around 5,000 tanks were constructed
across the district. Some farmers have invested money in the range of Rs. 10-14 lakh for constructing
a tank in their Äelds. KPS Thakur, a farmer in Khategaon block had 200 acres of land but could
irrigate only 100 acres due to the unavailability of water for irrigation. Erratic power supply and
increasing costs of diesel added to his woes. On hearing of the Bhagirath Krishak programme,
Thakur reluctantly constructed a tank in his Äeld borrowing a loan of Rs. 6 lakh from the bank. The
investment proved beneÄcial and within two years, he was able to repay the loan. The productivity
of his land increased three times with the assured availability of irrigation.
Such stories are plenty across Dewas and other districts where farmers have become Bhagirath
Krishak and constructed farm ponds in their Äelds. An impact assessment study done on the
programme reveals that in areas where this programme has been successful, there has been an
increase in crop productivity by almost 100-300 per cent and all the farmers have gone into double
crop from the earlier single crop. The electricity consumption has reduced by 20-24 per cent and
there has been an increase in the groundwater table by 6-40 feet across the district. The efforts of
the farmers has not only increased their income but has contributed to the ecological restoration of
the area. “In 2008, we saw Siberian cranes come to Dewas for the Ärst time, informs Umarao with
joy. This is an indication of the overall ecological regeneration of the area. The increase in biodiversity
is of great signiÄcance.
Gradually the programme has been taken up in other districts like Neemuch, Mandsaur, Khargone
amongst others. This was an entire self motivational campaign with the farmers. Realising the success
of this initiative and to get small farmers into the programme, the state government launched a
Balram Talab programme where subsidy to the tune of Rs. 80,000 was provided to small farmers
and those belonging to the marginalised communities to construct an irrigation tank in their Äelds.
“The driving philosophy behind this programme is the realisation that big dams are not the solution
to the problems of irrigation but local initiatives like these which have far reaching impacts without
destabilising the ecology of the area,” says Umarao. The mission is planning to increase the spread
of the programme across the state.
Source: Personal communication with Umakant Umarao
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Such local measures like these would also reduce
the vulnerability of farmers to climatic changes and
operational problems of irrigation schemes. It will
greatly reduce the vulnerably of farmers and assist
in climate prooÄng.
Time for change
In a changed scenario where the policy focus
of various government programmes are on
decentralised management of resources it is
important that the proÄle of irrigation department
ofÄcials is broadened. This department has
so far been largely a department of engineers
only, providing technical inputs and designing
structures. It is worthwhile considering the inclusion
of social workers and anthropologists who would
understand social dynamics of stakeholders for
better governance, delivery and maintenance of
irrigation programmes.

Improvements in the irrigation sector resulted in a
four-fold increase in irrigated area between 19571997. However, there still remains a huge gap
between irrigation potential created and utilised.
The Command Area Development Authority set up
for undertaking a variety of improvement measures
to improve irrigation efÄciency has had its share
of success and failures and its functioning needs
to be reviewed. With irrigation taking up bulk of
the water resources, measures for on farm water
conservation like sprinklers, laser levellers, need
to be promoted on a large scale. These initiatives
should be linked with supportive Änancial measures
for adoption. Improvements in cultivation practices
can play an important role in reducing water
usage for production and needs to be upscaled.
Initiatives like System of Rice IntensiÄcation and
the Sustainable Sugarcane Initiative have the
potential to reduce the agricultural water footprint
(see Box: Reducing Agricultural Footprints).

Reducing Agricultural Footprints
System of Rice IntensiÄcation
The System of Rice IntensiÄcation, or SRI, is a system that has evolved over the last few decades
and offers a radical departure in the way of growing more rice with fewer inputs. It was developed in
Madagascar by Fr. Henri De Laulanié, a French priest with a background in agriculture and passion
for rural development. SRI emerged as a set of six practices:

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Transplanting of very young seedlings between 8 and 15 days old to preserve potential for
tillering and rooting;
Planting seedlings singly very carefully and gently rather than in clumps of many seedlings that
are often plunged in the soil, inverting root tips;
Spacing them widely, at least 25 x 25 cm and in some cases even 50 x 50 cm, and in a square
pattern rather than in rows;
Using a simple mechanical hand weeder ('rotary hoe') to aerate the soil as well as to control
weeds;
Keeping the soil moist but never continuously Åooded during the plants' vegetative growth
phase, up to the stage of Åowering and grain production; and,
Use of organic manure or compost to improve soil quality.
REFLECTIONS ON MANAGING WATER: EARTH'S GREATEST NATURAL RESOURCE

These principles, perfected over a period of time in Madagascar, surprisingly gave very high
yields, in some instances close to 20 tonnes per hectare, with much reduced inputs of
seed, water, fertilisers and pesticides. Unlike other rice-growing nations, India had a rather delayed
start in SRI.
A study by ICRISAT across 25 locations in India indicated a 7-20 per cent higher grain yield over
the traditional irrigated transplanted rice using SRI. Root volume, dry mass, and dehydrogenase
activity in soil (measure of microbial activity) was found to be higher in SRI method as compared to
conventional method. SRI method reduced the seed rate by 80 per cent, water requirement by 29
per cent and growth duration by 8 – 12 days; thereby enhancing the water productivity and per day
productivity of rice cultivars.
Sustainable Sugarcane Initiative
India is the second largest producer of sugarcane with a cane production of 350 million tonnes
and is grown on an area of around 5 mha. However, sugarcane cultivation in the country is
facing a crisis. With low yields, varietal degeneration, high input costs, incidence of diseases
and pests, soil degradation, salinity, water logging and drought, the area under sugarcane is
gradually shrinking. Availability of water is a major constraint, limiting the production. The water
requirement of sugarcane is estimated at 1,500-3,000 mm, the highest among the requirements of
major crops.
The Sustainable Sugarcane Initiative (SSI) is an innovative set of agronomic practices that involves
using less seeds, raising seedlings in a nursery, and following new planting methods with wider
plant spacing, and better water and nutrient management to increase the cane yields signiÄcantly.
The principles underlying SSI are: raising nursery using single bud chips, transplanting young
seedlings of age 25-30 days, maintaining wider spacing (4-6 x 2 feet) in the main Äeld, providing
sufÄcient moisture to plants and avoiding Åooding of Äelds, encouraging application of organic
manures better cultural and plant protection measures, and practicing intercropping to utilize
land effectively.
Established in 2010, AgSRI is working with farmers in all sugarcane growing states of India to test,
reÄne and promote SSI. AgSri is a social enterprise, promoting SRI and SSI among farmers in many
agro ecological zones of India to improve the yields while reducing the input costs and water. So
far, AgSri in collaboration with the mills and NGOs has tested SSI in UP, Odisha, Karnataka, AP and
Maharashtra on an area of more than 1000 ac. The results have been extremely positive. The yield
increases were quite signiÄcant in all the Äelds.

Source: a) Biksham Gujja and U.S. Natarajan, 2013, Sustainable sugarcane initiative
b) Kumar Mahender R, Surekha K et al, Research Experiences on System of Rice IntensiÄcation and Future Directions,
Journal of Rice Research, Vol.2, No.2 and Prasad Shambu C, 2006, System of Rice IntensiÄcation in India, WWF
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Planning for irrigation scheduling is to be made
robust through developing decision support
systems for agriculture which take into account
real time weather forecasts and predictions. These
will help in better management of water resources
and reduce incidences of crop failure owing to
climatic changes. The approach for XII plan will
have to look at encouraging experiments on these
lines and pilot them across various states.
The misuse of water in agriculture is also contributed
by faulty crop planning. Encouraging better crop
planning measures will be a key determinant in
regulating water usage. These measures could
include regulations on the time of sowing of crops
as has been done in Punjab through a legislative
measure namely The Punjab Preservation of Sub
Soil Water Act, 2009 which prohibits sowing paddy
nursery before May 10 and transplanting paddy
before June 10. Legislative measures such as
these have to be adopted at a basin level, by other
states to regulate the use of water and prevent
over-exploitation of a common pool resource.

of consumptive water use from surface water
and groundwater. Water is also used to generate
electricity, and about 8 per cent of global water
withdrawal is used for this purpose. Energy in turn,
is needed to transport and fertilize crops. Food
production and supply chains are responsible for
around 30 per cent of total global energy demand.
Water is a Änite resource, critical for achieving
development: Access to adequate and safe
drinking water and sanitation are critical for leading
a healthy and digniÄed life. Water is also a currently
irreplaceable input for production of food, energy
and industry. Water is thus the foundation of socioeconomic growth.
The population in India is estimated to grow to
1.445 billion for 2025 and 1.74 billion for 2050. In a
business as usual scenario, the current and future
demand projections for food, energy, and water
are: Gross food demand would be 808 Mt in 2025
and 953 Mt in 2050; Energy demand would be 39.5
EJ in 2020 and 110 EJ in 2050; Water demand
would be 1,093 billion cubic meters in 2025 and
1,447 billion cubic meters in 2050.

The nexus approach to agriculture
There is a close interconnection between water,
energy and food. Water is required to produce
food and energy; energy is required to transport
and treat water. Energy is also required to harvest
and transport crops, for post-harvest treatment
and storage.
It is expected that by 2050, the world’s population
will increase to a whopping 9.2 billion. This will
increase the demand for food and energy by 70
and 40 per cent respectively from the current
levels. Further, by 2030, the world will face a 40 per
cent shortage in water supply.
Agriculture receives the maximum share of
freshwater. It is responsible for 80–90 per cent
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The water, energy, and agricultural sectors are
interlinked and policies affecting one resource
often impact other resource. Sector policies aiming
at security in one sector have repercussions on
resources in other sectors and compromise other
objectives. Expanding arable land and intensifying
agriculture to improve food security compromises
the protection of forests and increase the pressure
on land. Water supplies for households, industry
and agriculture rely on electricity, and in turn
electricity generation requires considerable
amounts of water. Water, land and resources that
fuel the energy system (e.g. fossil fuels, timber) are
already under pressure and being challenged by
human-induced impacts (e.g. land degradation and
desertiÄcation, climate change, water and nutrient
depletion) due to population growth, increasing
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standards of living, changing consumption
patterns, and urbanisation. Government policies
will have to recognise the inter-linkages between
water, energy and food and act accordingly.

Water use in industry
The International Monetary Fund has reported
India to be as the world’s 11th largest economy.
The industrial sector contributes 14.6 per cent of
the country’s GDP and accounts for 14 per cent of
the employment. The contribution of the industrial
sector to India’s economy is bound to increase
and so would the water demand.
Water is an important input for industrial
production, more for water-intensive industrial
sectors such as thermal power, engineering, pulp

and paper, textile, steel and sugar. The National
Commission for Integrated Water Resources
Development, Ministry of Water Resources has
estimated a rise in the water demand of industries
(including the thermal power plants) to 80 km3 by
2025 and 143 km3 by 2050 from the 41.4 km3 level
in 2010.
Few estimates are available on the actual use
of water by industries. According to the Central
Pollution Control Board (CPCB), India’s annual
freshwater withdrawals in 2000 were about 500
billion cubic metres (BCM), of which the Indian
industry consumed about 10 BCM as process
water and 30 BCM as cooling water, indicating a
share of 8 per cent use of freshwater use. Table
4 gives the annual consumption of water and
wastewater discharge across major industries.

Table 4: Water use across various sectors

Industrial Sector

Annual
consumption (million
cubic meters)

Annual
wastewater water
discharge
(million cubic
meters) (%)

Proportion
of water consumed in
industry

Thermal power plants

35,157.40

27,000.9

87.87

Engineering

2,019.90

1,551.30

5.05

Pulp and paper

905.80

695.70

2.26

Textiles

829.80

637.30

2.07

Steel

516.60

396.80

1.29

Sugar

194.90

149.70

0.49

Fertilizer

73.50

56.40

0.18

Others

314.20

241.30

0.78

40,012.0

30,729.2

100.0

Total

Source: Centre for Science and Environment, 2004
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Water risk for industries

due to the general scarcity scenario prevailing in the
country. Preliminary Ändings of the study on Water
Risk in Indian Industry (a joint FICCI-Columbia
Water Centre study) illustrate that inadequate
availability (83 per cent) and poor water quality (50
per cent) are the two biggest risks faced by Indian
companies (see Figure 6).

Several industries are experiencing acute water
shortages especially during non-monsoon periods.
Groundwater levels have declined. This has forced
many industries to curtail their production levels,
deepen their bore-wells for extracting groundwater:
Some have closed down for want of adequate
amount of water.

Industrial water use has been an area of intense
debate with two set of contradictory arguments
presented. The Ärst is that the overall share
of water use by the industry is relatively small
and will continue to be so in the future, when
compared to the agricultural sector. The other is
that the pollution of freshwater sources caused
by the disposal of industrial efÅuents is of greater
concern than the actual use. According to the
World Water Development Report (WWDR) 2003,
in developing countries, 70 per cent of industrial
wastes are dumped without treatment, thereby
polluting the usable water supply. Therefore, the
issue of industrial water use revolves around
two crucial interlinked issues — water use and
water pollution. It is also argued that no realistic
estimates about the volume of water used by

A survey of 27 industrial sectors conducted by FICCI
in 2012 revealed that 60 per cent of the respondents
agreed that availability of water is affecting their
business, while 87 per cent believed that limitations
in water will affect their business within the next
decade. A study by KPMG indicates that all the
100 top Indian companies that produce Corporate
Sustainability Reports address water issues in their
reporting. This is the highest reporting amongst
all the countries surveyed. Indian companies are
closely followed by those in Israel (94 per cent);
Taiwan (92 per cent); and, Greece and Spain (91
per cent).
Water availability has become an important concern

Figure 6: Water-related risks
90%

Potential Risk

Severe Risk
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47%
38%
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32%
27%
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High cost for
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in state water
competition from
policy
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Source: Perveen et. al, 2012
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Environmental
changes

industries exist and so studies estimating water
use across major water intensive industrials
sectors and benchmarking water use are sorely
needed.
It is important to understand what role the Indian
industry sees for itself in the emerging scenario,
wherein there is rapid depletion of freshwater
sources coexisting with the need to sustain
a growing economy. A growing economy will
translate into increased intake of water for the
water intensive industrial sectors like thermal
power plants, steel and textiles. Fortunately, within

the industrial sector, there is a growing realisation
on the need to save water for its own growth.
In early 2014, the World Economic Forum
recognised water crisis as one of the top three
global risks. The other top two risks are the Äscal
crisis in key economies and structurally high
unemployment/under employment.
Businesses face a set of risks related to water
scarcity which can affect their supply chain,
production processes and product use (see Box:
Water Related Business Risks).

Water Related Business Risk
Businesses face a set of risks related to water scarcity which can impact their supply chain, production
processes or product use:
• Physical risks: A lack of water in terms of quantity or adequate quality can reduce or halt production.
Agriculture, beverages and food processing are some examples. Energy production processes
requiring large amounts of water storage (e.g. hydropower) or water for cooling (e.g. nuclear) are
also subject to physical risks from water scarcity.
• Regulatory risks: These arise from the conditions under which water may be used (blue water) or
discharged (grey water). Regulations include licenses, permits, prices, etc., all of which control
water consumption and discharge.
• Reputation risks: Competing for freshwater access with alternative social, economic and
environmental uses may present reputational risks. This risk is more apparent in emerging and
growth economies where the use and discharge of water by companies can have a direct impact
on farmers or communities who themselves may not enjoy sufÄcient access to safe drinking water
and sanitation services.
When these risks materialise, either individually or jointly, they can have an impact on production,
investment and ultimately economic growth by:
• Reducing the Änancial performance of businesses (e.g. foregone revenues due to disruption of
production);
• Increasing capital or operating costs (e.g. capital expenditures to secure or treat water discharges;
supply chain disruptions);
• Postponing or reducing production (e.g. due to increasing competition for water).
Adapted from World Water Development Report, 2012
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Industrial pollution and compliance
Industries not only consume water but also pollute it.

A total of 2,526 industries across these 17 polluting
sectors have been identiÄed, of which 2,050 are
operational and 476 closed. Data from CPCB
indicates that 1,796 (88 per cent) of these industries
are complying and 254 (12 per cent) are defaulters
(i.e. not meeting the standards during last monitoring.
Table 5 indicates the state wise distribution of the
polluting industries and their status.

Romit Sen

Many industries like textiles, fertilizers, iron and
steel, thermal power plants, pulp and paper and
chemicals are highly water and energy intensive
sectors. They also have highly polluting processes
and also require substantial investments in pollution
control equipment. Looking into the serious nature
of pollution caused by industries in India, about 17
industries types have been categorised as ‘highly
polluting industries’ by the Central Pollution Control
Board (CPCB). These include aluminium smelting,
basic drugs and pharmaceuticals manufacturing,
chlor alkali/ caustic soda, cement (200 tonnes

per day [TPD] and above), copper smelting, dyes
and dye intermediates, fermentation (distilleries),
fertilisers, integrated iron and steel, leather
processing including tanneries, oil reÄneries,
pesticide formulation and manufacturing, pulp and
paper (30 TPD and above), petrochemicals, sugar,
thermal power plants and zinc smelting.

If industrial efÅuents can be treated in Israel, a country which knows the true value of water, why not in India?
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Industrial water pricing
Water pricing is mainly in form of industrial water
cess. According to the Water Cess Act, 1977
(Prevention and Control of Pollution) industry
is required to pay for water use. However, cess
rates are low and the purpose of the cess is not
to encourage efÄcient use of water but to collect
resources for Änancing state pollution control
boards. Industries also pay for the water which is
taken from utilities like the irrigation departments
and municipalities. The price of this water varies
across states, with no uniformity in rates charged
across industrial sectors.
To arrive at an opportunity value of water, Kumar
(2006) estimated a shadow price of water for
industrial use in India for major water polluting
industries. A shadow price is the maximum price
that a Ärm is willing to pay for an extra unit of a given
limited resource, in this case, water. This estimated
shadow price arrived at was Rs. 7.21 per kilolitre.
The shadow price can provide powerful insight into
the gap between the price actually paid by the Ärms
and the price which the Ärms may be willing to pay
to meet demand.
While there is little evidence to indicate industries’
willingness to pay for water, many industrial units
have paid high prices for procuring water in times of
stress, mainly through procuring water from private
sources like such as tanker supply. The price of
procuring water from a private supplier ranges
between Rs 5-15 per litre, with a higher price for
better quality water.
There is a shift towards recycling and reusing
treated wastewater. Estimates indicate that 60
per cent of industrial wastewater is treated. In
their 2012 report Analysis of Indian Water and
Wastewater Treatment Equipment Market, Frost
and Sullivan indicate that the Indian water and

wastewater treatment market is at a growth
phase and is expected to reÅect high growth rate
for the next Äve years.
The report states that the textile, power, reÄneries
and pharmaceutical sectors are generating
immense opportunities in the water and
wastewater treatment equipment market, and
there is a preference for advanced treatment
technological systems such as reverse osmosis
(RO) membranes for treating wastewater. It is
expected that the growth of these industries will
drive equipment sales. Additionally, the report
found that the market earned revenues of over Rs
63.07 billion in 2011 and estimates this to reach
Rs. 102.34 billion in 2016.
However, the report states that the adoption of
advanced technologies like zero liquid discharge
(ZLD) have been low in India when compared
to the global scenario. This is mainly because
setting up a ZLD system involves high capital
investment. The energy requirement too is high,
leading to increased operational expenses and
acting as a deterrent. With stringent regulations
and legislations in place, this scenario is expected
to change in the next Äve years.
A FICCI report for the thermal power sector
indicates that companies who have undertaken
wastewater recycling measures and its reuse
for industrial operations in their units are able
to save a substantial amount of freshwater
and recover the costs within a time frame of
3-5 years.
Water pricing
For industrial water use, a uniform pricing policy
is required and should be based on the water
consumed and pollution produced. The pricing of
water can include the following:
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Table 5: State wise distribution of polluting industries
S.No.

Name of the State/ Union Territory

Complying

Defaulting

Closed

Total

1

Assam

19

2

-

21

2

Andhra Pradesh

305

8

52

365

3

Bihar

17

1

1

19

4

Chhattisgarh

70

5

-

75

5

Goa

14

1

-

15

6

Gujarat

142

53

60

255

7

Haryana

82

14

34

130

8

Himachal Pradesh

12

2

2

16

9

Jammu and Kashmir

7

-

3

10

10

Jharkhand

22

-

5

27

11

Karnataka

119

9

12

139

12

Kerala

25

9

15

49

13

Madhya Pradesh

42

18

5

65

14

Maharashtra

237

8

69

314

15

Meghalaya

8

4

16

Mizoram

1

-

-

1

17

Odisha

38

7

8

53

18

Punjab

54

5

18

77

19

Rajasthan

80

4

75

159

20

Tamil Nadu

191

-

32

223

21

Tripura

8

1

-

9

22

Uttarakhand

21

17

2

40

23

Uttar Pradesh

219

71

58

348

24

West Bengal

54

10

21

85

25

Chandigarh

-

-

1

1

26

Daman

2

-

-

2

27

Delhi

2

3

-

5

28

Puducherry

4

2

3

9

1,796

254

476

2,526

Total

12

Source: cpcb.nic.in/eleven.ppt - last accessed on Nov 5, 2013
O
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Unit cost of water: This entails assessing the
unit cost of producing water and developing a
pricing structure which will (a) At least recover
the cost of producing water; or (b) Meet the
|

operation and maintenance cost of running a
water supply system. The unit cost will need
to include the computation of the Äxed costs
(to include all investments in infrastructures
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O

O

such as building reservoirs, construction
of tanks, laying of pipes, installing meters
and pumps) and variable costs (includes
operational and maintenance costs of water
delivery). A suitable water pricing model
based on these two costs can be developed
based on the user types.
Penalty for wastage: The principle of penalty
is to prevent wastage of the resource. It
consists of charging one price per unit for the
use of small amounts of water and raising the
price per unit for the use of larger amounts of
water. This encourages efÄcient use of water
and discourages wastage.
Incentivising conservation and recharge:
These would have to be Änancial measures
in terms of sops, rebates, reliefs for industries
which have shown prudence in using water
resources and undertaken measures for
recharge of water sources. The Änancial
incentives can be in the form of social credits
which could be exchanged for loans at lesser
interest rate. Another means of providing
Änancial incentive would be to levy a lower
corporate tax for industries undertaking water
conservation measures.

Water use efÄciency
Despite a lower share, industrial water use is
bound to increase. Industrial pollution of freshwater
resources remains an unaddressed concern. Global
initiatives on increasing industrial water efÄciency
indicate that the rate of water consumption can be
reduced by 25-50 per cent if a systematic approach
is followed. Examples of water efÄciency across
few Indian industries reveal the potential of saving
water between 30-50 per cent of water (MA Patil,
personal communication).
The XII Five Year Plan document emphasises
improving water use efÄciency across all sectors and

recommends reducing consumption of freshwater,
reusing and recycling the wastewater. The Ministry
of Corporate Affairs, is working with major industrial
house towards a mandatory disclosure of water
footprints in annual reports.
The problem however is that in the majority of
industries, water management is limited to mainly
ensuring the provision of water and in a few cases,
to efÅuent treatment. The following steps can be
adopted for an effective water efÄciency plan:
a. Initial review and planning: The basic objective
of this step is to develop an understanding
of water usage. The Ärst prerequisite is to
have a checklist comprising of the process
Åow diagrams, site plans, water use points,
equipment speciÄcations, water and energy
charges and personnel operating. This should
be followed by a physical survey (water audit)
of water use in the whole operating system,
and for identifying water saving measures. The
audit should culminate in a baseline report that
includes:
O
Description of the unit, process Åow
diagrams, number of staff, water Åowchart
depicting the Åow of water from entry point
to discharge including recycling and reuse
Åows;
O
Water use Ägures including breakdown of
the various stages/ processes where water
is used and the temporal variations if any
(include blue water and grey water);
O
Cost accounting of water, including cost of
raw water, efÅuent disposal/ treatment fees,
energy costs, legal fees; and,
O
Plan of action with goals for meeting water
efÄciency targets, responsibilities of staff
including management and resources
required.
b. Identify improvement options: The improvement
options can explore the following possibilities
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c.

with treatment receiving least priority and
avoidance the highest priority. Key questions
with regard to water use which has to be
answered include:
O
Can the process/ activity be avoided or
scaled down;
O
Is there an alternative requiring less water;
O
Can the amount of water used be reduced/
can inferior quality water be used for certain
purposes; and,
O
Can the amount of wastewater be reduced
and efÅuents reused?
Prioritise and implement: The list of measures
for improving water efÄciency may be broadly
categorised into (i) Improved production
planning and sequencing; (ii) Good house
keeping; (iii) Process/equipment modiÄcations;
(iv) Product or material changes; and,
(v) Replacing equipments/ technology. An
inventory of improvement options should be

made considering the best cost to beneÄt ratio
taking into account the investment required
and the available internal competencies.
Implementation should be conducted in phases,
starting with the most obvious and lowest-cost
options.
d. Monitor and improve: Once efÄciency
improvements are undertaken, monitoring
systems should be in place to assess whether
planned performance targets are being met. If
this is not the case, investigations for identifying
the gaps and taking corrective measures
should be undertaken. It is also important
to communicate the results of measures
undertaken to leverage interest and undertake
further steps for improving water efÄciency.
A systematic process for reducing water footprint is
possible (see Box: Measures for Reducing Industrial
Water Footprint).

Measures For Reducing Industrial Water Footprint
The major ways in which companies have reduced their water footprint include:
a. Water audits and assessment of water use in process Åow: A water audit is the Ärst step
in assessing the volume of water used across different processes in a plant. Industries are
increasingly going in for water audits as a Ärst step to determine their water use patterns and
identify opportunities for undertaking water conservation measures. This helps in documenting
major water-using equipments and processes on site, with usage amounts and prepares a
complete water balance. It therefore helps identify areas where water can be saved.
b. Technological modiÄcations: Industries which have high water usage have gradually moved to
investing in alternate technologies which consume less water. For instance, in case of sectors
where cooling towers are in use, companies have invested in air cooling technologies, moving
away from the conventional water cooling which require huge volumes of water.
c. Wastewater treatment and reuse: Industries have realised the merit of treating wastewater and
reusing it back into industrial process. Nearly 80 per cent of the industries surveyed as part
of the FICCI-CWC study on Water Risk in Industries reported that they treat wastewater and
reuse it. One of the major drivers for this is the declining availability of freshwater. Companies
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see a merit and an economic value in reusing wastewater for purposes where water quality
is not an important criterion. In most cases, treated wastewater is used as service water and
for dust suppression, cleaning and gardening.
d. Rainwater harvesting: The average annual rainfall of the region and the availability of water for
running plant operations are the two major criteria that govern the use of harvested rainwater –
to be used in the unit or will be stored for groundwater recharge.
e. Use of municipal treated water: Reclaimed wastewater is an option when an industry has access
to municipal wastewater that has been treated to a secondary disinfection level. Reclaimed
wastewater is being used by industries for non-potable applications, such as service water, Äre
Äghting water and cooling towers. Companies located in water scarce regions have specially
found this a suitable option for meeting their needs, where quality is not an important criterion.
f.

Desalination: Industrial units along coastal areas have invested in desalination. For instance,
Tata Chemical Limited’s Mithapur plant located in Jamnagar district of Gujarat is gradually
moving towards using desalinated water for its operations. The plant uses 240,000 m3 of
desalinated water per day as compared to 26,350 m3 of surface water. Industrial clusters
coming along the coast line are opting for desalination.
Source: Based on analysis of entries of FICCI Water Awards, 2012.

Water scarcity and normative standards
Industries are at different levels when it comes to
water management. There are some who have set
high standards in respect of lowering freshwater
consumption and recycling of wastewater and its
use in industrial process. However there is a large
group which is still struggling to take measures
on water conservation and treatment. Fortunately,
Indian industry is becoming responsive to the
fact that it should undertake water conservation
measures, viewing this as the shared responsibility
and joining hands with communities and
governments to work on programmes for water
conservation, recharge and wastewater treatment.
Indian industry is becoming responsive to the
fact that it should be the role of every user to

undertake measures for water conservation. The
respondents see it as the shared responsibility
of companies across sectors to join hands with
communities and governments to work on
programs for water conservation, recharge and
wastewater treatment.
In the spirit of transparency, some Indian
companies are part of major international reporting
mechanisms on water as indicated in Table 6.
These are voluntary reporting mechanisms and
companies indicate that they are doing so because
they are conscious of the fact that it is time for
them to undertake ethical business practices. The
consciousness amongst Indian companies to be
responsible to the environment they operate has
slowly increased. Separating economic growth
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Table 6 : International reporting mechanism followed by Indian industry
Reporting
mechanism
Carbon Disclosure
Project (CDP) – Water
Disclosure

Global Reporting
Initiative (GRI),
reporting on water

UN CEO Water
Mandate

Key elements
CDP Water Disclosure is a reporting platform focused on three core areas:
• Water management and governance.
• Water related risks and opportunities inside a company’s direct operations
and supply chain.
• Water accounting metrics, including withdrawals, discharges and intensity
of use.
Guidelines include reporting on:
Total water withdrawal by source;
Water sources signiÄcantly affected by withdrawal of water;
Percentage of total volume of water recycled and reused;
Total water discharge by quality and destination; and,
Identity, size, protected status and biodiversity value of water bodies
and related habitats signiÄcantly affected by the reporting organisation’s
discharges of water and runoff.

•
•
•
•
•

The formal CEO Water Mandate is:
A commitment by CEOs to advance water sustainability solutions across the
company’s value chain.
A framework of six core elements (i.e., Direct Operations, Supply Chain
& Watershed Management, Collective Action, Public Policy, Community
Engagement, and Transparency) that guide companies understanding and
implementation of a wide range of stewardship practices.

Source: Analysis from the respective guidelines

and environmental conservation is something
companies have understood to be difÄcult.

for water disclosure is yet to be seen. But there is
merit in having such a framework in place.

There is however no reporting framework in
respect of water in India. Even if companies want
to report or disclose their water usage there is no
legal mechanism to do. While a mechanism exists
in form of periodic reporting to Pollution Control
Boards for the amount of wastewater generated,
a framework for freshwater usage, recycled water
used is lacking.

Corporate water stewardship

How open industry will be to a domestic framework
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Water stewardship is an emerging concept globally
and in India, which recognises that progressive
companies/industries take responsibility for their
role in managing freshwater within the wider water
cycle, integrating principles of good stewardship
into their core activities by (a) Reducing the impacts
of their own water footprints; (b) Taking voluntary
action to conserve freshwater ecosystems; and
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(c) Participating in constructive public policy and
industry standard dialogues to improve water
resource management.
Corporate water stewardship involves companies
taking responsibility for managing their freshwater
use not only in their unit, but also in and around the
area they operate. As part of corporate stewardship,
companies need to take measures to understand
and reduce their water footprint and its impacts.
This can begin with their unit and gradually move
into their supply chain.

The second enabling factor is the growing
consciousness amongst Indian companies to work
in the area of water efÄciency and conservation.
This is a combined effect of the recognition of
growing scarcity and the increased awareness
to save water. There is an economic and
environmental merit in saving water which is being
understood by companies. Lastly, a vibrant civil
society acting as a watchdog and partnering with
industries in carrying joint initiatives can take the
concept forward.
Barriers to water stewardship include:

Water stewardship in India will require overcoming
the lows and capitalising the highs with respect to
the prevailing policy framework, growing crisis of
water, an aware industry and the need to conserve
and better manage water resources (see Figure 7).
Legislative reforms in the water sector can enable
water stewardship. These include the National Water
Policy; a new Model Groundwater Act, introduction
of a Water Resources Regulatory Authority Bill
whereby a National Water Commission will be set
up which, amongst other functions, will set up
guidelines for investment clearances of projects
and monitor compliance.

(a) Limited understanding of stewardship:
Interpretation on corporate stewardship is skewed
and is often mistaken for measures like audits, water
harvesting. Even if there in intent companies Änd it
difÄcult to develop a clear roadmap on stewardship
with kind of measures to be undertaken.
(b) The lack of enforcement of legislations: There
have been legislative measures for environmental
protection being implemented before, but
monitoring and enforcement has always been a
cause of concern.

Figure 7: Stewardship balance
Legislative reforms
Greater consciousness
Active civil society

Lack of enforcement
Getting a buy in
Integrate financials
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(c) Lack of buy in: Getting buy in from the industry
is a challenge, particularly for the small and
medium companies, for whom the prime concern
is increasing their economic returns. Investment
is also an important criterion especially in cases
where technology will be involved for bringing
process efÄciency in industrial processes.
(d) Absence of regulatory framework: A regulatory
mechanism to distinguish between the polluters
and non-polluters is lacking. There is thus little
incentive for a company to treat its efÅuent or
take water conservation measures. The cost of
undertaking water conservation and pollution
treatment is not compensated adequately neither
is a polluter company penalised for its actions. A
strong regulatory framework will also prevent over
extraction and free-riding. Industries engaged in
measuring their water use and taking measures
for conservation can take a lead in demanding
accountability from the government and lead.
(e) Lack of incentives: An incentive mechanism
to promote water conservation, recharge and
pollution control is required. Financial incentives
can be in the form of social credits which could be
exchanged for loans at lesser interest rate. Another
means of providing Änancial incentive could be
to levy a lower corporate tax in case of industries
undertaking measures for water conservation.
The merits of having a stewardship programme for
Indian industry is manifold:
a) It demonstrates ethical business practices and
commitment towards water conservation and
management. This can be a starting point for a
broad engagement on water efÄciency with industry
taking a lead and expanding the scope into other
sectors as well. Industry can play an important part
in bringing stewardship principles into its supply
chain and thus increasing the outreach.
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b) Indian companies are entering into joint
ventures and collaborations with international
companies and entering foreign markets. An
internal stewardship programme will enable them
match their global competitors on sustainability
and responsive behaviour parameters and provide
them with a level playing Äeld. A vision on water
stewardship and its translation into demonstrated
action will help Indian companies reach global
benchmarks on water use in production. This will
help build proÄle of the industrial sector and lead
to water conservation.
c) The most important aspect of a corporate water
stewardship programme will be in the information
available for a wide range of stakeholders. For
investors, it would mean that they have speciÄc
information on water use and sustainability
measures so that they can divert capital Åows to
businesses with good water management policies.
Civil society can use data to analyse the impact of
industrial activity on the state of water resources.
Governments would use this information in shaping
national and local regulations that encourage
sustainable water management.
Conclusions
Water scarcity is no longer a threat only, it is fast
becoming a reality. For the Indian industry, this could
have serious implications on production. Thus it
is an opportune time to develop a framework for
industrial water management - both by industries
themselves and the policy makers. For an industry,
such a framework would reÅect their commitment
to undertaking measures for sustainability of water
resources, while at a policy level it would lay out
an operational plan and mechanism to monitor the
use of water and disposal of efÅuents.
In the absence of data on actual water consumption
and wastewater discharge, it is difÄcult to chalk out
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a water consumption pattern and management
plan. The development of water and wastewater
management best practices and benchmarking
of water-intensive sectors is important for guiding
the Indian industry towards sustainable water
management. Developing a system of water
accounting is a necessary Ärst step in developing
strategies for loss control and water use optimisation.

2011 reveal that there is an increase of 2,774 towns
comprising 242 Statutory and 2,532 Census towns
over the decade. Growth rate of population in urban
areas is 31.8 per cent. Assuming that the urban
population would continue to grow at the rate of
3.1 per cent per year, it is expected to reach 790
million (nearly 55 per cent of the total population)
by 2025 (see Figure 8).

Urban water supply
Indian cities and towns are increasingly facing
potable water crisis due to mounting demand
and inadequate measures to meet the increasing
demand. This situation is the result of an increase
in urban population, depletion of nearby water
sources, water pollution, inefÄcient use of water,
inefÄcient management of water supply systems
and multiple institutional arrangements.

The Åashpoint of such a future is that by 2025,
about 50 per cent of the population in the country
would be urban dwellers, and this makes it amply
clear that there would be a tremendous stress on
water availability in urban centres. People move
to urban centres for better job opportunities and
for better living conditions. Apart from migrant
population, Indian cities also face the issue of
Åoating population which is unaccounted for while
the city estimates its water demand.

India is growing rapidly in its cities. As per 2011
census, of the total population of 1,210.2 million, the
urban population living in 5,161 towns was 377.1
million, or 31.6 per cent, an increase of 3.35 per
cent from 2001. The provisional results of Census

According to Census 2011, only 32 per cent of
households use tap water from treated sources,
while majority of them use water from tubewells
and covered wells for drinking purposes. About
71 per cent of households have a source of water

Figure 8: Indian will live in cities not in its villages in the future
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Vijay Kutty

People struggle to meet their water needs in urban slums and depend on tankers

within the premises, and 36 per cent have to fetch
water from a source located within 100 m in urban
areas. About 18 per cent still fetch drinking water
from a source located more than 500 m away in
rural areas or 100 m in urban areas.
Faltering supply
In Indian cities while the water demand has
dramatically risen, the increase in water supply has
not matched the growing demand. Traditionally
cities developed along waterbodies, such as Delhi
along the river Yamuna, Bhopal on the banks of
the Upper lake or Hyderabad along the banks of
Hussainsagar lake. As demand increased, the local
waterbodies became insufÄcient and hence cities
started sourcing their water from distant water
sources. In most cases, these sources were the
lifeline of the rural population. Some of the causes
for a faltering supply are given below:
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a) Sewage mismanagement failure: Sewage
management is one of the reasons behind the
widening gap between demand and supply. The
cities focus on only bringing water, but forget that
80 per cent of the water that comes into the cities
will come out as sewage. According to a 2005
CPCB study, Indian cities have sewage treatment
capacity for only 15 per cent of the sewage
generated: About 85 of urban sewage ends up
polluting waterbodies and sources such as lakes
and rivers and groundwater. Some cities pollute
the water source of downstream cities. Delhi for
example pollutes the water source of Agra – the
Yamuna river while the city of Indore pollutes the
Kshipra river, the water supply source of Ujjain city.
Some cities pollute their own source by discharging
its sewage into it. For example Surat gets its water
from the Tapi river and it disposes its sewage in
that river itself, leading to frequent closure of its
water treatment plants.
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Urban India has thus expanded with little thought
for ensuring continued water availability and
wastewater management. The process of sourcing
water and disposing wastewater is currently chaotic
and poorly managed. For instance, groundwater
development has continued with neither regulation
nor coordination and wastewater is disposed off
using the cheapest and most convenient means,
which results in further stressing the availability, by
contaminating sources of water for downstream
users. Water scientists predict that given the
present growth and development trajectory and
the poor public utility of municipalities, many of the
fast-developing urban centres would be unable to
provide safe, clean water in adequate quantities
and at the right time and place, and adequate
sanitation facilities for their citizens.
Local urban utilities thus face grave challenges:
Failure to keep pace with the spiralling water
demand and more importantly, unable to tackle the
increasing load of wastes generated in the process
of an increased supply.
b) Over-estimation of water demand: The norm
adopted by the cities in estimating its water
demand is also an issue. The Central Public Health
and Environmental Engineering Organisation

(CPHEEO) speciÄes norms for cities in estimating
its water demand (see Table 7).
Cities however adopt their own norms called
as city norms in estimating water demand,
which are much higher than CPHEEO norms.
Recalculation of a city’s water demand based on
the CPHEEO norms indicate that most cities will
end up with excess water availability, even while
reporting shortage. Clearly the issue is not water
availability per se, but mismanagement of the
available water.
c) High demand norms lead to high water demand
on paper: Larger cities need more water than other
sizes of urban centres. A 2005 National Institute
of Urban Affairs study shows that the total water
consumed in 22 metropolitan cities is 13,014 million
litres per day (mld) for an estimated population of
about 70 million.
Water supply in the three largest cities Mumbai,
Delhi and Calcutta (in municipal area only) is over
6,600 mld for an estimated population of about 29
million. As against the per capita supply norm of
150 lpcd recommended for these cities by CPHEEO,
the supply is 268 lpcd in Mumbai, 218 lpcd in Delhi
and 173 lpcd in Calcutta (see Figure 9).

Table 7: CPHEEO’s per capita water supply norms
S.
No

ClassiÄcations of town/ cities

Recommended maximum
water supply levels (lpcd)

1

Towns provided with piped water supply but without sewerage
system

70

2

Cities provided with piped water supply where sewerage system
is existing / contemplated

135

3

Metropolitan and Mega cities provided with piped water supply
where sewerage system is existing/ contemplated

150

Note: Ägures exclude “unaccounted for water” which should be limited to 15 per cent
Source: Ministry of Urban Development, Central Public Health and Environmental Engineering Organisation Manual on water supply
and Treatment, Third edition- Revised and updated (May 1999), New Delhi
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Figure 9: Per capita water availability across different cities
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Source: National Institute of Urban Affairs, New Delhi

In comparison, the 164 sampled Class I cities
consume only 7309 mld of water for an estimated
population of about 59 million while the 116
sampled Class II towns consume 871 mld of water
for a population of about 11 million. Clearly then,
limiting the city size would have a bearing on the
water requirement of urban areas. Since it has
not been possible to restrict the growth of large
cities, distant water sources have to be tapped
at high costs to keep the citizens healthy and the
economic activities Åourishing. An examination
of the ratio of water consumed to population,
amongst metropolitan cities, indicates that Pune,
Mumbai and Delhi consume a larger proportion of
water than the proportion of population residing in
them. Pune, with only 3 per cent of the metropolitan
population consumes 5 per cent of the water
consumed in metropolitan cities (1.56 times the
metropolitan average) while Greater Mumbai with
16 per cent of the population consumes 23 per
cent of the water (1.48 times the metropolitan
average). Delhi with 17 per cent of the population
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consumes 20 per cent of the water (1.2 times the
metropolitan average).
From the above graph it is clear that certain cities
supply water above the CPHEEO norm (eg. Delhi,
Mumbai, Indore, Lucknow and Varanasi. But at
the same time cities like Chennai, Madurai and
Visakhapatnam are not meeting the CPHEEO
norm, mainly these cities lack reliable water source
in the vicinity.
Though on one hand it seems have excess on
paper, but the ground reality is different. The cities
due to mismanagement of available water they end
in shortage of supply. The leakage loss is the main
culprit. On average the metropolitan cities have
a leakage loss of 30 to 40 per cent, with capital
toping list with a leakage loss of 44 per cent. This
leads to reduction in the per capita availability and
also hours of supply are limited to few hours in a
day. So the citizens have to be alert in fetching
water. In most of the cities the supply is restricted
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estimate worked out by the technical staff based
on their perception of the situation. Most cities
do not have bulk meters or meters for all users.
This makes the task of calculating UFW difÄcult.
Therefore, the Ägures of UFW should be taken as the
best estimates that could be made by the technical
staff of the water-supplying agency. Smaller size
towns that supply water from nearby sources or
use groundwater sources have indicated lower
levels of UFW.

to early morning or mid night that too for few hours
(see Figure 10).
d) Deterioration in supply: The continuous increase
of the population over time, as well as the Änancial,
administrative and technical deÄciencies in the
supply system has deteriorated water services.
To make matters worse, a large quantity of water
gets wasted and lost on account of “unaccounted
for” losses due to bad maintenance and operation,
which deepens the crisis and further upsets the
domestic water supply scenario. Distribution losses
are estimated to be in the order of 30-50 per cent
in almost all cities of the country. Capacity to plug
or detect leakages (whether physical or Änancial) is
weak in most urban centres. This is compounded
by the fact cities lack proper-metered connections,
which makes leak detection a daunting task. In
addition to system losses, metering inaccuracies,
unbilled consumption, illegal tapping and
unauthorised consumption results in a voluminous
amount being labelled as “non-revenue water”
(NRW). In India, the average NRW is estimated at
45 per cent.

Sourcing water
Urban centres depend on both surface and
groundwater for supplying water, based on
availability and cost factors. While some urban
centres may depend entirely on surface sources,
such as rivers, lakes and reservoirs, others may
use a combination of surface and groundwater
sources. Almost two-thirds of the urban centres
depend on surface water and one-third on ground
water. According to a survey by NIUA, survey 43
per cent of the sampled urban centres depend
entirely on surface water, 34 per cent depend
entirely on groundwater while 22 per cent use both
surface and groundwater sources. Metropolitan
cities mainly depend on surface water sources

Unaccounted for water (UFW) data have been
the most difÄcult to obtain. UFW is generally an
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with partial dependence on groundwater sources.
Amongst the 22 metropolitan cities, 12 depend
entirely on surface water sources while one city
(Ludhiana) depends entirely on groundwater. The
remaining nine cities use both surface and ground
water sources. In seven of these cities the share of
surface water is more than 50 per cent.
Most of the Class I cities also depend mainly on
surface water sources to meet their daily water
needs. In Class I cities 43 per cent depend entirely
on surface water sources, 33 per cent on only
ground water sources while 24 per cent depend
on surface and ground water sources. In about 18
per cent of the cities the share of surface water is
greater than 50 per cent. In relative terms, a larger
proportion of Class II towns depend on ground
water sources to meet their water requirements.
Amongst the Class II towns, 43 per cent depend
only on surface water sources, 42 per cent depend
on only ground water sources and 14 per cent use
both surface and ground water sources. In 11 per
cent of the towns the share of surface water is
greater than 50 per cent.
Increasing distance
The current paradigm requires cities to source
water from further and further away. Delhi for
instance, is presently sourcing part of its water
supply from a distance of 500 km from Tehri dam.
This undeniably adds up to the cost of treatment
and delivery of water. It also leads to increased
inefÄciencies in supply, which further cripples water
supply. Firstly, as the cost of supply and delivery is
high, the state can afford to supply water to only
a few and not all in cities. This makes problems
of inequitable access acute within cities. Secondly,
the political imperative results in cities not charging
its users for water supply. This in turn, leads to
increased wastage and inefÄciency. The burden
on public utilities, in this manner, keeps mounting.
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Even if public agencies were to do full cost pricing
– charge users the cost of water supply and waste
disposal – most cities would be incapable to meet
up the incremental costs. This is because the
current capital-intensive technological models
adopted by some cities require huge investment in
supply and treatment of water and waste. But the
answers and alternative paradigms for sustainable
urban cities are more difÄcult to Änd.
The desert city of Jodhpur has perhaps the
country’s most remarkable and intricate system of
local water harvesting – each drop of water was
carefully collected and stored in tanks, stepwells
and individual roof top water storage systems in
homes. In its water system planned in the mid1400’s canals brought water from its catchment
hills surrounding the city, this was stored in tanks
and its recharge collected in step- wells – the
traditional wells.
In 1883, British engineers laid the Ärst pipeline
in the city for drinking water. In 1938, the Sumer
Samand water supply scheme brought water from
85 km away in an open canal. A few years later, the
canal was extended to 140 km from the city, where
the Jawai dam was built to cater to the city’s needs.
By the mid 1980s, water shortages in the city had
grown. More and more water was being sourced
from groundwater – within the city and from its
neighbouring villages. The city’s public health
engineering department had sunk tubewells in near
and distant villages to bring water by pipelines and
tankers to the city. For instance, Ransigaon, some
73 km away supplied groundwater by pipeline to
the city. The private water tanker business was
also thriving. But soon, the city had over-run this
source as well. The groundwater table declined
and scarcity grew. Then the next grand plan was
devised. The city looked to the Himalayas for its
water. In 1998, the Rajiv Gandhi Lift Canal was
built to transport water from the Rajasthan canal,

REFLECTIONS ON MANAGING WATER: EARTH'S GREATEST NATURAL RESOURCE

bringing water from the Sutlej river to the region.
The 240 km canal brings water to the city. Now,
with demand growing, the phase II of the canal
scheme is being commissioned.

The lack of municipal water has resulted in
overexploitation of groundwater through private
tubewells. There is no account of household level
groundwater extracting structures in India, leading
to planning problems. Since the groundwater after
being consumed, contributes to sewage Åow from
the city and city planners are unable to estimate
groundwater extraction, they face a problem with
managing sewage.
Indian cities face a dual problem of groundwater
depletion and deteriorating groundwater quality.
In Chandigarh city a study by CGWB indicated
that between 1991 and 2006, the water level in
deep aquifers went down considerably. The most
pronounced fall was in the northern area of the
city — around Sector 10 — where water receded

Ranjan Panda

The city’s perennial search for water is exacerbating
tensions. Tensions over water may be between
different states or between different users in the
same state, as villages contest the giving up of their
water to quench the thirst and sewage needs of city
dwellers. In peri-urban areas (villages surrounding
the city) heavy withdrawal of water affects
agricultural yield. In some cases, farmers prefer
to sell water instead of farming. But this, in turn,
depletes the water table in the surrounding areas.
In Delhi, the wells located in the Äelds of farmers in
the vicinity are pumped for water by private tankers.
This water is sold at a price because, in the city, the
law bans the drilling of wells.

Groundwater: Victim of urban mismanagement

People in slums have to struggle for a source of water compromising heavily on the quality
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by 16 metres. In Sector 31, the fall was almost 10
metres, while in other areas it ranged between 5 to
8 metres. Every year, 10 per cent of the tubewells
become defunct. At present, around 50 tubewells
in the city are defunct. In Gurgaon and Faridabad
which are satellite towns of Delhi groundwater
is depleting in an alarming rate, mainly due to
the mining activities in Aravali hills. Large-scale
construction activity in Gurgaon has resulted in
alarming rate of depletion of groundwater which
has gone down by seven metres between 2003
and 2007. CGWB has already cautioned that there
would be no groundwater left in the next 10 years in
Gurgaon if the water level were to go down like this.
In South Delhi which is groundwater-dependent the
water level is depleting at the rate of 2 to 3 metres
every year. According to a survey conducted by
the Bangalore Water Supply and Sewerage Board
(BWSSB) groundwater levels in Bangalore have
depleted by more than 70 metres in many parts the
city. Earlier, borewells would have struck water at
a depth of about 25 to 30 meters, now drilling to at
least to 100 plus meters is required, according to
Murthy from the BWSSB borewell division.

time the pollution has often dispersed over a large
area. Essentially all activities carried out on land
have the potential to contaminate the groundwater,
whether associated with urban, industrial or
agricultural activities. Large scale, concentrated
sources of pollution such as industrial discharges,
landÄlls and subsurface injection of chemicals
and hazardous wastes, are an obvious source of
groundwater pollution. These concentrated sources
can be easily detected and regulated but the
more difÄcult problem is associated with diffused
sources of pollution like leaching of agrochemicals
and animal wastes, subsurface discharges from
latrines and septic tanks, inÄltration of polluted
urban run-off and sewage where sewerage does
not exists or is defunct. Diffused sources can
affect entire aquifers, which is difÄcult to control
and treat. The only solution to diffuse sources
of pollution is to integrate land use with water
management. Once pollution has entered the subsurface environment, it may remain concealed for
many years, becoming dispersed over wide areas
and rendering groundwater supplies unsuitable for
human uses.

Deteriorating groundwater quality

The CPCB study Status of Groundwater quality in
India brings out an alarming picture of groundwater
contamination in Indian cities. The 2007-08 report
which is based on sampling about 25 water
samples in major Indian cities reveals that in most
of the cities, groundwater is contaminated with
high level of nitrate and coliform, indicating poor
sewage mismanagement. In Agra they found higher
concentration of calcium, magnesium, chloride,
sulphate, nitrate, Åuoride, iron, manganese, nickel,
lead and cadmium compared to the drinking
water quality standards. Most of the parameters
are found to exceed the BIS permissible limits. In
Allahabad, the Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD)
ranges from 0.1 to 0.3 mg/L in the residential area
and Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD) ranges from
1.0 to 6.0 mg/L, which though being negligible

A vast majority of groundwater quality problems
are caused by contamination, over-exploitation,
or combination of the two. Most groundwater
quality problems are difÄcult to detect and hard to
resolve. The solutions are usually expensive, time
consuming and not always effective. An alarming
picture is beginning to emerge in many parts of
our country. Groundwater quality is slowly but
surely declining almost everywhere. Groundwater
pollution is intrinsically difÄcult to detect, since the
problem may well be concealed below the surface
and monitoring is expensive, time consuming and
somewhat ‘hit-or-miss’ by nature. Many times the
contamination is not detected until obnoxious
substances actually appear in water used, by which
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but indicates thereby that this increase is due
to higher organic content in the efÅuents from
residential area.

political parties. In most of our Indian cities the
production cost is much lower than the average
water tariff (see Figure 11).

Economics of water supply

Since the water extraction rates far exceed the
rates of replenishment, water may not always Ät
into the deÄnition of renewable resource during a
period under consideration. The water resource
extraction can be regulated by way of introducing
water rights and licensing and controlling surface
and groundwater extraction (resource regulation).
Water resource use can be regulated by introducing
economic regulatory measures like tariff structure,
quality assurance, setting standards etc. Since the
true opportunity cost of the water is ignored while
Äxing tariff, higher future costs may be expected,
considering the rate of depletion and scarcity
levels. This is a reÅection of inefÄcient regulatory
mechanisms. The water tariff should include the
opportunity cost of the resource so as to arrive
at the real value. This would act as an incentive

One of the main reasons for failure in efÄcient water
management by the local municipalities is that they
are bankrupt. On one hand, the cost for sourcing
raw water, treating and distributing is increasing,
on the other, selling price is dismally low, resulting
in poor recovery of Operation and Maintenance
(O and M) costs. While the municipalities cannot
recover the O and M cost, which includes cost of
salary, chemicals, energy and other expenses; the
capital cost and interest over the capital investment
are not even considered for recovery. This leads to
huge fund crisis in the cities, leading to inefÄcient
water supply. The low water tariffs cannot be
hiked realistically since local governments lack
the political in fear of facing tough resistance from

Figure 11: Water tariff vs. production cost
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for the consumers to make rational decisions for
better management of water resources.
The water tariff/ pricing policy in India is inefÄcient
and there is immense scope for revising the
existing policies and pricing structure for Äxing a
fair price, which reÅects the opportunity cost of
water. Along with the distorted prices, the high
cost of connection acts as an entry barrier, as they
are often Äxed at a high level both for water and a
sewerage connection.

cities. Proper budgeting and accounting is required
for water, ULBs should prepare a separate budget
for these activities. Due to a lack of coverage of
households, absence of metering system and
non-revenue water, it is difÄcult to achieve the 100
per cent cost recovery in Water supply in most
of the ULBs. However, ULBs are revising their
water tariffs, reducing the non-revenue water and
progressing towards achieving 100 per cent O and
M cost recovery.
Conclusions

The Jawaharlal Nehru National Urban Renewal
Mission (JnNURM) was launched on 3rd December,
2005 with the objective of reforms driven and fast
track development of cities across the country,
with focus on bringing about efÄciency in urban
infrastructure, service delivery mechanisms,
community participation and accountability of
Urban Local Bodies (ULBs) and parastatal agencies
towards citizens. The duration of the Mission was
seven years from 2005-06 to 2011-2012. During the
period, the Mission sought to ensure sustainable
development of select cities. The Mission period
has been extending by two years up to 2013-2014
for completion of projects sanctioned till March,
2012. JnNURM aims to achieve full recovery of
O and M costs from user charges (recovery of all
direct costs, including related salaries and wages).
This is a mandatory reform under the Mission.
Cities have to mandatorily commit to and achieve
levy and collection of 100 per cent operational and
maintenance charges for basic services like water
supply, sewerage during the seven year Mission
period. Prior to JnNURM only 1 Mission city had
achieved this reform. After the 7 years of mission
period, 23 UIG cities have achieved 100 per cent O
and M cost recovery.
Water supply and sewerage is provided by
parastatal agencies in most cities. A realistic
assessment of O and M expenses is lacking in most
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The scale of investment needed in the water
supply and sewerage sector is substantial. A
careful assessment of the total cost is required to
ensure the projects are planned for affordability
and sustainability. While the current centralised
system of water supply and sewage management
is not sustainable, practical options to overcome
the challenges and tackle the crisis needs to be
worked out.
There is a need to:
a) Look for sustainable options before going in
for capital-intensive hardware-based systems;
b) Enhancing
work
efÄciency
of
local
municipalities;
c) Reuse sewage generated within the city for
non-potable purposes to reduce or bring down
the necessity of transportation of water from
far off sources;
d) Carefully assess groundwater reserves and
create strategies for undertaking groundwater
recharge and optimising on these resources;
e) Adopt an integrated approach for city
development and management to reduce
environmental implications. The failure to
capitalise on the rainwater and nurture urban
surface waterbodies such as lakes and ponds
has compounded the problem. This needs
to change. The natural drainage needs to be
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respected and revived wherever possible so
that these waterbodies continue to be sources
of water supply or water conservation;
f) Connect the city’s water system to the users
and the waste generators. This will enable
increase in efÄciency, reduction in wastewater
production and an overall reduction in water
demand;
g) Promote Public-Private Partnerships (PPP) for
contributing to capital investments. Private
sector already plays a role in water and waste
services as a contractor to the public utility to
build and even operate key components of
the system. This role must be recognised and
encouraged. However, this partnership needs
to be carefully planned, and with full knowledge
of the associated costs and beneÄts; and,
h) Use decentralised models of sewage
management which are cost effective. The
city planners must also be able to collect
and treat its entire sewage and check the
rampant pollution of its land and water.
Singapore model of water management is
one of the best known case studies for urban
water management which combines a mix of
demand and supply management, appropriate
tariffs and institutional strengthening (see Box:
The Singapore Water Model).

Rural water supply
The provision of clean drinking water was given
priority in the Constitution of India with Article 47
conferring the duty to the state to provide clean
drinking water to the people and improve the
public health standards.
Soon after Independence, the government realised
the importance of ensuring wholesome water
supply to the people and embarked upon a water
supply programme. The implementation of the
Rural Water Supply (RWS) Programme in India after

independence can be divided into four phases:
I. Early Independence (1947-1969)
1949: The Environment Hygiene Committee (1949)
recommends the provision of safe water supply to
cover 90 per cent of India’s population in a time
frame of 40 years.
1950: The Constitution of India confers ownership
of all water resources to the government, specifying
it as a state subject.
1969: National Rural Drinking Water Supply
programme launched with technical support from
UNICEF. Rs.254.90 crore was spent, with 1.2 million
borewells being dug and 17,000 piped water supply
schemes being provided.
II. Transition from technology to policy (19701989)
1972-73: Introduction of the Accelerated Rural
Water Supply Programme (ARWSP) by the
Government of India to assist states and union
territories to accelerate the pace of drinking water
supply coverage.
1981: India as a party to the International Drinking
Water Supply and Sanitation Decade (1981-1990)
declaration sets up a national level Apex Committee
to deÄne policies to achieve the goal of providing
safe water to all villages.
1986: The National Drinking Water Mission (NDWM)
is formed.
1987: Drafting of the Ärst National Water Policy by
the Ministry of Water Resources.
III. Restructuring phase (1990-1999)
1991: NDWM is renamed the Rajiv Gandhi National
Drinking Water Mission (RGNDWM).
1994: The 73rd Constitutional Amendment assigns
panchayati raj institutions (PRIs) the responsibility of
providing drinking water.
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The Singapore Water Model
Singapore is a city-state with an area of about 700 sq. k and a population of approximately 4.4 million.
One of the main concerns of the government has been how to provide clean water to the population.
Singapore is considered to be a water-scarce country not because of lack of rainfall (2,400 mm/year),
but because of the limited amount of land area where rainfall can be stored. Singapore imports its
entitlement of water from the neighbouring Johor state of Malaysia, under long-term agreements
signed in 1961 and 1962 when Singapore was still a self-governing British colony.
Singapore has been very successful in managing its water and wastewater because of its concurrent
emphasis on supply and demand management, wastewater and storm water management,
institutional effectiveness and creating an enabling environment, which includes a strong political will,
effective legal and regulatory frameworks and an experienced and motivated workforce.
Singapore is one of the very few countries that look at its supply sources in their totality. In addition
to importing water from Johor, it has made a determined attempt to protect its water sources (both
in terms of quantity and quality on a long-term basis), expand its available sources by desalination
and reuse of wastewater and storm water, and use technological developments to increase water
availability, improve water quality management and steadily lower production and management
costs. Desalination is becoming an important component for augmenting and diversifying available
national water sources. In late 2005, the Tuas Desalination Plant, the Ärst municipal-scale seawater
desalination plant, was opened at a cost of S$200 million. Designed and constructed by a local water
company, it is the Ärst designed, built, owned and operated desalination plant in the nation.
Faced with the strategic issue of water security, Singapore considered the possibility of recycling
wastewater (or used water) as early as the 1970s. It opted for proper treatment of its efÅuents, instead
of discharging them to the sea. The water supply is thus also being increased through the collection,
treatment and reuse of wastewater. Investments in 2003 were of the order of S$116 million. During the
period 2002–04 the amount of wastewater that was treated has increased from 1.315 to 1.369 MCM/
day. There is a well-developed tariff mechanism for water in the country. In addition, the government
levies a water conservation tax (WCT) to reinforce the water conservation message.
Institutionally, Public Utilities Board (PUB) manages the entire water cycle of Singapore. Earlier, PUB
was responsible for managing potable water, electricity and gas. On 1 April 2001, the responsibilities
for sewerage and drainage were transferred to PUB from the Ministry of the Environment. This transfer
allowed PUB to develop and implement a holistic policy, which included protection and expansion
of water sources, storm water management, desalination, demand management, community-driven
programmes, catchment management, outsourcing to private sector speciÄc activities which are not
core to its mission, and public education and awareness programmes. The country has a complete
and fully functional sewerage system to collect all wastewater, and has constructed separate drainage
and sewerage systems to facilitate wastewater reuse on an extensive scale.
Source: Cecilia Tortajada; Water Management in Singapore; Water Resources Development, Vol. 22, No. 2, 227–240,
June 2006
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1999: For ensuring sustainability of the systems,
steps are initiated to institutionalise community
participation in the implementation of rural drinking
water supply schemes through sector reform.
Sector reform ushers in a paradigm shift from the
‘Government-oriented supply-driven approach’ to
the ‘People-oriented demand-responsive approach.’
The role of the government is envisaged to change
from that of service provider to facilitator. Under
reform, 90 per cent of the infrastructure is funded by
the government, with the community contributing
10 per cent of the remaining infrastructure cost and
100 per cent of operation and maintenance costs.
Sector reforms projects were introduced in 67
districts across the country on pilot basis.
1999: Total Sanitation Campaign (TSC) as a part
of reform principles initiated in 1999 to ensure
sanitation facilities in rural areas with broader goal
to eradicate the practice of open defecation. As
part of the programme, a nominal subsidy in the
form of incentive is given to rural poor households
for construction of toilets. TSC gives strong
emphasis on Information, Education and
Communication, Capacity Building and Hygiene
Education for effective behaviour change
with involvement of PRIs, community-based
organisations and NGOs.
IV. Consolidation phase (2000 onwards)
2002: Nationwide scaling up of sector reform in the
form of Swajaldhara.
2002: The National Water Policy is revised,
according priority to serving villages that did not
have adequate sources of safe water and to improve
the level of service for villages classiÄed as only
partially covered.
2002: India commits to the Millennium Development
Goals to halve by 2015, from 1990 levels, the
proportion of people without sustainable access to
safe drinking water and basic sanitation.

2004: All drinking water programmes are brought
under the umbrella of the RGNDWM.
2005: The Government of India launches the
Bharat Nirman Programme for overall development
of rural areas by strengthening housing, roads,
electricity, telephone, irrigation and drinking water
infrastructure. The target is to provide drinking water
to 55,069 uncovered habitations; those affected by
poor water quality and slipped back habitations
based on 2003 survey, within Äve years.
2007: Pattern of funding under the Swajaldhara
Scheme changes from the previous 90:10 centralcommunity share to 50:50 centre-state share.
Community contribution is now optional.
2009: The ARWSP was modiÄed as the National
Rural Drinking Water Programme (NRDWP) with
major emphasis on ensuring water supply in terms
of potability, adequacy, convenience, affordability
and equity, on a sustainable basis, while adopting
decentralised approach involving PRIs and
communities.
2011: A separate Ministry of Drinking Water and
Sanitation created to give impetus to rural drinking
water and sanitation.
The 2001 Census reported that 68.2 per cent of
households in India have access to safe drinking
water. Data available with the Ministry of Drinking
Water and Sanitation shows that of the 1.69 million
rural habitations in the country, around 68 per cent
(1.16 million) habitations have water coverage for
100 per cent of the population. It is important to
note that out of the total 1.69 million habitations,
82,794 habitations have water quality problems.
Table 8 indicates the status of overage of rural
population across different states of India. It is of
great signiÄcance that the coverage referred here
relates to installed capacity, but what is relevant is
average actual supply over a sustained period and
also the quality of water being supplied; the data for
which is however lacking.
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Table 8: Rural water supply coverage (as on April 01, 2013)

Total
Habitations

No. of
Water
Quality
Affected
Habitaions

No. of
Habitation
with
Population
Coverage
> 0 and
< 25%

No. of
Habitation
with
Population
Coverage
> 75 and
< 100%

No. of
Habitation
with 100%
Population
Coverage

72,176

3,549

4,713

7,560

8,816

9,522

38,016

1,07,640

10,587

5,129

5,981

6,373

6,695

72,875

73,563

5,588

896

2,492

4,710

13,063

46,814

347

0

0

2

0

0

345

Gujarat

34,415

207

0

11

181

211

33,805

Haryana

7,336

11

4

12

102

296

6,911

Himachal
Pradesh

53,604

0

6,270

1,736

3,439

4,450

37,709

Jammu and
Kashmir

15,613

0

521

3,076

1,692

867

9,457

Jharkhand

1,19,667

72

41,747

68

165

277

77,338

Karnataka

59,753

3,207

2,239

8,671

13,092

7,638

24,906

Kerala

11,883

893

3,706

1,303

1,168

1,296

3,517

Madhya
Pradesh

1,27,169

2,120

11

375

1,964

6,697

1,16,002

Maharashtra

1,00,712

1,294

151

2,531

8,044

2,416

86,276

Odisha

1,57,296

9,000

17,783

4,251

7,737

14,973

1,03,552

Punjab

15,335

239

1,811

419

1,092

1,133

10,641

1,21,133

23,841

11,218

5,522

5,654

5,812

69,086

98,179

486

2,714

8,017

5,746

4,625

76,591

2,60,110

786

25

1

0

0

2,59,298

Uttarakhand

39,142

39

9,889

25,654

695

382

2,483

West Bengal

98,120

2,707

18,648

12,770

16,887

8,481

38,627

5,612

114

2,033

2,472

209

94

690

87,888

12,879

15,308

9,778

5,878

5,673

38,372

Manipur

2,870

0

561

122

258

302

1,627

Meghalaya

9,326

90

3,891

1,318

1,256

950

1,821

State

Andhra
Pradesh
Bihar
Chhattisgarh
Goa

Rajasthan
Tamil Nadu
Uttar Pradesh

Arunachal
Pradesh
Assam
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Mizoram

777

0

152

58

51

44

472

Nagaland

1,500

73

540

279

130

86

392

Sikkim

2,084

0

505

359

520

198

502

Tripura

8,132

5,003

284

144

124

119

2,458

503

0

38

148

6

4

307

Chandigarh

18

0

0

18

0

0

0

Dadra and
Nagar Haveli

70

0

70

0

0

0

0

Daman and
Diu

21

0

21

0

0

0

0

9

0

9

0

0

0

0

248

9

0

9

87

15

128

16,92,251

82,794

1,50,887

1,05,157

96,076

96,319

11,61,018

Andaman and
Nicobar

Lakshadweep
Puducherry
Total

Source: Ministry of Drinking Water and Sanitation

Towards safe drinking water in rural areas

Romit Sen

Providing safe drinking water to all in rural India
is a challenging task. Given the diversity of the
country and its people, solutions have to be
diverse. The approach should be one that seeks

the participation of users through interventions
engaging the communities with government
schemes and policies. Citizens should be made
aware of the demand for clean drinking water as a
basic human right. Some of the stakeholders and
their responsibilities are given in Table 9.

Excessive iron in water renders it unÄt for drinking. Simple technologies can render this source safe and acceptable for
drinking
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Table 9: Responsibility matrix
Stakeholder

Responsibilities

Government

•
•
•
•
•

Support awareness drives.
Enhance water quality monitoring network.
Make data available in public domain.
Undertake capacity building programmes on a large scale.
Facilitate inter-agency coordination for implementation of schemes.

Panchayati Raj
Institutions

•

Work with nodal departments in developing village waters security plans
and implement them.
Engage with people in maintenance and upkeep of water supply schemes.

•
Civil Society
Organsations (NGO)
and communities

•
•

Undertake awareness programmes.
Work for community based water quality monitoring and strengthening
operation and maintenance.

Academic/Research
institution

•
•

Develop low cost technologies for water puriÄcation and treatment.
Undertake periodic evaluation of programmes to document success and
failures.

Industry

•

Invest in drinking water projects in areas near their units and plants.

Media

•

Bring out success stories, recognise champions across all levels.

Other departments/
ministries

•
•

Ensure convergence at local level.
Better fund utilisation and sharing of information to people.

Donors and bilateral
and multilateral
agencies including
United Nations

•
•

Institutional and Änancial support to government.
Developing models.

Sustaining safe sources
A direct relationship exists between water,
sanitation, health, nutrition and human wellbeing.
Consumption of contaminated drinking water,
improper disposal of human excreta, lack of
personal and food hygiene and improper disposal
of solid and liquid waste have been the major
causes of diseases in our country. There has been
a key focus in various government programmes
like the Nirmal Bharat Abhiyan and now the
Swachchh Bharat Abhiyan to spread the message
of maintaining personal hygiene for reducing
water pollution.
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Sustainability of adequate and safe water sources
is thus a challenge for rural water supply, often
calling for repeated investment for the same
villages. These sources need both qualitative and
quantitative protection. Some of the measures
that can be adopted are given below:
1. Rainwater harvesting and revival of traditional
water harvesting systems: Rainwater harvesting
and subsequent recharge of groundwater can help
lower the concentration of minerals in aquifers and
replenish these as well. Setting up communitybased water harvesting units will involve creating
social mobilisation, awareness and conÄdence
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Water Harvesting in Balisana Village, Gujarat
The village of Balisana in Patan district of Gujarat was under the acute grip of Åuoride pollution.
Six years back, the villagers started a community drive to solve the crisis, with help from an
Ahmedabad-based non-government organisation, UTTHAN. The villagers started to de-silt a 3.05
metre long canal through which they diverted rainwater to a 300-year-old tank. About 82,000 cubic
metre of silt was extracted from the tank at a cost of Rs 52,000.
Sixty per cent of the cost came from the government, 40 per cent was community shramdaan. A 12
kilo meter long bund was reconstructed to hold the diverted rainwater. Adjacent to the tank, was
a 45 m deep recharge well that was Ätted with an ultra-poly vinyl chloride (high density pipe). The
horizontal pipe carries water from the tank to the recharge well. Water from the well is pumped into
a storage tank near the well. A 12 year old dead well nearby has got water now that is also free from
Åuoride. This water is increasingly used by villagers for drinking purposes.
The villagers have evolved laws to protect the resource like, no new tube wells will be dug and
water from the well will be Ärst used for drinking purposes and then can be used for irrigation.
Source: http://www.rainwaterharvesting.org/Rural/Balisana1.htm
p
g g

Traditional water conservation structures like
tanks, lakes, ponds have been in use in India
since ages. These served as sources of water for
people by capturing rainfall and surface runoff.
However, in the past few decades one has seen
many of these structures becoming dysfunctional.
The usefulness of these structures still holds good
and there has been initiatives across the country
for revival of such systems. These structures are
a good source of water and have proved useful in
dry arid regions of the country.

the fact that Ältered puriÄed water is used only for
drinking purposes while other sources of water
may be used for purposes other than drinking.
This is also a cost saving measure as resources
spent on providing clean water are saved by
using alternate sources. Waste water treatment
can also be another effective means of reducing
the burden on freshwater sources. One example
of effective wastewater treatment is in Mehsana
district of Gujarat where wastewater from homes
in villages is used for agriculture. The waste
water coming out of homes is collected in a pond
which is then auctioned to farmers for use in
agriculture.

2. Dual water supply: To reduce the burden on
fresh water sources, the option of dual water
system is being worked out in several parts of
the country. The success of this system lies in

3.
Exploring
simple,
low-cost
treatment
technologies: Once contamination is detected in
a water source, there is need for treatment. Water
puriÄcation can be carried out at the household

among all sections of the community (see Box:
Water Harvesting in Balisana Village, Gujarat).
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Eklavya Prasad and Luisa Cortesi

People in Åood affected and water logged areas in North Bihar use the Jal Kothis during the three months of rainy season.
This provides access to safe drinking water and livelihoods opportunities for local bamboo craftsmen, and masons

level and at the community level. The selection
of an appropriate technology is governed by
acceptance by users. Use of modern technologies
such as reverse osmosis and ozonation are
effective in the treatment of water but their
feasibility in a rural setting needs to be worked out
in terms of capital expenditure and manpower in
operating and maintaining such systems. There
is also a need for proper Äeld testing before any
product is launched with proper certiÄcation and
validation by prescribed authorities.
For rural areas, it is important that simple
technologies that are easy to use and can be
operated without much technical know-how be
promoted. For Åood affected areas, decentralised
water supply and storage systems that capture
and store rainwater can provide much needed
clean water. The price factor is also important as
technologies with high operational and recurring
134
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costs might not be useful.
4. Community enterprise for water: Communities,
civil society, technology provider can form
enterprise for delivery of water services. Each of the
stakeholders play an important role in the operation
and maintenance of water puriÄcation system
and delivery. The example of Reverse Osmosis
water enterprise system in Gujarat is an initiative
where WASMO in collaboration with a technology
provider has set up community managed reverse
osmosis system in 71 villages across the state to
address the problem of salinity. The communities
contributed 10 per cent of the capital cost and
the rest was provided by the government. The
technology provider assists in training of village
youth for running the RO plant. People are getting
water at a price of 5 paisa per litre per person. This
example is now being replicated in other parts of
the state. This type of an initiative not only solves
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the problem of providing safe drinking water but is
also a source of employment for the village youth.
Conclusions
In India, investments in community water supply
and sanitation projects have increased steadily
from the 1st to the 11th Five Year Plan. However,
actual access to safe drinking water and the health
beneÄts in terms of reduction in water-borne
disease have not been commensurate with the
investments made. Though the health sector is
bearing the burden of water and sanitation related
infectious diseases, presently it does not have
adequate institution or expertise for monitoring
and surveillance of community water supply
programmes in the country.
India has witnessed signiÄcant improvement in
rural water supply with increasing coverage of
areas and a large volume of Änancial resources
being made available. A series of schemes aimed
at improving the supply of drinking water for rural
habitations and now for monitoring and ensuring
quality are coming up. The past few years have
seen greater emphasis on water quality monitoring

and surveillance with speciÄc allocation being
made under Central grants. There has been a great
focus on setting up and upgrading laboratories
at the state and district levels, and on water
monitoring through Äeld testing kits.
However, awareness, surveillance, monitoring
and testing, mitigation measures, availability of
alternate water sources and adoption of hygienic
practices continues to remain roadblocks.
There is a need to promote sanitary inspection
along with the community based water quality
monitoring and surveillance at the grass root level
as a mechanism to identify problems and to take
corrective measures.
One of the greatest challenges has been the
convergence of various departments associated
with water: water and sanitation programmes have
operated largely in isolation from programmes in
health and education. A wider approach is needed
where water and sanitation issues are looked
at with the aim of reducing disease, improving
hygiene, improving educational levels and
reducing poverty. And most importantly, a basic
human right.
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Ranjan Panda

Dumping of untreated wastewater in water sources promotes uncontrolled growth of water hyacinth, an invasive plant that
can completely cover lakes, starving the water of oxygen and killing native plants and Äsh
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C HAPTER 5

Water desecration
Almost 70 per cent of surface water and a growing percentage of groundwater
reserves are contaminated with biological, toxic, organic, and inorganic
pollutants due to deÄciencies in wastewater treatment and over extraction.
More than 82,000 rural habitations, home to around 45 million people are
exposed to excessive salinity, iron, Åuoride, arsenic and nitrate. The impact
on human health and the economy is enormous: Anemia in women continues
unabated. Children under Äve continue to lose their lives due to diarrhoea and
other water borne disease and around 58 per cent of those who survive, are
stunted. Clearly this poisoning needs to be addressed on a war footing

Water pollution is the contamination of waterbodies
(lakes, rivers, oceans, aquifers and groundwater).
Water pollution occurs when pollutants are directly
or indirectly discharged into waterbodies without
adequate treatment to remove harmful compounds.
Sources of surface water pollution are generally
grouped into two categories based on their origin namely point sources and non-point sources. Point
sources of water pollution refer to contaminants
that enter a water body from a single, identiÄable
source, such as a pipe. Examples of sources in
this category include discharge from a sewage
treatment plant, a factory, or a city storm drain.
Non-point source pollution refers to diffuse
contamination that does not originate from a single
discrete source. It is often the cumulative effect of
small amounts of contaminants gathered from a
large area. A common example is the leaching out
of nitrogen compounds from agricultural lands.
Contaminated storm water washed off of parking
lots, roads and highways, called urban runoff, is

sometimes included under the category of nonpoint pollution. However, this runoff is typically
channeled into storm drain systems and discharged
through pipes to local surface waters, and is a
point source.
Interactions between groundwater and surface
water are complex. Consequently, groundwater
pollution, sometimes referred to as groundwater
contamination, is not as easily classiÄed as surface
water pollution. By its very nature, groundwater
aquifers are susceptible to contamination from
sources that may not directly affect surface water
bodies, and the distinction of point vs. non-point
source may be irrelevant. A spill or ongoing releases
of chemical contaminants into soil (located away
from a surface water body) may not create point
source or non-point source pollution, but can
contaminate the aquifer below, deÄned as a toxin
plume. The movement of the plume, called a plume
front, may be analysed through a hydrological
transport model or groundwater model. Analysis of
WATER DESECRATION
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groundwater contamination may focus on the soil
characteristics and site geology, hydrogeology,
hydrology, and the nature of the contaminants.
Water pollution is a serious problem in India as
almost 70 per cent of its surface water resources
and a growing percentage of its groundwater
reserves are contaminated by biological, toxic,
organic, and inorganic pollutants. In many cases,
these sources have been rendered unsafe for
human consumption as well as for other activities,
such as irrigation and industrial needs.
Table 1 indicates the pollution hot spots across
various states of India. The causes of water
pollution are both natural like inland and coastal
salinity, geogenic contamination due to the
presence of arsenic, Åuoride, iron and nitrates
as well as anthropogenic disposal of untreated
industrial and domestic efÅuents, run off from
agricultural Äelds. Agriculture is the largest user of
freshwater in India. Except for water lost through
evapo-transpiration, agricultural water is recycled
back to surface water and/or groundwater.
Agriculture is both the cause and victim of water
pollution. It is a cause through its discharge
of pollutants and sediment to surface and/or
groundwater, through net loss of soil by poor
agricultural practices, and through salinisation
and waterlogging of irrigated land.
Excessive use of fertilisers and pesticides in
agricultural activities to enhance productivity due
to rapid population increase and development
of technology threaten the groundwater and
surfacewater on a large scale. It is a victim
through use of wastewater and polluted surface
and groundwater.
In 1995, the Central Pollution Control Board
(CPCB) identiÄed severely polluted stretches on 18
major rivers in India. A majority of these stretches
were found in and around large urban areas. The
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high incidence of severe contamination near urban
areas indicates that the industrial and domestic
sectors’ contribution to water pollution is higher.
Agricultural activities also contribute in terms of
overall impact on water quality.

Water quality concerns
While accessing drinking water continues to be
a problem, assuring that it is safe is a challenge
by itself. Water quality problems are caused by
pollution and over-exploitation. The rapid pace
of industrialisation and greater emphasis on
agricultural growth combined with Änancial and
technological constraints and non-enforcement of
laws have led to generation of large quantities of
wastewater and pollution. Individual practises also
play an important role in determining the quality of
water.
Pollution takes place due to sewage discharge,
discharge from industries, run-off from agricultural
Äelds and urban run-off. Water quality is also
affected by Åoods and droughts and can also arise
from lack of awareness and education among users.
The need for user involvement in maintaining water
quality and looking at other aspects like hygiene,
environment sanitation, storage and disposal are
critical elements to maintain the quality of water
resources.
Bacterial contamination and health impacts
Bacterial contamination of water continues to be
a widespread problem across the country and is
a major cause of illness and deaths as millions
continue to be affected by waterborne diseases
annually. The major pathogenic organisms
responsible for water borne diseases in India
are bacteria (E Coli, Shigella, V cholera), viruses
(Hepatitis A, Polio Virus, Rota Virus) and parasites
(E histolytica, Giardia, Hook worm).
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Table 1: Pollution hot spot states

West Bangal

Uttar Pradesh

Tripura

Tamil Nadu

Rajasthan

Punjab

Odisha

P

Meghalaya

Maharashtra

P

Manipur

Madhya Pradesh

Kerala

Karnataka

Jharkhand

Jammu & Kashmir

Haryana

Gujarat

Goa

Delhi

Chattisgarh

Bihar

Assam

Andhra Pradesh

Hot-Spot States

Inland salinity
Inherent
salinity

P

W W

Water logging
under surface
irrigated areas

P

W

W W P

P

W

W

Coastal salinity
Saline ingress
from tides,
cyclones &
tsunamis

W

Sea water
intrusion

W

W

W

W

Geogenic
Arsenic

P

P

P

P

Fluoride

W P

P

W P

Iron

W W P

P

W W P
W P

P

W W P

W P

P

P

W W P

P

P
P

P

P

W

P

P

W P

W

W W W

W P

W P

W

W

Anthropogenic
Mining

W W

Industrial

W W

W W

W

Tanneries
Distilleries
LandÄll &
garbage
dumps

W
P

P

Agriculture
Poor
sanitation
& wastewater
disposal
P-Partial coverage

P

P

P

P

P

W
P

P

P

P

W
P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

W

W

P

W
P

P

P

P

W
P

W

P

P

P

P

W
P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

W
P

P

P

P

P

W-Widespread

Source: Héctor Garduño, Saleem Romani, et al. 2011, World Bank
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The Central Pollution Control Board monitoring
results indicate that organic pollution continues
to be predominant in aquatic resources. Organic
pollution measured in terms of bio-chemical
oxygen demand (BOD) and coliform count
gives an indication of the extent of water quality
degradation in different parts of the country. It was
observed that nearly 66 per cent of the samples
had BOD values less than acceptable limits while
44 per cent of the samples indicated the presence
of coliform. According to the Bureau of Indian
Standards (BIS) there should be no coliform in
drinking water samples.
Globally, more than 3.4 million people die each
year from water, sanitation, and hygiene-related
causes and nearly 99 per cent of all deaths occur
in the developing world. In India, the situation is
not any better with nearly 70 per cent of the rural
population defecating in the open as per Census
2011. Open defecation affects the quality of water
wth a direct bearing on human health and well
being. It is estimated that inadequate sanitation
costs India US$ 53.8 bn annually equivalent to
6.4 per cent of India’s Gross Domestic Product in
2006 primarily due to health costs and premature
deaths. The WHO/UNICEF progress on Drinking
Water and Sanitation Update, 2014 states that
India continues to have the highest number of
open defecators – 597 million.
Women and children suffer the most from poor
sanitation, especially in the world’s poorest
communities where malnourished children are
more vulnerable to any disease. Poor sanitation
leads to impairment of intellectual and cognitive
development which has long term hidden
economic and development implications leading
to more under-nutrition, stunting and wasting of
children due to malnutrition. As per a UN survey
report there are 59 per cent stunted and 42 per
cent underweight children in India. Malnutrition
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also increases for a child born with low birth
weight (less than 2.5 kg). The Ägures indicate
that a mother’s education level, family economic
status, provision of sanitation facilities positively
affects the children’s nutrition.
Inadequate water and sanitation facilities, poor
dietary intake of iron, iron loss due to parasite load,
poor environmental and personal sanitation also
contribute to high rates of transmission of helminth
infections especially hookworm infections leading
to iron deÄciency anemia (IDA) among women. In
India prevalence of anemia and chronic energy
deÄciency (measured as low Body Mass Index) in
women aged 15-49 years in India is as high as
55.3 per cent and 35.6 per cent respectively as
per National Family Health Survey (NFHS) – 3 in
2005-2006. The situation is worse when pregnant
mothers consume Åuoride water that may cause
abnormalities in the development of the foetus
often leading to abortions and stillbirths.
Contamination due to over-exploitation
In the 1980s and 1990s, over extraction resulted
in depletion of groundwater. What was more
disturbing was that by then, 80 per cent of drinking
water sources were groundwater-dependent. As a
result, habitations and villages that were covered
with a safe water supply by the government
started slipping back.
Water quality also started becoming a problem and
drinking water problems began to emerge in new
areas. The problems were chemical in nature, best
pointed out in the case of West Bengal. Endowed
with 1,650 mm of rainfall and several rivers,
West Bengal was earlier using surface water and
shallow ponds as drinking water sources. As the
state shifted to groundwater sources, reports of
arsenic contamination began coming in from the
right bank of the Ganga. Similarly, over-extraction
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of groundwater also resulted in increase in Åuoride
concentration in the states of Andhra Pradesh,
Assam, Gujarat, Karnataka, Madhya Pradesh and
Rajasthan.
Other contaminants include excess iron, nitrates
and brackishness, the latter especially in coastal
areas. Increase in brackishness in coastal areas
has been the result of groundwater extraction
through deep tube-wells for drinking and irrigation
purposes, leading to salinity ingress where
seawater seeps in. The occurrence of inland
salinity is due to over-extraction of groundwater
and less recharge of aquifers.
Thus, the problems that emerged from groundwater
use were not limited to depleting sources, but also
contaminants that did not need to be dealt with

before. As of now, the scenario is alarming. There
are a host of problems that relate to quantity as
well as quality. 80 per cent of our drinking water
needs are met by groundwater, which is depleting
at an alarming rate, compounded with large scale
contamination.
The problem of groundwater contamination
has affected as many as 19 states. Geogenic
contaminants, including salinity, iron, Åuoride, and
arsenic have affected groundwater in over 200
districts spread across 19 states (see Table 2).
Figure 1 indicates the groundwater hot spots in
India. It is evident that groundwater pollution is
present across almost all states in the country
impacting 82,794 habitations and a population of
45 million.

Table 2: Quality affected habitations in rural areas
No. of
habitations
impacted

No. of people
impacted

Fluoride

15,565

12,283,484

Andhra Pradesh, Assam, Bihar, Chhattisgarh, Gujarat,
Haryana, Jharkhand, Karnataka, Kerala, Madhya Pradesh,
Maharashtra, Odisha, Punjab, Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh,
Tamil Nadu, Uttarakhand, West Bengal

Arsenic

1,917

2,424,052

Assam, Bihar, Karnataka, Uttar Pradesh, West Bengal

Iron

43,662

19,622,682

Andhra Pradesh, Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, Bihar,
Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand, Karnataka, Kerala, Madhya
Pradesh, Maharashtra, Odisha, Punjab, Rajasthan, Uttar
Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, Tripura, Uttarakhand, West Bengal

Salinity

18,589

6,744,608

Andhra Pradesh, Chhattisgarh, Gujarat, Karnataka,
Kerala, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Odisha, Punjab,
Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, West Bengal

Nitrate

3,061

3,835,792

Andhra Pradesh, Bihar, Gujarat, Karnataka, Kerala,
Maharashtra, Odisha, Rajasthan, Tamil Nadu, Uttar
Pradesh, Uttarakhand,

Total

82,794

44,910,618

Parameter

States impacted

Source: MoDWS, 2013
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Figure 1: Hot spots of groundwater pollution
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Municipal water pollution
The urban population in India jumped from
25.8 million in 1901 to about 387 million
(estimated) in 2011. This has thrown up two major
142
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problems – shortage of water and generation of
sewage.
It is estimated that about 38,254 million litres per
day (mld) of wastewater is generated in urban
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areas of the country comprising Class I cities and
Class II towns. Class I cities have a population of
one million and above while Class II towns have
a population of 50,000 to less than one million.
The municipal wastewater treatment capacity
developed so far is about 11,787 mld which is
about 31 per cent of wastewater generation in the
Class I and II towns.

(CPCB) studies depict that there are 269 sewage
treatment plants (STPs) in India, of which only 231
are operational. This indicated that the treatment
capacity in our country is just 21 per cent of
the present sewage generation. The remaining
untreated sewage is the main cause of pollution
of rivers and lakes.

The status of wastewater generation and
treatment capacity developed over the decades in
urban centres (Class I and Class II) is presented in
Table 3. In view of the population increase,
demand of freshwater for all uses will increase
and so will the amount of sewage generated. It
is estimated that the projected wastewater from
India’s towns and cities may cross 120,000 mld
by 2051 and that rural India will also generate
not less than 50,000 mld in view of water supply
designs for rural areas.

Lack of water, sanitation, and hygiene results
in the loss of 0.4 million lives while air pollution
contributes to the death of 0.52 million people
annually in India. Environmental factors contribute
to 60 years of ill-health per 1,000 population in
India compared to 54 in Russia, 37 in Brazil, and
34 in China. The socio-economic costs of water
pollution are extremely high: 1.5 million children
under 5 years die each year due to water related
diseases, 200 million person day of work are lost
each year, and the country loses about Rs 366
billion each year due to water related diseases.

However, wastewater management plans do
not address this increasing pace of wastewater
generation. Central Pollution Control Board

Murty and Kumar (2004) estimated the cost of
industrial water pollution abatement and found
that these costs account for about 2.5 per cent

Table 3: Wastewater generation and treatment capacity
Class I cities

Parameters

Number

Class II towns

1978-9 1989-90 1994-5 2003-4

2009

1978-9

1989-90 1994-5 2003-4 2009

142

212

299

423

423

190

241

345

498

498

Population (million) 60

102

128

187

187

12.8

20.7

23.6

37.5

37.5

Water supply (mld)

8,638

15,191

20,607

29,782

44,448 1,533

1,622

1,936

3,035

3,371

Wastewater
generation (mld)

7,007

12,145

16,662

23,826

35,558 1,226

1,280

1,650

2,428

2,696

Wastewater
treated (mld)
(per cent)

2,756
(39)

2,485
(20.5)

4,037
(24)

6,955
(29)

11,553 67
(5.44)

27
(2.12)

62
(3.73)

89
(3.67)

234

Wastewater
untreated (mld)
(per cent)

4,251
(61)

9,660
(79.5)

12,625
(76)

16,871
(71)

24,004 1,160
(94.56)

1,252
(97.88)

1,588
(96.27)

2,339
(96.33)

2,463

Source: Bhardwaj, 2005
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of industrial GDP in India. According to one
estimate, India lost about Rs 366 billion, which
account for about 3.95 per cent of the GDP, due
to ill effects of water pollution and poor sanitation
facilities in 1995. It therefore becomes important
to undertake measures for pollution control and
abatement.
Industrial water pollution
The discharge of industrial efÅuents and
hazardous waste has severely polluted freshwater
sources. It has lead to severe degradation of the
quality of surface water and groundwater sources.
The impacts of industrial pollution on human
health and environment have not been studied as
extensively as domestic sewage-based irrigation
practices.
The efÅuents discharged from the industrial units
have percolated into the underground aquifers.
Large concentrations of heavy metals, BOD and
COD have been reported in groundwater in places
situated around the industrial estates.
The discharge of efÅuents from the industries has
severely polluted rivers, lakes and surface water
reservoirs. The people living around the industrial
estates are facing acute shortage of drinking water
due to degradation of quality of surface water and
groundwater. Many people living in these polluted
sites have been found to use contaminated water
for drinking purposes in absence of any other
viable drinking water source and are facing severe
health impacts.
Industries consume large quantities of freshwater
resources and pollute it to a large extent.
The overall annual consumption of water and
discharge of wastewater in the industrial sector
is 40.01 Billion Cubic Meters (BCM) and 30.72
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BCM respectively. The overall ratio of wastewater
discharged to the freshwater consumption is 0.77.
Industries in India are thus discharging 0.77 cubic
meters of wastewater for every cubic meter of
water being consumed.
There are many industrial units that are diluting
the efÅuents in order to follow the legal norms for
discharge of efÅuents. The concentration-based
standards for the disposal of efÅuents are being
followed in India. Therefore industrial units like
distilleries and pulp and paper mills discharging
efÅuents with high BOD loadings are able to meet
the legal standards for the discharge of efÅuents
by diluting it with large quantities of water.
The pollution loading is the product of BOD
and volume of the waste. The dilution of wastes
increases the volume of the waste and decreases
the BOD by the same amount and hence the
pollution loadings remain the same.
Following the concentration-based standards
for efÅuents disposal does not provide any
incentives to a polluting industrial unit to reduce
pollution loads or to reduce water consumption.
The industries are therefore not only putting
pressure on the local water resources but also
the wastewater being discharged by the industrial
units is polluting environment and is posing a
serious threat to the health of the people living in
the surrounding areas.
The poor implementation of legislations and the
failure of regulatory authorities in checking water
pollution and exploitation of water resources by
the industrial sectors have lead to indiscriminate
pollution of surface water and groundwater by
the industrial units. The impacts of pollution over
drinking water quality and human health is being
listed in Table 4.
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Table 4: List of the polluting industries and their impacts on drinking water quality and human health
S.
No.

Types of
Industries

Polluted Areas

River pollution

Groundwater
pollution

Health impacts

1.

Chemical
Manufacturing

Daurala (U.P.),
Ankleshwar,
Vapi, Nandesari
and Bharuch
(Gujarat), Bicchri
(Rajasthan), Mahad
(Maharashtra),
Angul, Talcher
(Odisha), Singrauli
(U.P.), Kolhapur
(Maharashtra),
Hyderabad (A.P.),
Eloor (Kerala)

Dumping of
untreated
efÅuents
has severely
polluted
Amlakhadi,
Kolak,
Damanganga,
Meeni, Mahi,
Periyar,
Nakkavagu
and Manjira
rivers

Arsenic, lead,
aluminium,
cyanide,
nitrates,
Åuorides,
chlorides,
mercury,
chromium,
nickel found in
groundwater.
Dirty, dark
water rendered
useless

Nervous
breakdown, skin
ailments, enteric
fever, digestive
disorders,
cancer, children
born with
physical and
mental defects

2.

Pulp and Paper
mills

Jaibheem Nagar
(U.P.), Ankleshwar
(Gujarat),
Patancheru (A.P.),
Bharuch (Gujarat),
Bhadravathi
(Karnataka),
Kala Amb (H.P.),
Kashipur, Lalkuan,
Pantnagar, Kicchha
and Bazpur
(Uttarakhand)

Severe
contamination
of Kali,
Amlakhadi,
Kolak,
Nakkavagu,
Bhadra,
Manjira,
Markanda,
Kosi,
Ramganga,
Dhella,
Bahella, Kichla
and Pilakhar
rivers

Iron, chromium,
cadmium,
mercury, lead,
manganese,
zinc, nitrates,
Åuorides and
pesticides found
in groundwater

Skin diseases,
gastric
disorders,
cancer, kidney
problems

3.

Tanneries

Kanpur (U.P.),
Ranipet and Vellore
(T.N.), Dindigul (T.N.)

Ganga, Palar,
Ponnai rivers
severely
polluted

Hexavalent
chromium,
mercury,
arsenic,
pesticides found
in groundwater.

Lung cancer,
gastrointestinal
disorders,
damage to
kidneys and
liver, prostrate
cancer, soft
tissue sarcoma,
testicular cancer
and bladder
cancer
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4.

Dye Industry

Lali village (Gujarat),
Nandesari (Gujarat),
Ankleshwar and Vapi
(Gujarat), Bhilwara
(Rajasthan), Raigad
(Maharashtra),
Pali (Rajasthan),
Ludhiana (Punjab),
Pali (Rajasthan),
Panipat (Haryana),
Bicchri (Rajasthan),
Patancheru (A.P.),
Tirupur (T.N.), Surat
(Gujarat), Sanganer
(Rajasthan)

Khari,
Amlakhadi,
Kolak,
Bhilkhadi,
Damanganga,
Kothari,
Patalganga,
Mulla, Jajori
and Bandi
rivers severely
polluted

Mercury, lead,
chromium, iron,
zinc, Åuorides,
chlorides,
sodium and
T.D.S. found
in large
concentrations in
groundwater

Cancer, digestive
disorders, water
borne diseases
like jaundice,
diarrhea and skin
lesions

5.

Distilleries

Daurala (U.P.),
Jaibheem
Nagar (U.P.),
Sitamarhi (Bihar),
Nagada-Ratlam
(M.P.), Kashipur
(Uttarakhand)

Kali and
Manusmara
rivers turned
dark red or
black, unÄt for
drinking. Terai
rivers like Kosi,
Ramganga,
Dhella,
Bahella, Kichla
and Pilakhar
became unÄt
for human
consumption

Heavy metals
like arsenic,
lead, aluminium,
cyanide,
cadmium and
chromium found
in groundwater.
Very high levels
of BOD and COD
reported.

Nervous
breakdown,
cardiac
disorders,
gastrointestinal
disorders,
cancer, skin
diseases,
reproductive
disorders,
skeletal
deformities in
children

6.

Pharmaceuticals Vapi (Gujarat),
Nagada-Ratlam
(M.P.), Ankleshwar
(Gujarat), Nandesari
(Gujarat), Durgapur
(West Bengal),
Bharuch (Gujarat)

Severe
pollution of
Amlakhadi,
Kolak, Meeni,
Mahi and
Damodar rivers

Lead, zinc,
mercury, nitrates,
chlorides found
in groundwater

Cancer, kidney
problems,
skin ailments,
digestive
disorders and
respiratory
disorders

7.

Pesticides

Kolak,
Bhilkhadi,
Damanganga,
Meeni, Mahi,
Nakkavagu,
Manjira,
Patalganga
and Mulla
rivers severely
polluted

Groundwater
heavily coloured.
Nitrates,
Åuorides,
chlorides and
presence of
heavy metals like
chromium, lead,
zinc, mercury,
arsenic and
nickel reported

Cancer, kidney
problems,
digestive
disorders
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Ankleshwar and
Panali (Gujarat), Vapi
(Gujarat), Hyderabad
(A.P.), Nandesari
(Gujarat), Raigad
(Maharashtra),
Bharuch (Gujarat)
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8.

Fertilizers

Ankleshwar (Gujarat),
Emakalam (Kerela),
Bharuch (Gujarat),
Raigad (Maharashtra)

Amlakhadi,
Kolak, Periyar,
Patalganga
and Mulla
rivers severely
polluted

Nitrates, Åuorides
and heavy metals
like mercury,
chromium,
lead found in
groundwater

N.A.

Presence of
ions of calcium,
magnesium,
sodium.
Groundwater
turned yellow,
unÄt for potable
and non-potable
uses

Cancer,
gastroenteritis,
water borne
diseases like
jaundice,
diarrhea

9.

Soft Drinks

Chennai (T.N.),
Palakkad (Kerala)

10.

Ferro alloys

Bhadravathi
(Karnataka), Durgapur
(West Bengal),
Cuncolim (Goa)

Severe
pollution of
Bhadra and
Damodar rivers

Zinc, iron,
manganese and
pesticides found
in groundwater

Sporadic
fever, kidney
damage, growth
retardation and
injury to central
nervous system

11.

Electroplating

Ludhiana, Jalandhar,
Hoshiarpur, Amritsar,
Gurdaspur and
Harike (Punjab)

EfÅuents
containing
heavy
metals and
phenols has
contaminated
Satluj river

Hexavalent
chromium, nickel,
lead, cadmium,
arsenic, cyanides
found in
groundwater

Cancer,
neurological
disorders, liver
and kidney
related diseases,
congenital
defects,
miscarriages,
mutations in DNA

12.

Steel
manufacturing
units

Haryana, Bhadravathi
(Karnataka), Durgapur
(West Bengal),
Cuncolim (Goa)

Severe
pollution
of Bhadra,
Damodar rivers

Zinc, iron,
manganese,
chromium found
in groundwater

Kidney damage,
growth
retardation,
injury to central
nervous system

13.

Aluminium
manufacturing
units

Haryana,
AngulTalcher
(Odisha), Singrauli
(U.P.), Korba
(Chhatisgarh)

Brahmani and
Mahanadi
rivers severely
polluted

Heavy metals
like iron,
aluminum, lead,
titanium, arsenic,
chromium,
cadmium, zinc
and presence
of Åuorides
reported.
Numerous
borewells
rendered useless.

Skeletal
disorders,
digestive
disorders, gastric
ulcer and skin
diseases

N.A.
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14.

Chromite mining Sukinda (Odisha)

Presence of
hexavalent
chromium and
heavy metals
has severely
polluted
Damsala and
Brahmani
rivers

Hexavalent
chromium and
nickel in large
concentrations
found in
groundwater

Gastrointestinal
bleeding,
infertility, birth
defects

15.

Coal mining

Presence of
arsenic in
Damodar river,
turned black.
Brahmani and
Mahanadi
rivers also
severely
polluted

Heavy metals
like cadmium,
arsenic,
copper, lead,
chromium, zinc
and presence
of Åuorides in
groundwater.
Numerous wells
and borewells
rendered
useless.

Arsenicosis,
digestive
disorders

Jharia (Jharkhand),
AngulTalcher
(Odisha), Durgapur
(West Bengal),
Singrauli (U.P.),
Korba (Chhatisgarh)

Source: Industrial water pollution and its impact on health, Nishtha Gupta, TERI University

The small-scale industries are more polluting
as compared to the large-scale industries as
these industries lack infrastructure and treatment
facilities. The small-scale industries like textile mills,
pulp and paper mills, tanneries and pharmaceutical

industries have severely polluted environment and
freshwater resources. The total share of smallscale industries in the wastewater generation is 40
per cent. The wastewater generation from some of
the small-scale industries is given in Table 5.

Table 5: Wastewater generation by small-scale industries in selected industrial sectors
S. No.

Industry

1.

Pulp and paper mills

2.

Textiles

450

3.

Tanneries

50

4.

Pharmaceuticals

40

Source: Kathuria & Gundimeda, 2001
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Wastewater Generation (MLD)
1,087

The direct disposal of efÅuents from industrial
units on the land results in its leaching into the
underground aquifers thereby contaminating
groundwater sources. The impacts of industrial
pollution on drinking water quality are evident in
Patancheru, Andhra Pradesh as a result of toxic
wastes discharged from pharmaceutical industries.
Similarly, people living in Kanpur, Uttar Pradesh,
Ranipet and Vellore, Tamil Nadu are suffering
from acute shortage of drinking water and are
facing severe health impacts due to pollution from
tanneries. The discharge from chromite mines in
Odisha has severely polluted surface water and
underground aquifers and people are using mine
discharge for drinking purposes.

Economic impacts
The main economic burden associated with water
pollution is the impact of pollution on human
health. Identifying and measuring certain health
impacts associated with pollution and then giving
a monetary value to the health impacts can do
the estimation of health impacts due to industrial
pollution. The measurement of health impacts can
be done by giving a relation between morbidity and
mortality associated with a certain diseases and
the measured value of available pollution indicators
where morbidity and mortality can be deÄned as
the chance of the population to get infected and
die from a certain disease.
Industrial pollution is a burden on the economy and
environment. Hazardous waste discharged by the
industries has severely affected the health of the
people and has polluted water resources. While a
large number of studies have been conducted for
estimation of cost of health burden due to water
pollution, in almost all, the cost of health burden
has been estimated for domestic pollution. The
estimation of health burden due to industrial
pollution is missing and there is a need to estimate

the economic burden of industrial pollution on
human health and to Änd out the cost for pollution
abatement.
There are few studies that have been carried out to
estimate the expenditure by people on health due
to industrial pollution. Janhit Foundation, a Meerut
based NGO carried out a study in Daurala, Uttar
Pradesh. The survey was conducted on 14,888
people residing in Daurala. According to the survey,
3,488 people or around 25 per cent of Daurala’s
population were suffering from the ill effects of
contaminated water. The people living in the village
and small towns are spending approximately Rs.
9.73 lakh per month on medical expenses i.e.,
every patient was spending Rs. 300 per month on
treatment. The people living in Daurala are thus
bearing the costs of industrial pollution.
The cost of pollution abatement is an essential
element in deÄning an economically and
ecologically sound policy for pollution control.
The goal of pollution control is to maximise social
welfare and the highest value of social welfare can
be determined at a point when marginal abatement
cost and the marginal environmental damage
avoided through this abatement have the same
value.
According to estimates given by Indira Gandhi
Institute of Developmental Research (IGIDR) and
United Nations Development Programme (UNDP),
the industries will have to spend around 2-5 per
cent of its capital investment on pollution control
considering a hypothetical scenario when all
the polluting industries were complying with the
existing pollution standards. According to these
estimates, the annual operating costs will be
between 15-30 per cent of the investment made on
the treatment facilities. The total annual investment
needed for pollution abatement considering this
hypothetical scenario of compliance of standards by
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all the polluting industrial units has been estimated
as Rs. 1,400 crore.
There have been some studies on estimation of cost
of pollution abatement in some industries with high
BOD loadings like pulp and paper industries and
distilleries. The Ärst attempt to estimate the cost of
pollution abatement for the pulp and paper industry
was made by Mehta, Mundal and Sankar in 1993.
The BOD, COD, pH and Suspended Solids were
chosen to estimate the cost of pollution abatement.

their own standards and regulations according to
local needs. The Water Act prescribes both general
and industry speciÄc standards for the discharge
of wastewater into the water bodies. This act also
provides for permit system i.e. consent procedure.
This act led to establishment of Pollution Control
Boards at the central and state level for monitoring
of pollution. This act gives powers to the boards to
test the efÅuent samples, to obtain information of
the quality of abstraction of water from streams or
wells and discharge of efÅuents in it.
Water Cess (Prevention and Control of Pollution)
Act, 1977 provides economic incentive to control
pollution. This act is a funding tool that provides
powers to SPCBs to charge for water consumption
in the industries. The cess being charged is used
for the activities of the SPCB.

The Marginal Abatement Cost (MAC) in rupees per
100 g reduction in efÅuent BOD was calculated to
achieve the Minimals National Standards (MINAS)
laid down by the Central Pollution Control Board
(CPCB) for the release of efÅuents into the river.
It was then determined that if a market-based
approach to industrial pollution is implemented in
India, then charges of Rs. 1.35 to Rs. 1.45 per 100
grams BOD reduction needs to be Äxed to follow the
current MINAS standards. The estimation of cost of
pollution abatement was done for 44 distilleries in
1996-97. The marginal cost of pollution abatement
for 100 grams of BOD was found to be Rs. 3.47 for
concentration level of ETP efÅuents equal to the
MINAS standards (30 mg/l).

Role of Pollution Control Boards

Water pollution regulation in India

i.

There are several laws and legislations in the Indian
Constitution for regulation of industrial pollution.
The pollution control boards have been set up to
monitor and regulate the industrial pollution. The
CPCB and State Pollution Control Board (SPCB) are
the regulatory authorities for monitoring pollution at
the center and the state level.

ii.

Water (Prevention and Control of Pollution Act),
1974 is an enabling statute in preventing and
controlling water pollution. This act has given
sufÄcient powers to the Water Board to decide
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The Environment Protection Act (1986) is an
umbrella legislation focusing on protection and
improvement of the environment. This legislation
extends to monitoring of water quality and
controlling water pollution. The section 24(2) of this
act allows the operation of Water Act, 1974.

CPCB - CPCB sets the standards for discharge
of efÅuents, lays down ambient standards
and coordinates the activities of SPCBs. It is
responsible for carrying surveys, monitoring of
the polluted sites and for carrying out mitigation
of pollution. The CPCB plays a key role in
regulating water pollution due to discharge of
industrial efÅuents.
SPCB - The enforcement of the standards set
by CPCB is decentralised at the state level.
SPCBs have sufÄcient powers to punish the
industries not complying with the standards for
discharge of efÅuents. Fines of upto Rs. 10,000
and imprisonment for upto 3 months can be
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Romit Sen

Common efÅuent treatment plants such as this one in Israel can address the pollution of small and medium sized industries

imposed on the polluting industrial units for
not complying with the standards. SPCB also
has the power to cut water supply of these
polluting units and to charge water cess from
the industries based on the volume of water
consumed in the industries.

Änancial, institutional and social measures. To
begin with, it is of utmost importance to increase
the number of pollution monitoring sites in India.
This will enable better data collection and help
in devising appropriate mitigation strategies for
pollution control.

However, the SPCBs suffer from lack of staff and
Änances. The cess for pollution which was meant
to sustain the SPCBs is abysmally low in the range
of 30-60 paisa per kilo litre for polluting industries
and is inadequate to sustain the boards.

With respect to groundwater pollution due to
contamination of Åuoride, arsenic, iron, nitrate
and salinity it is important that aquifers are
recharged so as to prevent their contamination.
Conjoint use of surface and groundwater needs
to be promoted to reduce the overdependence
on groundwater leading to its over extraction.
Water quality monitoring should commence at the
village level, using portable water quality testing
kits for both public and private sources. Portable
kits used for water quality testing should measure

Conclusions
Water pollution is a growing crisis in India having
an impact on human health and economy. Pollution
mitigation will require a mix of techonological,
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microbiological contamination, as well as provide
quantitative results for Åuoride, arsenic and salinity.

In case of municipal wastewater, there is an
urgent need to increase the sewage treatment
capacity. It is equally important to provide Änancial
resources and skilled manpower to municipalities
to augment their waste water treatment capacity

Ranjan Panda

A social marketing approach with appropriate
quality control measures could be used to ensure
replenishment of kits and reagents. To ensure
validation of data generated at the village level,
Block Level Resource Centres need to be set
up. It should be recognised that microbiological
contamination of drinking water is a major problem
in rural areas, and should be addressed as a

priority in all villages. Problems of sanitary risk and
hygiene behaviour should be addressed. Great
caution should be exercised while constructing pit
latrines so that these do not add to groundwater
contamination.

Regulations to control efÅuent quality are Åouted with impunity as wastewater is let out of industrial compounds. Another
example of ‘not in my backyard’
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To begin with, industrial pollution will require
shifting from concentration-based standards to
pollution load-based standards. The practice of
following concentration-based standards in India is
unable to keep an effective check on the polluting
industries. Adoption of practices like water
treatment, efÅuent treatment, wastewater reuse,
recycling of treated efÅuent and waste minimisation
will lead to effective management of water
resources. The industries should mandatorily
meet most of their water requirements through
technique of rainwater harvesting. There should be
a mandatory water recycling percentage speciÄed
for different industries so that all the industries
recycle a speciÄc proportion of the gross amount
of water consumed.
Finally, there should be a central repository of
data on water pollution and quality. GIS can be
used for database management. Data should be
shared with all concerned sectors and should be

Indira Khurana

and improve their operation and maintenance. Use
of treated wastewater for irrigation purposes and
for recharging/replenishing groundwater should
be mandatory. Industries should be encouraged
to re-use treated municipal wastewater. Revenue
obtained from the sale of treated wastewater for
irrigation and industrial purposes could be used to
supplement sewage treatment costs.

Large populations struggle to get access to water: Quality
is a distant dream

in the public domain. A mechanism for incentives
and punitive action will help in encouraging
establishments who have taken measures to
control water pollution strengthen their efforts
while penalties can act as a deterrent.
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Eklavya Prasad and Luisa Cortesi

The ecology of Bihar makes Åooding here inevitable. Unfortunately, anthropogenic changes and the efforts made to control
Åoods have aggravated the problem
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C HAPTER 6

Wrath yatra: Fury of ñoods
Over three million Indians are affected by Åoods every year. After Bangladesh,
India is the second-most Åood-prone country in the world. Flooding is an
annual phenomena and in certain ecologies, unavoidable. What is avoidable
however, is the extent of damage and loss to lives, assets and agriculture,
and land and water management practices that increase Åooding intensity
and lead to the emergence of new Åood-prone areas

The South Asia region is ecologically primed
for Åoods (see Box: Demystifying Floods).
Superimposed on the natural causes are human
factors that have increased the suffering, duration
and impact intensity. Almost on an annual basis,
Åoods in the region cause great devastation,
exposing the most impoverished who live on
the fringes, to great risk from Åooding. Rivers
here transcend national boundaries, making
sharing of river waters and Åood management
a political challenge. For example, North Bihar
plains are drained by an extensive network of
rivers originating in Nepal, most of which Åow into
the Ganga. Practically all of these have a part of
their catchment in the Nepal Himalayas. The Kosi
and Gandak have a part in Tibet as well. The
catchments of all these rivers receive more than
80 per cent of their annual precipitation from
June to September. As a result, the bulk of their
annual runoff and high sediment load is from
June – October.

Shifting courses, bringing down heavy sediment
load and sandcasting characterise rivers that
emerge from the Himalayas, often described as the
'Water Tower of Asia'. These rivers cause immense
riverbank erosion as well. As a result, over time,
bridges become redundant since the river has
changed its course, settlements once at ‘safe
distances’ from the river bank come dangerously
close or are washed away, crops get a sand cover
and heights of huts decline since metres of sand
have covered the land. All this impacts the lives
and livelihoods of the rural populace, who have no
choice but to live precariously.
Floods have been a recurrent phenomenon in
India and cause huge losses to lives, properties,
livelihood systems, infrastructure and public
utilities. According to the Åood statistics released
in April 2013 by the Central Water Commission
(CWC), on an average 7.21 million hectares (mha)
go under Åoodwater in the country (see Map 1).
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Demystifying Floods

A

An understanding of Åoods, their causes and their types is necessary for their management. Floods
can be deÄned as the excess water that spills into adjoining areas when the water Åowing through
watercourses such as streams and rivers exceeds the capacity of such channels. With more water
Åowing through the hydrological system than the system can handle, a Åood can be considered as
an imbalance.
Floodplains are land areas adjacent to rivers and streams that are subject to recurring inundation
and are therefore ‘Åood-prone.’ Factors responsible for Åooding include:
• Heavy intense rainfall;
• Run-off from deep snow cover;
• Over-saturated soil, when the ground cannot hold any more water;
• High river, stream or reservoir levels caused by unusually high amounts of water;
• Urbanisation; and,
• Faulty Åood control measures like construction of embankments, which interrupt the normal
Åow and expansion of rivers.
Flooding is a natural and recurring event for a river or stream and its frequency depends on the
climate, the material that makes up the banks of the stream, and the channel slope. There are two
major types of Åoods. In a regular river Åood, the water slowly climbs over the edges of a river. In
the more dangerous type, a Åash Åood occurs when a wall of water quickly sweeps over an area.
Because the rainfall associated with Åash Åooding is so intense, it is amongst the most challenging
problems in meteorology. Other factors associated with Åash Åooding include topography, soil
condition and ground cover.
Flash Åoods may trigger mud and landslides, structural bridge failures and other threatening
conditions. There are also Åoods that have characteristics associated with the geographic areas
they are in, such as coastal rivers and urban Åooding.

This water destroys nearly 3.78 mha of agricultural
land and damages crops worth Rs 1,118 crore
(Rs 11.18 billion) per year. Heavy rains and Åoods
account for nearly 1,700 lives lost annually.
Besides, 1.25 lakh (0.125 million) houses are also
annually damaged by heavy torrential rains that
cause the death of nearly 96,000 livestock.

Flood-prone areas in India
Some of the facts relating to Åoods are given below
and in Map 1.
O
One Äfth of the global death count due to
Åoods occurs in India.
O
Floods occur mostly during southwest

All this is when approximately 60 per cent of India’s
farmland, 66 per cent of its livestock and its entire
forest area depend on rains for survival.
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Did You Know … that in independent
India the Ärst major Åood occurred in
1953!
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monsoon starting from June to September.
About 40 mha of land in the country is prone
to Åoods as per National Flood Commission of
which about eight mha are Åooded annually.
The most Åood prone areas in India are the
Brahmaputra and the Gangetic basins in the
Indo- Gangetic plains, which carry 60 per cent
of the nation’s total river Åow.
The most vulnerable states are: Uttar Pradesh,
Bihar, West Bengal, Assam, Gujarat, Odisha,
Andhra Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra,
Punjab and Jammu and Kashmir.

Based on Åood hazards, India can be divided into
four regions.
A. The Brahmaputra river region
Rivers in this region comprise of the rivers Brahmaputra
and Barak and their tributaries, and cover the states

of Assam, Arunachal Pradesh, Meghalaya, Mizoram,
Manipur, Tripura, Nagaland, Sikkim and the northern
parts of West Bengal. The catchments of these rivers
receive very heavy rainfall ranging from 1,100 mm to
6,350 mm, which occurs mostly during the months
of May-June to September. As a result, Åoods in this
region are severe and quite frequent. Further the hills
where these rivers originate are fragile and susceptible
to erosion and thereby cause exceptionally high
silt discharge in the rivers. In addition, the region is
subject to severe and frequent earthquakes, which
cause numerous landslides in the hills and upset the
regime of the rivers. The predominant problems in this
region are cloud bursts followed by Åash Åoods, soil
erosion in the watershed and bank erosion along the
rivers, Åooding caused by the spilling of rivers over
their banks, drainage congestion and the tendency
of some of the rivers to change their courses. The
plain areas of the region suffer from the inundation
caused by spilling of the Brahmaputra (see Box:
Primed for Floods).
B. The Ganga river region
The river Ganga has many tributaries, the important
ones being Yamuna, Sone, Ghaghra, Raphti,
Gandak, Burhi Gandak, Bagmati, Kamla Balan,
Adhwara group of rivers, Kosi and the Mahananda.
It covers the states of Uttarakhand, Uttar Pradesh,
Jharkand, Bihar, south and central parts of West
Bengal, Punjab, parts of Haryana, Himachal
Pradesh, Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh and Delhi.
The normal annual rainfall in this region varies from
about 600 mm to 1,900 mm, of which more than 80
per cent occurs during the southwest monsoon. The
rainfall increases from west to east and from south to
north. The Åood problem is mostly conÄned to the
areas on the northern bank of the river Ganga. The
northern tributaries of the Ganga cause most of the
damage. They spill over their banks and change
their courses frequently. Even though the Ganga is
a mighty river carrying huge discharges of 57,000 to
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Primed for Floods
The Brahmaputra – the son of Brahma – is one of the few male rivers amongst a bevy of female
rivers. The Brahmaputra river basin is one of the most Åood-prone in India, extending over an area of
58 mha spread across Tibet, India, Bhutan and Bangladesh. The 2,880 km long river traverses nearly
1,100 km across Tibet before entering India through the eastern part of Arunachal Pradesh. After
226 km of mountainous courses, the river enters the plains of Assam near Pasighat. Emerging from
the hills, the river’s gradient suddenly turns from a steep one to an almost Åat incline near Dibrugarh.
The river travels 720 km through Assam Änally leaving India at Dhubri to enter Bangladesh.
There are 113 rivers in the Brahmaputra river basin, most of which are highly unpredictable. Several
like the Subansiri are changing from a meandering single course to a braided course wherein the
river Åows through several channels, creating more Åooding.

UB Photos

The rivers of Assam carry heavy sediment load due to natural and anthropogenic factors: The
Brahmaputra is one of the leading sediment transporting rivers of the world. According to D C
Goswami of Guwahati University, the regions tectonic, geology and climate of the basin have
combined to generate high erosion rates and river channel changes, making the valley extremely
Åood-prone. Embankments have compounded the problem.

Flooding in Majuli island, Assam increases the vulnerability of this fragile island already prone to severe erosion

85,000 cubic meters per second, the inundation
and erosion problems are conÄned to relatively
few places. In general, the Åood problem increases
from the west to the east and from south to north.
In the north-western parts of the region, there is
the problem of drainage congestion. The drainage
problem also exists in the southern parts of West
Bengal. The Åooding and erosion problem is
serious in the states of Uttar Pradesh, Bihar and
West Bengal.
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Himalayan rivers are notorious for changing their
course: The Kosi, Ganga and Brahmaputra are but a
few (see Box: Changing River Courses).
In recent years, the states of Rajasthan and Madhya
Pradesh have also experienced incidents of heavy
Åoods. The problem of Åooding and drainage
congestion is getting accentuated due to largescale encroachment of Åood plains of the rivers for
habitation purposes and developmental activities.

REFLECTIONS ON MANAGING WATER: EARTH'S GREATEST NATURAL RESOURCE

Changing River Courses
The reasons for the shifting courses are not hard to Änd: All these rivers carry an excessive sediment
load. The Kosi, the largest river in north Bihar, discharges some 600 million cubic metres (mcum) of
water and also brings down around 100 mcum of silt, the highest in the world. The high silt content
results in continual change in the river course as sediments pile up and force the Kosi to cut new
paths. In the past two and a half centuries, the river has shifted its course west more than 100 km.
Nearly every part of north Bihar has at some time, been part of Kosi.
This shifting causes of rivers with their built up riverbeds obstructs the natural drainage and the
phenomena of braiding is typical to most of them. Shift in courses is thus a recurring phenomenon.
The Brahmaputra and its tributaries also Åow through a highly braided channel, characterised
by numerous sand bars and islands. Most of these channel bars are transient in nature, getting
submerged during high Åows, changing shape, size and location.

The North-west river region
The main rivers in this region are the Indus, Sutlej,
Beas, Ravi, Chenab and Jhelum, carrying substantial
discharges during the monsoon and also large
volumes of sediment. They change their courses
frequently and leave behind vast tracts of sandy
waste. This region covers the states of Jammu and
Kashmir, Punjab and parts of Himachal Pradesh,
Haryana and Rajasthan. Compared to the Ganga
and the Brahmaputra river regions, the Åood
problem is relatively less in this region. The major
problem is that of inadequate surface drainage
which causes inundation and waterlogging over
vast areas. Indiscriminate use of water for
irrigation and development of low-lying areas and
depressions has created problem of drainage
congestion and waterlogging.
D. Central India and the Deccan region
Important rivers in this region are the Narmada,
Tapi, Mahanadi, Godavari, Krishna and Cauvery.
These rivers have mostly well deÄned and stable
courses, and adequate capacities within the natural
banks to carry the Åood discharge, except in the

delta area. The lower reaches of the important
rivers on the east coast have been embanked, thus
largely eliminating the Åood problem. However the
embankments need to be raised and strengthened
to latest standards to continue to provide protection
against Åoods and erosion. This region covers the
states of Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, Tamil Nadu,
Kerala, Odisha, Maharashtra, Gujarat and parts of
Madhya Pradesh. The region does not have serious
Åood problem except that some of the rivers in
Odisha state namely Mahanadi, Brahmini, Baitarni,
and Subarnarekha are prone to Åoods every year.
The delta and coastal areas of the states on the
east coast periodically face Åood and drainage
problems in the wake of monsoon depression and
cyclonic storms. The problem is accentuated when
the Åoods synchronise with high tide. The rivers
Tapi and Narmada are occasionally in high Åood,
affecting areas in the lower reaches in Gujarat.

Urban ñooding
Historically, civilisations have developed along river
courses. Towns have grown faster on account of
an increase in inÅux of population. Owing to lack of
WRATH YATRA: FURY OF FLOODS
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Ranjan Panda

Urban Åooding wreaks havoc on those living in slums, often situated on the most disaster prone areas. The already fragile
economy of those living here is severely hit

regulation and control, there has been considerable
encroachment of Åood plains. Damages become
serious as a result of inadequate capacity of storm
water drainage systems. The problem of urban
Åooding has become serious as evidenced by the
Åoods in Ahmedabad, Bangalore, Bikaner, Chennai,
Hyderabad, Jaisalmer, Kolkata, Mumbai, Surat,

Vadodara, Vijayawada and Visakhapatnam. One
main reason behind the increasing phenomenon
of urban Åooding is the rapid urbanisation, which
is putting pressure on land resources and natural
drainage systems, in addition to various other
resources (see Box: Unbridled Urbanisation: Cause
for Concern).

Unbridled Urbanisation: Cause for Concern
In 2001, there were about 286 million people residing in urban areas in the country constituting
about 27.8 per cent of the total population. However, it is projected to rise to a whopping 433 million
by 2021. Added to this, yet another estimate projected that by 2015 India will have 34 cities in the
population range of 1.5 million and above.
India’s urbanisation trend
Year
S. No

Details

1

1951

1991

2001

2011*

2021
(Estimated)

No. of urban agglomerations,
cities & towns

2,765

3,768

5,161

7,935

—

2

Urban Population (in millions)

62.44

216.61

285.35

377.10

433.00

3

Percentage of Total Population

17.3

25.71

27.8

31.16

32.3

Source: OfÄce of the Registrar General India, 2001 ((Population totals for India and states for the Census of India-2001)
*2011 data is based on Census 2011
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Table 1: Cities affected by Åooding between 2000-2010
Year

City

2000

Hyderabad

2001

Ahmedabad

2002

Delhi

2003

Delhi

2004

Chennai

2005

Severe°Åooding°was°reported°from°10°cities°and°Mumbai°was°worst°affected.°

2006

Number°of°affected°cities°rose°to°22.°Surat°was°worst°affected.°The Vishakhapatnam°airport
was flooded for°more°than°10°days.°

2007

Number°of°affected°cities°rose°to°35.°Kolkata°was°worst°affected.°°

2008

Jamshedpur,°Mumbai,°Hyderabad°were°worst°affected.°

2009

Delhi

2010

Guwahati and Delhi

Note: This list is not exhaustive

The cities affected by urban Åooding since 2000 are
given in Table 1. Over the years, there has been an
increase in the number of urban Åood disasters due
to various factors as given below and in Table 2.
Causes of urban Åooding
The various reasons behind urban Åooding include
the following and are also summarised in Table 2.
O

O

O

Heavy rainfall / Flash Åoods: In case of heavy
rains the speed of the water is faster in urban
paved areas thus and raises the water level
even more quickly.
Fewer lakes: With lesser number of lakes,
which can store excess water and control the
water Åow, there are more chances of Åooding.
Silting: As there is a large amount of sediment
in the drains, their capacity to hold excess
water is reduced. Thus when heavy rain occurs,
these silted drains cannot carry the complete
discharge and cause Åooding.

O

Increased rainfall: This is due to:
X Urban heat island effect: It is now a wellknown fact that more urbanisation leads
to an increase in rainfall. Whenever rain
bearing clouds pass over hot areas, the
hot air pushes the clouds up, resulting
in highly localised rainfall which may be
of high intensity at times. Recent studies
such as the Metropolitan Meteorological
Experiment (METROMEX) conducted in
St. Louis, USA, found that urbanisation
led to a 5-25 per cent increase in
summer precipitation within and 50-75
km downwind of the city. Even National
Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) indicated increased rainfall
intensities over urban areas due to the
Urban Heat Island Effect.
X Climate change: The Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has
observed that the signiÄcant increase of
gases like carbon dioxide, methane and
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O

O

O

nitrous oxide in the atmosphere along with
the implications of global warming is likely
to increase the total precipitation and runoff. This may even lead to a higher level of
storm intensity.
Increasing population: Due to more number
of people, there is increased pressure on the
land for food, shelter and living. As a result, a
lot of land is over cultivated and over-grazed,
thus increasing the risk of Åooding.
Deforestation: As more number of trees are
being felled especially near the rivers, there is
increase in soil erosion, leading to increasing
frequency of urban Åoods.
Blocking off stormwater drains: Areas
essentially created by the storm water drains
to let Åood waters pass freely are being
trespassed by people for developmental
purposes thus blocking off water Åow and
leading to Åoods.

O

O

O

Urbanisation: One of the main reasons for
urban Åoods is the unplanned urbanisation.
Many low lying areas near or around the
cities which acted as Åood absorbers are
slowly being Älled up and built upon due to
urbanisation, thus causing urban Åooding.
Besides, due to an increased population
pressure and inadequacy of space more
number of informal settlements are coming up
in urban areas. These are mostly unplanned,
and growing randomly, often block the
natural drainage and sewerage systems,
leading to Åoods.
Gaps in urban planning: Natural hydrological
drainage systems are ignored during urban
planning
Poor
preparedness,
maintenance
and
management: Delhi is a classic example
where every year several drainage and sewer
systems collapse during monsoon due to

Table 2: Factors causing urban Åooding
Meteorological factors Hydrological factors

Human factors

Rainfall

Soil moisture level

Land use changes (eg. Surface sealing due to
urbanisation, deforestation), increased run off
and sedimentation

Cyclonic storms

Groundwater level prior to
storm

Occupation of the Åood plain thereby
obstructing Åows

Small-scale storms

Natural surface inÄltration
rate

InefÄciency or non maintenance of drainage
infrastructure

Temperature

Presence of impervious
cover

Too efÄcient drainage of upstream areas
which increases Åood peaks

Snowfall and snow
melting

Channel cross-sectional
shape and roughness

Climate change effects, magnitude and
efÄciency of precipitation and Åoods

Presence or absence of
over-bank Åow channel
network

Urban micro-climate enforcing precipitation
events

Synchronisation of
run-offs from various parts
of a watershed

Sudden release of water from dams located
upstream of cities/towns*

High tide impending
drainage

Failure to release water from dams resulting
in backwater effect*
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O

poor maintenance. Flood control measures
are ignored.
Lack of ownership: The presence of multiple
authorities
diffuse
responsibility
and
ownership.

Consequences of urban Åooding
Urban Åooding affects the urban population in
several ways:
O

O

O

O

Communication: Increase in trafÄc jams,
disruption on roads, telecommunication
disturbances and adverse impact to supply of
essential commodities.
Economical:
Price rise of essential
commodities, increase in loss of assets due
to Åooding in warehouses and risk to lives
and goods due to Äre or accident due to short
circuit.
Social: Increased poverty levels and the
inability of the poor to get out of the poverty
trap. There is increased psychological stress
on people, especially those living in low-lying
areas and facing collapsed structures. Besides,
lack of regular supply of essential commodities
can cause unrest and conÄcts.
Environmental: Increased water pollution and
lack of adequate means of waste disposal.

O

Health: Stagnant water and waste accumulation
in dustbins, water pollution adds to the problem
and often leads to many water-related diseases.

Preventive measures
The management of urban Åooding is an emerging
challenge, and has to be addressed holistically.
Adoption of few measures as indicated below can
reduce the impact of Åooding.
O

O

O

O

Better forecasting of heavy rain over mega
cities with the help of Doppler Weather Radars
(DWRs). DWRs help in providing a lead-time of
3 to 6 hours for monitoring all developing high
impact rainfall events and help in effective urban
Åood emergency response management. It
can identify the zones of severe thunderstorm/
rainfall in urban areas by closely monitoring the
movement of cloud bands (see Box: Preparing
Mumbai Post July 2005 Floods).
An assessment of vulnerable zones in and
around the mega cities to understand Åood risks
and improve disaster management procedures.
Focus on improvement of old drainage systems,
re-enforcement of weak and old buildings and
introduction of area speciÄc building codes.
Implementation of health and sanitation
measures to prevent spreading of diseases.

Preparing Mumbai post July 2005 ñoods
On 26th July 2005, Mumbai suffered severe Åooding due to 944 mm rainfall in 24 hours as recorded
at the Santa Cruz observatory at Mumbai airport. According to the Government of Maharashtra,
over 60 per cent of Mumbai city was inundated to various degrees. At that time, there was no
reliable real-time rainfall forecast mechanism and Indian Meteorological Department (IMD) was
unable to issue advance warnings due to the lack of state-of-the-art monitoring equipment.
To improve the response and determine the spatial and temporal variation of rainfall in real-time, a
network of 35 weather stations with tipping bucket rain gauges has been setup in the city in June
2006. This network has enabled monitoring of rainfall in real-time and has been of immense beneÄt
to disaster managers for mobilizing rescue and relief to the Åood affected areas during the heavy
rainfall since 2006.
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Preparation of a long term plan for controlling
large scale rural-urban migration through
diversiÄcation of industries and employment
opportunities.
Knowledge building and greater awareness
among people on weather warning and
forecasts.
Increased emphasis on urban reforestation for
pollution control in urban areas.

O

O

O

dwellings and livelihood make Åoods most feared
amongst natural disasters.
An assessment of Åood damages caused for a span
of 58 years between 1953-2011 reveals that on an
average, 32 million persons get affected due to
Åoods in a year, with the maximum being 70 million
in 1978. Total annual damage on crops, houses and
public utilities was estimated to be nearly Rs 3,609
crore (Rs 36.09 billion) during this period.

Flood damages
Floods are a natural hydrological phenomena and
occur after meteorological events such as intense
or prolonged spells of rainfall or unusually high
coastal estuarine water levels due to storm surges.
Floods not only result in a loss of human and
livestock life, damage to property and livelihood,
but also create a sense of insecurity and fear in the
minds of people living in the Åood-prone areas.

In terms of Änancial losses, recent Åoods have
been far more destructive. The total loss of crops,
houses and public utilities in 2009 was Rs 32,541
crore (Rs 32.54 billion), the highest for any year.

UB Photos

The after-effects of Åoods like the agony of
survivors, spread of epidemics, non-availability
of essential commodities and medicines, loss of

Between 1953-2011, there was a marginal
decline in Åood-affected areas, with 1977, 1978
and 1979 being the worst. While the 1977 Åoods
killed over 11,000 people, 1978 Åoods were the
most destructive in terms of area and population
affected: The Åood submerged over 17 mha of
land, affecting more than 70 million people and
damaged over 3.5 million houses. In 1979, Åoods
wiped out 6.2 lakh (0.62 million) cattle.

Floodwaters reach the doors of a school in Narayanpur town, Assam, where often doubles up as a shelter against Åoods
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The 2003 Åoods destroyed crops worth Rs 7,298
crore (Rs 72.98 billion), while the Åood-induced
damage to houses was more than Rs 10,000 crore
(Rs 100 billion) in 2009.
States under water
Some of the damage caused by Åoods across
various states in recent times is given below.
Andhra Pradesh
Andhra Pradesh is exposed to cyclones, storm
surges, Åoods and droughts. A moderate to severe
intensity cyclone can be expected to make a land
fall every two to three years. About 44 per cent
of the state is vulnerable to tropical storms and
related hazards.
Year 2013

Year 2012

• Districts affected:
16 (West Godavari,
Srikakulam,°Visakhapatnam,
Krishna in coastal Andhra
and Mahbubnagar
and°Nalgonda in Telangana
suffer most)

November 2012
• Cyclone ‘Nilam’
and north west
monsoons
affected over 100
villages.

• Villages affected: 5,186
• Crop damaged: 11.37 lakh
ha (1.14 million), including
cotton (5.97 lakh°ha) and
paddy (4.72 lakh ha)

• Over 77,000
hectares of crops
destroyed.

• No of ponds damaged:
184 hectares
• No. of houses damaged:
42,000
Assam
The annual devastation comes in multiple waves ranging from three to four - beginning April.

Year 2013, July 2013

Year 2012, July 2013

• 12 districts affected
(Bongaigaon,
Chirang, Dhemaji,
Golaghat, Jorhat,
Kamrup, Karimganj,
Lakhimpur, Morigaon,
Nagaon, Sivasagar
and Tinsukia).
Nearly 396 villages
affected and around
7,000 hectares of
agricultural land
destroyed.

1st Wave: 126 people
dead & 17 missing;
Over 700 animals
drowned.
Nearly 40 per cent of the
state’s area, including
2.54 lakh hectares of
crop area damaged.
Estimated loss to
farmers about Rs 900
crore.

• Nearly 559 animals
from Kaziranga
National Park dead.
• Northern districts
of Bangladesh also
affected with nearly
100,000 people
suffering from scarcity
of food and drinking
water.

Altogether 538 animals
including 13 rhinos,
from Kaziranga National
Park killed in the Åoods.
2nd Wave
Affected 71 villages in
these Äve districts.
3rd Wave
Affected over 2 million
people in six districts
were affected.

1st Wave: April-June
2nd Wave: Starts in June till August
3rd Wave: Till about September
According to ofÄcials in the State Disaster
Management Agency (SDMA), of the 4,400
kilometers of embankments along the Brahmaputra
and most of its tributaries, over 950 kilometers are
known to be ‘extremely vulnerable’ and a further
2,390 kilometers are ‘vulnerable.’
According to the Economic Survey of the state,
Åoods rob Assam of Rs 200 crore (Rs 2 billion) every
year. Huge amount of erosion takes place on both
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the banks of the Brahmaputra and its tributaries.
The average annual erosion is around 8,000 ha. It
has been estimated that an area of 0.43 mha has
been eroded by the rivers in Assam since 1950, an
equivalent of 7.4 per cent of the total landmass of
the state.

Year 2013
Districts affected: 20
Villages affected: 4,200
Human lives lost: 205
People displaced: 5.4 million

Bihar
One of the country’s most Åood-prone states,
nearly 76 per cent of north Bihar population lives
under the constant threat of Åoods. The link
between India and Nepal through the Kosi River is
one of the main reasons for Bihar Åoods. Rainfall in
Nepal overloads dams and lead to Åash Åoods in
the Bihar region.
The 2013 Åood in Bihar affected more than 5.4
million people from 4,200 villages in 20 districts of
the state. This was due to continuous heavy rainfall
in the Ganga basins leading to an overÅow of water
from the Ganga and its tributaries. This led to a
huge loss of human lives and livestock.
Ironically, after the 2013 Åoods, the state
government declared 33 of 38 districts as
drought-affected due to a rainfall deÄciency of

Cattle death: 6,455
Crop affected: Over 0.5 mha
Houses damaged: 7,005 fully and 108,876
partially

nearly 25 per cent (668.6 mm as against annual
average at 892.2 mm).
There are some innovations that are helping
Åood-affected people deal with immediate
problems associated with Åoods (see Box: Living
with Floods in Bihar).
Himachal Pradesh
Heavy rainfall caused devastating Åoods and
landslides in the state of Himachal Pradesh. In 2013,
Kinnaur district was the most affected with 130

Living with Floods in Bihar
Megh Pyne Abhiyan, started in December 2005, is an organisation working in the Åood-prone areas
of north Bihar. Some of the innovative work undertaken include the following:
•
•
•

•
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Jal kothis: A locally innovative rainwater storage structure in Åood affected areas so that clean
water is available for drinking and cooking food.
Matka Älter: An indigenous solution for assessing iron contamination level in water in Bihar and
subsequent removal of the same.
Phayedemand shauchalaya: As open defecation is high in Åood prone regions, this toilet design
is unique. It has separate collection tanks for urine and faecal matter that is built above the
ground. It is not only cheap and long lasting, but also prevents water wastage. It can be used
both during and after the Åoods conveniently.
Dug wells: A potential safe source of drinking water for arsenic and iron contaminated region in
north Bihar. The dug wells are treated for preventing microbial contamination.
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Displacement and livelihood disruption are common in Åood-affected areas. Displaced agrarian populations such as these
in Nagaon, Assam have no option but set up shelter and dry their produce along roadsides

people losing their lives and nearly 70,000 being
stranded. The state witnessed a tourist drop of a
million as compared to 2012.
Odisha
A severe cyclonic storm Phailin, caused substantial
damage in Andhra Pradesh and Odisha in early
October 2013.
An unprecedented and timely evacuation drive, said
to be the country’s biggest ever, ensured minimum
casualties as Cyclone Phailin hit coastal Odisha.
The cyclone’s effect extended over 17 of the 40
districts in the state, affecting 16,487 villages and
43 urban areas. Nearly 20 million people were
affected. Because of the timely evacuation, the
number of people who lost their lives was restricted
to 28. Over 3.8 lakh houses were destroyed,
crops over 500,000 hectares were damaged. The

economic loss was pegged at Rs 2,400 crore (Rs
24 billion) due to the cyclone.
Uttar Pradesh
In 2013, 608 villages across 23 district were
badly affected by Åoods, with 264 people losing
thier lives, over 700,000 affected and a cattle loss
of 500.
Uttarakhand
The raging Bhagirathi, Alaknanda and Mandakini
were swollen like never before in Uttarakhand
and swept away whatever came in their way from
June 14, 2013 – June 26, 2013.
According to the IMD, rainfall in Uttarakhand
during the week of 20 to 26 June 2013 was 37
per cent above the normal rainfall. During this
period, the state received 73.3 cm of rain while
the normal rainfall is usually 53.6 cm.
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The continuous and heavy rains with incidents
of cloudbursts, landslides and Åash Åoods in the
state led to a huge number of casualities and
damages. The districts most affected in the region
were Rudraprayag, Chamoli, Uttarkashi, Tehri,
Pithoragarh, Bageshwar, Almora and Dehradun.

Emerging alarming trends

A situation report as on July 2, 2013 is given in
Table 3.

Already there are indications in the region with heavy
rains lashing out in western parts of the state even

It is believed that due to global warming the climate
of Rajasthan will change signiÄcantly in the future.
Scientists believe that by 2030s, the deserts of
Rajasthan will become swampy.

Table 3: Situation report for Uttarakhand Åoods
Affected

Infrastructure damage

Environmental stress

Over 1,000 human lives lost in
Uttarakhand and 3,000 missing;
Under 50 in Himachal dead

400 villages in Uttarkashi,
More than 30 million tourists/
Rudraprayag, Chamoli and Tehri
pilgrims stranded at the time of
regions washed off, submerged or the disaster in Uttarakhand
affected. 600 villages completely
cut off

100,000 – 103,000 people
evacuated while nearly 5,000 still
await evacuation

Estimated loss to economy
Rs 3,000 crore (Rs 30 billion)

60 hours of continous rain

16 lakh people affected

2,232 houses destroyed in
Uttarakhand

Cloud burst leading to 330 mm
of rain

More than 1,000 livestock dead

1,000 bridges damaged; 695
water schemes affected; more
than 300 villages facing severe
drinking water shortage

50% houses swept away
in Uttarakhand were illegal
constructions on river bed

Source: http://unitedwaymumbai.org/docs/Uttarakhand%20Floods-%20Situation%20report-July%202%202013.pdf)

Financial assistance
During the XIth Five Year Plan, some 406 schemes
at an estimated cost of Rs.7,574.80 crore with
central share of Rs 5,984.19 crore were included
for funding under Flood Management Program.
Allocations for the XIIth Five Year Plan for the Åood
sector stand at Rs 55,440 crore.
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in the month of October 2013 when usually winter
sets in here. Besides, with an increase in the heat
and breeze from the southwest seas the moisture
in desert areas is increasing and thus contributing
to a rise in the average rainfall. Prior to 1992, the
average rainfall recorded in the desert regions of
the state used to be 20 mm which rose to 165 mm
in the 2000s and subsequently to 210 mm.
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As the climatic conditions in Rajasthan are
changing, the geography is also getting altered
with Åooding becoming common in many villages.
The low-lying areas in Bikaner district, particularly
in Kolayat area, were Åooded by heavy rains in
August 2012. So was the case with Jaisalmer
in 2013. Many low-lying areas of Jaisalmer like
Dabla, Ramgarh, Fatehgarh were badly affected
with over 100 mud houses damaged in Ramgarh
area alone.

development programmes that integrate Åoods
and Åooding and adopting water management and
storage measures that mitigate the impact of Åoods.
Some of the efforts include:
O

O

O

Staying añoat
The South Asian region is Åood-prone. While
considerable resources are spent on Åoods and
Åood relief, given the scale, efforts are inadequate.
Slowly acceptance is growing that Åoods are a
natural phenomena and perhaps efforts should
be directed elsewhere: In reducing the risk and
impact of Åoods. Flood mitigation is possible by
undertaking activities at regional, national and
local levels.
Most of the rivers Åowing through Assam, Bihar, UP
and Punjab have their catchments beyond political
boundaries in Nepal, Tibet, Bhutan and China.
Heavy rainfall in these rivers in these countries
cause these rivers to spill their banks. At the same
time, monsoon in India increases the volume of
water in these rivers.

O

O

O

O

O

O

There are several options to reduce the impacts of
Åoods. These include preparing for Åoods, promoting

O

Improving cooperation among riparian countries
for early warning and information sharing and
improved river management;
Thoroughly assessing the ecological and socioeconomic impact of ‘controlling rivers’;
Integrating
disasters
into
development
programmes, identifying and implementing
options that strengthen the capacity to not only
cope, but also get out of the disaster-poverty
vicious cycle;
Developing early warning systems and
communicating these to people who will be
affected in a manner that they are able to
comprehend and put to use;
Securing livelihoods, by, for example, changing
the cropping pattern from the conventional
summer plantation to pre-and post-Åood crops
and using the waterbodies for developing
Äsheries;
Promoting local solutions so that families are
ready at the individual level;
Ensuring sound natural resource management
for effective water utilisation;
Promoting traditional coping mechanisms such
as homestead raising, setting up seed bank/
granaries, livestock shelters and fodder banks;
Addressing land loss issues; and,
Providing microcredit for setting up small
livelihood ventures.
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Vijay Kutty

As water disappears during drought, the search for a few drops can include venturing into the bowels of the earth. The
burden on women increase manifold as they scrounge in sources and walk miles to provide water for their family
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C HAPTER 7

Damocles' sword: The spectre of drought
India is not new to drought. Between 1801-2002, the country experienced
42 severe droughts, one almost every Äve years. Between 1900-2006, nearly
1,061 million people were affected and 4.25 million lost their lives. With
almost 68 per cent of the cultivated land susceptible to drought it is more
than time to cut losses. Being prepared, capturing available rain, sound land
and water management practises hold the key

Jhansi railway station, 5 am, June 2009. It was
difÄcult to set foot on the platform: Everywhere,
on the platforms and the approach leading to the
railway station, men, women and even children
along with their parents were found waiting,
resting, sleeping. Weary from struggling against
a failed monsoon, these people were waiting for
trains to take them out of their misery, to cities such
as Delhi, Gurgaon, Mumbai and Bangalore, so that
they could escape, to less water dependent and
hence more secured future. This was one year
when the people were forced to migrate because
they were not getting drinking water. So great was
the deÄcit.

raha hai paani paani (every Indian child in the village
is asking for water) appeared as a silent appeal.
This situation, in a region historically known for its
traditional water harvesting systems of bundela
and chandela tanks built by the erstwhile kings.

Jhansi is one of the thirteen districts that fall under
the Bundelkhand region, six of which are in Madhya
Pradesh and the rest in Uttar Pradesh.

Bundelkhand has a strong patriarchal society.
Even in the peak summers, when temperatures
are in the mid-forties, while passing the menfolk,
women remove their footwear and carry these
on their head. There is an ancient phrase coined
here, Ghagri chahe toot jayee, matki na phute (My
husband may die, but my water pot should not
break). Perhaps nothing can be more eloquent
than this old saying in a region riddled by caste and
patriarchy, where women status is low and that of
widows, virtually non-existent. Over and above,
the struggle to quench thirst.

2009 was the fourth year of consecutive drought. A
wall painting Gaon ka har bacha Hindustani maang

India is not new to drought. Yet, inspite of efforts to
deal with drought through preparedness, relief and
DAMOCLES' SWORD: THE SPECTRE OF DROUGHT
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mitigation people continue to struggle to deal with
it, even after considerable investment. The story
of the 2009 Bundelkhand drought starkly brings to
the fore how neglect of traditional water harvesting
systems, faulty policies and practises brought
about a disaster of epic proportions, dealing with
which will require signiÄcant resources and time.

Deðning drought
The Indian subcontinent experiences two
monsoons: The south-west or the summer monsoon
(June-September) accounting for 70-80 per cent of
the annual rainfall over major parts of South Asia
and the north-east or the winter monsoon.
Droughts in India are primarily due to failures of rain
from the south-west monsoon. A drought year is
deÄned by the Indian Meteorological Department
(IMD) as one where the overall rainfall deÄciency is
more than 10 per cent of the Long Term Average
(LTA) value and more than 20 per cent of its area is
affected by drought conditions, either moderate of
severe, or a combination of the two.
Drought is a normal, recurrent climatic feature
occurring in all climatic regimes, usually
characterised in terms of its spatial extension,
intensity and duration. Conditions of drought
occur when the rainfall is deÄcient in relation to the
statistical multi-year average for a region, over an
extended period of a season or year or more.

Hydrological drought is deÄned as the deÄciencies
in surface and sub-surface water supplies leading
to a lack of water for normal needs.
Agricultural drought, which is usually triggered by
the above two and occurs when soil moisture and
rainfall are not sufÄcient during the crop growing
season, causing extreme crop stress and wilting.

Mapping drought
Around 68 per cent of the cultivated area in the
country is prone to drought across arid, semi-arid
and sub-humid areas. The periodicity of drought
is indicated in Map 1. Of this 68 per cent, nearly
33 per cent area has a chronic drought problem
(102 out of 604 districts) while another 35 per cent
(327 out of 604 districts) is drought-prone.
Map 1: Periodicity of drought
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Droughts are classiÄed into three types:
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Meteorological drought, which usually precedes
other kinds of drought and is deÄned as the lack of
precipitation from expected or normal levels over a
period of time. It is further classiÄed as moderate
drought if the rainfall deÄcit is between 26-50 per
cent and severe when the rainfall deÄcit exceeds
50 per cent.
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Source: Crisis management plan, Drought, 2012, Ministry of
Agriculture, Government of India, p 2.
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Drought-prone areas are often water-stressed
areas, and host to a large population of India’s
poor. In these areas the link between water scarcity
and poverty is pronounced. Most of India’s very
poor inhabit drought-prone areas. Around 134
million people, dependent on agriculture, reside in
chronic drought-prone areas. Drought prone areas

On an average, drought afÅicts these areas every
third year. Between 1801-2002, the country
experienced 42 severe droughts, one almost
every Äve years. Taking into consideration the
data of the rainfall in the last 100 years, there has
been a severe drought every eight to nine years
(see Table 1).

Table 1: Major droughts in India (1900 – 2000)
Year

Losses (Ägures in parenthesis
give loss in monetary terms)

Area affected by drought

July/2002

Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan, Punjab,
Haryana, Delhi, Karnataka, Kerala, Nagaland,
Odisha, Chhattisgarh, Himachal Pradesh, Gujarat,
Maharashtra, Andhra Pradesh,Tamil Nadu

300,000,000 people affected
(US$ 910,721,000)

May/2001

New Delhi, Rajasthan, Gujarat, Odisha

20 deaths

April/2000

Gujarat, Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh, Andhra
Pradesh, Odisha, Maharashtra

90,000,000 affected (US$
588,000,000)

March/1993 Bihar, Odisha, Andhra Pradesh, Maharashtra, Gujarat, 1,175,000 affected
Madhya Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh, Karnataka, Odisha
1987

Gujarat, Rajasthan, Odisha, Madhya Pradesh, Andhra
Pradesh, Maharashtra and four Union Territories

300 deaths/300,000,000
affected

April/1983

Kerala, Tamil Nadu, Rajasthan

100,000,000 affected

1973

All India drought

(US$ 50,000,000)

1972

All India drought

100,000,000 affected

1964

Mysore, Rajasthan, All India

166,500,000 affected

1942

Kolkata, Bengal region

1,500,000 deaths

1900

Bengal

12,50,000 deaths

Source: J S Samra, 2004. Review and analysis of drought monitoring, declaration and management in India. Working paper 84,
IWMI, page 2

are those where the annual rainfall is less than 75
per cent of the normal in 20 per cent of the years
examined. If the annual rainfall is less than 75 per
cent on 40 per cent of the years examined, then the
area is identiÄed as a chronic drought prone area.

These droughts take their pound of Åesh: The
Belgium-based Centre for Research on the
Epidemiology of Disasters estimates that droughts
have affected nearly 1,061 million people and killed
4.25 million people in India between 1900-2006.
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The story of Bundelkhand

Critically declared drought hit
Jalaun

UTTTAR PRADESH
Datia

Hamirpur
Jhansi
Banda
Mahoba
Chitrakoot
Tikamgarh
Chhatarpur

Lalitpur
Panna

MADHYA PRADESH
Sagar

Damoh

The Bundelkhand region is spread over around
69,000 sq km in seven districts of Uttar Pradesh,
(Chitrakoot, Banda, Jhansi, Jalaun, Hamirpur,
Mahoba and Lalitpur) and six districts of Madhya
Pradesh (Chhatarpur, Tikamgarh, Damoh, Sagar,
Datia and Panna). These districts are amongst the
most backward in the country. Bundelkhand is a
complex, rain-fed, vulnerable, socio-economically
heterogeneous region. A hard rock area with
limited inadequate groundwater resources, it lacks
infrastructure and access to improved technologies.
Historically, Bundelkhand region used to have one
drought in 16 years, which increased three fold
during the period 1968-1992. Between 2005-2009,
the region witnessed a continuous drought.
The 2009 drought in Bundelkhand impacted 16
million people: 40 per cent farms were not sown,
bringing down food production by 30 per cent,
while 70 per cent of ponds and tanks dried up.
Perhaps for the Ärst time, people were migrating
because of a shortage of drinking water (Indira
Khurana, personal visit, 2009).
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The causes of the crisis were many:
O
Environmental degradation as a result of
increased deforestation in the historically
dense forest of Bundelkhand region. The
inter-ministerial central team that visited the
region reported that the forested area in UP
side of Bundelkhand was a mere 7.75 per cent
whereas in the MP side of Bundelkhand, the
area under forests had declined to 26.2 per
cent from nearly 40 per cent in the 1950s;
O
Decline in traditional water harvesting systems;
O
Over-exploitation of groundwater leading to
thousands of handpumps becoming defunct;
O
Moderate to severe meteorological drought
due to rainfall deÄcit. Hydrological drought
was evident from 15 to 47 per cent decline
in the Älling of reservoirs in MP, 28 to 64 per
cent in UP, drying up of tanks, ponds dried up
tanks, ponds and dugwells and a steep fall in
groundwater table;
O
Impact of less rainfall on the primarily raindependent agriculture in the region. Coupled
with poor soil and low productivity, this water
scarcity caused a problem of food security;
and,
O
Climatic uncertainties, leading to extended
and frequent spells of drought, in turn leading
to reduced agricultural yields.
All of this led to acute poverty due to lack
of
employment
opportunities;
increased
indebtedness, increase in number of farmer
suicides and increased migration of the local
population due to insecurity of livelihoods.
Special relief package
In November 2009, a Central Government team
visited Bundelkhand and recommended a relief
package of Rs 8,316 crore for the region, against
which a relief package of Rs 7,266 crore for
the drought-hit and rain-stripped region was
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announced. The package includes institutional
credit and debt waivers, watershed management,
irrigation and development of appropriate
agricultural and livestock practises.

Such industrialisation can only lead to perpetuation
of water related disasters.

The package is being implemented by the
respective government departments in the two
states and monitored by the Planning Commission.
By November 2012, the states had spent a mere
18 per cent of the total allocation. The package
was subsequently extended up to 2017.

Even in the peak drought some villages had enough
water to drink and for agriculture. This was because
they had rallied around and begun to harvest rain
water, whatever little they were fortunate to receive.
For example,

This package provided ample proof that in absence
or neglect of land and water management, costs are
high. While the human costs cannot be quantiÄed,
the Änancial resources required for regenerating
the ecology, the economy and human development
are often in multiples of what would have been the
original cost of implementing good water and land
management programmes.
Wooing investors to Bundelkhand
In April 2008, the MP government organised a
Bundelkhand investors meet that saw the inking of
36 MoUs worth Rs 29,549 crore. The MP districts
of Bundelkhand have large deposits of iron, rock
phosphates, diamonds, pyrophylites, granites,
dolomites, limestone, sandstone and marble. The
areas of investment were in mineral-based projects,
food processing and agro-based industries. Six
MoUs were signed in steel and captive power plant;
Äve MoUs in cement; 11 in iron/ ferro-alloy; one
each in cooking coal and alumina; eight in jatropa
plantation/ bio-diesel; and, four in others sectors.
Most of the industries are water guzzlers and the
state has promised preferential land and water
resources. Bio-diesel plantation is also water
intensive. It therefore came as a surprise when
the CM stated that this industrialisation is part of
the state’s efforts in dealing with chronic drought.

Hope amidst gloom

(a) In Rajpura village in Jalaun district, the villagers
dug two ponds: One with local government funds
and one with their own resources and placed
a recharge pit in the middle of the ponds. This
enabled recharge of the groundwater that charged
up the handpumps with drinking water.
(b) In Himmatpura village it became mandatory
for each household to harvest rooftop water, even
from the thatched roof. Each and every house here
has laid pipes that harvests rainwater from the
sloping tiled roofs, directing it to an abandoned
tubewell. The drinking water problems were solved
with water gushing out form the hand pump and
the tubewell.
Few key lessons emerged from the above efforts:
O
Short-term and long-term measures are
both needed to address the drinking water
crisis. Monsoons may fail, but rarely does the
situation arise that there is nil rainfall. Whatever
falls must be captured.
O
Priority needs to be given to an integrated
approach of recharge and overall local
ecological regeneration.
O
Strong, practical and proactive community
level institutions are essential.
Thus, in addition to Änancial resources, arresting
the downward spiral of this drought-prone region
needs development of robust and resilient systems
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of livelihoods, along with solutions for regenerating
the local environment and conserving water. Some
of these include:
O
Revival and protection of traditional water
harvesting systems, desilting of tanks and
recharge of dugwells;
O
Participatory and integrated watershed
management;
O
Crop diversiÄcation with innovative cultivation
practices;
O
Promoting low water consuming horticulture

O

crops that increase farmers’ income; and,
Setting up of only those industries that are not
water intensive.

While efforts were being made to deal with the
serious Bundelkhand drought in 2013, another
state, Maharashtra faced a serious crisis of
drought, saved, thankfully by the appearance of an
adequately and timely monsoon (see Box: Nature’s
Fury or Human Folly?). But is it really necessary to
always be at the mercy of the raingods?

Nature’s Fury or Human Folly?
In early 2013, (monsoon sets in June), the state of Maharashtra faced one of the worst droughts in
recent memory, with key politicians stating that that this year’s drought was worse than the one in
1972, which was termed as a famine. Could this entirely be ascribed to monsoon failure?
Maharashtra is not new to drought. Climatologically, the state can be divided into four regions
each with their own frequency of drought occurrence that range from once in three years to once in
twelve years.
Almost 20 per cent of the state – 11,801 villages across 15 districts – were declared as droughtaffected. Acute drinking water scarcity was faced in 1,779 villages and 4,709 smaller habitations.
Some villages were facing drought for the second consecutive year. In March, 1,454 towns and 4,100
villages were supplied with 1,850 tankers of water. Drinking water supply was fast drying up and
estimates indicated that use of tankers could increase up to 2,100.
Big dams like Jayakwadi, Ujani and Koyna were running dry and had to rely on dead stock for
supplying water. Marathwada region had the worst statistics of water levels, with only nine per cent of
the total capacity remaining as compared to 30 per cent in the previous year. According to the state’s
Groundwater Surveys, 195 of the 1,531 watersheds were critically depleted, 73 already over-exploited.
In Ahmednagar district, lack of irrigation destroyed cotton, wheat, and grape and sweet lime
plantations, and would impact sugarcane production: A 10-15 per cent decline in India’s sugar output
was expected due to reduced cane availability from Maharastra.
Analysis of the situation by some civil society groups ascribed the cause of the drought situation to
poor water management, water-intensive cropping patterns (sugarcane for example), absence of a
long-term view to manage water and drought, neglect of local water management systems, diversion
of water resources to non-priority uses and absence of a long-term view to manage water and drought
With 70 per cent of the water going for sugarcane cultivation and some being diverted for drinking
water, dams had little to offer for farming.
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According to researchers unless drastic counter measures were taken urgently, almost 30 million
people could be affected. And, this would happen in that state which contributes 13.3 per cent of GDP.
In March an Empowered Group of Ministers on drought headed by the Agriculture Minister approved a
Rs 1,207 crore relief package. Other measures announced included: (a) 25 per cent of the budgetary
fund allocation in 2013 for long-term water conservation measures and drought-relief schemes; (b)
State to open animal shelters on ‘zero deposit’; and, (c) Schemes worth Rs 22,700 crore for agriculture,
irrigation and water conservation.
Thankfully in June, the monsoon arrived on time in Maharashtra bringing huge relief to areas reeling
under serious drought situations. As on June 13, 2013, the state had received 36.6 per cent of the
average rainfall for June, and 177 of the 355 districts in the state, had already received 100 per cent
rainfall for the period. With the timely rain, pre-sowing operations started in full swing.

Aman Kumar

This time the rain god relented. But poor management and misplaced priorities of water allocation and
distribution may not always be rescued by a benevolent monsoon.

The Bihar drought caused immense misery to women and children as land lay barren and water sources bone dry
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Cause and effects of droughts
Droughts cause the death and displacement of
more people than cyclones, Åoods and earthquakes
combined, making them the world’s most destructive
natural hazard. Yet, while droughts are expected
to increase in frequency, area and intensity due
to climate change, effective drought management
policies are missing in most parts of the world.
According to a joint statement issued by Luc
Gnacadeja, Executive Secretary of the UNCCD,
Michel Jarraud, Secretary General of the Word
Meteorological Organisation and Jose Graziano de
Silva, Director General of the Food and Agricultural
Organisation in March 2013, “Droughts have scarred
human history since ancient times. While lacking
the drama of earthquakes or hurricanes, droughts
cause more deaths and displace more people than
any other kind of natural disaster.”
Drought impacts include economic, environmental
and social impacts, affecting the local and national
economy in various direct and indirect ways.
Direct impacts are usually physical/material and
include reduced agricultural production, increased
Äre hazard, depleted water levels, higher animal
mortality – both livestock and wildlife, and damage
to livestock and wildlife habitats. When these direct
impacts have a multiplier impact on economy and
society these are known as indirect impacts. The
latter are often so diffuse, that it is difÄcult to arrive
at Änancial Ägures to estimate actual losses.

result in a decline in income and purchasing power
of the farmers. All industries that are dependent
on agricultural produce as raw material also suffer
economic losses. All this leads to price increase. If
the drought is at a national level, then the macroeconomic indicators are also affected.
Environmental impacts include lower levels of
water in reservoirs, lakes and ponds and reduced
Åows in spring and streams, leading to reduced
availability of drinking water for humans, Äsh and
animals. It may also cause loss of forest cover,
migration of wildlife and greater mortality.
Reduced steam Åows may cause wetland loss,
salinity ingress, aquifer loss, decline in water quality
and productivity of the landscape. A prolonged
drought may increase stress on endangered
species and cause biodiversity loss.
Social impacts arise from lack of income
causing migration of the population from the
drought-affected areas. There are several coping
mechanisms adopted in India: migration to cities to
work as labour on construction sites, withdrawal of
children from schools, postponement of marriage,
selling of assets such as cattle and land. In addition
to all this is the loss of social status and dignity.
Inadequate food supply can lead to malnutrition.
Shortage of water for drinking and agriculture
leads to social conÅict and disruption. Inequities
in distribution of the available water add to the
social tension.
Drought and drinking water availability

Major droughts in India were followed by signiÄcant
declines in GDP (see Box: The Indian Economy:
Chasing the Monsoon).
Economic impacts include production losses in
agriculture and other sectors, which rely on surface
and groundwater. Agricultural production losses
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Drought affects the availability of surface and
groundwater. To begin with, sources like dug wells
and ponds dry out or store less water. This affects
drinking water availability for people who depend
on surface and shallow sources, which contributes
around 15 per cent of total drinking water needs in
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The Indian Economy: Chasing the Monsoon
In India, agriculture and allied sectors like forestry, logging and Äshing account for 17 per cent of the
GDP (2011 estimate), employ 52.1 per cent of the total workforce, and despite a steady decline of
its share in the GDP, is still the largest economic sector and a signiÄcant contributor towards overall
socio-economic development.
Considerable electricity is produced by hydroelectric power plants, which are driven by water
collected during the monsoons. Electricity powers hospitals, schools, and businesses that help
the economies of these areas to develop. This is the major reason why economic growth of India
depends on the monsoon. If the monsoon is good, it boosts up the economy of the country and
helps in maintaining GDP growth.
A good rainfall boosts agricultural productivity, reduces prices and brings down inÅation. Increased
agricultural productivity enables export. It enhances groundwater levels and replenishes reservoirs,
improves potential of irrigation and hydroelectricity power generation.
The Åip side is that Åoods associated with stronger than normal monsoon can cause inundation of
low lying areas and cities leading great damage to crops, property and life. An analysis of the variation
of the GDP and the monsoon has revealed that the impact of severe droughts on GDP is between
2 to 5 per cent of GDP. Due to the 2002 drought, agricultural contribution to the GDP dipped by
3.1 per cent and agricultural income losses were pegged at Rs 39,000 crore. Governments supplied
1.5 billion litres of water daily for close to four months using tankers, trucks and trains.
The large impact of droughts on GDP is attributed to the indirect impact on the purchasing power
of the large fraction of the population dependent on agriculture. Hence if the monsoon turns out to
be a ‘normal’ monsoon, the nation heaves a sigh of relief and carries on with business as usual. If
it turns out to be a drought, there is a signiÄcant impact on agriculture and the economy, and major
drought relief programmes are launched.
The former Reserve Bank of India (RBI) Governor D. Subbarao who once stated that the performance
of monsoon would be an important factor in determining the central bank’s policy reiterated this fact
on June 7, 2013. “We also chase monsoon like millions of farmers across the country. So, monsoon
outlook and monsoon performance is going to be an important factor in determining the bank’s
policy in the next three months,” he said.

rural areas. More critically, less water in surface water
structures leads to less recharge of groundwater.
This has a direct impact on the drinking water
availability as 85 per cent of India’s rural drinking

water demand is met from groundwater. Hand
pumps run dry. This makes accessing drinking
water an expensive affair, thus keeping large
number of poor population without any provisions
for drinking water or having to pay unaffordable
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amounts. It leads to social tension, conÅict and
perpetuation of inequity. As groundwater level dips,
it becomes expensive to install deep tubewells
solely for drinking water purposes. Fetching water
from far away surface sources also makes drinking
water transportation expensive.
Meteorological and hydrological drought impact on
surface water availability and thereby groundwater
recharge. In drought-prone areas, drinking water
becomes a problem from March onwards, which
becomes acute around May-June. In case of
consecutive drought, the problem is felt from
December-January itself, which continues till June,
when hope revives for a normal monsoon.
Making drinking water available to a large population
during drought has been the most pressing aspect
of India’s drought emergency works (see Box:
Drought and the Quest for Drinking Water).

Evolution of drought management in India
Some of the major shifts in drought management
are highlighted below:
O

O

O

During the colonial period, droughts often turned
into famines, leading to colossal loss of human
lives. This gave rise to the evolution of famine
codes, manuals and response procedures to
minimise starvation deaths. Post Independence
in 1947, no famine has occurred due to various
measures undertaken.
The 1965-66 drought resulted in development
of a public distribution system to ensure
physical availability of food.
In 1972, the priority was economic access to
food through employment generation for the
drought-affected population. In the early 1970s,

Drought and the Quest for Drinking Water
During the drought of 2002-03, 18 states reported severe drinking water shortages. Of these 11
continued to experience problems during 2003-04 as well. Some of the efforts to address this thirst
are given below.
• Emergency provision of drinking water for 120,000 rural habitations and 500 towns.
• Tankers made more than 40,000 rounds to the affected villages in the four peak summer months,
carrying 116 million kilolitres of water in a day. According to government estimates, the exercise
reached over 110 million people, including 22 million in urban areas.
• To augment drinking water supplies, 2.9 million kilolitres of water were supplied through rail to
pockets in Rajasthan and Gujarat.
• Some, 2,40,700 hand pumps were repaired between July 2002 and June 2003. Over 22,000 new
hand pumps were installed, and 2,250 new tubewells commissioned.
• Some 24,895 traditional sources of water were revived.
Drinking water crisis does not always end with the drought: Often the problem continues for 2-3
years even if the monsoon is normal. Depletion of groundwater adds to this problem, increasing
vulnerability to water scarcity. The recent example of consecutive drought impacting long-term
drinking water availability is the Bundelkhand region. Though in 2010 the monsoon was good,
groundwater levels did not substantially improve.
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the Drought Prone Areas Programme (DPAP)
and the Desert Development Programme (DDP)
were conceived and implemented. Launched
in 1972 with an allocation of Rs 700 million for
54 districts in the country, DPAP covered 183
districts in 16 states
The increased drought relief expenditure
during 1969-70 and 1970-71, led the Planning
Commission appointing a committee in 1973
under the chairmanship of B S Minhas. This
committee emphasised that, ‘While a signiÄcant
expenditure from national exchequer on
drought relief operations has been repeatedly
incurred, adequate impact has not been made
in stabilising and upgrading the economy
in drought prone areas.’ The committee
suggested that the main thrust of a long-term
strategy should be of restoring the ecological
balance. It recommended an integrated
approach to the development of drought-prone
areas and argued that a mere collection of subprojects would not aggregate to an integrated
development.
O

O

than with developing a resource management
system appropriate to areas where droughts are
more frequent and where desert conditions are
more pronounced”. The task force reiterated
the need for a watershed approach, moving
away from the conventional approach of having
district as a unit of planning.
O

O

O

Monitoring of the 1979 drought underpinned
the need of resilient and stable farming systems
and livelihood opportunities. It also brought
about the key organisational/ institutional
arrangements like the Cabinet Committee on
Drought, Committees of Secretaries and the
Crisis Management Group.
A Task Force under the chairmanship of M S
Swaminathan reviewed the impacts of the DPAP
and stressed the role of planning, implementing
a long-term strategy and integrating all
schemes in the area. He observed, “If our
achievement, not withstanding the massive
investment made since the commencement of
the Rural works programmes in 1970-71, has
not been signiÄcant, it is because we have been
more concerned with registering expenditure

O

The 1987 drought ushered in watershed
management as a long-term approach for
drought-prooÄng. The DPAP and the DDP
programmes were redrafted making watershed
as a unit of drought prooÄng. Programmes
such as the National Watershed Development
Programme for Rainfed Areas, Integrated
Water
Development
Programme,
and
Integrated Afforestation and Eco-development
Programme were also launched.
The 2000 drought helped in consolidating the
institutional and capacity building infrastructure.
The severity of the 2002 drought called for the
setting up of special task forces, additional
monitoring systems and responses. The policy
makers and development practitioners realised
that drought was indeed perpetuated by human
induced factors like neglect of water harvesting
capacity. Since then rainwater harvesting,
speciÄcally revival of traditional systems, has
got priority in drought management.
In 2005, the Government of India
enacted the Mahatma Gandhi National
Rural
Employment
Guarantee
Act
(MGNREGA) that guarantees 100 days of
manual employment to any rural resident
who demands employment. The Act’s core
objective is to regenerate the village ecology
thus making them free from not only drought
but also from other natural calamities. The
Act gives considerable importance to local
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water conservation and drought prooÄng.
Since MNREGA spans across a spectrum of
activities linked to life and livelihoods, water,
land and agriculture, it provides an excellent
opportunity to have an integrated approach to
drought prooÄng.
Preliminary Ändings indicate that MGNREGA
works have led to a rise in groundwater,
improvement in soil quality and reduction in
vulnerability of production systems to climate
variability. However more studies are needed for
assessing impact.

Managing drought
Preparing for a drought requires action on several
fronts: The setting up of constitutional, legal
and institutional frameworks for monitoring,
early warning systems, declaration of drought
based on identiÄed indicators, relief measures,
Änancial and economical support and dedicated

Änancing. Coordination between different arms
of the administration, technical institutions
and the people, and Åow of information is key.
Responsiveness is required at different levels, from
the Centre down to the Panchayat/village, with a
strong institutional framework to provide timely
and adequate response.
There are several stages for managing drought
as indicated in Figure 1. The most important are
preparedness and mitigating the impact of drought.
While drought relief and management are extremely
important and help people to cope with drought
conditions, a shift in public policy from drought
management to drought mitigation is necessary.
Mitigation is action that can be taken before or at
the beginning of drought to help reduce impacts of
drought. This leads to being prepared for drought.
Mitigation measures aim to reduce soil erosion,
augment soil moisture, slow down rainwater

Figure 1: A schematic representation of a drought management cycle

Monitoring

Preparedness

Declaration

Mitigation

Response
Prevention

Source: J S Samra, 2004. Review and analysis of drought monitoring, declaration and management in India. Working paper 84,
IWMI, page 3
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drainage and improve the efÄciency of water use.
This is possible either through (a) artiÄcial recharge
of groundwater, or (b) traditional methods of water
collection and harvesting.
ArtiÄcial recharge of groundwater is possible through
contour bunding, countour trenching, contour
cultivation, bench trenching, graded bunding, gully
plugging, check dams/nallabunding construction,
gabion structure, stream bank protection, farm
ponds, percolation tanks, anicuts, sub-surface
barriers and injection wells.
Traditional methods of water harvesting and
conservation include dug well recharge, village
pond/tank, hill slope collection common in hilly
areas with good rainfall (eg Arunachal Pradesh,
Meghalaya) spring water harvesting, and rooftop
rainwater harvesting.
In addition to water harvesting, state governments
should encourage the use of water saving
technologies in farming and other sectors and
develop a long term irrigation management
strategy. Afforestation is an effective droughtresistant measure as well.
Community initiatives
Several community based models are available
where local communities have taken up water
harvesting and watershed management to
drought-proof their areas and also manage with the
water resources that they have. Some of these are
given below.
Involving the people in groundwater management
in drought-prone regions
The Andhra Pradesh (AP) Farmer Managed
Groundwater Systems (APFAMGS) project was
implemented in seven drought-prone districts of

AP to enable famers manage their groundwater
systems and adopt suitable agricultural options.
Over 9,000 farmers residing in 638 habitations
voluntarily took several steps to reduce
groundwater pumping for tiding over the problem
of groundwater depletion. Community institutions
took responsibility for assessing groundwater
availability for a micro unit, and used the
understanding to plan groundwater resources
sustainably for their agriculture and livelihood
pattern. Overall, the effort was also to ensure
that the since was not diluted just because it was
handled by the community. The issue of water was
not compartmentalised on the basis of individual
farmers, habitations, villages, but looked at
comprehensively at the micro-basin level with
all competing interests brought to a common
platform and the needs prioritised and addressed
scientiÄcally and equitably.
Raj Samadhiyala
In 2002, Raj Samadhiyala village in Gujarat state,
reeling under a severe drought, got around 80 mm
of rainfall. Yet the wells in the village had water and
the water supply scheme was supplying water for
close to eight hours a day. This was probably the
only village that did not report out-migration. This
is because this village, since 1978, was practicing
integrated water resource management backed
by science and good water governance, leading
to water security. It is now more than 20 years
that the village has got drinking water through
tankers, in stark contrast to surrounding villages.
Irrespective of drought, villagers here have been
taking up three crops a year using the rainwater
harvested through the construction of farm ponds,
percolation tanks, check dams and sub-surface
structures. In 2002, while the state reported a
crop loss of 60 per cent, the annual estimated
earnings from agriculture in this village were around
Rs. 30 lakh.
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Drought prooðng India

O
O

Even during severe drought, rainwater captured
from 1-2 per cent of India’s land can ensure as much
as 100 litres of water every day to every citizen.
Rainwater must be captured wherever possible
and whenever possible, following safety measures
that are already available in the public domain.
India has a rich and diverse menu of ecological
region-traditional rainwater harvesting systems
that were developed over centuries (see chapter
8). While there are some policy and implementation
efforts at reviving these methods keeping in mind
the contemporary environment, these need to be
augmented and scaled up.

O

O

O

Ranjan Panda

With the growing concerns over a potential increase
in the frequency and severity of drought a greater
emphasis on pro-active drought policies and
preparedness is important. There is thus a need to:

O

Promote a culture of prevention;
Understand that people are the most important
stakeholders and work with them to maximise
rainwater conservation;
Develop forecasting and early warning
systems with a communication system for the
communities who will be affected;
Promote integrated soil and water conservation
at all levels, by capturing rainwater, reviving
traditional harvesting systems and availing
government programmes;
Prioritising water allocations during drought
by Ärst allocating water for drinking purposes
followed by water for subsistence agriculture.
The other demands over water – commercial
agriculture, industry, etc., can follow, depending
on water availability;
Pursuance of economic growth in drought
prone areas through options that are in
consonance with water availability; and,

Preparing for drought through sound land and water management practices enables access to water
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The High Level Meet on National Drought Management Policy
The High-level Meeting on National Drought
Policy (HMNDP) was held on 11-15 March, 2013,
in Geneva, Switzerland, with more than 300
participants drawn from government decisionmakers, development agencies, and leading
scientists and researchers.

Practical Action / Gemma Hume

The meeting laid the foundation for practical and
proactive national drought policies to increase
resilience to the world’s most destructive
natural hazard, which is being aggravated
by climate change. It issued a consensus
declaration stressing the need for national
drought management policies. It encouraged
governments to:
• Develop proactive drought impact mitigation,
preventive
and
planning
measures;
risk management; fostering of science,
appropriate technology and innovation;
public outreach; and, resource management
as key elements of effective national drought
Droughts like this one in Kenya cause death of
policy.
livestock. Debilitating and destructive, drought
• Promote greater collaboration to enhance urgently require global action
quality of local/national/regional/global
observation networks and delivery systems.
• Improve public awareness of drought risk and preparedness.
• Consider, where possible within the legal framework of each country, economic instruments
and Änancial strategies in drought management plans.
• Establish emergency relief plans based on sound management of natural resources and selfhelp at appropriate governance levels.
• Link drought management plans to local/national development policies.

O

As committed in the high level meet on
national drought policy in March 2013 (see
Box: The High Level Meet on National Drought

Management Policy), India should develop a
policy backed by an implementation plan and
Änancial and human resources.
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Vijay Kutty

Rain is a primary source of water with great potential. Making use of it for recharge or direct use makes sense. Unfortunately
it is often just wasted away
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C HAPTER 8

Rain: Harnessing the obvious
India is a country that is twice blessed: The average annual rainfall here is
around 1,100 mm and the heritage of harvesting rain for meeting demand is
well documented. The resurgence of the 1980s-2000 in reviving rainwater
harvesting systems, currently on the decline, can get a Äll up from local and
global contemporary efforts to bridge gaps

Between 1980s-2000s, there was a resurgence
of capturing rainfall either for direct use or for
recharge. Unfortunately, typical of a sinusoidal
curve, the interest in using rain has witnessed a
decline in recent times, and there is an urgent need
to revive the focus.

Simple logic
The logic of capturing the primary source of water
– rain – is simple: It can play a signiÄcant role in

meeting water demands and reducing Åood and
storm water. One of the main reasons behind the
increased urban Åooding is the decline in availability
of natural drainage due to real estate development
and concretisation. Conserving rain can also reduce
the burden on storm water drains.
Amongst the several sources of water, rain is
perhaps the most primal. The average annual
rainfall for India is nearly 1,100 mm, with spatial
variation. Most of the rain falls between the months

Indira Khurana

India is a country that is blessed with an average
annual rainfall of around 1,100 mm. Over centuries
communities across this diverse country revered
and respected rain for what it was – manna from
heaven. Over the last century, rain has lost its
position as the Ärst option to meet water needs.
An unhealthy practice of drilling deeper into the
bowels of the earth in search of groundwater
caused a decline of these sustainable and locally
available water sources. Rather than a source of
community gain, rain is unfortunately now largely
considered a pain.

In arid regions of Kachchh, Gujarat ponds such are valuable
to livestock owners as these provide succor from the
summer heat
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of July-September. India receives most if its rainfall
in 100 hours and if this water can be captured, it can
signiÄcantly help meet water demands of a thirsty
nation.
Rain can be harvested either for direct use, for
replenishing surface waterbodies and groundwater
aquifers and for drinking, domestic, agricultural,
gardening, industrial and other purposes.

Marrying ecology with technology

Indians have had a strong centuries-old tradition
of water harvesting systems dependent on the
ecological region. Wherever there were streams or
rivers, especially in the hill and mountain regions,
people developed techniques to divert its water
with the help of simple engineering structures
into artiÄcial channels, that would take the water
directly into agricultural Äelds. When streams
became bigger and turned into rivers, engineering
became bigger and systems became larger. In arid
and semi-arid regions, where water in the streams
was more seasonal and scarce, the water was Ärst
diverted into a storage structure. In the Åoodplains,
people developed ingenious techniques to use
the Åoodwaters to irrigate their Äelds and increase
fertility. In the coastal areas, where coastal tides
would periodically turn river water saline, making
it unsuitable for agriculture, people developed
systems that controlled the impact on agriculture
and soil fertility. In areas where rain was the only
source of water, tanks were built to capture the
rain. In some places the Äeld themselves served
as rainwater storage areas (see Table 1). The Ärst
urban settlement in India, Dola Vira, Gujarat also
depended on rain for its survival.

Indira Khurana

Indira Khurana

Broadly India can be divided into 15 diverse
ecological zones that range from the dry cold desert
of Ladakh to the hot and dry desert of Rajasthan,
from the sub-temperate high mountains of the
Himalayas to the tropical high mountains of the
Nilgiris; from the alluvial plains of the Gangetic valley

to the plateaus of the Deccan and Chottanagpur;
and from the dry slopes of the Aravalis to the humid
slopes of Meghlaya, Nagaland and Mizoram.

Evidence of rainwater harvesting and water management systems in Dola Vera, Gujarat (above and right) the Ärst urban
settlement in India reveal
India’s
water heritage
Indira
Khurana
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Table 1: Terrain-speciÄc traditional water harvesting systems for agriculture and drinking water
Ecological region Systems for agriculture
Hill and mountain
regions

a) Harvesting of natural springs.
a) Diversion channels leading directly to
agricultural Äelds (example, guhls and kuhls of
western Himalaya) or to a storage structure so b) Rooftop rainwater harvesting.
that water can be used in the subsequent dry
period (eg. zings of Ladakh).
c) Carrying spring water over long
distances through bamboo pipes.

Arid and semi-arid a) Rainfed storage structures, which provide
regions
water for a command area downstream
(eg. tanks).
b) Stream or river fed storage structures,
sometimes built in series with overÅow
from one becoming the runoff for the
subsequent one (eg. system tanks of Tamil
Nadu, bandharas of Maharashtra, keres of
Karnataka.
c) Rainfed storage structures, which allow
runoff to stand over and moisten the fertile
soil-bed of the storage structure itself, which
is later, used for growing crops (eg. khadins
in Jaisalmer and johads in Alwar district,
Rajasthan.
Plains and Åoodplains

Systems for drinking water

a) In the Åoodplains of major rivers, people
built inundation channels which allowed
Åoodwater to be diverted to agricultural lands
(eg. Åood irrigation system of West Bengal)

a) Groundwater harvesting
structures like wells and stepwells
to tap groundwater (eg. bavadis of
Rajasthan and Gujarat).
b) Groundwater harvesting
structures like wells and
stepwells, especially below
storage structures like tanks to
collect clean seepage for use
as drinking water (eg. structures
in the forts of Chittor and
Ranthambore).

a) Dugwells

b) In the speciÄc types of soil and cropping
regions, storage of rainwater in the
agricultural Äelds by bunding these (eg. Haveli
system of Madhya Pradesh).
Coastal areas

a) Regulatory systems to control ingress of
saline river waters, especially during coastal
tides, and thus maintain crop productivity in
the coastal plains (eg. Khazana lands of Goa).

a) Dugwells
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Indira Khurana

The step well in the Sun Temple at Modera, Gujarat stand testimony as another example of ancient technologies for capturing
rain and sustaining water sources

Decline of local systems
Over the last one hundred years or so, the world
and India, too, have seen two major shifts in
water management. One is that individuals and
communities have steadily given over their role
almost completely to the state, even though more
than 150 years ago, no government anywhere in the
world provided water.
The second is that the simple technology of using
rainwater has declined and in its place exploitation of
rivers and groundwater through dams and tubewells
has become the key source of water. As water in
rivers and aquifers is only a small portion of the total
rainwater, there is an inevitable and growing and –
in many cases – unbearable stress on water from
rivers and groundwater.
The advent of piped water supply and diesel
pumps further resulted in unsustainable extraction
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and utilisation of water and a decline in these rich
rainwater harvesting systems.
Between the 1980s and early 2000s, there was a
spurt of interest and energy in conserving rainwater.
Conferences were held and guidelines issued.
In 1989, the International Rainwater Catchment
Systems Association was formed to promote and
advance rainwater harvesting through planning,
development, technology, management, research
and education. While some unrealistically projected
rainwater harvesting as the ultimate solution for
addressing water needs, others simply scoffed.
Yet, the interest in rainwater harvesting was a
global phenomenon, prevalent in both developed
and developing countries, such as Australia,
Bangladesh, Brazil, China, Germany, Ghana,
Japan, New Zealand, Pakistan, Singapore, the US
and Sri Lanka, involved in this (see Box: Learning
From Others).
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Learning From Others
Practise of harvesting rain bridges the divide
between developed and developing countries.

Dr. Makoto Murase

Dr. Makoto Murase

Japan
There are several examples wherein rainwater
is used to tide over water scarcity, such as the
Sumo wrestling arena, Kokugikan in Sumeda city.
Another example is the home built for orphaned
young adults in the outskirts of Tokyo city, where
the nuns of San Francesca take care of orphaned Rainwater resorvoir made from coal in Aguni Island,
children. In the new home built for young adults, Okinawa, Japan
wind power, solar technology and rainwater technology are integrated. “The preservation of creation
and protection of natural resources are fundamental ethical demands of the nuns,” explains Japanese
architect Hiroshi Kamiya responsible for planning. All the rain that falls on the campus is retained:
Some of the water evaporates through the roof planting, while some of it seeps into the ground for
recharge. A rainwater reservoir guarantees water supply in case of emergency.

Coastal areas of Bangladesh now have safe
drinking water thanks to rainwater harvesting

Bangladesh
With support from JICA and People for Rainwater
Japan, Sky Water Bangladesh Ltd. was established in
Bangladesh to start social enterprises that construct
low cost rainwater harvesting tanks for storing rainwater
meant for drinking purposes in coastal areas of Khulna
and Bagerghat. The rain is stored in low cost concrete
tanks and quality checked before consumption. This
effort is the brainchild of Makoto Murase, an active
proponent of rainwater harvesting in Japan.

Pakistan
Pakistan is unlocking the potential of rainwater harvesting. In the Cholistan desert spread across 2.6
million hectares, water scarcity is a serious problem for the human and livestock population, since
most of the groundwater is highly saline. Rainfall is the only source of freshwater, which is collected
in natural depressions or human-made ponds called tobas. Unfortunately, not being constructed in
appropriate places, most of the rainwater is lost due to evaporation or high inÄltration rates in the
sandy soils. Research undertaken by the Pakistan Council of Research in Water Resources (PCRWR)
revealed that the runoff potential from the rainfall in the desert is about 350 million cubic metres, more
than enough to meet the needs of the dwellers here, if appropriate technologies and sites are used.
A pilot project initiated by the PCRWR has been able to harvest 1.3 million cubic metres of the available
runoff through scientiÄcally designed and created rainwater harvesting structures. This technology
has high potential here given that these are areas of high rainfall (1,300-1,500 mm), where hamlets
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are scattered across the hilly terrain and providing water is expensive. A study ‘Impact of Rooftop
Rain Water Harvesting Technology on Women Well-being in Hilly and Fragile Areas: Evidence from
Pakistan’ by the Pakistan Institute of Development Economics, Islamabad assessed the potential of
rooftop rainwater harvesting for providing water and the subsequent impact on women health. The
study found a reduction in the probability of illness amongst these women in earthquake affected
areas of Bagh and Battagram.
Germany
Germany is a frontrunner in Europe promoting the
practice the management and utilisation of rainwater.
Standards have been set for rainwater use. The Germans
understand managing rainwater makes environment
and economic sense: Not only does rainwater utilisation
cut down on the use of clean water, its use also reduces
the amount of runoff Åowing into the stormwater drains,
reducing stormwater disposal bills.

K w Koenig

In 2009, more than 1.8 million German households and
companies collected rain in concrete or plastic tanks, in
order to water the garden, Åush the toilet or wash their
cars, saving about 110 million cubic meters of drinking
water. With the construction of 60,000 new tanks,
the country had the largest market in Europe. Some
examples include the setting of rainwater harvesting
systems in homes in Uberlingen, the Bad Hersfeld
clinic, the Engelthal Abbey, a Tennis Club in Friedberg,
In Germany, stored rain Änds many uses,
and ofÄces in Mühlendamm, in the Berlin-Mitte district. including watering of tennis courts
Realising the market potential, companies such as WISY
AG have been involved in developing products such as rainwater Ältration systems and tanks. Other
countries where the practice is picking up include France, Austria, Switzerland and the UK.
The rainwater industry faced setbacks in the recent past because of the economic crisis. However,
their share in new buildings has risen sharply: in 2009 already 44 percent of newly built single-family
homes were equipped with rain water systems. The sales of large systems rose signiÄcantly. Industrial
companies are investing in facilities for rainwater harvesting. Rainwater is being used for cooling tasks
in production processes.
Cities and municipalities are increasingly relying on water from the sky. Many new development areas
are built with a requirement of implementing rain water tanks in gardens or adding rain collection
systems under streets, parking lots etc. The latter can, for example, help in stormwater retention
during heavy rain or as water storage for the Äre department.
The European Union is turning increasingly warming up to rainwater harvesting. According to the
European Commission, better use could save almost a third of the water consumption in some regions.
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Vijay Kutty

Check dams across streams and rivers allows time for the water to recharge groundwater. Dry rivers have come alive due
to these structures

Globally, many proponents of rainwater harvesting
emerged, such as Dr Makato Murase from Japan,
a retired ofÄcial from Sumeda city and Rolex
award winner for his work on rainwater harvesting.
Murase, established the world’s Ärst rainwater
museum in 2001 in Sumeda City of Tokyo. This
museum has information on global practises in
rainwater harvesting. Another proponent is Klaus
w Koenig, an independant architect and ofÄcially
recognised rainwater consultant from Germany.
Says Murase, “I would like to call rain ‘Sky water’.
Rain is water from the sky. Sky water has nurtured
diverse life forms and cultures as it has circulated
through the land, sea and atmosphere. Sky water
is a sustainable water resource. Everyone is
able to catch it, and use for saving lives as safe
drinking water.” Murase is currently involved in
teaching in Japan and helping poor communities
in Bangladesh use rainwater as an alternate source
to contaminated water.

Local action
In India also, guidelines were issued for capturing
rain and manuals were produced. Across the
country examples could be found where rainwater
was being appreciated, captured and used.
As rural communities increasingly began to
experience water scarcity, supported by NGOs
they began making efforts to go back to their
roots and the primary source of water: rain. In
states like West Bengal, Gujarat and Rajasthan
where excessive extraction led to the emergence
of arsenic (West Bengal) and Åuoride in the water
(latter two states), way beyond permissible levels,
rainwater use for potable purposes was explored.
The Government of India and state governments
began promoting rainwater conservation by
providing support through policy and Änance.
Rooftop rainwater harvesting systems, collection
RAIN: HARNESSING THE OBVIOUS
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of rainwater into surface and sub-surface storage
structures, recharge of surface waterbodies such
as ponds and lakes and groundwater (see section
below).
Revival initiatives
Some of the revival initiatives across India are
given below.

Indira Khurana

Arid region, Jodhpur district, Rajasthan
In seven villages of Baap block in Jodhpur district,
Rajasthan, with a meager rainfall between 150310 mm, 800 tankas were constructed for every
household to store rainwater. A typical tanka
is 3 metres in diameter and 3-4 metres deep,
and constructed using locally available stone or
concrete. A major part of the tanka is below ground
level. The internal wall is line with cement mortar; the
roof is constructed with stone planks and includes
a small trap to extract water. The land surrounding
this tanka forms the catchment and is swept clean,
sometimes lined and sloping towards the taanka
so that rainwater falling on it Åows into the tanka.
These structures were supported Änancially and
technically by Wells for India, a UK-based charity
and constructed by the villagers themselves.

In the Jaisalmer desert, ponds such as these capture rain
and provide water for humans and livestock
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Arid coastal region, Mehsana district, Gujarat
Sami block in Mehsana district of Gujarat suffers
from acute water scarcity. The rivers here are
seasonal — kunwari nadias as the villagers call
them — bubbling during the monsoon, only to dry
soon after.
Occurring at a depth of 60 feet, aquifers here
are highly saline, with excessive Åuoride levels,
rendering it unÄt for drinking and agricultural
purposes. Canal irrigation systems are absent.
Agriculture here is rainfed and at subsistence
levels. Distress migration is common. While the
better off farmers can extract water at depths of
around 1,200-1,300 feet using deep tubewells that
cost anywhere between Rs 1.1-1.2 million, for the
poor, this option is ruled out.
This is when community initiative coupled with
NGO support kicked in. The bhungroo popularised
by the Ahmedabad-based NGO Lokvikas, is an
underground water storage created without any
construction. All it requires is a long perforated
pipe to be inserted into the ground, up to just
above the saline aquifer found at 60 feet in villages
here. Rainwater that falls on the Äeld is collected
and stored in the subsoil through this pipe.
The bhungroo enables rainwater to be saved
underground, reducing evaporation losses. Post
monsoon, this rainwater is pumped out from the
subsoil through the same pipe to irrigate the Äeld.
Because of the higher density of these highly saline
aquifers with total dissolved solids (TDS) as high
as 3,500, the freshwater collected through the pipe
Åoats above the saline layer as a freshwater layer
and can be stored for as long as 180 days without
any deterioration in water quality. This can then be
pumped out. This locally developed system made
a big difference in the income of small farmers and
share croppers.
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shift to monsoon-dependent agriculture. Erratic
monsoons coupled with few measures to capture
rain, often led to drought-like conditions, forcing
these communities to opt out of agriculture as well.

Biplab Paul

Sambalpur is characterised by undulating land and
an erratic heavy rainfall of around 1,600 mm, which
falls in around 55 days between June and October.
In absence of structures to impound this water,
most of it is lost.

The bhungroo in Mehsana, Gujarat allows for the temporary
storage of rainwater Åoating as a lens over saline water

In one example of a bhungroo, a 6-inch diameter
PVC pipe 60 long feet was inserted into the ground.
The bottom 30 feet of this pipe was perforated so
that water could spread. This pipe was enclosed
in an 8 cubic feet tank and surrounded by gravel,
which acts as a Älter, and delays pipe clogging. The
water available through this effort was enough to
cultivate 4 acres of a post-monsoon crop of cumin.
A cost beneÄt analysis of constructing one bhungroo
for one acre of land indicates that in case of cumin
seed cultivation, the break-even point is one year
only. With the bhungroo, the people are conÄdent
that if there is rain, they will no longer be poor.
Coastal hilly tracts, SambaIpur district, Odisha
People in the tribal village of Padia Badmal, deep
in the forest in Sambalpur district have revived the
traditional practice of building paengheras — a
series of small tanks to collect rainwater Åowing
down the hills during the monsoons — to combat
drought. Traditionally dependent on forest for
livelihoods, the thinning of forests forced them to

Working with the Manav Adhikar Seva Samiti
(MASS), an NGO involved in empowering villages in
the forests of Western Odisha, these tribal villagers
revived their traditional drought-prooÄng strategies,
the Ärst step for which is conservation of rainwater.
A plan was developed based on local topography
and knowledge and included gully-plugging
to check soil erosion, developing the land and
improving its fertility through suitable bunds and
increasing vegetative cover in eroded places.
Eleven paengharas were built at an average cost of
Rs 5,000-Rs 6,000 each (approximately between
$ 100-120). Due to these efforts, around 50 acres of
land was covered through seepage irrigation.
Western Ghats, Kasaragod district, Kerala
Kattas (check-dams) made a come-back in villages
of Kasaragod district, thanks to the efforts of a
farmer-journalist, Shree Padre. These are temporary
structures constructed by farmers every year using
locally available material across rivulets to store
water, and dismantled before monsoon to make
way for the gushing water. Post-monsoon, these
help store water and increase water availability of
water for irrigation.
Kattas are a convenient and economical measure
for farmers residing on upper slopes of this
undulating region. In 2006, these cost only Rs 0.41
to conserve one metre cube (1,000 litres) of water.
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For a hilly region with an annual rainfall of 3,500
mm, which translates into around 14 million litres
of rainwater falling on an acre of land, kattas help
collect and conserve some of that.
Laporiya, Rajasthan
Nine droughts between 1997-2007 and still
Laporiya in Rajasthan state did not need a water
tanker. Its wells had enough water for drinking
purposes, its soil had enough moisture to support
a good harvest of fodder to sustain a livestock
population that yielded Rs. 37 lakh a year from the
sale of milk.
But this was not always the case. The village, once
well networked with traditional water harvesting
structures, slipped into an abyss of ecological
degradation. After Independence in 1947,
embankments of its most reliable water source, the
Ann Sagar breached. Nobody cared to repair it for
the next 20 years. Being the main recharge point
for numerous dug wells used for drinking purposes,
it impacted overall groundwater level. Gradually
the village became water scarce. In spite of there
being rain, the land was completely dry. There was
no moisture in the soil. All rainwater ran off into the
river. By the 1970s, the government described the
village as “barren with highly saline landscapes and
denuded pasturelands, capable of producing only
one low-value monsoon crop”. During summer
months, 40 per cent of the population migrated
to the cities in search of jobs and, due to lack of
fodder, some 75 per cent of livestock moved to
nearby states.
In 1991, the village began digging 50 new wells,
three large natural tanks, and a unique dyke
system called the chauka to capture rainwater in
pasturelands. The number of tanks excavated in
the village and surrounding areas in 1991 alone
was worth Rs. 2.5 million. The Ärst impact was felt
in availability of drinking water. The village for the
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Ärst time got drinking water round the year. Water
table levels in the village rose to just 15 feet below
the surface, from a depth of 60 feet in 1991. Its
100-odd wells got back life – the major sources
of drinking water. Availability of water ensured a
bumper harvest. Villagers grew wheat in Laporiya
for the Ärst time in 20 years. The amount of
irrigated land area increased to 741 acres (300 ha)
and the village’s agricultural production increased
more than 12 times. Laporiya’s efforts to conserve
land and water are an integrated and multipronged approach that requires villagers to make
interventions and changes at every step.
Hiware Bazar, Maharashtra
Hiware Bazar village in semi-arid Ahmednagar
district of Maharashtra state is one of the few
villages, which since 2004, undertakes an
annual water budgeting exercise. The district’s
groundwater department is a key partner in the
village’s tryst with water security. It has been more
than a decade that the village stopped having a
seasonal drinking water problem.
Once a prosperous village, the scenario changed
after the 1972 drought, one of the worst of the
20th century. First forests vanished, triggering soil
erosion and groundwater depletion. Traditional
water harvesting structures collapsed. This affected
water availability, both for drinking and irrigation.
There was virtually no water after the monsoon.
The impacts of droughts were becoming severe,
compounded by ecological degradation.
In 1989 the village took the Ärst step towards
water security by adopting an integrated model of
water management. The villagers used all available
government funding resources, while retaining
decision-making power with the village institution
that had representation from all constituencies
in the village. Voluntary labour participation by
residents became mandatory. To begin with the
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village regenerated the 70 ha of village forests, the
catchment for the wells. With government money
and voluntary labour participation around 40,000
contour trenches around the hill to conserve
rainwater and recharge groundwater were built.
Between 1995-2005, the entire development
money was spent on water conservation. The 70 ha
of afforestation helped in treating the catchments
for most of the wells, the contour bunding stopped
run off and saved farms from silting, and around
660 water harvesting structures of various types
captured rainwater.
By the mid-nineties, drinking water was available
throughout the year from local sources. The water
table also rose in the village wells. The village began
reaping rich harvests: In 2006 the agricultural
income was Rs. 2.47 crore.

The water audit has been useful in ensuring
sustainability of both agriculture and water
availability for drinking purposes for humans and
livestock in the village. During 2003-04, though
there was a drought in the district and there was
drinking water scarcity, Hiware Bazar did not need
tankers. That year, the villagers did not cultivate
any major crop and switched to drip irrigation for
crops like tomatoes and onions.
Unfortunately globally and in India, there is a lull
in the promotion of rainwater as a water resource.
“The tokenism towards rainwater harvesting is long
gone,” rues S Vishwanath, of Rainwater Club and

Ranjan Panda

Every year the total amount of water in the village is
measured, the usage estimated and a prescription
for croping pattern arrived at. The idea is to strike a
balance among all water uses. The villagers decide
on the crops to be grown consensually. Borewells
have been banned.

The audit begins with monitoring the groundwater
level of the six observation wells in the village,
along with the amount of total rainfall received
measured by the village’s three rain gauges.
The sum of rainfall and groundwater is the water
available. The villagers then budget water for the
village. Water for drinking (for humans and animals)
and other daily uses gets priority. Seventy per cent
of the remaining water is used for irrigation. The
remaining water is used to recharge groundwater.

Traditional irrigation systems such as these in the hills of Uttarakhand meet agricultural water needs in step farming
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an ardent proponent of capturing rain. An architect
by profession, Vishwanath has supported many
schools, state governments, industrial houses on
rainwater harvesting.

disrupted for construction, even small quantities of
rain could no longer be absorbed. Rapidly dwindling
groundwater sources resulted in sourcing water
from far off distances, at high Änancial cost and by
depriving the rural population.

Urban challenges
Urban areas also began to feel the pinch of not
revering rains. Rapid development and increased
pace of concretisation and construction allows
little opportunity for the rain to percolate into
the ground. Urban service providers were faced
with twin challenges: How to supply water to the
burgeoning urban population and how to dispose
of the rainwater that had no place to go, and was
causing urban chaos in the form of overÅowing
stormwater drains and Åooding. As more and more
natural catchments and urban waterbodies were

Gradually, in town and cities the concept of
capturing rain and using it to recharge parched
aquifers and some urban lakes and ponds took
shape and experiments were initiated. Codes
were developed for residential buildings and
institutions. Schools, colleges, residential colonies
and institutional buildings began to partially meet
their water demands through rainwater. One
such initiative was the development of rainwater
harvesting systems to meet the needs of the Grand
Hotel in Shimla (see Box: Reviving Rainwater
Harvesting in Hilly Towns).

Reviving Rainwater Harvesting in Hilly Towns
This is the story of how by simply capturing rain, it was possible to revive business in a 120-year old
low budget hotel, the Grand Hotel, in the hill town of Shimla, Himachal Pradesh, India.
Shimla, a hill town at 7,200 feet in the Western Himalaya was the summer capital of the British and
named as the ‘Queen of Hills.’ Since Independence, it is a popular location for tourists escaping the
long summer months. The Grand Hotel was constructed in the 1890s by Chevilier Peliti as a towering
structure at a prime location, with a view of snow-capped mountains on one side and plains on the
other. It was one of the two luxury hotels established in India, which was subsequently acquired by the
Government in 1942 for government ofÄcers so that they could stay there at low and affordable rates.
No longer grand
Up to the 1960s, Grand Hotel’s prime location and low cost made it a favorite hotel for government
ofÄcials. By the 1970s, the hotel began to lose its charm due to shortage of water availability. The
hotel also began to show signs of ageing. With water begin scarce, interest in maintaining the hotel
began to decline. By the 1990s, the municipal water supply was at its minimal and the hotel had to
rely on tanker supply, which itself was a problem since vehicles were forbidden to ply on the road.
Only those who found no other place to stay ended up at Hotel Grand.
In the late 1990s, an idea began to take shape: Why not tap rain to meet water requirements of the
hotel? Shimla had an annual average rainfall of around 1200 mm, which was fairly evenly spread
throughout the year in addition to snowfall in winters. The hotel had a campus of 7.5 acres. Calculations
indicated that this meant that there was a potential to capture 36 million liters of rain annually. There
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were 140 suites in the hotel and presuming that at full occupancy there would be 4 persons per suite,
the annual requirement was 25.50 million litres annually. Thus, even if 70 per cent of the rain was
captured, it would be enough to meet all water requirements.
Where will the rain be stored?
The answer lay in sub-surface storage solutions. The Central Ground Water Board declared that
‘underground options are not possible.’ However research and interaction with older residents
revealed otherwise. The people recalled that there was a natural water resource had existed at the
bottom of the hill that had dried out about 60 years back. The other-wise barren hill slope above the
hotel, possessed a patch of green along the hill slope, indicating that there was some underground
source of water that kept the vegetation alive.
An underground shallow aquifer was located at 250 feet after drilling a bore well. The storage capacity
was estimated and found satisfactory.
Capturing rain
It was decided to construct rooftop rainwater harvesting systems and capture the rain falling on
the rooftop and paved area by diverting this through surface channels/ pipes into two 100,000 liter
sub-surface storage tanks and use this for emergency situations such as Äre and other low quality
uses. The runoff or overÅow from these tanks was led to constructed terraces along the hill slope to
allow percolation for recharging the aquifer. This percolation was facilitated by 5-6 m depth recharge
pitsand Älling with boulders and plantation to retain runoff. The water from this aquifer is now pumped
and used.
Raining results
Efforts soon offered fruit. Since 2000, there is no water scarcity for the hotel, which has disconnected
itself from the municipal supply. As of August 2007, water is available throughout the day for the
140 suites. The water quality has been tested and found to be potable, though chlorination is done.
The soil medium through which the water percolates before reaching the aquifer acts as an effective
Ältration mechanism. ArtiÄcial waterfalls have been constructed to add to the aesthetic value.
Restoring the hotel
Once the water supply was assured, efforts were made to restore and rehabilitate the hotel buildings
and modernise these 110 year-old structures, which were crumbling down due to age, wear and tear
of material used in the construction and to slippage of earth below the foundation due to erosion.
After channelising the rainwater Åow, the problem of erosion was solved and the buildings were
restored and retroÄtted to given them a new lease of life.
The inside was modiÄed to have modern comforts and luxury. The toilets, some of which are as
large as bedrooms of 10’x12’, were renovated after laying new plumbing and using modern Ättings.
The interior of the rooms was enhanced aesthetically and these were furnished restoring the original
wooden furniture and adding new furnishing.
Today the Grand Hotel is a place in Shimla where every visitor wants to stay. Accommodation is
difÄcult to get in summer months, unless planned well in advance. Other ofÄces such and residential
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Simple solutions
Solutions to problems are often simple as is
demonstrated in the above example:
• Hilly and mountainous areas have good rainfall
but are rarely able to take advantage of it
• Simple rainwater harvesting solutions can
meet all water needs, reducing costs and
drudgery. Makes life easy for residents as well.
• Rainwater harvesting can lead to economic
beneÄts such as increased tourism and
business.
• Spreading information about the value of rain
is important.
• Training for masons, plumbers, engineers and
architects would help in installing effective and
durable rainwater harvesting solutions.

The power of inðltration
Worldwide, several regions suffer from water scarcity
and contamination. Land is scarce in countries
such as India, where the population density is high,
making surface storage difÄcult and fraught with
economic, social and environmental implications.
Rainwater has tremendous potential for direct use
or for recharging parched surface waterbodies and
groundwater aquifers.
The inÄltration and subsurface storage of rain and river
water can reduce water stress. ArtiÄcial groundwater
recharge, possibly combined with river bank Ältration,
plant puriÄcation and/or the use of subsurface dams
and artiÄcial aquifers, is especially advantageous in
areas where layers of gravel and sand exist below
the earth’s surface. ArtiÄcial inÄltration of surface
water into the uppermost aquifer has qualitative
and quantitative advantages. The contamination
of inÄltrated river water will be reduced by natural
attenuation. Clay minerals, iron hydroxide and humic
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complexes have also installed rainwater harvesting systems to meet their partial or complete
water demands.

In Hotel Grand, Shimla, rainwater falling from the roofs
is diverted into an underground tank and used to meet
water demands

matter as well as microorganisms located in the
subsurface have high decontamination capacities.
By this, a Änal water treatment, if necessary, becomes
much easier and cheaper. The quantitative effect
concerns the seasonally changing river discharge
that inÅuences the possibility of water extraction
for drinking water purposes. Such changes can
be equalised by seasonally adapted inÄltration/
extraction of water in/out of the aquifer according to
the river discharge and the water need. This method
enables a continuous water supply over the whole
year. Generally, artiÄcially recharged groundwater
is better protected against pollution than surface
water, and the delimitation of water protection zones
makes it even more safe.
There is an urgent need to revive and enhance the
harvesting of rainwater, both for direct use and
for recharging. Given the extent of dried aquifers,
these efforts must be at different levels. Coupled
with modern technological inputs these could solve
much of the water requirements and also reduce
urban Åooding.
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Romit Sen

Rather than being wasted as rapid runoff, rainwater must be given time to percolate into aquifers. This recharges nearby
wells and reduces the period of water scarcity as this structure has shown in Dewas, Madhya Pradesh

Rain offers local sources and solutions in both
urban and rural scenarios. It is usually low cost. Its
harvesting is people-centred and people intensive.

Recent technological advances can make rainwater
harvesting effective in the current scenario. Done at
scale, it can parch the throats of many an aquifer
and needs the needs of thirsty humans, crops
and industry. Urban areas also need to upscale
their efforts at harvesting rain. This will reduce
burden on existing supplies and also reduce urban
Åooding. The concept of green buildings needs to
be understood, appreciated and applied.
In order to make this happen, it is important to
regenerate interest in this water source and again

Vijay Kutty

The success of capturing rain directly or as runoff
depends on the planning and execution which,
in turn, is based on local conditions such as
topography, climate, hydro-logical conditions, the
rural or urban environment and use of appropriate
technology.

Slum dwellers in delhi may not have access to water supply.
But they do have access to rains, which they use

launch a campaign for rainwater harvesting. The
power of the humble raindrop can only be ignored
at our peril. But people Ärst need to re-ignite their
relationship with, and respect water.
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Ranjan Panda

Survival livelihoods often depend on nature. River communities in Odisha for instance make structures such as these to
capture Äsh and keep them alive before selling in the market
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C HAPTER 9

Linking life: Water and nature
Biodiversity refers to the variety of plants, animals, micro-organisms and the
ecosystems in which they occur. Water and biodiversity are interdependent –
a disruption in either naturally leads to a disruption in both. The hydrological
cycle sustains life. The vegetation and soil, in turn, drive the movement of water.
Biodiversity is thus essential for sustaining water resources.
Water resources in India are under threat as is its biodiversity. Understanding the
role of biodiversity and the ecosystem in the hydrological cycle is crucial for better
decision making when formulating water policies and practices
Water is important for sustaining life. Availability
and non-availability of water impacts all life forms
across various ecosystems. An ecosystem is
deÄned as a community of plants, animals and
smaller organisms that live, feed, reproduce and
interact in the same area of environment.
Water as an ecosystem is crucial for:
Life support: Water is a lifeline for forests, plants
and animal species and is crucial for biodiversity.
No living being can survive without water. It is
fundamental to an ecosystem, and sustains and
nourishes human communities. The ecosystem
services from the forested watersheds of two great
mountain chains, the Himalayas and the Western
Ghats for instance indirectly support several million
people in India.
Erosion: As an agent of erosion, rainwater, river
water, freezing and melting water can break big
rocks into smaller pieces which then form soil.

Climatic effects: Water in the atmosphere affects
climate, causing precipitation in form of rain
and snow.
Evaporative cooling: The cooling effect of water can
also result from evaporation or evapo-transpiration
(the combination of evaporation in general and
the evaporation of water through leaves called
transpiration).
Hydropower: Water has the potential to produce
power through dams where turbines generate
electricity. This usage has a huge impact on
ecosystems, especially migratory Äsh.
Water thus affects biodiversity which in turn impacts
human population. Every year around 453,000 km3
of water gets evaporated from the ocean’s surface,
of which around 90 per cent returns to the oceans.
The remaining 10 per cent is carried over the land
by atmospheric circulation where it combines with
72,000 km3 of evaporated water from the land
LINKING LIFE: WATER AND NATURE
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masses to provide a gross continental precipitation
of around 113.000 km3. It is this Åow of water that
sustains humans and natural ecosystems.

Ecological integrity

O

O

O
O

Ecological integrity determines how species-rich an
ecosystem is and how well it functions. It has two
aspects: Biodiversity and habitat, which are interconnected, since in a good habitat, many species
of animals survive and thrive. Ecological integrity
is important because it supports and maintains
biological communities (the plants, animals, and
microorganisms) as well as the physical elements
of the ecosystem (soils, air and water). Water is a
component of every ecosystem and a necessary
‘piece’ in the protection of ecological integrity.
Threats to the ecosystem
O

Population rise, changing
increased urbanisation;

lifestyles

Indian history speaks volumes…
Ashoka Pillar Edicts were one of
earliest efforts in India that focused on
respecting and preserving environment,
forests and wildlife.
Yajnavalkya Smriti, a historic Indian
text on statecraft and jurisprudence,
suggested to have been written before
5th century AD, prohibited the cutting
of trees and prescribed punishment for
such acts.
Kautalya's Arthashastra, written in
Mauryan period, emphasised the need
for forest administration.

|
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Impact of ecological imbalance
An ecological imbalance is the natural change
of the environment that leads to inequality of the
ecological system. Impacts of ecological imbalance
include:

and
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O

Increased deforestation to make way for cities,
roads and farms;
Release of sewage and polluted wastewater
into rivers, lakes and oceans;
Global warming;
Mismanagement and over-extraction of water;
Inappropriate planning of water resourcerelated and dependent projects;
Social unrest due to skewed availability of
water between users; and,
Low consciousness about water scarcity its
life sustaining properties and high economic
value.

O

Water scarcity: Global estimates indicate that
over 1.4 billion people live in river basins where
high levels of water use threaten freshwater
ecosystems. Expanding cities, changing
lifestyles, steadily rising demand for agriculture
followed by demand for industry and energy
will further add to increasing water use thus
causing even more water shortage.
According to the Environmental Water Stress
Indicator (see Figure 1), nearly 20 to 50 per
cent of the mean annual river Åow in different
basins needs to be allocated to freshwaterdependent ecosystems to maintain them in fair
condition. This is not likely to be possible in
many developing countries in Asia and North
Africa, in parts of Australia, North America,
and Europe, where current total direct water
withdrawals (primarily for irrigation) already
tap into the estimated environmental water
requirements.
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Figure 1: Environmental water stress indicator
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Source: GWSP Digital Water Atlas (2008). Map 72: Environmental Water Stress Indicator (V1.0). Available online at http://atlas.
gwsp.org

Figure 1 shows the proportion of the utilisable water
in world river basins currently withdrawn for direct
human use and where this use is in conÅict with
environmental water requirements. A water stress
index in the range of 0.8-1.0 for India indicates a
very high probability of crisis and requires a very
low level of susceptibility (or high level of adaptive
capacity) to avoid the occurrence of a crisis.
O

Reduced human sustenance: The highest
cost of expanding water use has been borne
by ecosystems, as well as poor communities
which directly depend on these ecosystems like
Äsher folks, tribals and artisans. Ecosystems
in their natural state can ensure a long term
availability of freshwater for sustenance of
human beings.

India: A mega diverse nation
Biodiversity of India has always been integral to its
culture and has arisen over the last 3.5 billion years
of evolutionary history.

Globally, nearly 70 percent of the world’s biodiversity
is contained in just 17 out of nearly 190 countries.
India is one of these mega diverse nations, a gift
from the varied geological, geographical and
climatic environment. This diversity ranges from
the humid tropical Western Ghats to the hot desert
of Rajasthan, from the cold desert of Ladakh and
the icy mountain ranges of the Himalayas to the
warm coast of peninsular India. These regions
comprise of an ecosystem diversity that includes
forests, grasslands, wetlands and desert, coastal
and marine ecosystems.
India, with only 2.4 per cent of the world's land area
accounts for over 45,500 species of plants and
91,000 species of animals. It has about 40 species
of insectivorous plants, 130 species of primitive
plants, 130 species of parasites and 70 species
of saprophytes. There are about 15,000 species
of angiosperms; 65 species of gymnosperms;
1,232 species of pteridophytes; 2,850 species of
bryophytes; 6,990 species of algae; 2,075 species
of lichens; 14,500 species of fungi and more than
LINKING LIFE: WATER AND NATURE
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850 species of virus and bacteria found in India. It
is home to nearly 8 per cent of mammalians, 13 per
cent of avians, 7 per cent of reptilians, 4 per cent of
amphibians, 11.72 per cent of Äsh, and 6 per cent
of plant species documented so far.

Under threat
Biodiversity is under threat worldwide. Species are
on the decline due to:
O

Nearly 12 per cent of mammals, 4 per cent of
birds, 45 per cent of reptiles and 55 per cent of
amphibians found in India are endemic – meaning
they are found nowhere else in the world! India has
about 3 per cent of the world's threatened species
which may become extinct soon. India is also one
of the 12 primary centres of origin of cultivated
plants and domesticated animals. It is considered
to be the homeland of 167 important plant species
of cereals, millets, fruits, condiments, vegetables,
pulses, Äbre crops and oilseeds, and 114 breeds
of domesticated animals. Table 1 presents a
comparison between number of Åoral and faunal
species found in India and the world.

O
O
O

O

O
O

Decline in habitat area and deterioration of
quality;
Drying up of surface and groundwater bodies;
Pollution of waterbodies;
Isolation of species leading to extinction
especially in case of rare ones;
Conversion of forests and grasslands to
agriculture, natural forests to monoculture
plantations;
Grazing, woodcutting; and,
Invasion by exotic plant species.

The growing demand for water is diminishing the
amount, quantity and regularity of water available for
ecosystems. This is causing a loss and degradation

Table 1: Comparison between the number of species in India and the world
Group

Number of species
in India (SI)

Number of species
in the world (SW)

SI/SW (%)

350

4,629

7.6

1,224

9,702

12.6

Reptiles

408

6,550

6.2

Amphibians

197

4,522

4.4

Fishes

2,546

21,730

11.7

Flowering plants

15,000

250,000

6

Mammals
Birds

Source: Reference: India: A Megadiversity Nation: Rakesh Kr Sinha*, Meera Dubey*, R.D. Tripathi**, Amit Kumar**, PreetiTripathi**,
Sanjay Dwivedi.** (*Centre for Environmental Science and Technology, BHU (Varanasi), **National Botanical Research Institute,
Lucknow); Volume 16, No. 4, November 2010

Did You Know …
Heavy pumping of the Ogallala Aquifer in the US – the largest freshwater aquifer in the world
that holds more fresh water than all the lakes, streams, and rivers on earth – has resulted
in lowering of the groundwater level by up to 30 m at some places! This has led to loss of
farmlands and wildlife, followed by abandonment of villages and towns.
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Changes in water availability affect crop diversity. Maintaining crop diversity is essential for achieving food security

of biodiversity. It is also diminishing the ability of
ecosystems to provide healthy services that keep
people healthy and out of poverty. For instance,
biodiversity loss can negatively impact agriculture
and human health. One of the biggest threats is
for the tourists industry, which is dependent on
a healthy ecosystem. Tourists visiting such areas
should be willing to pay. For example, tourists
visiting Silent Valley National Park in Kerala are
willing to pay a price for preservation.

Aquatic ecosystem
Aquatic ecosystems are mainly of two main types:
Marine and freshwater.

O

O

O

O

ocean where animals such as whales, sharks,
and tuna live.
The Benthic Zone consists of substrates below
water where many invertebrates live.
The Intertidal Zone is the area between high
and low tides.
Other near-shore (Neritic) zones can include
estuaries, salt marshes, coral reefs, lagoons
and mangrove swamps.
In deep water, hydrothermal vents may occur
where chemosynthetic sulphur bacteria form
the base of the food web.

Classes of organisms found in marine ecosystems
include brown algae, dino-Åagellates, corals,
cephalopods, echinoderms and sharks.

Marine ecosystems
These ecosystems cover approximately 71 per cent
of the earth’s surface and generate 32 per cent of the
world's net primary production. Marine ecosystems
can be divided into many zones depending upon
water depth and shoreline features.
O
The Oceanic Zone is the vast open part of the

Among the Asian countries, India is perhaps the
only one that has a long record of inventories of
coastal and marine biodiversity dating back to at
least two centuries. Along the Indian coast, about
770 species of seaweeds are distributed, of which
184 species are green, 166 are brown and 420
are red algae. The estimated standing stock (wet
LINKING LIFE: WATER AND NATURE
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weight) is about 541,340 tonnes. Seaweeds are
excellent breeding grounds for marine organisms,
and are important as food for humans, feed for
animals, fertiliser for plants, and for pharmaceutical
purposes. Collection of wild seaweeds by the
coastal population has reduced the seaweed cover
over the years. Farming of seaweeds has become
popular and is a livelihood source for coastal
population in the Palk Bay and Gulf of Mannar.
India has 33 coastal and marine protected areas
and three marine bio-reserves, with a total area of
5,319 km2. The protected areas cover less than 1.3
per cent of the Indian coast.

Mangroves are various types of trees up to medium
height and shrubs that grow in saline coastal
sediment habitats in the tropics and subtropics. The
distribution of the mangrove ecosystem on Indian
coastlines includes the Sundarban mangroves,
Andaman-Nicobar Islands and Gulf of Kachchh
in Gujarat. The mangrove formations in India are
of three types - deltaic, backwater-estuarine and
insular. The deltaic mangroves occur mainly along
the east coast, the backwater-estuarine type along
the west coast and the insular in Andaman and
Nicobar Islands. A total of 39 mangrove species are
known from India.
Mangroves in India account for 12 per cent of the
world’s mangrove vegetation and cover an area of
6,740 sq km. Over 1,600 plant and 3,700 animal

Indira Khurana

Marine ecosystems in India face threat from growing
pollution resulting in habitat destruction. Disposal of
untreated wastes, oil spills, thermal pollution pose
a growing threat to the life of the species located in
coastal areas.

Mangroves

Mangroves such as those found in the Andaman and Nicobar islands protect coastal areas from storm surges, cyclones
tsunamis
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species have been identiÄed from these areas.
Around 57 per cent of the mangroves are found on
the east coast, 23 per cent on the west coast and
the remaining 20 per cent in Andaman and Nicobar
Islands.
Mangroves are important water-based ecosystems
and are home to a large variety of Äsh, crab, shrimp,
and mollusc species. These Äsheries form an
essential source of food for thousands of coastal
communities around the world. The forests also
serve as nurseries for many Äsh species, including
coral reef Äsh. Mangrove forests are home to a large
variety of Äsh, crab, shrimp, and mollusc species.
The dense root systems of mangrove forests trap
sediments Åowing down rivers and off the land. This
helps stabilise the coastline and prevents erosion
from waves and storms. In areas where mangroves
have been cleared, coastal damage from hurricanes
and typhoons is more severe.
Mangroves have been destroyed by human
activities across India. Coastal mangroves have
been cleared for human inhabitation in many
areas. Mumbai is one of the best examples for
the mangrove destruction due to urbanisation. All
th seven islands of Mumbai were reclaimed and
linked to a continuous landmass after destroying
mangroves in the process. The history of restriction
of Sundarbans is mainly due to conversion of
mangrove forests for agricultural purposes. In the
largest delta region of the world, existing between
India and Bangladesh, 1,50,000 ha of mangroves
were destroyed during the past 100 years, and
these were mainly reclaimed for agriculture.
Mangroves are cleared for timber, charcoal and
Ärewood. Because of its higher caloriÄc value,
the mangrove twigs are used as Ärewood. The
mangrove wood is rich in phenols, and hence is
highly resistant to deterioration, and it is widely
used as timber for construction purpose.

Coral reefs
India with a vast coastline 7,517 km and
subtropical climatic conditions has few coral reef
areas. The reefs are mainly concentrated in the
Gulf of Kachchh, Gujarat; Gulf of Manar and Palk
Bay, Tamil Nadu; and Andaman and Nicobar and
Lakshadweep Islands. The absence of reef in the
Bay of Bengal is attributed to the high quantity
of freshwater and silt brought by the rivers. At a
global level coral reefs cover roughly 284,300 km,
or 0.09 per cent of the total area of the world’s
oceans.
Coral reefs are complex marine ecosystems
comparable to rainforests of terrestrial ecosystem
in terms of their species diversity. They act as
a barrier against waves and reduce erosion. In
addition, they provide habitat, food and protection
to countless marine species and breeding and
nursery grounds for many commercially important
Äsh and invertebrate species. Coral reefs are
sources of employment, income and food to
millions of human beings through Äshery and
tourism-based activities.
Different perceptions surround coral reefs.
Traditional Äsher folk and people whose livelihood
is dependent on the reef perceive reefs as a safety
net in their food production system. They also
perceive the reef as a defense against the erosive
forces of the ocean waves. Navigators dread
reefs and associate them with ship wrecks. They
consider them as hazard zones on their navigation
routes. Scientists, scuba divers and snorkeling
tourists perceive reefs as places of mystery and
wonder.
Overall, little information is available on the coral
reef ecosystem as a whole or on the relationship
between human economy and the ecological
resources of coral reefs. There is widespread
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degradation of coral reefs due to human and natural
disasters. Disease is another key factor killing the
corals slowly. This calls for the development of
realistic management plans for coral reef areas
involving local community participation.
Freshwater ecosystems
The percentage of freshwater amounting to 0.03
per cent of the total water available on the earth’s
surface supports an estimated 126,000 known
species across diverse habitats. This Ägure
includes 15,000 Äsh species (some 45 per cent
of all Äsh species), 4,300 species of amphibians,
5,600 species of dragonÅies and damselÅies
and 5,000 species of molluscs. It is estimated
that as many as one million species rely on
freshwater habitats including all un-described
species. Around 37 per cent of all bird species
are dependent on inland waters for their survival.
Providing services
Freshwater ecosystems provide a variety of
services, broadly categorised as provisioning,
Figure 2: Freshwater ecosystem services

Source: UN Water
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supporting, regulating and cultural services
(see Figure 2).
According to the Convention on Biological
Diversity, an ecosystem approach is a strategy
for integrated management of land, water and
living resources that promotes conservation and
sustainable use in an equitable way. Ecosystem
approach in any water system is based on the
notion that water, biodiversity, and environmental
protection require establishing interdisciplinary,
inter-sectoral and inter-institutional initiatives.
Freshwater ecosystem types
The three basic types of freshwater ecosystems
include:
O
Lentic: Slow moving water, including pools,
ponds, and lakes.
O
Lotic: Faster moving water, for example
streams and rivers.
O
Wetlands: Areas where the soil is saturated or
inundated.
Lentic or lake ecosystems can be divided into
zones. One common system divides lakes into three
zones namely the Littoral Zone which is the shallow
zone near the shore. This is where rooted wetland
plants occur. The offshore is divided into two further
zones, an open water zone and a deep water zone.
In the open water zone (or Photic Zone) sunlight
supports photosynthetic algae, and the species that
feed upon them. In the deep water zone, sunlight is
not available and the food web is based on detritus
entering from the Littoral and Photic Zones.
Lotic Zone comprises of river ecosystems which
are determined by the river bed's gradient or by
the velocity of the current. Faster moving turbulent
water typically contains greater concentrations
of dissolved oxygen, which supports greater
biodiversity than the slow moving water of pools.
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These distinctions form the basis for the division of
rivers into upland and lowland rivers.

In India, wetlands are distributed in different
geographical regions ranging from Himalayas
to Deccan plateau. Wetlands in India occupy
58.2 million ha, including areas under wet paddy
cultivation. The variability in climatic conditions
and changing topography is responsible for
signiÄcant diversity found in the wetlands. These
are classiÄed into different types based on their
origin, vegetation, nutrient status and thermal
characteristics as given below:
O

O

O

O
O
O

O

Glaciatic wetlands - Tsomoriri in Jammu
and Kashmir, Chandertal in Himachal Pradesh.
Tectonic wetlands - Nilnag in Jammu and
Kashmir, Khajjiar in Himachal Pradesh, and
Nainital and Bhimtal in Uttarakhand.
Oxbow wetlands - Dal Lake, Wular Lake in
Jammu and Kashmir and Loktak Lake in
Manipur and some of the wetlands in the river
plains of Brahmaputra and Indo-Gangetic
region. Deepor Beel in Assam, Kabar in Bihar,
and Surahtal in Uttar Pradesh.
Lagoons - Chilika in Odisha.
Crater wetlands - Lonar lake in Maharashtra.
Salt water wetlands – Pangong Tso in
Jammu and Kashmir and Sambhar in
Rajasthan.
Urban wetlands – Dal Lake in Jammu and
Kashmir, Nainital in Uttaranchal and Bhoj in

Indira Khurana

Wetlands are lands, transitional between terrestrial
and aquatic systems where the water table is
usually at or near the surface, or the land is covered
by the shallow water. Wetland helps in supporting
millions of people in form of providing supply of
clean water and food, Äbre and raw materials.
Of all the freshwater ecosystems, wetlands have
signiÄcant importance because of the large habitat
they sustain.

Urban wetlands in Delhi support local species and are also
visited by winter migratory species

O

O

O
O
O

Madhya Pradesh.
Ponds/Tanks, human-made wetlands - Harike
in Punjab and Pong Dam in Himachal Pradesh.
Reservoirs – Idukki, Hirakud, Bhakra-Nangal
dam.
Mangroves – Bhitarkanika in Odisha.
Coral reefs – Lakshadweep.
Creeks – Thane Creek in Maharashtra.

Valuing wetlands
According to the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment,
the services provided to society by wetlands in the
developed world can be valued as being worth $15
trillion annually. This includes their water supply
function, on which an estimated 1.5-3 billion people
depend. At a global level it has been estimated that
half of the world's wetlands have disappeared since
1900. Development and conversion continue to
pose major threats to wetlands, despite their value
and importance.
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Wetlands are important as resting sites for migratory
birds. The conservation of wetlands is important and
essential in India for sustainable food production and
availability of water for people and other creatures.
Restoration of wetlands will be difÄcult once it
issued for other activities. Ninety-four wetlands have

been identiÄed for conservation and management
under the National Programme for Conservation and
Management of Wetlands (see Map 1).
These wetlands are eligible for Änancial assistance
on 100 per cent grant basis to the concerned State

Map 1: IdentiÄed wetlands under the National Wetlands Conservation and Management Program

Source: Ministry of Environment and Forests, Government of India
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Governments for undertaking activities like survey
and demarcation, weed control, catchment area
treatment, desiltation, conservation of biodiversity,
pollution abatement, livelihood support, creation
of minor infrastructure, educational awareness,
capacity building of various stakeholders and
community development.
Wetlands in India face a threat manifested by
biotic and abiotic factors. The major biotic factors
include uncontrolled siltation and weed infestation;
uncontrolled discharge of wastewater including
industrial efÅuents and surface run-off resulting
in proliferation of aquatic weeds, which adversely
affect the Åora and fauna; tree felling for fuel wood
and wood products causes soil loss affecting rainfall
pattern; loss of various aquatic species due to waterlevel Åuctuation; and, habitat destruction leading to
loss of Äsh and decrease in number of migratory
birds. Abiotic factors include encroachment
resulting in shrinkage of area; anthropogenic
pressures resulting in habitat destruction and loss
of biodiversity; uncontrolled dredging resulting in
successional changes; hydrological intervention
resulting in loss of aquifers, and, most importantly,
pollution from point and non-point sources resulting
in deterioration of water quality.

extremes, the country also has semi-evergreen rain
forests, deciduous monsoon forests, thorn forests,
subtropical pine forests in the lower montane zone
and temperate montane forests.
These forests contain several tree species of great
commercial signiÄcance (e.g. Dalbergia latifolia,
Pterocarpus marsupium, and Terminalia crenulata).
Unfortunately several areas where these species
were found have been gradually cleared by humans
for various reasons.
According to the India State of Forest Report 2011,
the forest and tree cover of India is 78.29 mha,
which is 23.81 per cent of the geographical area
of the country. This includes 2.76 per cent of tree
cover. The area covered by Very Dense Forests is
83,471 km (2.54 per cent), that with Moderately
Dense Forests is 320,736 km (9.76 per cent) and
Open Forests is 287,820 km (8.75 per cent) as
indicated in Figure 3.
Figure 3: Forest resources of India
Non-forest
77.67%

Forests
India is home to 1.8 per cent of the world's forests,
which meet nearly 40 per cent of the country’s
energy needs and 30 per cent of its fodder
needs. It supports 17 per cent of the world’s
human population and 18 per cent of its livestock
population. The Indian forests are home to around
100 million people and provide sustenance to
them. The panorama of Indian forests ranges from
evergreen tropical rain forests in the Andaman
and Nicobar Islands, the Western Ghats and the
north-eastern states, to dry alpine scrub in the
Himalayas to the north. However, between the two

Very Dense
Forest
2.54%

Scrub
1.28%

Open Forest
8.75%

Mod. Dense
Forest
9.76%

Total Forest Cover 21.05%

Source: India State of Forest Report 2011
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Did You Know …

•

India has more than 70 million hectares under forest cover, which is more than twice the
entire geographical area of Finland.
• While most developing countries lost forest cover, India added around 3 million hectares of
forest and tree cover over the last decade. Forests neutralise nearly 11 per cent of India’s
Green House Gas (GHG) emissions.
• 200 million people are dependent on forests for livelihood.
• India has one of the most advanced forest mapping programs in the world, with the Forest
Survey of India (FRI) conducting a biennial cycle of forest and tree cover assessment.
India's Forest: A Rich Natural Heritage (REDD Report), Ministry of Environment and Forests,
Government of India, 2010.

Forests and ecosystems
Forests are not just trees, but a part of an
ecosystem that underpins life, economies and
societies. Forests provide a wide range of services:
Sustaining water resources; prevention of soil
erosion; Åoods and landslides; and, maintenance of
soil fertility and organic carbon. Water, wetlands and

Forests play an important role in the hydrological
cycle by directly affecting rates of evapotranspiration. In turn, the existence and adaptation
of plants on the earth’s surface is primarily controlled
by temperature and water and that too by the
quantity and distribution of precipitation.

Indira Khurana

As Figure 3 indicates, forest conservation and
management are intimately linked to the health of
water basins and the quality of water downstream.
Forests also regulate soil erosion and pollution, and
prevent desertiÄcation and salinisation. The capacity
of forests to capture and store water helps to mitigate
Åoods in periods of heavy rain and ensures steady
water Åow during drier seasons. Natural forests and
well-managed plantations can protect drinkingwater supplies. In return, many forests depend on
groundwater for survival, and rely on wetlands to
support their Åora and fauna. Wetlands also play a
critical role in maintaining many natural cycles and
supporting a wide range of biological diversity.

Tress improve the local environment by trapping soil and
water, reducing erosion and bringing down temperatures
214

forests constantly interact to produce healthy and
productive ecosystems as indicated in Figure 4.
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The availability and quality of water in many regions
of the world are increasingly threatened by overuse,
misuse and pollution, and it is increasingly being
recognised that both are strongly inÅuenced by
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Figure 4: The hydrological cycle and forests
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Source: L S Hamilton, 2008. Forests and water, FAO Forestry paper 155, Rome, FAO, 3

forests. Moreover, climate change is altering the
forest’s role in regulating water Åows and inÅuencing
the availability of water resources. Therefore, the
relationship between forests and water is a critical
issue that must be accorded high priority.

Water communities
Waterbodies and aquatic ecosystems are closely
linked with human civilisation. Communities have
settled along rivers since ancient times. Hajo
Koiborto is one of the oldest Äshing community
settled along the rivers in Assam. This community
Änds mention in the Ramayana as well. In Odisha,
Jharias are another traditional Äshing community
settled along the Mahanadi. Mallah, Musahar,
Kewat, Goriya are some of the communities which
have settled along the Ganga, Chambal, Yamuna,
Gomti and Betwa. Pollution of water sources, over
Äshing, construction of dams has posed threat to
the survival of these communities across states.

Mishings of Assam
The Mishings belong to the greater Tani community
which comprises of many tribes in Arunachal
Pradesh and the Tibet Autonomous Region (TAR) in
China. They trace their roots back to Abutani or Abo
Tani (The Ärst man on earth) like any other Tani tribes.
Originally, a hill tribe from Northwest China,
Tibet and Mongolia, the Mishing, one of Assam’s
aboriginal communities, travelled down from Manas
Sarovar, the highest freshwater lake in the world
and an ancient holy site considered by pilgrims
to be the source of the four greatest rivers of Asia
(Brahmaputra, Karnali, Indus and Sutlej) and around
the 8th century settled in Arunachal Pradesh.
Around 700 years ago they migrated down the course
of tributaries feeding into the Brahmaputra like the
Dihing, Disang, Dikhow, Subansiri, Ranganadi and
Dikrong to the Assam plains in search of a less
LINKING LIFE: WATER AND NATURE
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hostile and more economically viable life, but as
comparative latecomers found the best lands had
already been taken. They, therefore, settled on the
fertile riverbanks which also gave them access to
both water and land required to sustain livelihoods.
The tribe’s relationship with water is dominated by
their surrounding rivers and occurring Åoods. The
landscape of the land, the network of rivers, the
extended monsoons, has all helped deÄne the tribe’s
connection with the forces and dynamics of water.
The Mishings are equally competent in farming
as they are in navigating a small wooden canoe
through Åood rapids. In fact, during Åoods they
commute between different households and cover
farming and Äshing grounds on boats. This constant
contact with water is further ampliÄed by many more
livelihood and lifestyle adaptations that the tribe has
had to make.

The farming pattern of the Mishing community
is customised to the movement and Åow of the
adjacent river. Paddy farming is done in three
different periods and is categorised as ahu, baw
and sali. The selection of land, time and variety
is in direct consequence to the mood of the river
and the conditions it creates. Ahu farming is done
during the dry season on highlands. The variety
chosen for the period is one that requires the
minimum amount of water to Åourish. Baw farming
is also done during the dry season, but on lowlands
that might still retain some amount of stagnant
water left behind from the previous monsoon. Sali
farming is done during the period when rainfall is at
its peak and yields are highest.
Baw farming has a higher yield than Ahu farming.
To counter food scarcity during peak Åood season,
families stock up rice in their elevated bhoral. The
tribe also grows and forages varieties of kochus
(edible tubers) for their own consumption and also
to feed their animal population, chieÅy pigs. Kochu
varieties are known for their high iron content.
Fishing is an integral part of the Mishing tribe, owing
to their close proximity to rivers. The Mishings Äsh
with traditional gear, designed and inÅuenced by
various factors such as physiography of the water
body, nature of Äsh stock, characteristics of the
material from which gear are fabricated Individual
as well as community Äshing is done with much
merriment. Therefore, variation in application of
gear can be observed in different rivers, which
have their own different characteristics.

UB photos

What lies ahead

The Mishings of Assam settled along riverbanks, which
gave them access to land and water resources necessary
for their servival
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Water is an integral part of a natural ecosystem,
whose ‘future’ is entwined with other components
of the ecosystem. Ecosystems make water
available to the organisms that live within them.
However, ecosystems can also be considered
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UB photos

Fisher communities in Assam use different kinds of jaal or nets to trap Äsh to earn a living and improve their diets

as users in themselves, having their own needs
in terms of water quantity, quality and Åow.
Ecosystems also provide services that support
the livelihoods of millions of people and provide a
basis for development.
Thousands of species rely on water-rich areas
and healthy water Åows for their survival. If these
species are to survive it is essential to preserve
these areas. This makes biodiversity a stakeholder,
with a valid claim on the world’s water resources.
The relatively small surface of the world that is
covered by freshwater alone is home to almost
one third of the planet’s vertebrate species. This
in itself is justiÄcation for allocating a fair share
of water to maintaining biodiversity; even in areas
with water shortages. In addition to this, healthy
and diverse ecosystems provide direct and
indirect economic beneÄts, food, tourism, water
storage and puriÄcation.
Ecological balance is not just about preserving
nature but about keeping nature most natural.

Some of the measures taken by the Government
of India towards maintaining a sound water
ecological balance include the following:
(a) Conservation of biodiversity: A National
Biodiversity Plan was launched in November
2008 to identify major threats and constraints
facing biodiversity and thus address the issues.
A national information grid for biodiversity,
ecology and environment data for monitoring and
management of natural resources is proposed.
(b) National Water Policy: This policy approved in
2012 suggests to keep aside a portion of the river
Åow to meet the ecological needs and to ensure
that the low and high Åow releases correspond in
time closely to the natural Åow regime.
(c) Twelve Five Year Plan: This Plan has set up
several goals and monitorable indicators to support
the linkage between ecosystems and communities.
These include mapping and restoration,
community-based forest management, wildlife
conservation and eco-livelihood development.

LINKING LIFE: WATER AND NATURE
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Vijay Kutty

Everyone must have a legal right to water, required for living a life with dignity. Access to clean drinking water is necessary
for the Constitutional Right to Life
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C HAPTER 1 0

Legal landscape of water
Geographically, water does not respect any human-made boundaries and
therefore poses a massive challenge for lawmakers. The regulation of water in
its myriad forms and its channelisation, access and maintenance in its purest
form is a legislative quagmire. There is a need to revamp the legal structure
and ease out old legislations which are now outdated and out of context

Water has various uses - the principal ones being
drinking, irrigation, industrial use and navigation.
Water due to its unique physical properties, is
a dynamic seamless resource, which is largely
available as surface water and groundwater. Surface
water is available in the form of oceans, seas,
lakes, rivers, streams and smaller waterbodies,
while groundwater is accessed through boring and
wells. Geographically, water does not respect any
human-made boundaries and therefore poses a
massive challenge for lawmakers.

triggers for the legal framework within which water
as a resource is managed.

The scarcity of water in its potable drinking form
has brought water related regulation and law into
serious focus. The ability of water to accommodate
a huge number of materials has led to it being
abused, leading to extensive pollution and great
environmental damage.

“Water is the basic need for the survival of human
beings and is part of the right to life and human
rights as enshrined in Article 21 of the Constitution
of India and can be served only by providing source
of water where there is none.” Much earlier in 1991,2
the Supreme Court had stated that “right to live is a
fundamental right under Article 21 of the Constitution
and it includes the right of enjoyment of pollution
free water and air for full enjoyment of life.”

All these aspects of water enunciated above
– necessity, availability and misuse – form the
1
2

Water: A basic human right
The Indian Constitution does not speciÄcally
recognize a fundamental right to water. However,
the Supreme Court of India has included it within the
ambit of Article 21 of the Indian Constitution which
secures life and liberty of all persons. In the Sardar
Sarovar case1 the Supreme Court opined that:

Narmada Bachao Andolan v. Union of India (2000) 10 SCC 664
Subhash Kumar v. State of Bihar (1991) 1 SCC 598
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Even when the Supreme Court was faced with
conÅicting issues of economic development and
environment protection, it reiterated its adherence
to the principle of sustainable development.
The Supreme Court stated that3 “… sustainable
development principle is a sine qua non for the
maintenance of the symbiotic balance between
the rights to environment and development. Right
to environment is a fundamental right. On the
other hand, right to development is also one. Here,
the right to sustainable development cannot be
singled out. Therefore, the concept of sustainable
development is to be treated as an integral part of
“life” under Article 21.”
There is no doubt that the right to water is now Ärmly
enshrined as part of our constitutional framework
and is enforceable through remedies provided
under the Constitution, including petitions under
Article 32 of the Constitution of India.
The right to water is also recognized by the United
Nations. Deeply concerned that approximately 884
million people lack access to safe drinking water
and that more than 2.6 billion do not have access to
basic sanitation and that approximately 1.5 million
children under 5 years of age die and 443 million
school days lost each year as a result of water
and sanitation related diseases, the UN General
Assembly on July 28, 2010 through Resolution
64/2924 explicitly recognised the human right to
water and sanitation and acknowledged that clean
drinking water and sanitation are essential to the
realisation of all human rights.
The Resolution called upon States and international
organisations to provide Änancial resources and
help capacity building and technology transfer to

help countries, in particular developing countries,
to provide safe, clean, accessible and affordable
drinking water and sanitation for all.
Some countries also formally recognise the right
to water as part of their fundamental constitutional
texts. For example, the South African Constitution
in Article 27 recognises alongside the right to
sufÄcient food, health care services and social
security, the right to access “sufÄcient water.”
Rights are positive in the sense that there are
duties to protect, promote and fulÄll them, requiring
the state to take “reasonable legislative and other
measures, within its available resources, to achieve
the progressive realisation” of the right [Section
27(2) of the SA Constitution].

The Public Trust Doctrine
Right to access and use of water by private
persons was originally recognised by common
law through what was called ‘riparian rights’. This
secured the right to use water Åowing past one’s
land and to access it undiminished in Åow, quantity
or quality. In contemporary times, this theory has
been rejected and instead being supplanted with
the principle that water is a public resource and
therefore belongs to all the people as a whole.
Administration of water is therefore based on the
‘public trust doctrine’ which essentially mandates
that water as a resource shall be held in trust by the
State on behalf of its people and in the process of
distribution, the State shall be guided by principle
of equality and larger public good. This principle
was developed through a series of cases by the
Supreme Court, inter alia the Kamal Nath case in
1997.5 The Supreme Court relying upon Joseph L.
Sax’s erudite article6 stated as follows:

3

N.D. Jayal v. Union of India (2004) 9 SCC 362
http://www.un.org/en/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=A/RES/64/292&referer=http://www.un.org/en/ga/64/resolutions.
shtml&Lang=E
5
MC Mehta c. Kamal Nath (1997) 1 SCC 388
6
Public Trust Doctrine in Natural Resource Law : Effective Judicial Intervention – Michigan Law Review Vol. 68 Part-I, p.473
4
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“The public trust doctrine primarily rests on
the principle that certain resources like air,
sea, water and the forests have such a great
importance to the people as a whole that it
would be wholly unjustiÄed to make them
a subject of private ownership. The said
resources being a gift of nature, they should be
made freely available to everyone irrespective
of the status in life. The doctrine enjoins upon
the government to protect the resources for
the enjoyment of the general public rather
than to permit the use for private ownership or
commercial purposes.”

the Parliament and the State have powers to
legislate, though Parliament has supremacy).

The Court went on to crystallize the following
principle which binds the Executive to act
responsibly:

Entry 56: Regulation and Development of InterState Rivers and River Valleys to the extent to
which such regulation and development under the
control of the Union is declared by Parliament by
law to be expedient in the public interest.

“If there is a law made by Parliament or the
State Legislatures, the Courts can serve as an
instrument of determining legislative intent in
exercise of its powers of judicial review under
the Constitution. But in the absence of any
legislation, the Executive acting under the
doctrine of public trust cannot abdicate the
natural resources and convert them into private
ownership, of a commercial use.”
The Public Trust Doctrine therefore forms the
jurisprudential basis of all law relating to water.

As per this division of power, the following Entries
in the Seventh Schedule are relevant to the subject
of water:
List-I
Entry 24: Shipping and navigation on inland
waterways declared by Parliament by law to be
national waterways. The rule of the road on such
waterways.

List-II
Entry 13: Communications, that is to say, roads,
bridges, ferries, inland water ways and trafÄc
thereon subject to the provisions of List-I and ListIII with regard to such waterways.
Entry 17: Water, that is to say, water supplies,
irrigation and canals, drainage and embankments,
water storage and water power subject to the
provisions of Entry 56 of List-I.

The Constitutional perspective
Entry 21: Fisheries
Article 246 of the Constitution of India delineates
the power of making laws between the Parliament
at the Centre and the State Legislatures. The
Seventh Schedule of the Constitution contains
three Lists – List-I (the Union List – subjects on
which the Parliament has exclusive power to
legislate); List-II (the State List – subjects on which
the State has exclusive power to legislate); and
List-III (Concurrent List – subjects on which both

List-III
Entry 32: Shipping and navigation on inland
waterways as regards mechanically propelled
vessels and the rule of the road on such waterways
and the carriage of passengers and goods on
inland waterways subject to the provisions of List-I
with respect to national waterways.
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The power to enact legislation relating to water is
therefore, largely in the hands of the State, except
for shipping and navigation or on inter-state issues.
In respect of the latter, Article 262 of the Constitution
is extremely relevant. It empowers Parliament
to provide for the adjudication of any dispute or
complaint with respect to the use, distribution
or control of the waters in any inter-state river or
river valley. The Article in sub-section (2) excludes
the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court or any other
Court in respect of the same. Pursuance to this
constitutional provision, the Parliament enacted
the Inter-State Water Disputes Act, 1956, which
was later renamed as the Inter-State River Water
Disputes Act, 1956.
This Act provides for establishment of Tribunals to
adjudicate water related conÅicts between two or
more States. Section 11 of this Act clearly states
that neither the Supreme Court nor any other Court
shall exercise jurisdiction in respect of any water
dispute which comes within the scope and ambit of
the Act. This was conÄrmed by the Hon’ble Supreme
Court in a number of cases7 and the Court refused
to exercise jurisdiction on an Inter-State River Water
Dispute. The current inter-state river water disputes
and tribunals are: Ravi and Beas Water Tribunal;
Vansadhara River Water Dispute; Mahadayi-Mandovi
River Dispute; Krishna River Water Dispute Tribunal
and the Cauvery Water Disputes Tribunal.
In the context of inter-state water disputes, it may
be important to note that in 1956, the Parliament
passed The River Boards Act, 1956 to provide a
scheme for the Central Government to create Boards
to advise governments on any matter concerning
an inter-state river and to help prepare schemes
for regulating these waterways. However, no River
Boards have been created or established since
there is an environment of suspicion and mistrust
7
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amongst the States of giving up their control on
water based policy to the Central Government.
Article 39 of the Constitution of India enumerates
Directive Principles of State Policy, which are
some social and economic goals which the State
should seek to achieve. Article 39(b) provides that
the “ownership and control of material resources of
the community are so distributed as best to subserve
the common good.” This provides a constitution
toe-hold for any policy or legislation or evolution of
any jurisprudence in relation to water resources.

The policy framework
The National Water Policy is formulated by the
Ministry of Water Resources of the Government of
India to govern the planning and development of
water resource and their optimum utilization. The Ärst
National Water Policy was adopted in September,
1987 and then was reviewed and updated in 2002.
It was adopted by the National Water Resources
Council which had been originally set up in 1983.
In 2012, revised policy was recommended by the
National Water Board in its meeting on 7th June,
2012.
The National Water Resources Council adopted the
National Water Policy 2012 on December 28, 2012.
In order to suggest a roadmap for implementation
of National Water Policy 2012, a Committee was
constituted by notiÄcation dated 5th June, 2013 by
the Ministry of Water Resources.
The objective of the National Water Policy was to
take cognizance of the existing situation and to
propose a framework for the creation of system of
laws and institutions and for a plan of action with the
uniÄed national perspective. It sought to crystallise
certain basic principles, which would govern public

Atma Linga Reddy v. Union of India (2008) 7 SCC 788; T.N. Cauvery v. Union of India (1990) 3 SCC 440
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policies on water resources to ensure commonality
in approaches in dealing with planning, development
and management of water resources.
The major features of the policy are:
1. Establish a standardised national information
system with a network of data banks and data
bases,
2. Resource planning and recycling for providing
maximum availability,
3. Give importance to the impact of projects on
human settlements and environment,
4. Guidelines for the safety of storage dams and
other water-related structures,
5. Regulate exploitation of groundwater,
6. Setting water allocation priorities in the following
order: drinking water, irrigation, hydropower,
navigation, industrial and other uses,
7. Rationalising water rates for surface water and
groundwater with due regard to the interests of
small and marginal farmers, and
8. Participation of farmers and voluntary agencies,
water quality, water zoning, conservation
of water, Åood and drought management,
erosion, etc.
The National Policy has been supplemented by State
Water Policies. Largely, the national and the state
water policies share common principles wherein,
water is a natural or economic resource that can
be harnessed to foster the productive capacity of
the economy, from irrigation water for agricultural
production to water for hydropower. Also it has
been felt that the priority of use should be allocated
in the following order: Drinking water, irrigation,
hydropower, ecology, agro-industries and nonagricultural industries, navigation and other uses.
So far the State Water Policies have been Änalised
and adopted by 11 states namely Andhra Pradesh,
Chhattisgarh, Goa, Himachal Pradesh, Karnataka,

Kerala, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Odisha, Tamil
Nadu, and Uttar Pradesh. However, Chhattisgarh
and Tamil Nadu are in the process of revising the
State Water Policies. The states / UTs namely Delhi,
Daman and Diu and Dadra and Nagar Haveli have
adopted the National Water Policy. The formulation
/ adoption of State Water Policies is in progress
in Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, Bihar, Gujarat,
Haryana, Jammu and Kashmir, Jharkhand, Manipur,
Meghalaya, Mizoram, Nagaland, Punjab, Rajasthan,
Sikkim, Tripura, Uttarakhand, West Bengal and Union
Territories of Andaman and Nicobar, Chandigarh,
Lakshadweep, and Puducherry.
The National Policy recommends the need to evolve
a National Water Framework Law as an umbrella
statement of general principles governing the
exercise of Legislative and/or Executive powers
by the Centre, the States and the Local Governing
Bodies. The policy further states that:
“2.2 Such a framework law must recognise
water not only as a scarce resource but also
as a sustainer of life and ecology. Therefore,
water, particularly, groundwater, needs to be
managed as a community resource held, by the
State, under public trust doctrine to achieve
food security, livelihood, and equitable and
sustainable development for all. Existing Acts
may have to be modiÄed accordingly.
2.3 There is a need for comprehensive
legislation for optimum development of interState rivers and river valleys to facilitate interState coordination ensuring scientiÄc planning
of land and water resources taking basin/
sub-basin as unit with uniÄed perspectives of
water in all its forms (including precipitation,
soil moisture, ground and surface water) and
ensuring holistic and balanced development of
both the catchment and the command areas.
Such legislation needs, inter alia, to deal with
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and enable establishment of basin authorities,
comprising party States, with appropriate
powers to plan, manage and regulate utilisation
of water resource in the basins.”
The National Policy also recommends a
Permanent Water Disputes Tribunal at the Centre
to resolve inter-state disputes expeditiously in an
equitable manner.

Irrigation related legislation
Since water is a State subject various water-related
Acts have been enacted by individual States e.g.
Andhra Pradesh Farmers Management of Irrigation
Systems Act 1997; Maharashtra Management of
Irrigation Systems by Farmers Act 2005; Rajasthan
Farmers’ Participation in Management of Irrigation
Systems Act 2000. These Acts in Andhra Pradesh,
Rajasthan and Maharashtra have been enacted
to promote participation of farmers in irrigation
schemes along the principles of ‘participatory
irrigation management’. For example the Kerala
Irrigation and Water Conservation Act (2003) aims
to consolidate and amend the laws relating to
construction of irrigation works, conservation and
distribution of water for the purpose of irrigation
and levy of betterment contribution and water
cess on lands beneÄted by irrigation works and
to provide for involvement of farmers in water
utilisation system.
Secondly, several states, including Andhra
Pradesh and Maharashtra have adopted
legislation seeking to restructure the water
institutional framework such as Andhra Pradesh
Water Resources Development Corporation Act
1997; Maharashtra Water Resources Regulatory
Authority Act 2005. The Maharashtra authority
has a broad prerogative to establish a regulatory
system for the water resources of the state,
including surface and groundwaters, to regulate
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their use and apportion entitlements to use water
between different recognised categories of use.
Also the authority has to promote the efÄcient use
of water, to minimise wastage and to Äx reasonable
use criteria.

Environment related legislation
In 1974, the Parliament used its power under
Article 252 of the Constitution of India to legislate
upon the subject of “water pollution”. Article
252 empowers the Parliament to legislate for
two or more States by consent and adoption of
such legislation by any other State. Accordingly,
resolutions having been passed by the legislatures
of various states, the Water (Prevention and Control
of Pollution) Act, 1974 was born. It sought to tackle
headlong the issue of water pollution and provide
a framework for its prevention and the maintaining
and restoring of the wholesomeness of water. The
Act mandates constitution of the Central Pollution
Control Board and State Pollution Control Boards
to coordinate activities in this regard. It empowered
the government to have powers of entry and
inspection and to create a system for sampling
of water in order to identify violators. Amongst
other activities, the Boards are responsible for
collecting, compiling and publishing technical
and statistical data, laying down the standards
of different constituents in water, management of
sewerage and trade efÅuence and giving directions
to any polluting units or person in order to stop
such activity. Section 24 of the 1974 Act prohibits
anybody from discharging any poisonous, noxious
or pollution matter into any water resource and Äx
violation and offence under the Act.
In 1986, the Government of India enacted the
Environment (Protection) Act pursuant to powers
under Article 253 of the Constitution of India,
which empowers the Parliament to make laws for
whole of India in order to implement any treaty,
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agreement or convention made at an international
conference. The 1986 Act was a consequence of
decisions taken at the United Nations Conference
on the Human Environment held in Stockholm in
June 1972. The 1986 Act was to provide a general
legislation for environmental protection since
despite speciÄc previous legislations focusing on
certain kinds of pollutions, some major areas of
environmental hazards were not covered. There was
also a need of an authority which could assume the
lead role for studying, planning and implementing
long term requirements of environmental safety.
This umbrella legislation provided a framework for
the central government to coordinate activities of
various authorities. The Act provides power to make
rules to regulate environmental pollution, notify
standards and maximum limits of pollutants of air,
water and soil, ensure prohibition and restriction on
the handling of hazardous substances and location
of industries, etc. The deÄnition of environment
in Section 2(a) included water and therefore, this
became a supervening legislation for water pollution
as well. Under the Act, the Environment (Protection)
Rules were also framed in 1986.
Pursuant to the 1974 Water Pollution Act, the Water
(Prevention and Control of Pollution) Cess Act,
1977 along with Rules was also enacted. This Act
provides for a levy and collection of Cess and water
consumed by industries and local authorities. It aims
at augmenting the resources of the Central and State
Boards for prevention and control of water pollution.
Certain other legislations and rules may also be
relevant in respect of water resources. These are:
1. The Indian Fisheries Act, 1897, which penalises
any person for poisoning water with intent
to catch or destroy Äsh or to use explosive
substances for that purpose.

2. The Mineral Conservation and Development
Rules, 1988 – these have been formulated under
Section 18 of the Mines and Minerals (Regulation
and Development) Act, 1957 and in Chapter V
deal with the issue of environment protection in
relation to management of mining operations.
Rule 31 enjoins every holder of a prospective
license or a mining lease to take all possible
precautions for the protection of environment
and control of pollution while prospecting or
mining operations. Other provisions mandate
that storage of overburden, waste rock, Änes,
tailings from mines, be deposited in a manner
so that they do not cause pollution of surface
water bodies and groundwater or cause Åoods.

Drinking water and sanitation programmes
The Ministry of Drinking Water and Sanitation
(MDWS), Government of India, administers the
National Rural Drinking Water Programme (NRDWP)
and the Nirmal Bharat Abhiyan through which
support is extended to the States for implementing
rural domestic water supply and sanitation
schemes. The Ministry has also Änalised through
extensive stakeholders consultations, a National
Rural Sanitation and Hygiene Strategy 2012 - 2022
to achieve sanitation related goals in a time bound
manner linked to Plan Periods.
The 12th Five Year Plan (2012 – 2017) issued
by the Planning Commission of India included
reports by the water and sanitation working
groups8. The key recommendations are improving
water use efÄciency, sustainable participatory
groundwater management, watershed restoration
and groundwater recharge, new approach to
rural drinking water supply on population basis,
integrate urban water supply with sewage systems,
emphasis on recycle and reuse of water, new legal

http://planningcommission.gov.in/aboutus/committee/wrkgrp12/wr/wg_indus_rural.pdf
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and institutional framework, basin approach for
water planning and management. The Report
states that “all out efforts should be made during
the plan period to improve full population coverage
in all habitations taking into consideration aspects
of quantity, quality, distance, timeliness, regularity
and reliability of supply by the implementing
agencies so as to ensure reasonable and reliable
water supply to all including the poorest sections.
One of the important recommendations is to aim
to cover at least 55 per cent of the total rural
households with piped water supply, with house
connection as far as possible.”
The 12th Plan also made a speciÄc remark relating
to groundwater, which has become a huge source
for drinking water and domestic use in rural and
urban areas and in fact for irrigation as well. The
Report mentioned that “there is an urgent need to
come out with a clear legal framework governing
the use of groundwater”. The need for reforms
of groundwater law is a long-standing demand
considering that groundwater was traditionally
covered by common law principles under the
British rule and did not incorporate realities
of India. Also the widespread introduction of
mechanised pumping devices led to rapidly
increasing groundwater use and lowering water
tables. This led the Government of India to
acknowledge the need for a statutory framework
governing groundwater. As a result, starting in
1970, the Government of India put forward a Model
Bill to Regulate and Control the Development and
Management of Ground Water for adoption by the
States. This Model Bill has been revised several
times (1992, 1996 and 2005) but the basic scheme
adopted in 1970 has been retained. States have
been slow in adopting groundwater legislation. A
few States, as in the case of Madhya Pradesh took
9

a lead as early as in 1986. Other states include
Andhra Pradesh, Bihar, Goa, Himachal Pradesh,
Karnataka, Kerala, Tamil Nadu and West Bengal.
In addition, Maharashtra and Uttar Pradesh have
groundwater bills that are awaiting adoption by the
legislative assembly9.
Issues related to water quality have also emerged
as a major new concern over the last decade or
so. Earlier quality issues were related to biological
contamination of the main surface water sources
due to poor sanitation and waste disposal. However
today it is supplemented by chemical pollution of
groundwater, with arsenic, Åuoride, iron, nitrate
and salinity. According to MDWS, out of the 593
districts from which data is available, there are
problems from high Åuoride in 203 districts, iron
in 206 districts, salinity in 137 districts, nitrate in
109 districts and arsenic in 35 districts. Biological
contamination problems causing enteric disorders
are present throughout the country and are a
major concern, being linked with infant mortality,
maternal health, and related issues10.

Judicial principles
The Courts in India, particularly the Supreme
Court, has been extremely active in recognising
the rights of the citizens to access water resources
and to ensure pollution free water. Traditionally law
recognises the rights of a riparian owner (someone
who owns the land adjoining a river or water stream)
to unpolluted waters. The Indian Easements Act,
1882 recognises the customary rights of the people
which are acquired by long usage or prescription
and local custom. But naturally these are subject
to the right of the state to regulate. Section 7 of the
Easement Act provides that every riparian owner
has the right to the continued Åow of the waters

http://www.ielrc.org/content/w1201.pdf
http://planningcommission.nic.in/plans/mta/11th_mta/chapterwise/chap21_water.pdf
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of a natural stream in its natural condition without
destruction or unreasonable pollution. The Supreme
Court in MC Mehta v Union of India (Ganga Pollution
– Municipality case) AIR 1988 SC 1115 recognized
and revived the doctrine of riparian rights. In 1991
the Supreme Court recognised the right to clean
water as part of the right to life in Subhash Kumar
v. State of Bihar AIR 1991 SC 420. In 1996 the
Supreme Court Ärmly adopted the principle of
polluter pays in the case Indian Council for EnviroLegal Action v Union of India AIR 1996 SC 1446.
The Supreme Court held that the responsibility for
costs of remedying water problems falls on the
polluter company and this now has become part of
fundamental environmental jurisprudence.

Conclusions
While this article aspires to provide an overview
of water-based legislation and law in India, a full
comprehensive listing of all instruments is not
possible here. A detailed listing of legal instruments
relating to water and sanitation in India is available
at the website of the International Environmental
Law Research Centre [http://www.ielrc.org/water/
doc_goi.php].

Water as a natural resource is fundamental
to sustenance of life. Indeed life exists on
earth because of water. Water constitutes the
fundamental and the most dominant ingredient
of a human body. Its very nature is inextricably
intertwined with life and therefore there can be
no doubt or delay in recognizing it as part of
the right to life in the legal and constitutional
frameworks all over the world. In India, judicial
interpretation has brought it Ärmly within that
framework. However the regulation of water in
its myriad forms and its channelisation, access
and maintenance in its purest form is a legislative
quagmire.
There is obviously a need to revamp this legal
structure and ease out old legislations which are
now outdated and out of context. Despite water
being a state subject, the National Water Policy
offers a useful benchmark and framework for
policy makers. There is an active debate between
supporters of centralisation and those, which
believe that de-centralisation and communitybased projects would achieve better results. Either
which way, there is a need for active analysis and
legislative reform.
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Anshu Bhatnagar

It is possible to have abundant water for all purposes, including nature. But for this to happen, water needs to be respected,
resources rejuvenated, innovation encouraged and wastage reduced
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C HAPTER 1 1

Towards abundance: Assuring water security
Crises come with challenges and opportunities. Water may well be the new gold,
expensive and available only to a few. But this can change. In a world driven by
information and innovation, adopting an informed managment approach where
principles of equity and rights, conservation and responsible behaviour are
backed by technological options hold the key to achieving water security

“Civilisation has been a permanent dialogue
between human beings and water,” according to
Paolo Lugari, founder of the Gaviotas community
in Colombia. Founded in 1971, Gaviotas is an ecovillage created as a model of sustainable living in
a politically and geographically challenging area.
Luna Leopold, eminent geo-morphologist and
hydrologist once said, “The health of our water is
a principle measure of how we live on the land.”
The writing is clear on the wall. We have not been
living too well. We need to get water management
in order, starting with a new philosophy, where
water is not only viewed for what we can get from
it economically, but incorporates social, political
and traditional concerns as well. Everyone
understands that water is essential to life. But
it is only now that many are beginning to grasp
how essential it is – food, energy, transportation,
nature, leisure, identity, culture, social norms, and

virtually all the products used on a daily basis.
Nurturing water requires a mix of people,
institutions, law, Änances, innovation, science and
technology, skill and will. It requires reÅection and
analysis, learning from the past and envisioning
the future. It requires functioning on the principles
of information and knowledge, conservation
and harvesting, reuse, efÄciency, sustainability,
equity and science and technology. Appropriate
management of water includes reducing demand
in three main sectors of use: Domestic, agriculture
and industry. This is possible by increasing
efÄciency, reducing wastage and leakages and
technological interventions.
As Mahatma Gandhi said, “The earth, the air, the
land and water are not an inheritance from our
forefathers but on loan form our children. So
we have to handover to them at least as it was
handed over to us.”
TOWARDS ABUNDANCE: ASSURING WATER SECURITY
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I. Informed involvement
When you drink the water, remember the spring
– Chinese proverb
Over time the relationship between humans and
water has largely been lost. This relationship needs
to be revived at an emotional, cultural, spiritual and
religious level. In the past, many campaigns on
water literacy and seeking people’s involvement
were successful, but for the short term that the
campaign was ongoing or for a brief period
subsequently.
Given the short-term memory of people and the
long-term memory loss, campaigns on water need
to be comprehensive, consistent and constant.
Some of the elements of the campaign could include
strategic messaging, holding water festivals, literary
events around water, setting up water museums and
holding competitions. A water literate people would
believe in the Philippine proverb, “Don’t empty the
water jar until the rain falls,’’ and act accordingly.

II. Equity
When one man drinks while another can only watch,
Doomsday follows
– Turkish proverb
Water, a human right essential for survival and
development is not available to all equally.
Groups are excluded due to reasons such as
poverty, caste, ethnicity, age, gender, geography
and location. Evidence indicates that Scheduled
Castes and Scheduled Tribes have lower access
to drinking water as compared to the general
population. Across sectors there are examples
wherein irrigation water is supplied to meet drinking
water needs of urban residents and water meant
for agriculture is diverted to industry. Given that
there are several ministries that cater to speciÄc
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water demands and separate ministries that cater
to the needs of the socially excluded and minority
population, the grievances of these people fall into
the fault lines between ministries.
While the Ministry of Drinking Water and Sanitation
has attempted to address this gap through
Änancial allocations and monitoring systems,
equity in access to drinking water is still a goal
to be reached. In case of other sectors that need
water, allocation is often not equitable. Disparities
are enhanced in times of water scarcity.
Lack of water causes discontent and conÅict. The
water policy 2012 acknowledges that inter-regional,
inter-state, intra-state and inter-sectoral disputes
in sharing of water strain relationships and hamper
optimal water utilisation of water through scientiÄc
planning, and calls for the principle of equity and
social justice to inform use and allocation of water.
Acting on the equity principles calls for a mix of
raising awareness, Änancial allocations, speciÄc
programmes, monitoring and evaluation of access
and prioritising of water resource allocations.
Above all it calls for a change in mind set and
commitment towards water and its access for all.

III. Right to water
“The children who have no clean water to drink, the
women who fear for their safety, the young people
who have no chance to receive a decent education
have a right to better, and we have a responsibility to
do better. All people have the right to safe drinking
water, sanitation, shelter and basic services.”
– Ban Ki-moon, UN Secretary General
In November 2002, the United Nation’s Committee
on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights adopted
General Comment 15 on the right to water. This
Comment deÄned the right to water ‘as the right of
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everyone to sufÄcient, safe, acceptable, physically
accessible and affordable water for personal and
domestic uses.’
On 28 July 2010, the United Nations General
Assembly explicitly recognised the human right
to water and sanitation, acknowledging that clean
drinking water and sanitation are essential to the
realisation of all human rights. The Resolution
(64/292) calls upon States and international
organisations to provide Änancial resources, help
capacity-building and technology transfer to help
countries, in particular developing countries, to
provide safe, clean, accessible and affordable
drinking water and sanitation for all.
India is a signatory to the above resolution and in
2012, the Planning Commission’s Working Group,
rural drinking water and sanitation, for the 12th Five
Year Plan recommended that drinking water and
sanitation be made legal rights through a process of
engagement, discourse and consensus.
Unfortunately, progress since then is negligible. Indian
case law interprets Article 21 of the Constitution –
the Right to Life – to include the right to water. The
recently adopted Constitutional Right to Education
which came into effect in April 2010 states that
school children have a right to safe drinking water
and separate toilets for boys and girls.
There are challenges in ensuring water as a legal
right: There are compulsions for legislation too. Water
is a decentralised subject, with the responsibility
vested with panchayats in rural areas and urban
local bodies in urban areas. Without adequate
Änancial, technical and human resources to deliver
these bodies will be unable to deliver, defeating the
purpose of a right. With too many demands on a
Änite source, drinking water faces the brunt for overextraction and conÅicting demand. While policies
state that drinking water will get priority, in times of

scarcity, this is not always the case. Lack of access
to drinking water and sanitation continues to be a
health and economic burden for the people and the
country and is a major contributory factor for the
high anemia in women and adolescent girls and
stunting amongst children.
For India to deliver on its international and national
commitments, a time bound action plan for moving
towards a legal right to water needs to be charted
through a process of consensus. This right needs to
be backed by an institutional framework for delivery,
a programme, adequate Änances, a monitoring
system and a penalising mechanism. It also needs
to include responsibilities.
Since delivery of the right to water requires a
resource – water, simultaneously, movements
towards the protection of water sources that cater to
human consumption can be initiated. This is a must
to uphold Article 21, of the Constitution, the Right to
Life, which can be made further explicit with a legal
right to water. These sources can be cordoned off
from interventions and use by other sectors. India
can learn from Germany for this (see Box: Protecting
Drinking Water in Germany).

IV. Creating water banks
When you see clouds gathering, prepare to catch
rainwater
– Gola People of Liberia
Rainwater harvesting and artiÄcial groundwater
recharge serves dual purposes: Absorbing excess
water and releasing it when required.
India is blessed with an annual average rainfall
of 1,100 mm, most of which falls in around 100
hours. This primary source of water must be
captured either for direct use, or for recharge of
groundwater aquifers and surface waterbodies. If
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Protecting Drinking Water in Germany
For drinking water security, the German waterworks adopt a comprehensive approach: All the regions
from the recharge area to the client are protected. This includes (a) Protection of the recharge area by
land use regulation and precautionary management; (b) Safe water treatment; (c) Strict maintenance
of the water distribution network; (d) Continuous control; and, (e) Intensive training of staff.
Groundwater protection zones together with effective regulations and control play an important role.
Water in reservoirs and lakes is protected by Surface Water Protection Zones. Within the surrounding
area the land-use is controlled. Special treatment is undertaken if acidiÄcation occurs due to acid
rain, or eutrophication caused by the inÅow of sewage. Collaboration between waterworks and the
farmers cultivating land in the recharge area is key for implementing water-protecting ecological
farming and reduce the application of agrochemicals. The waterworks compensates probable
Änancial losses.
Thus, while efforts ensure that pollution is minimal, the natural Ältration processes clean up whatever
impurities that exist. The water is not even chlorinated before use.
In a case like India, in the village, a local water source can be identiÄed, augmented and protected.
Legal protection can enable the process.

rain is not managed well, it leads to Åooding during
the monsoon and water scarcity in the following
months. The option is to capture the rain and create
a ‘rainwater’ bank for current and future use.
To put rainwater back into the natural water cycle
means to collect, clean, hold and releases, in
accordance with the natural surroundings. Different
models of rainwater harvesting can be adopted to
suit the ecological and geographical diversity. These
models already exist and can be tested, replicated
and modiÄed if required to suit contemporary
needs. Since the open land mass is declining,
especially in urban areas, artiÄcial recharge at scale
can greatly help in alleviating water scarcity, reduce
Åooding and improve water quality.
ArtiÄcial groundwater recharge
ArtiÄcial groundwater recharge is the inÄltration of
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surface water into shallow aquifers to (a) Increase
the quantity of water in the subsurface, and (b)
Improve its quality by natural attenuation processes.
It can be practiced in river valleys and sedimentary
plains by inÄltrating river or lake water into shallow
sand and gravel layers. Water can be inÄltrated into
aquifers through basins, pipes, ditches and wells.
Worldwide, several regions suffer from water scarcity
and contamination. The inÄltration and subsurface
storage of rain and river water can reduce water
stress. Combined with riverbank Ältration and the
use of subsurface dams and artiÄcial aquifers, this
technology is especially advantageous in areas
where layers of gravel and sand exist below the
earth’s surface.
ArtiÄcial inÄltration of surface water into the
uppermost aquifer offers qualitative and quantitative
advantages as indicated below:
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Natural processes reduce the contamination
of inÄltrated river water. Clay minerals, iron
hydroxide and humic matter as well as
microorganisms located in the subsurface
have high decontamination capacities. If a Änal
water treatment is required, it becomes easier
and cheaper.
The seasonally changing river discharge
inÅuences water extraction for drinking water
purposes. Such changes can be equalised by
seasonally adapted inÄltration/extraction of
water in/out of the aquifer according to the river
discharge and the water need.
InÄltration allows for better water management
as the level of water between the river and
groundwater aquifer can be manipulated
during periods of low and high river water
discharge. When there is adequate water in
the river or when the river is in spate, aquifer
recharge reduces Åooding. This causes a rise
in the groundwater table. When the Åow in the
river is reduced, the groundwater level, which
has already risen, allows for replenishment of
the river and serves as a source to regenerate it
and also for water supply. Over time, a balance
is struck between the river and the aquifer,
allowing for water availability throughout the
year. This enables a continuous water supply
over the entire year. Generally, artiÄcially
recharged groundwater is better protected
against pollution than surface water, and
the delimitation of water protection zones
makes it safer.

If done at scale, the volume of water that can be
saved is enormous. While there are environmental,
Änancial and social issues with constructing
artiÄcial storage spaces such as dams, recharging
groundwater aquifers is a ‘natural’ choice. ArtiÄcial
recharge thus offers tremendous potential.

V. Towards water-responsible business
Necessity is the mother of invention
The industrial sector rarely exhibits waterresponsible behaviour: Rampant misuse and
pollution have continued with the perception that
water is inÄnite and costs little. This has led to a
dangerous situation of scarcity and poor quality.
As the problems escalate, industries are beginning
to realise that a business as usual attitude will only
be detrimental to them.
Companies need to fundamentally change the
way they interact with water and begin thinking
about a resource that has traditionally been
viewed as cheap and available in plenty, to one
that is limited, has competitive users and affects
basic human rights. Water is now one of the
highest global risks, alongside the economy,
unemployment, food shortages and extreme
weather patterns, according to the latest Global
Risk Report released in early 2014 at the Global
Economic Forum.
Companies are now increasingly becoming
conscious of a natural resource risk in their
production processes and also in their reputation:
Water. For some, water is a blockage point:
Their products are heavily dependent on water.
Increasingly, they are also Änding themselves
competing for water resources with local farmers,
households and other users. Scarce water may
well be the new gold.
Some water-intensive companies view risks
as opportunities to show leadership and gain
competitive advantage. Realisation is dawning
that with the primary motive being business, it
makes economic sense to reduce their water
usage and pollution. Besides, a water industry
itself offers business opportunities.
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Not long ago, addressing water issues upstream
in a supply chain by a company appeared beyond
their inÅuence and control. Today, this is possible.
Companies are now Änding way to understand
their water footprint, reduce it, get certiÄed for
their water-responsive behavior and products
and work with a watershed approach. The water
footprint of a product is the volume of freshwater
appropriated to produce the product, taking into
account volumes of water consumed and polluted
in the different steps of the supply chain.
Thus there are both – challenges and opportunities.
Scarcity and risk drive innovation and globally, a
mini boom in water technology in taking place,
with Israel taking the lead (see Box: Israel’s Tryst
with Water Technology and Industry).
In India, the industrial sector contributes to 14.6
per cent of the country’s GDP, accounting for 14
per cent of employment. Industry is an essential
driver of economic growth and as its contribution
to GDP will increase, so will water demand. Of the
total industrial water use, thermal power plants are
the biggest users of water accounting for 88 per
cent of the total industrial water use. Projections

by the Ministry of Water Resources indicate that
water demand by the industry (including the
thermal power plants) will account for 8.5 per
cent and 10.1 per cent of the total freshwater
abstraction in 2025 and 2050 respectively.
The amended Companies Act of 2013 calls for
companies (with an annual turnover of Rs. 1,000
crore and more, or a net worth of Rs. 500 crore and
more, or a net proÄt of Rs. Äve crore and more to
spend at least 2 per cent of their average net proÄt
in the previous three years on CSR activities. This
is a forward looking policy and companies should
be encouraged to sped on activities relating to
natural resource conservation.
Instilling efÄciency
Attaining water use efÄciency in the industrial sector
is essential to minimise the overall water demand.
The water use in some of the industrial sectors in
India is way above global standards. Initiatives on
increasing water efÄciency from across the globe
indicate that the rate of water consumption can be
reduced by 25-50 per cent in industrial units if a
systematic approach is followed.

Israel’s Tryst with Water Technology and Industry
Long before other countries took notice, Israel realised the need to be at the forefront of water
management and that has led to the country doing huge business in water technology. Over the past
Äve years, $ 2 billion worth of water products were exported.
The country recycles more than 80 percent of its efÅuents. It is a world leader in desalination of seawater.
By 2014, more than a third of Israel’s tap water will come from the Mediterranean Sea and a few saline
wells. Israel’s total water consumption remains nearly at 1964 levels, even though its population has
quadrupled to 8 million people, according to the economic ministry. Every drop of water is used twice.
Israel’s public and private sectors are investing heavily in developing and promoting the water industry.
There are 280 water technology companies in Israel. The water industry was launched in the mid-1960s
when the Ärst drip irrigation was developed. The company now sells drip irrigation and greenhouses
to 150 countries.
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Examples of water efÄcacy across few Indian
industries show that there is a potential of
saving water to the tune of 30-50 per cent.
Measures taken by industry to reduce their
water footprint mainly includes change in
technology, such as moving from water cooling
to air cooling, replacing of water intensive
equipments and Äxtures, wastewater recycling and
reuse into industrial process, rainwater harvesting
and use. A step-wise approach to adopt water
use efÄciency in Indian industry involves:
a) IdentiÄcation of water intensive industry sectors
(and units) and evolving a mechanism for reporting
their water consumption patterns coupled with
commitment for yearly reduction in water use.
Figures indicating the water use by various sectors
like thermal power plants, textiles, iron and steel
are available and the uses by other sectors needs

to be assessed and made available.
b) Evaluation of sustainable industrial water
management practices for wider replication.
c)
Demonstration
of
sustainable
water
management practices.
d) Compilation of best practices in industrial water
efÄciency and its dissemination.
e) Handholding willing industries/ institutions to
achieve sustainable water management through
implementation of identiÄed measures (see Box:
Water Footprint Assesment).
f) Award companies that reduce their water
footprint. This drives innovation, and motivates
others to folow suit (see Box: FICCI Water Awards).
g) Learn and adopt best global practises.
Globally different approaches are being explored
to reduce water footprints and Indian companies
could adopt these as well.

Water Footprint Assessment
The Tata Group partnered with International Finance Commission (IFC) and Water Footprint Network
(WFN) to develop a corporate water strategy for twelve industrial facilities based on Water Footprint
Network’s globally acknowledged Water Footprint Assessment methodology. This methodology
provides detailed analysis of the amount of water consumed and polluted, and highlights improvement
action areas that cannot be identiÄed through the use of traditional water use statistics and discharge
permits. This activity was carried out during 2012-13.
The aim of the partnership was to develop an integrated water sustainability framework and create
a common language on corporate water stewardship. The water footprint within direct operations
and supply chain of 12 industrial facilities, and the impact on sustainability of local water sources
were calculated. This enabled the formulation of response strategies to reduce water footprint and
address water scarcity and pollution in the local watershed.
According to Samir Menon, Head, Eco Sustainability Services - Americas, Tata Consultancy Services,
“Managing water requires measuring it using available advanced technology. The measurement
frameworks must be FAST: Flexible to incorporate new Ändings: Automated using sensors and other
devices; Simple to lower the cost of measurement; and, Targeted to focus on speciÄc areas and
requirements. It is also important to incorporate the concept of embodied water when we do these
measurements, since for example a country exporting food is essentially exporting water.”
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FICCI Water Awards
FICCI in association with the HSBC launched an annual Water Awards in 2012 to (a) Recognise
efforts and leadership in the area of water efÄciency and conservation; (b) Develop a knowledge base
on sustainable water management practices adopted by different stakeholders; and (c) Disseminate
best practices for encouraging adoption.
FICCI’s Water Awards rewards corporates and civil society organisations that have demonstrated
abilities to manage and conserve water at a time when pollution and scarcity of drinking water
have together become major concerns across India. The awards are given in the categories of
Industrial water efÄciency, Community initiatives by industry, Innovation in water technology and
Water Initiatives by NGOs.
The winners in the different categories for the 2013 awards are given below.
Innovation
The indigenous Solar MultiɫEffect Distillation System for conversion of seawater to potable water
in arid rural areas by a partnership between KGDS Renewable Energy Pvt. Ltd., Department of
Science and Technology and National Institute of Ocean Technology bagged the Ärst prize. The
plant operates round the clock to produce 1,40,000 litres of water in a 24-hour period.
Community initiatives by industry
Ambuja Cement Foundation was awarded for creating several water harvesting structures in villages
and at its cement plants. This resulted in an increase in the water table, improved drinking water
availability and consequent decline in waterborne disease, higher incomes to farmers and reduced
migration.
Industrial water efÄciency
Noamundi Iron Ore Mine run by Tata Steel Ltd emerged as the winner with optimising water usage, by
adopting several innovative water conservation practices. Since 2009, the unit is conserving around
9 million cubic metres of water annually. It began with a detailed water budget of every process
requiring water to ascertain areas where water savings could be achieved. This was followed by
technological modiÄcations incorporating less water using technologies, rainwater harvesting and
its use in processes.
Water initiatives by NGOs
The Institute of Rural Research and Development (IRRAD), an initiative of S. M. Sehgal
Foundation won the Ärst prize with its Integrated Water Resource Management in Mewat District,
Haryana project. Located in the Aravalli hills, the interventions helped in raising groundwater
levels in the area. The use of sanitation facilities has gone up because of the increased availability
of water.
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Life cycle analysis
Life cycle analysis or LCA is a technique to assess
environmental impacts associated with all the
stages of a product’s life from cradle to grave
(from raw material extraction through materials
processing, manufacture, distribution, use, repair
and maintenance, and disposal). LCAs can help
address environmental concerns by (a) Compiling
an inventory of relevant energy and material inputs
and environmental releases; (b) Evaluating the
potential impacts associated with identiÄed inputs
and releases; and, (c) Interpreting the results to help
make a more informed decision.
Cradle-to-cradle approach
Cradle to cradle (C2C) is a speciÄc kind of cradle-tograve assessment, where the end-of-life disposal
step for the product is a recycling process. It is used
to minimise the environmental impact of products
by employing sustainable production, operation,
and disposal practices and aims to incorporate
social responsibility into product development.
From the recycling process, originate new, identical
or different products.
The Cradle to Cradle certiÄcation is based on Äve
categories: (a) Material health; (b) Material utilisation;
(c) Renewable energy and carbon management; (d)
Water stewardship; and, (e) Social fairness.
The framework is designed to support companies
in creating products that are ‘more good rather
than less bad’. Each of the Äve categories spell
out the steps necessary for transforming products.
Products that meet the rating system’s criteria
receive the C2C certiÄcation mark. Water is an
important criteria for certiÄcation.
CertiÄcation is at Äve levels: Basic, Bronze, Silver,
Gold and Platinum, with the expectation that an

applicant will optimise each aspect of their product
over time.
Cradle to cradle: Water stewardship
Water stewardship, is deÄned as actions that can
be taken to improve water footprint not only in
industrial processes and supply chain, but also for
the ecosystem where the industry is located. The
goal of water stewardship is to move companies
eventually to production that positively impacts
water resources.
Companies begin at the Basic level by
demonstrating regulatory compliance with their
efÅuent permit and developing a plan to manage
any local or business speciÄc water issues. At the
Bronze level, a facility water audit is conducted.
At the Silver and Gold levels, a manufacturer
may choose to optimise their product-related
process chemicals in efÅuents or work with their
supply chain to identify and manage water related
concerns. A product that has achieved Platinum
level is produced in such a way that water leaving
the production facility meets drinking water
standards.
Water stewardship creates awareness and drive
towards treating water as a valuable resource,
by encouraging effective management and use
strategies. Every product manufacturer has
an important responsibility to care for this vital
resource, and would be wise to effectively manage
water resources. It encourages manufacturers to
identify relevant issues in the local watershed of
a manufacturing facility and production issues
affecting water in speciÄc industries.
Water is thus one of the key points in the C2C
philosophy, which advocates for designing
products with safe materials and ingredients that
can be reused in closed loop systems.
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Implementing a supply chain water strategy
H&M, is a Swedish-based retail-clothing company
that recognised the water-intensity of almost all
its products, such as growing cotton and dyeing
textiles. The company developed and implemented
a water strategy to change how it manages water,
right up the supply chain.
In a three-year partnership with WWF, the
company’s programme has four pillars: Developing
training materials for its design and sourcing teams
about water-related impacts of producing various
raw materials and fashion styles; identifying
opportunities to save water at companyowned facilities; working with local and regional
governments, NGOs and other companies to
generally improve water management of river
basins in China and Bangladesh; and educating
customers about the importance of water
management.
The strategy is being implemented across all
H&M’s 48 national markets, reaching out to all 750
direct suppliers.
Adoption of water offsets
Some companies are adopting ‘water offsets’
investments to watersheds to offset water
consumption that cannot be reduced through
efÄciency improvements or water reuse or
recycling. Offsets are a tool where companies
(or individuals) might plant trees or invest in
efÄciency measures, sometimes in far off lands,
as a means of neutralizing carbon emissions
associated with their own activities. Similarly,
water offsets aim to create a positive impact to
offset a negative one. However, the impact to
such an approach is limited and involved a great
deal of transparency and engagement with a
broad set of stakeholders. Some companies that
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have adopted this approach include Coca Cola,
Pepsi, Nestle and SABMiller.
Through the Coca-Cola Replenish Initiative,
the company aims ‘By 2020, to safely return to
communities and nature an amount of water
equal to what it uses in its Änished beverages and
their production.’ However, given that water is a
local issue, extracting water from one watershed
for example and replenishing another has little
impact on the former.

VI. Water efðciency in agriculture
Of this we may be sure: Man must eat to live, and
the problem of food will always be inextricably
associated with water
– Thompson King, Water: Miracle of Nature
The agriculture sector faces challenges on multiple
fronts: (a) Low efÄciency in water use; (b) Declining
water availability; (c) Increasing food demand due
to increasing population, changing food habits
and the commitments of the Right to Food; and,
(d) Competitive demands over water.
The agriculture sector receives the maximum
share of freshwater in India, with 85 per cent
of the total freshwater allocation for the sector.
The water demand for irrigation is set to rise
from 688 BCM in 2010 to 910 BCM and 1,072 BCM
in 2025 and 2050 respectively. The current water
use efÄciency is presently estimated to be only
38 to 40 per cent for canal irrigation and about
60 per cent for groundwater irrigation schemes,
way behind 50-60 per cent efÄciency of Israel,
China and Taiwan.
There is a pressing need to increase water use
efÄciency in agriculture and take measures for
increasing water productivity by increasing the crop
per drop. Some of the options available include:
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a) Aligning cropping patterns to water availability:
Selection of crops and cropping systems need to
be based on available water supplies and increasing
seasonal evapo-transpiration. Seasonal evapotranspiration is a measure of consumptive water
use by the crops. An increase in the transpiration
component of evapo-transpiration results in
higher utilisation of water by the crops to increase
productivity, and can be increased by selection of
irrigation methods such as irrigation scheduling,
tillage, mulching and fertilisation. Water audits can
help in decision-making.
b) Land and water management practices: These
include integrated practices such as soil-water
conservation, adequate land preparation for crop
establishment, rainwater harvesting, efÄcient
recycling of agricultural wastewater, conservation
tillage to increase water inÄltration, reduce runoff
and improve soil moisture storage, and adequate
soil fertility to remove nutrient constraints.
c) Micro-irrigation: Micro-irrigation (MI) – drip and
sprinkler – was introduced in India in 1987. This is a
proven successful demand management strategy
to reduce water consumption in agriculture.
Unlike Åood irrigation, water in MI is supplied at
the appropriate time, in the required quantity and
interval using a pipe network, emitters and nozzles.
Evidence indicates that between 40 - 80 per cent
of water can be saved, and efÄciency can be
further enhanced up to 100 per cent in a properly
designed and managed MI system.
While the primary objective of MI is to reduce
water usage in agricultural production, research
reveals that MI also results in productivity gains (in
the range of 20-90 per cent), reduces the growth
of weeds, controls soil erosion and is less labourintensive. Energy is saved as well, due to less
power utilised in lifting water from wells. However,
practice of MI need to be upscaled.

d) Developing low cost tensiometers: Technology
can help. The Columbia Water Center partnered
with Punjab Agricultural University (PAU) to design
a low cost tensiometer which enabled farmers
to schedule their irrigation depending on the soil
water moisture and crop requirement. Hundreds
of rice farmers were provided with an inexpensive
soil-measuring device to help them irrigate more
efÄciently. In contrast to more expensive previous
tensiometer designs, the simpliÄed, specially
calibrated tensiometer from Punjab Agricultural
University costs a mere Rs. 450 making it attractive
for widespread adoption. In its Ärst year of its use,
525 farmers were able to cut water use by an average
of 22 per cent per acre.
e) Laser levelling: Poor farm design and unevenness
in the Äeld can result in wastage of irrigation water.
This problem is more pronounced in case of rice
Äelds. An unlevelled Äeld has uneven crop stands,
increased weed burden and uneven maturing of
crops. All these factors contribute to reduced yield
and poor grain quality. Laser land leveling is leveling
the Äeld within certain degree of desired slope,
using a guided laser beam throughout the Äeld.
Unevenness of the soil surface has a signiÄcant
impact on the germination, stand and yield of crops.
Laser leveling of Äelds has the potential to save
around 25-30 per cent of water, at the same time
enhancing outputs by at least 10 per cent.
f) Saving water and energy – the nexus approach:
Agriculture consumes a signiÄcant share of power
use in India (close to 23 per cent). With power subsidy
to farmers, there is almost no incentive to conserve
energy and subsequent withdrawal of water. USAID
India implemented the Water Energy Nexus Project
in Doddaballapur in Bangalore rural district involving
the Bangalore Electricity Supply Company (DISCOM
Partner), Enzen Global Solutions (ESCO partner)
and Tetra Tech as the implementation partner. The
electric network was replaced and energy efÄcient
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pumps were provided to the farmers. Farmers were
trained on water conservation methods like digging
troughs on farmland to capture the water, leading
to beneÄts such as electricity savings for the power
utility, less water withdrawal by the farmers and
subsequent reduction in groundwater depletion.
g) System of Rice IntensiÄcation: : System of rice
intensiÄcation or SRI is a practice that has evolved
over the last few decades and offers a radical
departure in improving rice yields with lesser
inputs. Fr. Henri De Laulanié, a French priest with
experience in agriculture, developed the technology
in Madagascar. A study by ICRISAT across 25
locations in India indicated a 7-20 per cent higher
grain yield over the traditional irrigated transplanted
rice using SRI. SRI reduced the water requirement
by 29 per cent and growth duration by 8-12 days,
thereby enhancing water productivity and per day
productivity of rice cultivars. This technology can
also be used for sugarcane cultivation.
h) Legislative measures: Better crop planning
measures can regulate water usage. Punjab, a
major paddy growing state formulated the Punjab
Preservation of Sub Soil Water Act, 2009 which
prohibits sowing paddy nursery before May 10 and
transplanting paddy before June 10. This helps
in assessing the progress of monsoon, its future
prediction and then synchronising the growth
of paddy and the area to be bought under paddy
cultivation. Legislative measures such as these can
be adopted by other states to regulate water use and
prevent over-exploitation. Preliminary results indicate
a decline in the rate of groundwater depletion.

VII. Using wastewater
“If we had to rely on sources of fresh water, we
wouldn’t be here. In Israel, we use every drop
twice.”
– Oded Distel, director of Israel New Tech
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Most water sources are contaminated by sewage
and/ or industrial efÅuent discharge. Almost 80
per cent of the water supplied for domestic use,
comes out as wastewater. Discharge of untreated
sewage in surface and groundwater resources
is the most important water-polluting source in
India. Out of about 38,000 million liter per day
of sewage generated, treatment capacity exists
for only about 12,000 million liter per day. Only
20 per cent of domestic and 60 per cent of
industrial wastewater is treated, rest is discharged
without treatment.
Large amount of wastewater generated in the
country provides tremendous opportunity to
reclaim it and reuse it for various industrial and nonindustrial purposes. Sewage can be treated to the
minimum quality required for its subsequent use
and safely reuse for many non-potable industrial
and agricultural uses.
The wastewater reuse is the most promising
alternative to augment water supply and means
of alleviating the anthropogenic impacts on the
environment. It reduces the volume of wastewater
discharged to receiving waters, and its substitution
for freshwater leaves more water for the environment.
Wastewater can be reused for a variety of purposes,
including agricultural irrigation, heavy industry,
process water in industrial production, urban and
landscape irrigation and wetland creation.
For industries, the decision to switch to sewage
treated water depends on two factors: Competitive
pricing and quality of water required. Large
industrial users, such as power plants require huge
volumes of water but most of it is not needed at a
high level of purity. Others, such as chemical and
fertiliser industries require large volumes, but also
a signiÄcant share of high quality water. Quality
steady source are always a concern while switching
to municipal sewage water.
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VIII. Desalination: Bottle energy or perfect
choice?
“If we could ever competitively, at a cheap rate, get
fresh water from salt water, that it would be in the
long-range interests of humanity which would really
dwarf any other scientiÄc accomplishments.”
– John F. Kennedy, 1962
The famous quote, Water, water, everywhere,
not any drop to drink, may soon be a thing of the
past at least for coastal areas, if desalination by
renewable energy grows. Desalination is a process
that removes dissolved minerals (not just salt) from
many water sources like seawater, brackish water
or treated wastewater. Increasingly becoming a
popular alternative to a rainfall independent source of
freshwater, desalination has the potential to reduce
water scarcity and free up water for the environmental
Åow regulations, at the same time reducing pressure
on agriculture.
With over 10,000 desalination plants worldwide,

60 per cent of which are located in the Middle East,
the global water desalination market reached a
huge US$ 14.31 billion in 2011. The huge demand
for desalinated water globally has pushed the
governments to focus on desalination as an alternate
means of getting freshwater.
India is no exception (see Box: India's Tryst with
Desalination). The country has a 7,500 km long
coastline. In coastal areas, the groundwater is saline
and not suitable for drinking. Therefore, desalination
of seawater can be a solution to bridge the widening
gap between growing water needs of an urban
population and water scarcity in major coastal
cities in India. Large industries such as reÄneries,
petrochemical complexes and power plants come
up near the coast, and need huge volumes of water.
With such a high industrial penetration in coastal
areas, users are willing to pay a higher price for
reliable water supply. Thus, desalination could
provide relevant and economically feasible solution
to water problems, provided environmental issues of
the process are addressed.

India’s Tryst with Desalination
In India scientiÄc organisations such as BARC-Mumbai, CMSCRI-Bhavnagar, BHEL, AMD, NEERI and
TPL have developed desalination technologies. There are about 1,000 desalination plants functional in
India. The current total capacity stands at nearly 291,820 cubic meters per day. The desalination market
here is all set to grow at an annual rate of 30 per cent over a period of Äve years from 2013 to 2018 and
is expected to reach 5,350 million litres per day (MLD) by 2018. Some examples:

•

•
•

The world’s Ärst Low Temperature Thermal Desalination plant (LTTD) is in Kavaratti, one of the Indian
Lakshadweep islands. The plant costs about Rs. 50 million and will produce 100,000 litres per day
of potable water from seawater. Developed by the National Institute of Ocean Technology (NIOT), the
desalinated water can be used for power generation and air conditioning as well.
A 1.8 million litres per day capacity desalination plant operating on the reverse osmosis process has
been setup as part of Nuclear Desalination Demonstration Project (NDDP) at Kalpakkam, Tamil Nadu.
A Multi-Stage Flash (MSF) Desalination Plant with a capacity of 4.5 million litres per day has been
setup at Kalpakkam as a part of NDDP. It is located adjacent to Madras Atomic Power Station
(MAPS) and uses low-pressure steam as energy input for MSF desalination plant.
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Making appropriate technology choices
Technology options are based on criteria that
include:
O
Salinity levels as lower salinity levels may
produce higher conversion rate;
O
Plant capacity as larger plants reduces cost
per unit product;
O
Site conditions;
O
Labour skills;
O
Energy costs;
O
Availability or access to membranes, chemicals
and spares;
O
Ease of operation and costs; and
O
Scalability of the plant capacity.
Broadly the technologies adopted for desalination
can be grouped as indicated in Table 1.

O

process is that salt waters have a certain
critical temperature which is a function of its
salinity. When the salt water is reduced to
this temperature, fresh water ice crystals are
formed. This makes it possible to separate the
ice crystals from the solution and re-melt them
to get fresh water.
Membrane distillation: A new process that
uses a specialised membrane which passes
water vapour only but not liquid water.

Cost of desalination
The cost of desalination plant to convert seawater
into drinking water depends on the type of
technology, capacity of the plant, location and cost
of electricity, which varies from place to place, and
technology used. Some estimates:

Table 1: Technology options for desalination
Thermal

Membrane

Single/Multi-stage Åash distillation (SSF/MSF)*
(Most commonly used)

Electro dialysis
(An electro-membrane process for effectively
neutralizing individual charges)

Multiple effect distillation (MED)
(Has a greater potential as an evaporation technique)

Electro dialysis reversal process
(Capability of high recovery of water)

Vapour compression distillation (VCD)
(Evaporation of sea/saline water obtained by the
application of heat given by compressed vapour)

Reverse Osmosis (RO)**
(Process where applied water pressure pushes
water through a semi-permeable membrane
thus separating salts from water)

* MSF distillation plants produce about 60 per cent of all desalinated water in the world
**Most of desalination plants in India use RO process due to its inherent lower capital costs. However of 150
commissioned RO-based desalination plants, only 77 have been reported as functional.

Other desalination processes include:
O
Solar humidiÄcation/Solar stills: A solar still is a
simple way of distilling water, using the heat of
the sun to drive evaporation from humid soil,
and ambient air to cool a condenser Älm.
O
Freezing desalination: The basic tenet of this
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O

A study by Frost and Sullivan 2009 reported that
cost of production of water from desalination
plants is 15 paisa per litre.
According to the cost estimates made by an
independent agency for LTTD technology, the
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operational costs per litre of desalinated potable
water is about 19 paise for island-based plants
(Response to a Parliament question by the
Minister of State, Ministry of Planning, Science
& Technology and Earth Sciences, 2012).
O

The per litre cost of conversion of seawater into
potable water by atomic energy varies between
5 and 10 paise depending on site conditions,
end product quality and the technology in use
(Minister of State, Ministry Personnel, Public
Grievances & Pensions and in the Prime
Minister’s OfÄce, response to Parliament
question, Oct 8, 2012).

Challenges
Some of the limiting factors inhibiting desalination
process adoption are give below:

Energy intensive process: Since the process is
highly energy driven, desalinated water comes with
a price, both economic and environmental.
One of the major drawbacks of desalination is that
it is usually energy intensive, often using fossil fuel
to meet energy requirements. The Water Pyramid
is a Dutch technology developed that uses solar
energy to convert saline water into distilled water.
Developed by Martijn Nitzsche of Aqua-Aero
Systems, this desalination Pyramid was awarded
the World Bank Development Marketplace award in
2006 (see Box: Water Pyramid or Water Wonder?).
Environmental hazards: Disposing brine and other
chemicals used in the desalination process can
be environmentally harmful. If brine waste is not
recycled into salcrete (a mixture of cement with
salts and brine), it is usually disposed by releasing it

Water Pyramid or Water Wonder?
Water Pyramid is a unique village-scale structure that uses solar energy to evaporate dirty or polluted
water in order to give high quality drinking water through condensation. Designed by Martijn Nitzsche,
an engineer from the Netherlands who founded Aqua-Aero Water Systems in order to develop water
treatment and puriÄcation systems, this pyramid is especially beneÄcial to communities as they can
produce potable drinking water from saline, brackish or polluted water sources.
At full capacity, the pyramid can produce up to 1,000 liters of water each day. It is in use in several
locations, including Sibanor village in Gambia, Shirva village in Gujarat, India, Thar Desert of
Rajasthan, India, and on Pamana Island in Indonesia.
Requirements for the running of an effective water pyramid include (a) Appropriate site where there
is an abundance of sunshine for producing water within the pyramid; (b) SufÄcient Åat space and
the nearby presence of source water, such as salt water, brackish water or polluted river water;
and, (c) Basic knowledge of hygiene and sanitation. BeneÄts of the pyramid include (a) Harvesting
of rainwater during the rainy season though collection in a tank and subsequent puriÄcation for
consumption purposes; (b) Availability of water for various purposes such as human consumption,
irrigation and for marketing; (c) Ease of installation, operation and by locally recruited labour force;
and (d) Low operational and investment costs as the workforce is locally recruited and direct costs
related to energy are low (about 1/10 of those related to reverse osmosis installations.
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into streams and rivers to end up in the ocean as a
plume. The rationale is that natural ocean currents
will mix the brine plume into the already salty
seawater and the resulting salinity increase will only
be marginal without any impact to the ecosystem.
However, this plume can adversely impact marine
life, especially over rocky habitats where Äsh live.

Are these humans with different DNA? There
approaches to provide solutions in the water
sector certainly make it appear to be so, making
waves as they are with their ideas.

Apprehensions: Often questions are raised on the
setting up of desalination plants on the coastal
areas of the country. Desalination will further
degrade marine environments and Äsheries and
thus adversely affecting the Äshermen and the
locals living in these areas.

Michael Pritchard was worried: Too many people
across the world lacked access to drinking water.

Lack of training: As desalination market is relatively
new it requires skilled personnel.
Desalination offers great potential as an alternate
source for producing freshwater. However,
currently costs are high and disposal/usage of
the concentrated brine produced are the two
major challenges. Desalination using renewable
energy sources can provide a sustainable way
to produce freshwater. As costs for renewable
energy production decline, this process will
Änd more takers. Solar thermal energy, solar
photovoltaics (Solar PV), wind power, hybrid solarPV wind power, geothermal energy are also some
options to choose from if India has to opt for less
energy intensive desalination techniques. Solar
energy offers great potential, provided the costs
of producing solar energy are reduced. Innovative
use of the concentrated brine could offer workable
solutions (see Box: Bug Mining) for proÄt-making
brine use.

Michael Pritchard: Providing safe water, here
and now

He decided to do something about this and
invented the portable Lifesaver Älter, which uses
nanotechnology to convert the vilest water into
one that is drinkable, that too in seconds. The
Lifesaver bottle can revolutionise drinking water
delivery in disaster struck areas. This bottle is now
a standard issue for the British military; and every
soldier in Afghanistan is armed with one.
The Lifesaver products now come with options.
The Jerrycan can process 20,000 liters of water
– enough for a family of four for up to Äve years.
The Cube is a disposable product designed for
use in disaster zones. The M1 system is designed
to provide drinking water to entire communities in
remote regions throughout Malaysia.
Pritchard explains the interest of the Malaysian
government. “Traditional methods of solving water
poverty dictate that you create infrastructure
that includes piping, pumping stations and
water storage spaces. The inaccessibility of
many regions of Malaysia make this prohibitively
expensive, consigning residents to a life of trekking
hours to collect clean water or spending muchneeded money on bottled water.”

IX. Of innovators and their innovation
"Innovation distinguishes between a leader and a
follower"
– Steve Jobs
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The M1 system is connected to the house’s
guttering system to convert rain into drinking water.
This allows for instant and permanent access to
sterile drinking water.
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Bug Mining
The world needs clean water and increasingly water is being pulled from the oceans, desalinated
and used for drinking and other purposes. Israel is one example where this is taking place on a large
scale. Another country with ambitious plans is Singapore.
Damian Palin, a biological miner is developing a way to use bacteria to biologically mine minerals
from the brine left over from desalination processes. Bacteria can form minerals from their
surrounding environment as a defense mechanism. A research engineer at the Singapore Institute
of Manufacturing Technology, Palin is assessing the ability of microorganisms to mine selected
minerals out of seawater desalination brine. The minerals that are being explored are Calcium (Ca),
Potassium (K) and Magnesium (Mg).
Every megaliter of seawater contains about 1,300 kg of magnesium, 900 kg of sulfur, 400 kg each
of potassium and calcium, and smaller amounts of virtually every metal on the periodic table of
elements. World demand for Mg is growing exponentially: The automotive and construction industries
are increasingly turning Mg-dependent. The car industry is moving towards magnesium/aluminum
alloys to make stronger, lighter vehicles by using these alloys in engine blocks, and looking to expand
application if magnesium supplies can be made scalable. In construction, magnesium gypsum
board (MGO) is strong, mold and mildew-resistant, durable and non-Åammable, all characteristics
of a superior building product.
Water is taken from the sea and using a membrane through the process of reverse osmosis, the
saline water is desalinated, leaving behind concentrated brine, the disposal of which is a challenge.
Singapore plans to produce 900 million litres of desalinated water per day by 2017. The minerals
that can be extracted from this amount to saline water amount to US $ 4.5 billion.“Imagine a mining
industry that does not pollute nature, nor deface it and is in harmony with nature. This is what we are
planning to achieve,” says Palin.
Accessing safe water in several countries is often unaffordable, and coupling a technology that
provides safe drinking water, with an industry that produces valuable byproducts from the wastewater
may just provide a solution to communities living alongside coastal and other saline water areas.

The business itself has evolved, too. What began
as a project in Pritchard’s garage – a result of his
feelings of rage and helplessness on seeing those
affected by the tsunami that washed through Asia
in 2004 – has evolved from crisis management to
an all-out attempt to end water poverty globally.
“By 2015, we will have ended water poverty in
Malaysia,” he promises.

Ludwick Marishane: A bath without water
Who could guess that not wanting to take a bath
would lead to being awarded with the Global
Student Entrepreneur of the Year Award?
Ludwick Marishane, a native of from Limpopo,
South Africa did just that.
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One day Marishane and his best friend were
sunbathing in Limpopo. His friend said, “Why
doesn’t somebody invent something that you can
just put on your skin and then you don’t have to
bathe?” Marishane, 17 at the time, thought: Well,
why not?
It took him six months of research, most of it using
Google and Wikipedia to develop a formula for a
lotion that cleanses cheaply and easily – especially
important for the 2.5 billion people worldwide who
lack proper access to water and sanitation.
DryBath has the same effect as anti-bacterial
cleanser, is odorless and creates a biodegradable
Älm that cleanses and moisturises the skin. It does
all that a bath does – but without water. In 2011,
Marishane won the Global Student Entrepreneur of
the Year Award, and $10,000 to start his own start
up. Five years after its formulation, it is available in
the market.
Drybath has tremendous potential for persons
denied access to water and hygiene. It allows
for cleaning of the body without the additional
drudgery of arranging for water.
Drybath packets sell for 50 cents in developing
countries and can be purchased for $1.50 by
corporate customers like airlines and hotels.
Economies of scale should hopefully reduce the
cost of packets for poor communities. For every
packet sold to corporate consumers a free packet
is reserved for humanitarian purposes.
Sonaar Luthra: Sending water quality signals
Sonaar Luthra is the creator of the Water Canary,
a water-testing device that collects real-time water
quality data from the Äeld. Put some drops of water
into the kit and a bulb lights up: Green for clean
and red for contaminated.
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The question that got Luthra thinking was, “After
a crisis, how can we tell if water is safe to drink?
Current tests are slow and complex, and the delay
can be deadly, as in the cholera outbreak after
Haiti’s earthquake in 2010.”
Enter the Water Canary, developed along the lines
of the use of the canary by miners to warn oxygen
depletion in mines. “The Water Canary is a fast,
cheap device that answers an important question:
Is this water contamiated?” informs Luthra. Water
Canary devices utilise an inexpensive approach
to spectral analysis that was invented by Eric
Rosenthal, part of the group. Rather than waiting
for chemical reactions to incubate for 14-24 hours,
these provide instant measurements of contaminant
levels. They are optimised to rapidly identify areas
where contaminant levels require immediate
attention, offering a Ärst alert days and even weeks
before traditional methods would identify a problem.
OutÄtted with networking hardware, they can
instantly upload raw data to Water Canary servers
so that readings can be mapped in real-time without
the delays associated with manual validation and
data entry. “We have seen how distributed networks,
big data and information can transform society and
its time now to apply these to water,” says Luthra.
On a smaller scale, the system can be conÄgured
to alert users to state changes in water quality
so that predeÄned parameters of water quality
can be continuously monitored. At larger scales,
real-time information provided by the Water
Canary device is optimised to facilitate real-time
decision making: Front-line workers can shut
down or contain contaminated water sources to
prevent water-related disease from occurring, and
resources and personnel to appropriate areas can
immediately be targeted. This approach conserves
time and resources and directs highly skilled water
professionals to the areas they are needed most.
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Water Canary is working to eliminate barriers that
keep real-time water quality information out of
reach. Luthra believes that better information is the
key to better management of the world’s water, and
that people empowered with knowledge are better
equipped to identify and solve their own problems.
By taking a transparent and practical approach to
building a real-time map of global water-quality
conditions, the group is attempting to build an early
warning system for water.
What started out as a simple device just for testing
whether or not there was a high concentration of
bacteria in the water, has expanded into detecting
nutrient pollution and volatile chemicals as well as
microbiological contaminants.
Rob Harmon: Connecting people
With streams and rivers drying up because of
over-usage, Rob Harmon with the support of local
water trusts has implemented an ingenious market
mechanism to bring back the water in creeks and
streams in Montana, US.

to be left in the creek, regenerating it. The beer
companies pay the farmers to do this. This serves
several purposes: Rights are not forfeited, the
creek has water and the beer companies are able
to offset some of their footprint and build up their
image. This connection leads to allies not foes,
and an environmental and economic activity.
Biplab Paul: Retaining water underground
An Ashoka awardee for his innovation, Biplab
Paul is helping farmers in Gujarat retain freshwater
underground for around 100 days through a system
called the bhungroo™. The bhungroo™ helps the
directed rainwater Åoat above the saline aquifer,
and is available for agricultural purposes. This
model also works for disaster reduction and food
security in Åood and drought affected areas and
in water logged soils. Supported by Mckinsey and
Company, Paul has developed social enterprise
models to suit various global requirements. He is
also embedding infographics into geotagging the
bhungroos™ to get real time information.

Can water security be assured?
Farmers and beer companies Änd their fates
intertwined in the intriguing century-old tale of
Prickly Pear Creek. Farmers along the creek have
water rights, which they will forfeit if they do not
use. This means an economic loss as well and so
there is no incentive to conserve. Beer companies
have large water footprints and increasingly
companies are getting worried about their image,
given the large amounts of water they use.
Moving beyond measuring and reducing water,
beer companies in the state have moved ahead
to restoring water. They have been connected to
farmers with water rights near the creek, wherein
the farmers allow their share of water rights

A million dollar question, with only one answer:
Yes. We can and we must.
This calls for concerted involvement and action at
all levels, and by all. Of the way water is perceived
and conserved, respected and nurtured, used and
stretched, shared and saved.
The question really is: Are we ready and willing? If
not, great danger lies ahead. Action is needed now
since waiting for tomorrow is no longer an option.
The human race has for the brains, skill and desire.
All of this must come together soon to achieve
only one goal: Water security.
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Ali Danish

For centuries, indigenous communities in India have known how to use nature. In the Khasi and Jaintia hills of Meghalaya,
bridges are grown, not built. The Khasi tribe here has been using strong roots of trees to serve as bridges to cross water
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PERSPECTIVES

Peak water: What happens when the wells go dry?

P

eak oil has generated headlines in recent
years, but the real threat to our future is
peak water. There are substitutes for oil,
but not for water. We can produce food without
oil, but not without water.
We drink on an average four liters of water per
day, in one form or another, but the food we eat
each day requires 2,000 liters of water to produce,
or 500 times as much. Getting enough water
to drink is relatively easy, but Änding enough to
produce the ever-growing quantities of grain the
world consumes is another matter.
Grain consumed directly supplies nearly half
of our calories. That consumed indirectly as
meat, milk, and eggs supplies a large part of the
remainder. Today roughly 40 per cent of the world
grain harvest comes from irrigated land. It thus
comes as no surprise that irrigation expansion
has played a central role in tripling the world grain
harvest over the last six decades.
During the last half of the twentieth century,
the world’s irrigated area expanded from close to
250 million acres (100 million hectares) in 1950
to roughly 700 million in 2000. This near tripling
of world irrigation within 50 years was historically
unique. But since then the growth in irrigation has
come to a near standstill, expanding only 10 per
cent between 2000 and 2010.
In looking at water and our future, we face
many questions and few answers. Could the
world be facing peak water? Or has it already
peaked?
Farmers get their irrigation water either from
rivers or from underground aquifers. Historically,

beginning with the Sumerians some 6,000 years
ago, irrigation water came from building dams
across rivers, creating reservoirs that then
enabled them to divert the water onto the land
through a network of gravity-fed canals. This
method of irrigation prevailed until the second
half of the twentieth century, where with few sites
remaining for building dams, the prospects for
expanding surface irrigation faded. Farmers then
turned to drilling wells to tap underground water
resources.
In doing so, they learned that there are two
types of aquifers: those that are replenishable
through rainfall, which are in the majority, and
those that consist of water laid down eons ago,
and thus do not recharge. The latter, known as
fossil aquifers, include two strategically important
ones, the deep aquifer under the North China
Plain and the Ogallala aquifer under the U.S. Great
Plains. Tapping underground water resources
helped expand world food production, but as
the demand for grain continued climbing, so too
did the amount of water pumped. Eventually the
extraction of water began to exceed the recharge
of aquifers from precipitation, and water tables
began to fall. And then wells begin to go dry. In
effect, over-pumping creates a water-based food
bubble, one that will burst when the aquifer is
depleted and the rate of pumping is necessarily
reduced to the rate of recharge.
Today some 18 countries, containing half the
world’s people, are over-pumping their aquifers.
Among these are the big three grain producers—
China, India, and the United States—and several
PERSPECTIVES
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other populous countries, including Iran, Pakistan
and Mexico.
During the last couple of decades, several
of these countries have over-pumped to the
point that aquifers are being depleted and wells
are going dry. They have passed not only peak
water, but also peak grain production. Among the
countries whose use of water has peaked and
begun to decline are Saudi Arabia, Syria, Iraq,
and Yemen. In these countries peak grain has
followed peak water.
Nowhere are falling water tables and the
shrinkage of irrigated agriculture more dramatic
than in Saudi Arabia, a country as water-poor as
it is oil-rich. After the Arab oil export embargo in
1973, the Saudis realized they were vulnerable
to a counter-embargo on grain. To become selfsufÄcient in wheat, they developed a heavily
subsidized irrigated agriculture based heavily on
pumping water from fossil aquifers.
After being self-sufÄcient in wheat for over 20
years, the Saudis announced in early 2008 that,
with their aquifers largely depleted, they would
reduce wheat planting by one eighth each year
until 2016, when production would end. By then
Saudi Arabia projects it will be importing some
15 million tons of wheat, rice, corn, and barley to
feed its 30 million people. It is the Ärst country to
publicly project how aquifer depletion will shrink
its grain harvest.
Syria, a country of 22 million people riddled
by civil war, is also over pumping its underground
water. Its grain production peaked in 2001 and
during the years since has dropped 32 per cent. It,
too, is becoming heavily dependent on imported
grain.
In neighboring Iraq, grain production has
plateaued over the last decade. In 2012 it was
dependent on the world market for two thirds of
its consumption. In addition to aquifer depletion,
both Syria and Iraq are also suffering from a
reduced Åow in the Tigris and Euphrates rivers
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as upstream Turkey claims more water for its own
use.
In Yemen, a nation of 24 million people that
shares a long border with Saudi Arabia, the
water table is falling by roughly 6 feet a year as
water use outstrips aquifer recharge. With one
of the world’s fastest-growing populations and
with water tables falling throughout the country,
Yemen is fast becoming a hydrological basket
case. Grain production has fallen by nearly half
over the last 40 years. By 2015, irrigated Äelds
will be a rarity and the country will be importing
virtually all of its grain. Living on borrowed water
and borrowed time, Yemen could disintegrate
into a group of tribal Äefdoms warring over water.
Thus in the Arab Middle East the world is
seeing the collision between population growth
and water supply at the regional level. For the
Ärst time in history, grain production is dropping
in a geographic region with nothing in sight
to arrest the decline. Because of the failure of
governments in the region to mesh population
and water policies, each day now brings 9,000
more people to feed and less irrigation water with
which to feed them.
Other countries with much larger populations
are also near or beyond peak water. In Iran, a
country with 77 million people, grain production
dropped 10 per cent between 2007 and 2012 as
irrigation wells started to go dry. One quarter of its
current grain harvest is based on over-pumping.
With its population growing by a million people
per year, it, too, faces a day of reckoning.
Pakistan, with a population of 182 million that
is growing by 3 million per year, is also mining
its underground water. Most of its irrigation water
comes from the Indus river system, but in the
Pakistani part of the fertile Punjab plain, the drop
in water tables appears to be similar to the betterknown fall that is occurring in India.
Observation wells near the twin cities of
Islamabad and Rawalpindi showed a fall in the
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water table between 1982 and 2000 that ranged
from 3 to 6 feet a year. In the Pakistani province
of Balochistan, which borders Afghanistan, water
tables around the capital, Quetta, are falling by
3.5 meters (11.5 feet) per year—pointing to the
day when the city will run out of water. Sardar
Riaz A. Khan, former director of Pakistan’s Arid
Zone Research Institute in Quetta, reports that
six of Balochistan’s seven basins have exhausted
their groundwater supplies, leaving their irrigated
lands barren.
In a World Bank study, water expert John
Briscoe says: “Pakistan is already one of the most
water-stressed countries in the world, a situation
which is going to degrade into outright water
scarcity due to high population growth.” He then
notes that “the survival of a modern and growing
Pakistan is threatened by water.”
In Mexico — home to a population of 122 million
that is projected to reach 156 million by 2050
— the demand for water is outstripping supply.
Mexico City’s water problems are well known.
Rural areas are also suffering. In the agricultural
state of Guanajuato, the water table is falling by
6 feet or more a year. In the northwestern wheatgrowing state of Sonora, farmers once pumped
water from the Hermosillo aquifer at a depth of 40
feet. Today they pump from over 400 feet. Mexico
may be near peak water use. Peak grain may be
imminent.
In addition to these small and midsize
countries, aquifer depletion now also threatens
harvests in the big three grain producers — China,
India, and the United States — that together
produce half of the world’s grain. The question
is not whether water shortages will affect future
harvests in these countries, but rather when they
will do so.
Among the big three, dependence on irrigation
varies widely. Some four Äfths of China’s grain
harvest comes from irrigated land, most of it
drawing on surface water, principally the Yellow

and Yangtze rivers. For India, three Äfths of its
grain is irrigated, mostly with groundwater. For
the United States, only one Äfth of the harvest
is from irrigated land. The bulk of the grain crop
is rain-fed, produced in the highly productive
Midwestern Corn Belt where there is little or no
irrigation.
Falling water tables are already adversely
affecting harvest prospects in China, which
rivals the United States as the world’s largest
grain producer. A groundwater survey released
in Beijing in 2001 indicated that the water
table under the North China Plain, an area that
produces half of the country’s wheat and a third
of its corn, was falling fast. Over-pumping has
largely depleted the shallow aquifer, forcing welldrillers to turn to the region’s deep aquifer, which
is not replenishable.
The survey reported that under Hebei Province
in the heart of the North China Plain, the average
level of the deep aquifer was dropping nearly 10
feet per year. Around some cities in the province,
it was falling twice as fast. He Qingcheng, head of
the groundwater monitoring team, notes that as
the deep aquifer is depleted, the region is losing
its last water reserve — its only safety cushion.
In 2010, He Qingcheng reported that Beijing
was drilling down 1,000 feet to reach an aquifer,
Äve times deeper than 20 years ago. His concerns
are mirrored in the unusually strong language of a
World Bank report on China’s water situation that
foresees “catastrophic consequences for future
generations” unless water use and supply can
quickly be brought back into balance.
As serious as water shortages are in China,
they are even more alarming in India, where the
margin between food consumption and survival
is so precarious. In India, whose population is
growing by 15 million per year, irrigation depends
heavily on underground water. And since there
are no restrictions on well drilling, farmers have
drilled more than 27 million irrigation wells and
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are pumping vast amounts of underground water.
In this global epicenter of well drilling, pumps
powered by heavily subsidized electricity are
dropping water tables at an alarming rate. Among
the states most affected are Punjab, Haryana,
Rajasthan, and Gujarat in the north and Tamil
Nadu in the south. In North Gujarat the water
table is falling by 20 feet per year. In Tamil Nadu, a
state of 72 million people, water tables are falling
everywhere. Kuppannan Palanisami of Tamil
Nadu Agricultural University noted in 2004 that
95 per cent of the wells owned by small farmers
have dried up, reducing the irrigated area in the
state by half over the preceding decade.
India’s grain harvest has been expanding
rapidly in recent years, but in part for the wrong
reason, namely massive over-pumping. A World
Bank study estimates that 15 per cent of India’s
food supply is produced by mining groundwater.
Stated otherwise, 175 million Indians are now fed
with grain produced with the unsustainable use
of water. As early as 2004, Fred Pearce reported
in New Scientist that “half of India’s traditional
hand-dug wells and millions of shallower tube
wells have already dried up, bringing a spate
of suicides among those who rely on them.
Electricity blackouts are reaching epidemic
proportions in states where half of the electricity
is used to pump water from depths of up to a
kilometer.”
As India’s water tables fall, larger farmers are
using modiÄed oil-drilling technology to reach
water, going as deep as 1,000 feet in some
locations. In communities where underground
water sources have dried up entirely, all agriculture
is now rain-fed and drinking water must be
trucked in. Tushaar Shah of the International
Water Management Institute says of India’s
water situation: “When the balloon bursts, untold
anarchy will be the lot of rural India.”
In the United States, farmers are over-pumping
in the Great Plains, including in several leading
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grain-producing states such as Texas, Oklahoma,
Kansas, and Nebraska. In these states, irrigation
has not only raised wheat yields but it has also
enabled a shift from wheat to corn, a much higheryielding crop. Kansas, for example, long known
as the leading wheat state, now produces more
corn than wheat.Irrigated agriculture has thrived
in these states, but the water is drawn from
the Ogallala aquifer, a huge underground water
body that stretches from Nebraska southwards
to the Texas Panhandle. It is, unfortunately, a
fossil aquifer, one that does not recharge. Once
it is depleted, the wells go dry and farmers either
go back to dryland farming or abandon farming
altogether, depending on local conditions.
In Texas, a large grain and cattle state, whose
northern part overlies the shallow end of the
Ogallala, irrigated grain area peaked in 1975.
Since then it has shrunk by two thirds, with the
most precipitous drop in recent years. In Kansas
the peak came in 1982 and irrigated grain area
has since fallen 41 per cent. Nebraska, now also
a leading corn-producing state, saw its irrigated
area peak most recently, in 2007. Even though
aquifer depletion is reducing grain output in
several key states, it is not yet sufÄcient to reduce
the overall U.S. grain harvest, the bulk of which is
produced in the rain-fed Midwestern Corn Belt.
At the international level, water conÅicts, such
as the one in the Nile river basin between Egypt
and the upstream countries, make the news. But
within countries it is the competition for water
between cities and farms that preoccupies political
leaders. Indeed, in many countries farmers now
face not only a shrinking water supply as aquifers
are pumped dry, but also a shrinking share of that
shrinking supply.
In large areas of the United States, such as the
southern Great Plains and the Southwest, virtually
all water is now spoken for. The growing water
needs of major cities and thousands of small
towns often can be satisÄed only by taking water
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from agriculture. As the value of water rises, more
farmers are selling their irrigation rights to cities,
letting their land dry up. Hardly a day goes by
without the announcement of a new sale. Half or
more of all sales are by individual farmers or their
irrigation districts to cities and municipalities.
In the largest farm-to-city water transfer in U.S.
history, farmers in California’s highly productive
Imperial Valley agreed in 2003 to send San Diego
County enough water to meet the household
needs of close to one million people each year.
The agreement spans 45 years. This could
reduce food production in the Imperial Valley, a
huge vegetable garden not only for California,
but for countless other markets as well. Writing
from the area in the New York Times, Felicity
Barringer notes that many fear that “a century
after Colorado River water allowed this land to
be a cornucopia, unfettered urban water transfers
could turn it back into a desert.”
Colorado, with a fast-growing population, has
one of the world’s most active water markets.
Cities and towns of all sizes are buying irrigation
water rights from farmers and ranchers. In the
Arkansas river basin, which occupies the southeastern quarter of the state, Colorado Springs and
Aurora (a suburb of Denver) have already bought
water rights to one third of the basin’s farmland.
Aurora has purchased rights to water that was
once used to irrigate 19,000 acres of cropland in
the Arkansas valley. The U.S. Geological Survey
estimates that 400,000 acres of farmland dried
up statewide between 2000 and 2005.
Colorado is not alone in losing irrigation
water. Farmers in rural India are also losing their
irrigation water to cities. This is strikingly evident
in Chennai (formerly Madras), a city of 9 million on
the east coast. As a result of the city government’s
inability to supply water to many of its people,
a thriving tank-truck industry has emerged that
buys water from nearby farmers and hauls it to
the city’s thirsty residents.

For farmers near cities, the market price
of water typically far exceeds the value of the
crops they can produce with it. Unfortunately the
13,000 privately owned tank trucks hauling water
to Chennai are mining the region’s underground
water resources. As water tables fall, eventually
even the deeper wells will go dry, depriving rural
communities of both their food supply and their
livelihood.In the competition for water between
farmers on the one hand and cities and industries
on the other, farmers always lose. The economics
do not favor agriculture. In countries such as
China, where industrial development and the
jobs associated with it are an overriding national
economic goal, agriculture is becoming the
residual claimant on the water supply.
Where virtually all water has been claimed,
cities can typically get more water only by taking
it from irrigation. Countries then import grain to
offset the loss of irrigated grain production. Since
it takes 1,000 tons of water to produce one ton of
grain, importing grain is the most efÄcient way to
import water. Thus trading in grain futures is, in a
sense, trading in water futures. To the extent that
there is a world water market, it is embodied in
the world grain market.
We can now see how over-pumping, whether
in the Middle East or the U.S. Great Plains, can
lead to aquifer depletion and shrinking grain
harvests. In short, peak water can lead to peak
grain. For some countries this is no longer
merely a theoretical possibility. It is a reality.
Thus far, aquifer depletion has translated into
shrinking harvests only in smaller countries in
the Middle East. When we look at middle-sized
countries such as Iran, Mexico, and Pakistan,
with tightening water supplies, we see that Iran
is already in deep trouble. It is feeling the effects
of shrinking water supplies from over-pumping.
Pakistan may also have reached peak water. If so,
peak grain may not be far behind. In Mexico, the
water supply may have already peaked. With less
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water for irrigation, Mexico may be on the verge
of a downturn in its grain harvest.
In summarizing prospects for the three big
grain producers — the United States, China, and
India — we see sharp contrasts. In the United
States, the irrigated grainland is starting to shrink
largely as a result of depletion of the Ogallala
aquifer, making it more difÄcult to rapidly increase
overall grain production.
China, with four Äfths of its grain harvest coming
from irrigated land, relies heavily on irrigation, but
it is largely river water. A notable exception to
this is the all-important North China Plain which
relies heavily on underground water. With tight
water supplies in northern China and with cities
claiming more irrigation water, the shrinking water
supply will likely reduce the harvest in some local
situations. And before long it could more than
offset production gains, leading to an absolute
decline in China’s grain harvest.
Of the big three countries, the one most
vulnerable to over-pumping is India. Three Äfths
of its grain harvest comes from irrigated land.
And since only a minor share of its irrigation
water comes from rivers, India is overwhelmingly
dependent on underground water. Its millions
of wells, each powered with a diesel engine or
electric motor, are dropping water tables at an
alarming rate. Accurate data are hard to come by,
but India may have already passed peak water. The
question is, will peak water be followed by peak

grain or is there enough unrealized technological
potential remaining to raise yields enough to offset
any imminent losses from wells going dry?
The world has quietly transitioned into a
situation where water, not land, has emerged as the
principal constraint on expanding food supplies.
There is a large area of land that could produce
food if water were available. Water scarcity is not
our only challenge. Just as harvests are shrinking
in some countries because of aquifer depletion,
they are shrinking in other countries because of
soil erosion. Among the more dramatic examples
are Mongolia and Lesotho, which have each
seen their grain area shrink as a result of soil
erosion. And as a result of overplowing and overgrazing,two huge new dust bowls are forming in
the world today, one in northwest China and the
other in the Sahelian region of Africa. These giant
dust bowls dwarf the U.S. Dust Bowl of the 1930s.
The bottom line is that water constraints —
augmented by soil erosion, the loss of cropland
to nonfarm uses, a plateauing of yields in major
producing areas, and climate change—are making
it more difÄcult to expand world food production.
The question raised is this: Is it conceivable that
the negative inÅuences on future food production
could one day offset the positive ones, leading to
a cessation of growth in the world grain harvest?
– Adapted from ‘The real threat to our future is peak
water’ published in the Observer on July 6, 2013.

Lester R. Brown
President, Earth Policy Institute and author of Full Planet, Empty Plates
Lester R. Brown, described as “one of the world’s most inÅuential thinkers” by
the Washington Post, is Founder and President of Earth Policy Institute, a nonproÄt environmental research organization based in Washington, D.C. During a
career that started with tomato farming, Brown has been awarded 25 honorary
degrees and has authored or co-authored over 50 books.
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Ensuring water safety and security: HSBC water
programme

I

ndia’s per person annual water availability

Unfortunately, the situation across India is

has fallen 15 per cent in 10 years to 2011,

getting worse. Of the 1,086 cubic kilometers

earning us the tag of “water stressed” nation,

available water across the country, only 750

a downgrade from our earlier status of a “water

cubic kilometers is utilised. The rest of it is lost

adequate” country. What is more alarming is that

due to mismanagement, inefÄciency in domestic

within the next six years, our country would be

and agricultural use, non-treated sewage and

identiÄed as a “water scarce” nation unless our

industrial

water consumption and management systems

Population growth and urbanisation are set to

are completely overhauled.

further deteriorate the demand-supply equations

Nearly 25 per cent of India’s 1.2 billion

efÅuents

entering

water

bodies.

of the country.

population lives in water scarce areas. This

The mounting problem of water management

means, people, and especially women, have

needs to be addressed through four key issues:

to walk for hours to bring home safe drinking

Availability of water, Quality, Access and Waste

water. This adversely impacts the productivity of

Water Disposal. Of these access and waste water

a huge population as families lose out on critical

disposal — can be tackled through human effort.

work hours just to accumulate water from far-off

This is where management of water resources
and development of sanitation infrastructure

sources.
A woman could spend four hours every day
to gather sufÄcient water for her family. Even at

through community capacity building comes into
play.

the average minimum daily wage rate under the

HSBC is making sustained investments in its

employment guarantee scheme she is losing out

Water Programme. We engage with our partners

on at least 600 rupees every day. Needless to say

— Earthwatch Institute, WWF and WaterAid and

it is the poorest who suffer the most. If millions

the local communities to co-create social value

of women and men could utilise these lost hours

through management and conservation of water

on some productive work, they could generate

and freshwater sources.

billions of rupees in income, contributing to overall

been encouraging.

And the results have

Our initiative with WaterAid’s school water,

economic growth.
Easy access to safe water has other positive

sanitation and hygiene programme or WaSH

side effects too. Safe water improves the health

has done an excellent job in terms of providing

of children and ensures they do not miss out on

school students access to safe water and

schooling. It works as a catalyst for economic

sanitation services in states such as Madhya

upliftment

Pradesh, Chhattisgarh, Uttar Pradesh and Bihar.

for

underprivileged

through improved hygiene.

communities

The programme has provided 9,367 students
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access to sanitation facilities at schools and 8,118

Our experience in these projects reasserts

students now get safe drinking water at their

the premise: Protecting key river basins vital to

schools.

communities and businesses, undertaking safe

HSBC’s
Ganga

and

other
its

major

initiative

contributory

envisions

Ramganga

water research projects and helping businesses

as

in tackling business risks by enhancing water

healthy river systems and aims to provide long-

resource efÄciency and reducing water pollution,

term water security to communities, businesses

should be the priorities.

and nature. Working with our partner WWF, the

We must set targets for water conservation,

programme has reached out directly to 2,75,000

management

and

also

towards

building

people in the basin by forming multi-stakeholder

infrastructure, which prevents contamination of

groups and entering into collaborations with

water from sewage and industrial wastes. When

government, communities and businesses to

14 of India’s 20 major river basins have turned

address some of the gravest challenges the river

water stressed, we simply cannot sit idle and

is facing.

tackle the problems as and when they erupt.

Naina Lal Kidwai
Director, HSBC Asia Paciðc and Chairman, India
Naina Lal Kidwai is the Immediate Past President, FICCI. She is also the
Executive Director on the Board of Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation
Limited and Country Head of HSBC India. An MBA from Harvard Business
School, Naina Lal Kidwai is recognized in India and abroad with several
awards and listings for leadership and business. Ms Kidwai’s interests include
microÄnance and livelihood creation for rural women and environment.

“Without using urban rainwater, there is no way to support the
people without destroying the rural environments that provide
the food.”
– Makoto Murase, Japan, Rolex Award Winner (2002) who has also compiled a Rain Encyclopedia
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Water, water anywhere? A kingdom for a drop

M

ankind might well appear to be winning

today. Why else would well informed nations go

its battle with nature but, if the conÅict

to war with others to protect the supplies of such

continues for much longer, it is certain

resources?

to lose the war. Long before we have managed

The threats to other life support systems —

to extinguish the other species that share this

the stratospheric ozone shield, global climate,

planet, the destruction of its fragile life support

biodiversity — have already reached stages

systems will surely have wiped out whatever we

where these issues have, within a decade of being

would consider as civilisation today.

recognised, raced their way up to the top of the

More and more persons, each wanting

international agenda.

more and more things is hardly a sustainable

Of all the resources and natural processes,

proposition in the face of a Änite resource base.

water is the one over which major conÅict is

Human ingenuity and technology can only buy us

most likely within the next few decades. Not only

a little time — they cannot solve the underlying,

among nations, but also between provinces and

fundamental problem. Only slowing the growth of

within communities.

demand for the services our environment provides
can do that.

The signs of such conÅict are already with
us, often camouÅaged by uneasy truces and

Over the past forty years, the limits set by

agreements: in the American Southwest, in the

nature have become increasingly apparent to

Danube basin, in the Sub-continent. Civil strife

some of us, though admittedly not to many. The

over water resources has already occurred

main reason is, of course, that for most people —

between states in South India, and led to tensions

as for most ostriches — it is easier to ignore the

between metropolitan cities and their neighbouring

impending danger than to make the inconvenient

countrysides.

changes needed to deal with it. For them, such

Water is the lifeline of most human activities:

limits exist only after they have already been

agricultural, industrial, domestic. Nearly 70 per

transgressed. The trouble with that is, given the

cent of all living tissue and more than 50 per

exponential mathematics of natural processes

cent of all raw materials in industrial production

and the long lag times between cause and effect,

consists of water. Not only civilisation but life itself

it is already too late when the proof becomes

and water go hand-in-hand together.

available.

The reason water has been taken so much for

But how much proof do we need? Fossil fuels

granted, and never explicitly treated as a resource

may well appear to be plentiful today, but it will

is that for most of history, and in most parts of

not take many decades for them to become quite

the inhabited world, it was freely and plentifully

scarce, particularly if everyone starts using them

available. But, all of a sudden, it no longer is.

as cavalierly as in the industrialised countries

Population growth and economic activity has,
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within the space of a few decades, taken it from
worldwide abundance to local scarcity.
The primary reason for this is that, by tradition,

that of the cost of delivering it.
And one-thousandth that of the value it adds
to the products or services it makes possible.

water has been an "open access" resource. It

No wonder our agriculture and industry depend

has been available, on a Ärst come Ärst served

on technologies that waste this precious resource

basis, freely and free. This meant that it was used,

with so much proÅigacy. And result in such rapidly

and misused, without concern for its intrinsic

accelerating scarcity.

cost or for its contribution to value addition. Or

Water, like other scarce resources, needs to

for the impact on its long term availability. And, of

be priced. Neither too high, nor too low — but

course, as it becomes increasingly scarce, it goes

judiciously graded to make it accessible to all

mainly to those who have the political power or

segments of society and yet minimize any waste.

economic capital to appropriate it by controlling

It also needs to be placed within the local control

the sources.

of communities that can decide on its distribution

Recent studies have shown that water, more

among the different uses and users who need it.

perhaps than any other resource, is grossly

Only thus will it be conserved and sustained —

underpriced. Many users in agriculture, industry

and also be available to everyone, rich and poor,

and homes get it at a price that is one-hundredth

equitably and fairly.

Ashok Khosla
Co-Chair, International Resource Panel
Ashok Khosla is one of world's leading experts on the environment and
sustainable development. A former President of IUCN, and director of the
United Nations Environment Programme, he was awarded the 2002 Sasakawa
Environment Prize – "the Nobel Prize of the environment world" – and has been
named in the UNEP's Global 500 Roll of Honour.

“Nothing on earth is so weak and yielding as water, but for breaking
down the Ärm and strong it has no equal.”
– Lao Tzu, Chinese philosopher and poet
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Cradle to Cradle® approach to water management

I

see water as precious — but not limited. I see

“terranauts” to recycle water — all of it, including

water as being of endless resourcefulness in

urine, if they wish. The building’s systems can

the hydrological cycle of earth to air and back,

use Ältering membranes similar to the ones that

but it needs our care, and it needs us to celebrate

are used in space stations to purify what people

it as a “material” fundamental to life itself. Our

tend to call “waste products” and turn them

creative use of water is not to simply bemoan it as

into potable water. We have similar systems for

a limited thing and seek not simply also to reduce

energy, air supply, heat, and cooling, designing

the damage caused by human abuse or human

this earthbound research center as if it were a

induced climate change but to honor its power to

self-sufÄcient space station. But here on Earth,

provide health giving abundance.

perhaps a better comparison is to a tree. It is a

When you simply think of water as limited, then

building that is alive and that participates in the

instead of tapping its endless potential for sharing

natural Åow of resources just like any natural,

and recirculation in hydrologic cycles your mind

living thing. This is the way we can think about

gets channeled into thoughts about simply being

and design our environment for a planet of 10

“less bad” about our treatment of this essential

billion people.

life-giving (and even life-deÄning) resource. We

Singapore

has

already

gotten

over

the

start thinking “be more efÄcient,” — reduce use,

“disgust” factor. They take all their sewer water,

dump less toxics in it, etc. — and while these are

convert it back into H2O, suck out the phosphates

obviously well-meaning and certainly worthwhile

and nitrates and scum, and return it to potable

actions they are not necessarily the most beneÄcial

quality. They call it “NEWater” — how wonderful

path to life and health. It may just be embarking

a way to use the language to overcome perceived

on the path to slower death.

aversions — who wants old water anyway —

And so my work as a change agent begins with

and everybody’s happy. Isn’t it fascinating what

challenging people’s perceptions. It begins with

changing the name can do? That is the power of

re-aligning a few brain cells and getting people

realigning those brain cells.

to think about things they sometimes had not or

Meanwhile, cities like San Diego and Sydney

even had thought about. Things like drinking their

have gone through intense debates about their

urine.

water protocols. In some cities, people who

I can hear people saying “That is disgusting!”

advocated a system like the one in Singapore

and I understand that reaction. But at the NASA

were calling it “indirect potable reuse,” while

Sustainability Base in California that we designed

those who hated the concept used the phrase

with NASA there is a system similar to what is

“toilet-to-tap,” which activated everybody’s “That

used by the astronauts on the International Space

is disgusting!” response. So what did they end up

Station that allows the building’s earthbound

doing instead? They pump the sewage down into
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the ground and then suck it out months later. It is

Cradle instead of cradle to grave.

once again called “ground water.” It is the same

Many solutions we can be focused especially

water, just Ältered a little bit by terra Ärma, and

on where we do things: cities and farms are

that makes people feel better. It is H2O again in

integrally connected yet different. All sustainability

another hydrological cycle. It is interesting that

can really only be measured with any precision

the word hydrological contains water and logic.

at a local level. So, we can also do things like

Water is not just a content — it is also a

start building vertical farming and greenhouses

currency, it is Åow. It is Åow of money, Åow of

right on the back of our nutrient management

people, Åow of health: Åows of fecundity. Water

systems (former sewage treatment sites), so that

is a medium that makes all life possible — the

the dissolved minerals necessary to plant growth

magical vehicle that catalyzes the energy of the

are already in the water that is delivered to them

sun with the materials of the earth and helps it

for super-productive hydroponic agriculture. Our

all become biology. That is what water is for us.

reliance on imported essential minerals would

The Åow of water means that we can exist. It has

go way down as a result — and hydroponic

to do with almost everything living, it touches

agriculture can raise the same volume of produce

everything — it is so beautiful. So when you mess

as traditional farming while using just eight per

with water, you’re messing with everything.

cent of the water. Cities and buildings can deliver

To change the system, you start by changing

food and fertilizer, clean water, economic beneÄts,

the way you think. In our work, we are studying

and jobs while eliminating point-source pollution

technologies which would allow us to convert

from concentrated sources, like cities, and all the

what people normally call “sewage plants” into

while beneÄting farmers by providing them with

“nutrient management systems.” We have found

valuable slow-release fertilizers that eliminate

techniques that can suck out the phosphate and

distributed, non-point source pollution from our

nitrogen and the other dissolved minerals that are

farmland.

essential for life, and now have fertilizer products

Why not design our cities as organisms? Why

that can be sold to farmers and earn a 12 per

not design our cities to feed themselves and to

cent rate of return. It makes so much sense as a

cycle water continually? Why can’t we run the

business proposition. Instead of building a waste

gray water people have used for cleaning through

disposal plant that people think of as a liability

simple sand Älters and membranes and then use

for the community — a costly, ugly, smelly thing

it, building-by-building, for irrigation and vertical

nobody wants in their backyard and an expensive

agriculture? Why can’t we use the new LED

drain on local resources — we eliminate the

lighting to grow fruits and vegetables using only

concept of waste. Everything we conventionally

the essential parts of the visible spectrum, which

think of as waste is really a nutrient, an asset.

require a fraction of the energy needed for white

So we shift the traditional thinking about design

light? Yes, these technologies are available today,

from asset-to-liability to asset-to-asset. This

they are happening as I write, and they work.

is the Cradle to Cradle® thinking, which I have

What if there were a change in thinking from

developed with Dr. Michael Braungart. Cradle to

the bottom up — a very different vision based
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on a new design model? What about increasing

before.

agricultural productivity at home by twenty per

It is time for a heavy dose of common sense

cent — not just on farms, but in cities, which

combined with optimized economic, social and

can go a long way toward feeding themselves,

ecological systems thinking. It is time to discover

dramatically reducing the need for trucks and

the obvious. Goals become clear and powerful

trains to transport produce over hundreds, even

but about being “more good” instead of being

thousands of miles. We can extract the nutrients

“less bad.” The re-envisioning of current practice

from used water that is already available in the

is so clear and so powerful. But we need people

cities and use them to grow food in magniÄcent

to clear their minds to accept it.

vertical farms.

We can drive it all using solar

Our job is not to bemoan the limits of water.

power and wind power, which we can realize are

Our job is to celebrate the inÄnite fecundity,

actually in abundance. It is a matter of design, and

richness, and resourcefulness of water, and to be

of connecting dots we have not seen connected

smart about how we use it.

William Mc. Donough
William McDonough, FAIA, Int. FRIBA, is a widely recognized designer, sustainable
growth pioneer, and business strategist. For more than four decades, he has
deÄned the principles of the sustainability movement (through his companies:
McDonough Innovation, William McDonough + Partners, and MBDC), creating its
seminal buildings, products, and writings. He is currently serving as Chair of the
World Economic Forum’s Meta-Council on the Circular Economy. McDonough is
co-creator of the Cradle to Cradle® design framework.
– Cradle to Cradle® is a registered trademark of MBDC, LLC.

“I have seen rivers that were brown with silt become clean-Åowing
again ... The job is hardly over, but it no longer seems impossible.”
– Wangari Maathai, a Kenyan environmental and political activist - from the article "Planting the
future", The Guardian, 16 February 2007. She is a 2004 Nobel Peace Prize winner for her work on
sustainable development and women rights.
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Comments on Reñections on Managing WATER:
Earth’s Greatest Natural Resource

T

his is a most timely and much needed

still survive. Reading this book will leave no one

book that will help raise awareness about

in doubt that we are already in the midst of an

the looming threat we face as a nation

unprecedented water crisis. Having set the stage

and indeed the world from out indiscriminate and

the book goes on spell out the implications of this

thoughtless exploitation of the most precious

crisis for our country and its future generations.

of natural resources, Water. Human survival is

Creating this awareness is the key to creating a

dependent upon the availability of clean water for

broad enough political consensus behind measures

us to drink; food security is not possible without

that will mean a sharp departure from the current

water security and virtually all economic activity

patterns of water use and the management of

and therefore our economic well-being depends

these precious resources.

upon access to water. We take the availability of

The book, however, reÅects a spirit of optimism

water for granted. This book shows why that mind-

and conÄdence because it demonstrates how

set needs to change and change quickly because

there are technologies and tried and tested

the truth is that the world and,in particular India, is

policies which can enable us to meet the looming

running out of fresh water supplies as population

threat and,in fact, lead to a more sustainable and

continues to surge,the demands of agriculture

productive future. It is clear that water can no longer

and industry rise relentlessly and the impact of

be treated as a resource which is free and whose

Climate Change threatens even further the already

use can continue unrestricted and unregulated.

dwindling supplies of fresh water. The situation is

Water must be priced to reÅect its true value

already quite dire in many parts of India. Unless

and its current scarcity. Only then can societies

remedial measures are taken NOW, our economic

encourage conservation and prevent waste. This

and social aspirations may evaporate before we

must be applied on an egalitarian basis. There must

know it.

be a pricing system which enables free supply in

For any intelligent and effective policy making,

quantities indispensable for survival but raises

Ärst and foremost we must have adequate and

cost for water for uses that are wasteful. This will

reliable data. Without this we would be groping

also encourage recycling of waste water. Our goal

in the dark. This book represents a welcome and

should be zero discharge and zero waste. While

pioneering effort to set out the challenge we face

technology for this is available, we need to put in

in well-researched facts and Ägures. It paints a

place a robust regulatory regime that incentivizes

compelling picture of the enormity of the threat

the adoption of such technology.

we face due to dwindling fresh water resources

All the stresses and strains that we face as

and the contamination and pollution of those that

a consequence of rapid economic and social
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development will be exacerbated as a result of

up to this somber reality and act before it is too

global Climate Change. Water availability is likely to

late. The editors of the book, Ranjit Barthakur and

be one of the areas most impacted. For example,

Indra Khurana, and the Balipara Foundation should

the melting of glaciers will eventually diminish our

be complimented for undertaking this pioneering

fresh water supplies signiÄcantly. It is time we woke

effort.

Shyam Saran
Former Foreign Secretary and Chairman, National Security Advisory Board
Shyam Saran is a career diplomat. He was appointed India’s Foreign Secretary
in 2004. Subsequent to his retirement, he was appointed Prime Minister’s
Special Envoy for Indo-US civil nuclear issues and later as Special Envoy and
Chief Negotiator on Climate Change. Currently, Shyam Saran is Chairman of
the National Security Advisory Board under the National Security Council. He
serves as Chairman, Research and Information System for Developing Countries,
which is an autonomous think tank specializing in studies on economic and trade
related issues. He is also Senior Fellow with the Centre for Policy Research,
a prestigious think tank which covers a wide range of political, social and
economic issues, including foreign policy related issues. He speaks and writes
regularly on a variety ofsubjects.

“Gagari na phoote, chahe balam mar jaye”
(Let the water pot not break, even if the husband should die)
– Saying in Bundelkhand region, India. The region had a rich history of traditional water harvesting
systems, but now suffers from frequent drought. The society here is strongly patriarchal.
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Smart water for the 21st Century: Water
efðciencies, an enormous untapped opportunity

W

e often fail to see how much of our

usage can be both good for economy and good

modern world is dependent on water.

for environment. India, still in its nascent stage

For example, it takes 10 liters of water

when it comes to building infrastructure, has the

to make one sheet of paper and around 1,000-

opportunity to leapfrog and learn from global best

4,000 liters to make 1 liter of diesel. Global water

practices. In California for example, $1.2 billion

usage continues to increase twice as fast as

for water conservation and remediation projects

population growth and is forecasted to rise by

created jobs in 38 industries and 34 occupations,

more than 50 per cent by 2030. At the same time,

most paying sustainable wages. This initial

the world’s supply of clean water is shrinking

investment stimulated economic activity that is

because of climate change and industrialisation,

twice as great as the initial investment.

which is leading to over abstraction and pollution.
Despite

several

complexities

surrounding

issue of water, there are many cost-effective
solutions to create greater water efÄciencies and

A further look at three highly energy and water
intensive sectors show greater opportunities for
water efÄciencies:
The urban sector, which covers services

decrease waste. The World Bank estimates that

provided

by

water

utilities

to

residential,

globally, 60 per cent of water is lost due to leaky

commercial and public buildings, is responsible

pipes resulting in losses of US $14 billion every

for 11 per cent of total water withdrawals. Today,

year. In Mumbai, 700 million liters of water is lost

utilities can use smart metering technology to get

daily through leakages and illegal connections.

real time data leading to immediate leak detection

Water efÄciency has the potential to unleash a

and remedial action. Tariff structures such as rising

series of positive indirect ripple effects on the

block tariffs to charge increasing unit rates for

life cycle of water, on the power system and on

higher consumption can encourage consumers

society at large.

to save water. Israel was able to reduce its urban

Water and energy are highly interdependent

water consumption by 18 per cent by leving a

and saving one result in saving of the other

“drought tax” on excessive water use in 2009.

because a signiÄcant amount of energy is used

Utilities are also working to create more useable

to extract, treat and distribute water. In India,

water and wastewater recycling technology is

municipal water utilities spend over 60 per cent

gaining headway in countries like Israel where

of their budgets on energy for water pumping

about 75-80 per cent of urban wastewater is being

and there is potential to improve efÄciency by

treated and re-used in the agricultural sector. In

25 per cent. Making the right investment in

Norway, Bekkelaget wastewater treatment plant

creating greater efÄciencies in water supply and

is creating new utility revenue stream by turning
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wastewater treatment facilities into net energy

cent of water used by agricultural sector goes

producers.

towards irrigation. Switching to drip irrigation

The industrial sector: accounts for 20 per

holds tremendous opportunities to not only

cent of global water withdrawals, of which India

save water, but also to reduce power needed

accounts for 5 per cent use. Industry has an

for pumping groundwater. Converting 4 million

enormous opportunity to increase water efÄciency

hectares of Indian sugar cane to drip irrigation

throughout the value chain. A look at India’s

could reduce water withdrawls by 40 per cent

pulp and paper industry shows thatwith off-the-

and save around US $1.5 billion. Education and

shelf water and energy efÄciency technologies,

access to real-time information can signiÄcantly

equivalent to annual domestic water consumption

change a farmer’s behavior. In Andhra Pradesh, a

of 35 million people, roughly 3 per cent of the

project to put groundwater data and management

Indian population can be saved. Industries must

into hands of local farmers has led to reduced

take a deeper look at risks that water shocks pose

use of water through diversiÄed crops and water-

to their operations as well as to their supply chains.

saving irrigation with no reduction to yield.

Stakeholder reporting and identifying water

There are tremendous opportunities to improve

risks to production systems require improved

the way we manage our water resources. Greater

analytics. Large water inefÄciencies can be used

collaboration between stakeholders and across

by implementing tools that already exist.

value chains is required. Regulators, utilities,

The agricultural sector holds the greatest

industries and consumers all play an important

potential for increasing water efÄciencies. Today,

role. Innovation and best practices will continue

70 per cent of fresh water is used for agricultural

to occur within the water industry globally.

purposes — saving 32 per cent of this water

However, the Ärst step lies in better education and

globally would be sufÄcient to cover entire

awareness of issues at hand and solutions that

expected growth in water use by both industrial

are available to save one of world’s most precious

and urban sectors through 2030. Around 90 per

and depleting resources.

Mr. S Ramadorai
Chairman, National Skill Development Agency
Mr. S. Ramadorai is the Chairman of National Skill Development Agency (NSDA).
He serves as the Chairman of National Skill Development Corporation (NSDC)
and Vice Chairman of Tata Consultancy Services Ltd. Prior to this, he served as
the Adviser to the Prime Minister in the National Council on Skill Development,
in the rank of a Cabinet Minister. In recognition of Ramadorai’s commitment and
dedication to the IT industry he was awarded the Padma Bhushan (India's third
highest civilian honour) in January 2006. In April 2009, he was awarded the CBE
(Commander of the Order of the British Empire) by Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II
for his contribution to the Indo-British economic relations.
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issues relating to natural resources management, particularly water and biodiversity.
Through her writings, she is committed to highlighting issues relating to the rural population. Her successful
efforts include publications and public discourses on water resource management, rainwater conservation,
inequitable access to water and sanitation and the imperative for legal rights; manual scavenging; and,
the conservation, protection and use of indigenous domesticated biodiversity. Her efforts have led to
improved policy and practice.
She continues to challenge herself and remains in connect with issues through her travels, readings and
engagement with people from all walks of life.
Email: dr.indira.khurana@gmail.com

Ranjit Barthakur
Ranjit Barthakur is a leading social entrepreneur and the Founder of Balipara Foundation.
He has pioneered various social initiatives and innovations in North Eastern India. He
is committed to promoting the idea that environmental preservation and economic
development can go hand-in-hand together. Ranjit is also instrumental in establishing
Club of Rome - India.
His areas of interests include health, education, culture, skill development and environment protection.
His passion for the environment has roots in the North East from where he comes and was what made
him launch the Naturenomics™ series. Naturenomics™ relates to capital formation through the creation
of ecologically compliant assets in a sustainable manner. The Ärst publication of Naturenomics called
Kaziranga Inheritance was co-authored by him. His connect with water relates to childhood memories and
a commitment to nurture this priceless gift from nature.
Email: Ranjit.Barthakur@agilisys.co.uk
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Romit Sen
An environment professional, Romit has been associated with development
organisations, international aid agencies and industry chambers working in the area of
water and sanitation, industrial water management, rural development and livelihood.
He has advised Ministry of Water Resources on their water use efÄciency work and has
authored several reports, and papers. His research focus has largely been on studying
the degradation of natural resources and improving water use efÄciency. A Masters in Natural Resource
Management with close to 10 years of experience in the water sector, his expertise lies in areas of
training and capacity building, research and analysis of policies, programmes and projects and advocacy.
Email: romitsen@gmail.com
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looking for sanitation news.
A graduate in Economics Honours from the University of Delhi, Shilpi has worked in both the print and
digital media formats and strives to integrate various tools and technologies in her work. As someone
who loves to juggle her time between the online world and family, she continues to focus on creating a
niche for the organisation where she works, enhance customer satisfaction and increase self-motivation.
Email: shilpij11@gmail.com

Anish Dayal
Anish Dayal is an advocate practising in the Supreme Court of India and the Delhi High
Court. As part of his legal practice, he has been actively involved in advising on matters
relating to policy and legislation on the mining industry and issues of sustainable
development. In the past, he has contributed to ‘Naturenomics 4.0’ with a report on the
Canadian Mining industry. Anish is a graduate in Physics Honours from St. Stephens
College. Thereafter he went on to do law from the University of Cambridge in England
on a Commonwealth scholarship. Email: anish.dayal@gmail.com

Anthony Handique
Anthony Handique is a lawyer based in Delhi. He is currently associated with Economics
Laws Practice, Delhi. He practices at the Supreme Court of India and the Delhi High
Court. An Alumnus of ILS Law College, he works closely on matters related to mining,
environment and public policy. Email: anthonyhandique27@gmail.com
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